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ABSTRACT 

 

The work is an examination of medieval chapels in Devon which can be regarded as distinct from 

parish churches.   The topic, which covers the period between 1044 and 1550, is set in a general 

historical context.   A wide range of documentary sources has been used in identifying an estimated total of 

1,300 medieval chapels in Devon, the principal source being the episcopal registers.   Others include early 

charters, surveys of church property, antiquarian studies, visual sources, modern historical sources, and some 

evidence from archaeology and place-names. A database of identified medieval chapels in Devon has enabled 

analysis of the material and provides the basis of a gazetteer of chapels, included at the end of the dissertation.   

The origin and development of chapels is discussed in the context of canon law, which conferred upon them 

subordinate status in order to protect the financial interests of parish churches.   A discussion of sources forms 

the second chapter.   The categories of chapels and the range of people served by them are introduced before 

turning to the functions of chapels and activities in them.   Worship and the liturgy were of primary importance 

but some chapels had additional social roles, especially chapels associated with cults or public services.   A 

discussion of topographical factors and the location of chapels follows, in which comparison is made with 

Lincolnshire.   In the final chapter, patrons, staff and people are considered and an increase in lay initiatives in 

matters relating to the Church is demonstrated, especially from the late-fourteenth century.   The study shows 

that chapels provided a variety of religious outlets and served a wide range of people, and demonstrates their 

great social significance before the Reformation.   The work provides the first comprehensive list and study of 

chapels in any English county. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Documentary and archaeological records indicate that about 1,300 chapels and oratories existed in Devon at one 

time or another before the Reformation.   A study of medieval chapels as a topic is of value because they were 

so numerous and represented an important part of religious and social life.   They reflect lay initiative, being the 

concern of the laity as well as of the clergy.   Chapels were significant in serving a wide range of people and 

providing a variety of opportunities for worship.   Many had added significance through their association with 

other social purposes.   Although chapels are now chiefly associated with Protestant nonconformity, medieval 

chapels existed within the structure of the Catholic Church.   The vast majority were subordinate to a parish 

church and, in most cases, permission to build chapels and have services in chapels or oratories carried the 

condition that there should be no detriment to the parish church with regard to attendance and offerings.   There 

were public and private chapels, and private oratories.   Whilst chapels were consecrated places, an oratory was 

usually a place in a house where the people given licence had permission merely to have divine service.   Even 

then, mass could be celebrated on a portable altar for which licences were also available.   There are, however, 

many cases in the episcopal registers where the status of these places of worship is not clearly defined.   Some 

private ones are referred to as a chapel or as an oratory and there are sometimes inconsistencies as to whether 

the status of public places of worship was that of chapel or of parish church.   This was the case particularly at 

Exeter, where the cathedral had the status of mother church throughout the city with regard to funerals and 

burials.   Except in instances where the status of chapels and oratories has been, or has need of being, 

specifically defined, the term ‘chapel’ is used throughout this dissertation to encompass both, as well as those 

chapels which at some stage in their history have also had the status of a parish church.    

 The period covered dates from the earliest records of the mid-eleventh century to 1550, a suitable 

stopping-point since 1551 marks the episcopacy of the first Protestant bishop of Exeter, Miles Coverdale.   

Although the diocese of Exeter then included Cornwall, chapels and oratories in  
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Devon alone are the present concern.
1
   A few chapels survived throughout the period;  some fell into disuse 

early in the period;  new ones continued to be founded up to the early-sixteenth century.   Throughout the 

period, the year began on 25 March.   The modern calendar is adopted here to avoid confusion.    

 The need for a study of medieval chapels and oratories in Devon has long been expressed.   In 1892 the 

committee of the Exeter Diocesan Architectural Society referred to a ‘repeated suggestion’ that a series of 

papers describing the desecrated chapels that still remained in the county would be interesting and useful.
2
   

Since then many individual chapels have been described and discussed.   In 1906, the Revd D’Oyly Oldham 

ended his paper on ‘The Private Chapels of Devon, Ancient and Modern’ with the comment that a list of all 

private or domestic oratories in Devon would possibly be added as a supplement,
3
 but this did not materialize.   

The scope of this dissertation does not encompass the description or history of individual chapels.   There is, 

however, a list of public chapels, private chapels and oratories in a gazetteer, produced in the form of a database 

and thus enabling analysis of the material.   The field is broadened in scope by setting chapels in Devon within 

the national context of chapels.   The present dissertation is the first detailed systematic study of medieval 

chapels and oratories on a county basis.

                                                 
1·Charles Henderson, ‘The 109 Ancient Parishes of the Four Western Hundreds of Cornwall’, compiled 1910-

1924, Journal of the Royal Institution of Cornwall, new series 2, 3 (1953-60), includes references to many of 

the chapels in Cornwall;  J.H. Adams, ‘The Medieval Chapels of Cornwall’, Journal of the Royal Institution 

of Cornwall,  3 (1957-60), provides a paper on several categories of chapels in Cornwall, and Adams’ notes 

on individual chapels remain in manuscript at the Cornwall Office, University of Exeter, Institute of Cornish 

Studies, Pool, Cornwall. 

2·‘Quarterly Report of the Committee’, TEDAS, 2nd series, v (1892), p. 99. 

3· D’Oyly W. Oldham, ‘The Private Chapels of Devon: Ancient and Modern’, TDA, xxxviii (1906), pp. 391-

403. 
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1  THE ORIGIN OF CHAPELS 

                                                             

The first building to be termed a chapel was the sanctuary in Paris which housed the sacred cloak of St Martin 

of Tours (c. 316-397), the Latin capella being the diminutive of cappa, cloak or cape.
4
   The word ‘chapel’ does 

not appear in English sources until after the Conquest, but places of worship already existed in England which 

were chapels in all but name.   From early times, there was variety of such places of worship.   In the Celtic era 

hermits had oratories.   In Anglo-Saxon times there were oratories in Benedictine monasteries, private chapel-

like buildings on great estates, and public ‘lesser churches’ which were subordinate to a minster.   The 

distinction between private and public places of worship was not necessarily clear-cut since some private places 

evolved into public use.   The origin and development of chapels in England was underpinned by Anglo-Saxon 

and post-Conquest laws.   These crystallized gradually as the status of places of worship was defined.   The 

subordinate status of chapels was foreshadowed in tenth-century laws regarding tithes and dues.   Legal 

constraints were imposed and a hierarchy of church buildings followed:  in effect, minsters, estate churches 

which often became parish churches, and lesser churches of which some remained subordinate after the 

Conquest and were known as ‘chapels’.   In the early-twelfth century the parish system tightened and 

ecclesiastical control was established with regard to chapels.   Control was extended in the thirteenth century, 

the diocese of Exeter playing a significant part.   Nevertheless, chapels were to increase in number and variety 

right up to the Reformation in the 1530s, the greatest incidence of those documented being between 1370 and 

1450. 

 

BEFORE THE CONQUEST 

There is documentary and archaeological evidence from the eighth century onwards of isolated oratories, or 

‘praying places’, of hermits.   Bede referred to the oratory of St Cuthbert on Farne Island, together with the 

small dwelling-place, living room for common use, well, and the land  

 

                                                 
4·H.R. Loyn, ed., The Middle Ages, a Concise Encyclopædia (London, 1989), p. 221;  Collins English 

Dictionary, 3rd ed. (Glasgow, 1991), p. 271. 
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which the saint cultivated,
5
 elements which were the essential components of a hermitage site.

6
   The oratories 

of Celtic hermits would have been private at first, but some developed into chapels or churches for public use, 

as at Farne Island.
7
   Hermit and missionary saints from other parts of the Celtic world in the sixth century are 

associated with north Devon,
8
 thus influencing the dedication of places of worship in the neighbourhood.   

There is no evidence of such early oratories in Devon, except perhaps at Lydford where excavations have 

indicated that one stood on the site of the church of St Petroc.
9
   The Celtic saint Brannoc may have had a 

private oratory in the parish of Braunton, and Nectan and Wenn in Hartland, where chapels dedicated to these 

saints were documented later.   From at least the tenth century in England there were also oratories in 

monasteries where the Rule of St Benedict was followed, for monks to pray privately;
10

  the first major enduring 

Benedictine house in Devon was Tavistock Abbey, founded between 970 and 980.
11

   Archaeological evidence 

has shown that chapel-like buildings existed in Anglo-Saxon times, retrospectively designated as chapels, as 

three examples show.   Firstly, the so-called chapel of St Lawrence at Bradford-on- 

 

 

                                                 
5·Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People, ed. Bertram Colgrave and R.A.B. Mynors (Oxford, 

1969), pp. 434-7. 

6·Rosemary Cramp, ‘Monastic Sites’, The Archaeology of Anglo-Saxon England, ed. David M. Wilson 

(London, 1976), p. 203. 

7·Rotha Mary Clay, The Hermits and Anchorites of England (London, 1914), pp. 1-6. 

8·Nicholas Orme, ed., Unity and Variety: A History of the Church in Devon and Cornwall (Exeter, 1991), pp. 2-

5. 

9·Bridget Cherry and Nikolaus Pevsner, The Buildings of England: Devon, 2nd ed. (London, 1989), p. 549. 

10·The Rule of St Benedict, trans. Justin McCann, 2nd ed. (London, 1976), pp. 5, 57;  C.H. Lawrence, Medieval 

Monasticism, 2nd ed. (London and New York, 1989), pp. 104-7. 

11·For a list of the major monastic houses in Devon see Christopher Holdsworth, ‘From 1050 to 1307’, Unity 

and Variety, ed. Nicholas Orme, pp. 40-1. 
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Avon, associated with Aldhelm and mentioned by William of Malmesbury, is of Saxon origin.
12

   Secondly, at 

the site of Cheddar royal palace a building dated by archaeological evidence to 930x941 is described as an 

Anglo-Saxon ‘chapel’ because of the perpetuation of its site in later chapels.
13

   Thirdly, Odda’s chapel at 

Deerhurst, dedicated in 1056, is generally known as a chapel although David Verey referred to it correctly as an 

Anglo-Saxon church.
14

   No such buildings have been discovered in Devon. 

 Public worship in early Anglo-Saxon times took place either at minsters (monasteria) on which large 

parishes centred, at smaller churches, or in the open air.   Bede, in a letter to archbishop Egbert in 734, 

described a diocesan system under the governance of bishops, with priests and teachers from monasteria 

travelling out to villages.
15

   Minsters might have been houses of monks or of priests until the Tenth-Century 

Reformation differentiated between ‘true’ monasteries of monks and minsters staffed by secular clergy.   Unlike 

the inhospitable conditions adopted by hermits and missionary saints, minsters represented a more social kind of 

Christianity, with access to useful resources and good land.
16

   Of the fourteen probable Devon minsters so far 

identified, ten were sited on or close to royal manors and the other four were founded or endowed by kings.   As 

in most of the rest of England, the royal minster enabled the English Church to establish a  

                                                 
12·H.M. Taylor, ‘The Anglo-Saxon Chapel at Bradford-on-Avon’, The Archaeological Journal, 130 (1973), pp. 

141-171, 151-2, 165, 171 (quoting William of Malmsbury, Gesta Pontificum, ed. N.E.S.A. Hamilton 

(London, Rolls Series, 1897), p. 346). 

13·Philip Rahtz, The Saxon and Medieval Palaces at Cheddar, Excavations 1960-62 (Oxford, 1979), pp. 6-7, 

44, 198-203. 

14·David Verey, The Buildings of England, Gloucestershire: The Vale and the Forest of Dean, 2nd ed. 

(London, 1976), p. 170;  C.R.J. Currie, ‘A Romanesque Roof at Odda’s Chapel, Deerhurst, 

Gloucestershire?’, The Antiquaries Journal, lxiii (1983), pp. 58-63;  an inscription records the date of 

dedication.    

15·Dorothy Whitelock, ed., English Historical Documents, i, 2nd ed. (London and New York, 1979), pp. 799, 

801, 804. 

16·Richard Morris, Churches in the Landscape (London, 1989), p. 138. 
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permanent foothold in every locality.
17

   In Devon, after the coming of the Saxons in the eighth century, public 

worship and prayer could also take place in the open air at crosses, as testified in a letter of about 750 of 

Walpurga, a sister of Boniface of Devon,
18

 thus leaving open further possibilities.   Dorothy Owen considers the 

same to have been true in Lincolnshire,
19

 and remains of Anglo-Saxon crosses have been found in other 

counties such as Durham.
20

   In effect, later chapels were to take the place of these crosses.   They were not 

necessarily on the same site, but the chapel at Revelstoke, in existence when first mentioned in 1244, appears to 

have part of an Anglo-Saxon cross incorporated into its fabric (Plate 1).
21

 

 Anglo-Saxon laws give insight into the situation which gave rise to chapels.   Dues and tithes were paid 

to support the minster churches, and the protection of these financial interests predisposed to the subordinate 

status of later chapels.   The laws of the West Saxon king Ine (688x694) refer to church-scot,
22

 but the tenth 

century was a particular watershed.   King Athelstan’s ‘Ordinance on Church Dues’ (926x c.930) refers to the 

rendering of tithes, church-scots, soul-scots and plough-alms.
23

   Church-scot was paid in kind to the chief 

minster of the district;  soul-scot was the mortuary of a later period;  and plough-scot was an annual levy of one 

penny for each plough team.
24

   By the tenth century, places of worship were being differentiated legally.   

Already in Anglo-Saxon times laws reflect pressure from the laity for choice of places of worship and a degree 

of independence from the minster and, in response, the guarding of the financial  

                                                 
17·Nicholas Orme, Unity and Variety, p. 9. 

18·O.J. Reichel, ‘The “Domesday” Churches of Devon’, TDA, xxx (1898), pp. 267-8. 

19·Dorothy Owen, Church and Society in Medieval Lincolnshire (Lincoln, 1971), p. 2. 

20·J. Backhouse, D.H. Turner, L. Webster, ed., The Golden Age of Anglo-Saxon Art (London, 1984), pp. 132-3. 

21·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 6. 

22·English Historical Documents, i, 399. 

23·D. Whitelock, M. Brett and C.N. L. Brooke, ed.,Councils and Synods with other documents relating to the 

English Church, I: 871-1204, 2 vols (Oxford, 1981), i, 44-6. 

24·Dorothy Owen, op.cit., p. 2. 
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interests of minsters.  Domestic chapels and oratories are forshadowed in King Edgar’s Code (II Edgar, 

960x962), which drew attention to churches on manors, stipulating that in cases where a thegn had on his 

bookland a church with or without a graveyard payment of tithe and church-scot was to be made to the old 

minster.
25

  The receiving of tithe was not, however, without responsibility since in Aelfric’s Pastoral Letter for 

Wulfsige III, Bishop of Sherborne (993xc.995) it was stated that the priest should divide tithes into three:  one 

part for the repair of the church, and the second for the poor, the third to God’s servants who looked after the 

church.  In the same Pastoral Letter, there is evidence that the laity were holding services in their houses in the 

statement that mass should not be celebrated in any house unless it was consecrated, except in case of great 

necessity or if anyone was ill.  Again there are implications that there should be no detriment to the parish 

church, since Christians were exhorted to go to church frequently.26 The so-called ‘Canons of Edgar’ of 

1005x1008 re-iterated that mass should be celebrated only in a consecrated church, except in cases of serious 

illness, and that a priest should never celebrate mass except on a consecrated altar,
27

 legislation which was later 

to apply to chapels.       

By 1014 an ecclesiastical code of King Aethelred gives evidence of a hierarchy of church buildings in 

reference to the ‘chief minster’, the ‘rather smaller minster’, ‘one still smaller’, and also ‘field-churches’.
28

   

Some of the lesser churches became parish churches.   Others did not, such as the above-mentioned example of 

Cheddar royal palace and St Michael’s at East Teignmouth in Devon.   The latter was described as a ‘church’ in 

1044,
29

 but by 1282 was a dependent chapel of Dawlish parish church.
30

   Burial fees became a particular issue.   

The claim of a mother church to these was established in King Aethelred’s Laws (1008).
31

   Cnut’s Laws 

(Christmas 1020x1022) 

                                                 
25·Councils and Synods, I, i, 97-8. 

26.Ibid, pp. 210, 217. 

27·Ibid, p. 324. 

28·Ibid, p. 390. 

29·Exeter Cathedral Archives, archives of the Dean and Chapter, 2526;  transcribed by Della Hooke,  Pre-

Conquest Charter-Bounds of Devon and Cornwall (Woodbridge, 1994), pp. 203-5. 

30·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 323. 

31·Ibid, p. 352. 
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expressed a preference that payment for the soul should be made at the open grave and that if any body was 

buried outside the proper parish, the payment should nevertheless be paid to the minster to which it belonged.
32

    

 As primary sources, Anglo-Saxon laws indicate the structure of the early Church, and the factors which 

predisposed to the development of chapels.   They do not, however, give the whole picture.   Furthermore, 

although the Conquest provides a convenient division for historians, particularly since the term ‘chapel’ was 

introduced after that event, laws governing the structure of the Church and the development of chapels were a 

continuous process until the thirteenth century.   The situation between the late-ninth and thirteenth centuries 

has been studied recently by John Blair and others.   Their work emphasizes a stage between the late-ninth and 

the mid-eleventh century when complex estates and territories based on royal, ecclesiastical or aristocratic 

centres fragmented into self-contained local manors.   A parallel process saw the formation and planning of 

villages, and while many churches adjoin manor-houses, many others are integral components of villages.   The 

manor-houses and villages reflect a reorganization of rural life at a higher level of economic development, like 

the small towns with their new and often multiple parishes which were emerging in late-Saxon England.   The 

process of developing local lordship and emergent local communities could have had more than one stage.   

Many large manors created in the tenth century were subdivided into smaller ones before the Domesday Book, 

so churches of more than ordinary local status may sometimes have been founded to serve them, with parishes 

which fragmented in their turn.   Most parish churches seem to have originated through lay or ecclesiastical 

seigneurial foundation, devolution from minsters, or corporate initiative.   Between the tenth and twelfth 

centuries there was a rapid proliferation of ‘local’ or ‘private’ churches with resident priests, concurrently with 

a major campaign of stone church-building at local level during the eleventh and twelfth centuries.   Between 

the eleventh and thirteenth centuries most minsters were eclipsed, their parishes being divided among local 

churches, and the modern parochial system was crystallized.   Just as churches had originally been subordinate 

to minsters, so in turn they acquired chapels of their own, but the chapels founded after the mid-twelfth century 

had little chance of ever becoming  

                                                 
32·Ibid, pp. 477-8. 
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independent.
33

   This was because, by this time, the parish system had been consolidated and was defended by 

powerful interests:  church patrons, bishops, and parish clergy.   

 

AFTER THE CONQUEST 

The term ‘chapel’ appears in English documents after the Conquest.   Its earliest use hitherto noted with respect 

to a specified place of worship relates to Devon.   In Bishop Leofric’s inventory of lands and books 

(1069x1072) is reference to a chapel (capella) in Exeter Cathedral for himself after his death.
34

   The earliest 

domestic chapels given as examples by Margaret Wood in The English Mediaeval House are those of the castles 

of Durham (c. 1072), Oxford (1074) and Richmond in Yorkshire (before 1085).   At least six others are known 

to have been built before the legislation of 1143 discussed below.
35

   Bishops were amongst the first to have 

domestic chapels, that at Hereford being the first recorded (c. 1079-95).
36

   The earliest use of the term ‘chapel’ 

in legislation appears to be in 1102, when a council of Westminster decreed that there should be no new one 

without the agreement of the bishop.
37

 Post-Conquest legislation is central to an understanding of chapels and 

oratories up to the Reformation.   Whereas in Anglo-Saxon England church legislation was sometimes made by 

kings, from Norman times, after the compromise over the Investiture Disputes in 1107 when the Church 

asserted more independence, it was made by the ecclesiastical elite.   In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the 

hardening of controls over chapels reflects the assertiveness of Church leaders and the continued aspirations of 

the laity.   The first and second Lateran Councils (1123 and 1139) legislated against the control of church 

possessions or tithes by lay people;  those  

                                                 
33·John Blair, ‘Introduction: from Minster to Parish Church’, Minsters and Parish Churches, ed. John Blair 

(Oxford, 1988), pp. 1, 7-8, 15. 

34·P.W. Conner, Anglo-Saxon Exeter: A Tenth-century Cultural History (Woodbridge, 1993), pp. 228-9, 234. 

35·Margaret Wood, The English Medieval House, 2nd ed. (London, 1994), pp. 227-8, 243. 

36·.Ibid. 

37
  Councils and Synods, I, ii, 676, 680 (the canons of the council at Westminster, repeated in London at the 

council of Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury). 
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who were in possession of churches were to restore them to the bishop or face excommunication.
38

   Martin 

Brett has argued that by 1135 rights were being defined between the old and new churches, and sometimes 

relations between churches which already existed.   The destination of tithes was an important element in 

determining the status of a church or chapel.   Oblations, particularly at the greater feasts, were a matter for 

careful regulation in the founding of a new church.   The claim of a mother church to burial fees had been 

established in 1008, but Brett finds that the mortuary (the soul-scot of Anglo-Saxon times) was a particularly 

contentious source of revenue in the early-twelfth century.
39

   English legislation concerning chapels continued 

to be amplified, demonstrating the tightening grip of bishops over both laity and clerics as chapels were kept to 

their subordinate status.   It was stated in 1138 that by ‘apostolic authority’ a bishop’s licence was required for 

the building of a church or oratory,
40

 the first reference noted to the term ‘oratory’, outside its use in the context 

of hermits and monks.   In 1143 it was decreed that priests should not be accredited to chapels without the 

authority of the bishop of the diocese, and that chaplains were not to presume to celebrate divine office in 

fortresses and keeps without permission.
41

   The implications of this early Norman legislation are that, amongst 

the aristocracy, castle chapels were being built and chaplains employed without episcopal permission.     

No twelfth-century foundation charters are available for Devon chapels, but 34 are known to have 

existed before 1200.   Exeter castle, founded in 1068, evidently had a chapel by 1086, when its four clergy are 

mentioned.
42

   The chapel of the bishop’s palace at Exeter was possibly in existence 

                                                 
38·Norman P. Tanner, ed., Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils, 2 vols, i, Nicaea I to Lateran V (Georgetown, 

1990), pp. 191-2, 199.   Much of the substance of the decrees of Lateran I became known in England 

through the Legatine Council of 1125, and of Lateran II in Gratian's Decretum, so by the mid- and late-

twelfth century this was well-known in England (Councils and Synods, I, ii, 728-30, 738-41, 779-80). 

39·Martin Brett, The English Church under Henry I (Oxford, 1975), pp. 223-228. 

40·Ibid, p. 777 (at the Legatine Council at Westminster). 

41·Ibid, pp. 802-3 (at the Legatine Council of London). 

42·Stuart Blaylock and Robert Higham, ‘Exeter’, Archaeological Journal, 147, Supplement:  The Exeter Area 

(1990), p. 35, referring to the Domesday Book. 
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 by 1150x1154, at the latest by 1206.
43

   Twenty-two of the 34 chapels were granted to monasteries by lay-

people between about 1136 and 1199.   For example, the ‘chapels’ of Uffculme, taken from Glastonbury Abbey 

by William the Conqueror, were restored in 1136 by King Stephen, whose brother Henry of Blois was abbot of 

Glastonbury, because of the impoverished state of the abbey.
44

   Those of Petton, Dipford and Zeal Farm in 

Bampton, and Donningstone in Clayhanger, were granted in 1107x1137 by Rodbert of Bampton and Emma his 

mother to the monks of Bath, for the sake of the soul of Rodbert’s father;
45

  and Farway and its two chapels 

were given to Montebourg Abbey in Normandy in expiation of a crime (c.1135 x June 1155).
46

   No evidence 

has been noted of Devon chapels being restored to the bishop, in accordance with the decree of the afore-

mentioned second Lateran Council.   Some of the ‘chapels’ in existence before 1200 were formerly parish 

churches which underwent a change of status to chapels, namely St Michael's at Teignmouth, churches like SS. 

Martin, Olave and Sidwell in the city of Exeter, and the church of St James’s Priory outside the city.   Others, in 

chronological order, are the chapels of the cell of Marsh Barton (Exeter, Cowick) dependent on Plympton 

Priory, Swimbridge with its cemetery, Okehampton castle, the leper hospital at Pilton, and Rawridge in 

Upottery.
47

 

 

                                                 
 

43·Ethel Lega-Weekes, and Frances Rose-Troup, ‘The Bishop's Chapel of St Faith at Exeter’, TDA, lxiv (1932), 

pp. 415-420. 

44·A. Watkin, ed., The Great Chartulary of Glastonbury, 3 vols, Somerset Record Society, 59, 63, 64 (1947, 

1952, 1956), i, pp. liii-lv, 125-7;  W.G. Hoskins and H.P.R. Finberg, Devonshire Studies(London, 1952), p. 

76. 

45·W.H. Hunt, ed., Two Chartularies of the Priory of St Peter at Bath, Somerset Record Society, 7 (1893), pp. 

39-40, 60-1, 81;  T.W. Whale, ‘The Tax Roll of “Testa de Nevill”’, TDA, xxx (1898), p. 257, quoting the 

above.   Archbishop Theobald (1138x1161) confirmed that the grant included the four chapels. 

46·Robert Bearman, ed., Charters of the Redvers Family and the Earldom of Devon 1090-1217, Devon and 

Cornwall Record Society, new series, 37 (Exeter, 1994), p. 183. 

47·For dates and references see the gazetteer. 
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THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY 

After 1200, increasing numbers of chapels were founded as chapels of ease or as domestic chapels to 

aristocratic houses.   Legislation continued.   The stipulation in 1237 that minor chapels should be consecrated 

was foreshadowed by Anglo-Saxon law, but the reference to ‘minor’ chapels implies a new category of 

chapel.
48

   Another category, the parochial chapel, was defined when the bishop of Winchester in about 1247 

made concessions in the case of an existing chapel, remote from the mother church.   Where one priest was 

insufficient to care for the number of souls, and where the income had grown proportionately, the rector and 

parishioners were to contribute to the sustenance of a priest, who should dwell near to the chapel, and answer in 

full to the rector of the mother church for the income therefrom.
49

   In Durham diocese (1241x1249), if the 

archdeacon in his visitations found a cleric celebrating masses for souls in a chapel built without permission the 

cleric was to be suspended from office.   Ancient chapels not confirmed by episcopal deed, and newly built ones 

without episcopal licence, were prohibited unless permitted by right in villages.   Rebuilt chapels with chantries 

were permitted if upheld by the support of the law.   It was expected that there would be more chapels in large 

parishes.   Control was intended over priests in churches or chapels in that they were to attend general chapters 

at the court of the archdeacon about twice a year.
50

   The Statutes of Bath and Wells diocese (1258?) decreed 

that parishioners of chapels should go to the mother church on the anniversary of its dedication and on 

Christmas Day to make prayers and oblations,
51

 while the Legatine Council of London (1268) expressed 

concern that the oblations of chapels which had by law been conceded to the mother church should in fact be 

given.
52

 

 In summary, by the late-thirteenth century, the agreement of the bishop was required to existing 

chapels, and his licence for the building of new ones.   Even ‘minor’chapels were to be  

 

                                                 
48·F.M. Powicke and C.R. Cheney, ed., Councils and Synods and other documents relating to the Christian 

Church, II: 1205-1313, 2 vols (Oxford, 1964), i, 246 (by the Canons of the Legatine Council at St Paul’s, 

London).  

49·Ibid, pp. 408-9. 

50·Ibid, p. 429. 

51·Ibid, p. 600. 

52·Ibid, p. 766. 
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consecrated, and an episcopal licence was a prerequisite for the celebration of divine offices in them.   Priests 

were not to serve chapels without the bishop’s authority, nor presume to celebrate in fortresses and keeps 

without permission.   They were to answer to the local parish rector for income from their chapel;  they were to 

be suspended from office if found celebrating in an unlicensed chapel;  and they were to be kept in touch by 

attending chapters of the clergy twice a year.   Parishioners were required to attend the mother church on the 

anniversary of its dedication and on Christmas Day, making prayers and oblations, and a requirement that 

oblations were given on these occasions was reiterated. 

  

EXETER DIOCESE IN THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY 

Five early documents in Exeter diocese suggest that legislation was being enforced over and above that outlined 

above.   Conditions appear to have been tailored to each case, but all protected the rights of the mother church.  

Three relate to chapels near Crediton:  St Martin at Creedy (Upton Hellions) in 1217;  the chapel at Yeo, circa 

1232; and that at Ruxford in 1254.
53

   In the case of Osbert of Poitou’s chapel at Creedy, the bishop’s 

permission had been obtained;  the chapel was granted to the canons of Crediton with all tithes, lands and 

meadows, and a penalty was imposed if any heirs should disturb the grant.   Osbert undertook to appear with his 

tenants in the religious processions of Crediton church, and promised that he and his tenants would baptize their 

children and bury their dead at Crediton.   The bishop and full chapter of Crediton enjoined a particularly strict 

requirement, that he and his heirs should also attend at a full service at Crediton on Sundays, Wednesdays and 

Fridays, and on religious days.   In the other two examples, the chapter of Crediton rather than the bishop 

appear to have granted licence for celebration of services, in acknowledgment of which they received payment.   

At Yeo, where the chapel had been built with the assent of the chapter, Thomas of Tetteburne and his heirs were 

to take part in processions at Crediton four times a year.   A pound of wax was to be rendered every year to the 

chapter of Crediton to be at the disposal of the chapel, and derogation from the grant would result in forfeiture  

 

 

                                                 
53·James Bridge Davidson, ‘On Some Further Documents Relating to Crediton Minster’, TDA, xiv (1882), pp. 

247-271. 
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of the chapel.   The penalty seems out of proportion to the value of the wax, which doubtless symbolized the 

chapter's control.   At Ruxford chapel, the canons of Crediton permitted divine service to be celebrated by 

William Ralegh’s own chaplain, in acknowledgment of which William granted for himself and his heirs six 

pence yearly.   Oblations, offerings and payments made for offices of the dead by the chapel’s parishioners were 

to be paid to the church and canons.   If the chaplain contravened the grant, the chapel and chaplain were to be 

suspended until lawful satisfaction was made to the church and canons.    

 A fourth foundation document, dated 1250, concerns the chapel of Norton near Dartmouth.
54

   In an 

agreement between Gilbert FitzStephen and the canons of Torre Abbey, offerings from Gilbert’s freemen or 

servants were to go to the mother church of Townstal, but Gilbert could keep the oblations made by himself, his 

wife and the young men of the family in return for land given to the abbot.   He was also to give a pound of wax 

annually to Townstal church;  if he did not services in the chapel would cease.   Gilbert further gave all lands 

which the canons rented in the fee of Townstal and renounced all claim in the feoffee and houses in Townstal, 

and also the spring, which belonged to the abbot.   He promised to spend two shillings annually on lights in the 

chapel and other necessities for the vicar.   A chantry is mentioned, so Gilbert would have received 

intercessions for the souls of himself and his family.   The fifth foundation document, dated 1282, relates to the 

chapel of Ashford in Burlescombe.
55

   The canons of Canonsleigh Abbey were to celebrate at least one mass 

every Sunday, on every sixth feast day, and at Christmas and Michaelmas;  and to baptize there the lawful 

children of the lords of Ashford and church their wives.   In return, the lord was to pay the canons six shillings 

annually;  if they should fail in payments, then the canons were no longer bound to perform the services.   No 

mention is made of grants of land, or of the destination of oblations, but the payment of six shillings annually is 

high compared with the six-pence at Ruxford, even though the Ashford document is twenty-eight years later.    

  

                                                 
54·Deryck Seymour, Torre Abbey (Exeter, 1977), pp. 204-5. 

55·Vera C.M. London, ed., The Cartulary of Canonsleigh Abbey (Harleian MS. no. 3660), Devon and Cornwall 

Record Society, new series, 8 (1965), p. 107. 
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         Already in these early documents different categories of chapels are defined.   Those at Yeo and Ashford 

seem to have been founded as domestic chapels for family use, but Ashford was a clearly a manorial chapel of 

higher status since it had a font.   The chapel of Creedy served the family and tenants, that of Norton the family, 

freemen and servants.   At Ruxford, provision was made by a private individual for a wider congregation, since 

parishioners are mentioned, and the licencee also provided a chaplain.   At Norton services were carried out by 

the vicar of the parish church, although both church and chapel had obligations to the Premonstratensian abbey 

of Torre, and the chapel was endowed with a chantry.   Augustinian canons performed the services at Ashford.   

In all cases, the material rights of the mother church or abbey were protected by a penalty clause;  in four, 

failure of agreed grants or payments resulted in forfeiture or suspension. 

 The surviving fragment of the synodal statutes of Bishop Briwere (Statutes of Exeter I, 1225x1237) has 

no reference to chapels.
56

   Those of Bishop Quinel (Statutes of Exeter II, 1287), however, contribute much on 

the subject, including strict innovations, under four headings.   Firstly, as already established, no new church or 

chapel was to be built, nor was divine service to be ministered in them, without a licence from the particular 

bishop.   When chapels were built, nothing was to be done in them that caused prejudice to the mother church, 

and all oblations offered in chapels were to be surrendered to the mother church, the penalty for a cleric refusing 

to do so being suspension from office - but Bishop Quinel went further in threatening excommunication after 

three warnings.   Other new elements were introduced.   With regard to the repair of churches, chapels and 

oratories, no ruins were to be renovated without a licence from the particular bishop.    There was not to be a 

baptismal font in chapels, nor should marriage be celebrated without permission, and even then the mother 

church should be compensated;  the same was to apply to oratories built in houses.   In the case of a neglected or 

ruined church or chapel the bishop himself reserved power to regulate by canonical sanctions.    

 Other legislation in the same section indicates that wealth was an important factor in the founding of 

chapels.   The upkeep of chapels was to appertain totally to their parishioners, without involving the parish 

church.   Whilst the construction and repair of the chancel of the parish church  

 

                                                 
56·Councils and Synods, II, i, 227-37. 
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was the responsibility of the rector, that of the nave belonged to the parishioners.   If, out of devotion, anyone 

wished to build an altar in the church, the bishop’s licence should be obtained first and provision made in 

perpetuity for repairs to the building so that future parishioners would not be burdened.   The same was to apply 

to oratories built in private houses, and even chapels which, strictly speaking, the founding parishioners did not 

own.
57

   At this stage there appears to have been an assumption that oratories would be purpose-built, whereas 

later references imply that some were rooms in houses adapted for worship.   Considerable expense was 

incurred already to the laity in offerings to the parish church, and in contributions to the maintenance of its 

nave;  it is clear that the added burden of building and maintaining a chapel required considerable financial as 

well as religious commitment. 

 Secondly, legislation regarding the dedication of churches was emphasized.   Churches with cure of 

souls should be both dedicated and consecrated, a regulation which would doubtless apply to future chapels 

with cure of souls.   This and the reference below to oblations on ‘the festival of the dedication of the parish 

church or of All Saints’, imply that not all churches had been dedicated to a particular saint by this time.   

Anniversaries of dedications were to be celebrated and marked with oblations by the parishioners of churches 

and of subordinate chapels nearby.
58

   The third provision, also new, concerned the dedicating of cemeteries of 

chapels a long distance from the mother church.   This might be allowed on account of the remoteness of the 

place, chapels being separated by two miles from their mother churches or less in the case of impediment by 

flood, or hazardous roads.   Such chapels should be built within the limits of parishes, have distinct boundaries, 

and their parishioners should compensate the mother church and pay the rector all oblations.
59

   Fourthly, in 

respect of oblations, existing legislation was extended.   Parishioners over the age of fourteen, including those 

of chapels dependent on a mother church, should offer oblations to the parish church four times a year:  

Christmas Day, Easter, the festival of the local saint, and the festival of the dedication of the parish church or 

All Saints day.   In the case of chapels where the 

                                                 
57·Councils and Synods, II, ii, 1002-4. 

58·Ibid, pp. 1004-5. 

59·Ibid, p. 1005. 
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mother church had been appropriated to a monastery parishioners were to conform in so far as vicars had been 

instituted canonically.   Since the cathedral was truly the mother church of all parishioners in the diocese, they 

were urged in token of obedience to offer there, or send through their parish priests, oblations at Pentecost for 

which they would receive three days indulgence.
60

 

 Although the diocese of Exeter appears to have been particularly stern and prescriptive, the statutes of 

1287 were probably no more than a natural progression in the crystallization of the law in respect of chapels.   

On the other hand, in view of the subsequent abundance of chapels in Devon and Cornwall, it is possible that 

the authoritarian Exeter Statutes of 1287 were made in response to the particular demands of the clergy and laity 

in Exeter diocese.   No firm conclusions may be made until chapels in more counties have been researched.   

The incidence of medieval chapels in Devon cannot be assessed accurately since many of them were first 

recorded long after the Reformation, but by 1287 there is documentary evidence of some 137 chapels in Devon 

(about 10.5% of the total known to have existed).   The earliest recorded domestic oratory in Devon post-dates 

the Exeter Statutes II:  Sir Simon de Montacute was licensed in 1308, with strict conditions, to build one in his 

manor of La More, in the parish of Luppitt.
61

 

 Licences remained conditional even late in the period, such as those granted by Bishops Nevill and 

Oldham respectively to Thomas and Elizabeth Golond in 1457, and to Thomas Hatch and his wife in 1504.
62

   

Although the law regarding chapels was not necessarily articulated in the first reference to each one (most 

notably during the episcopies of Bishops Stafford and Lacy when newly-documented chapels were particularly 

numerous), echoes of legislation laid down by the late-thirteenth century are sounded by various bishops of 

Exeter throughout the period, particularly in response to unacceptable lay initiatives.   The bishop’s licence had 

been required for chapels since 1102.   In 1337 Bishop Grandisson issued a mandate against celebrating in 

private chapels and oratories without his licence.
63

   Early law required that chapels should be consecrated.   In 

1352  

                                                 
60·Ibid, pp. 1056-7. 

61·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 300. 

62·DRO, Chanter XII, Reg. Nevill, Exeter, fo. 35v;  Chanter XIII, Reg. Oldham, Exeter, fo. 34. 

63·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 836-7. 
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Bishop Grandisson emphasized that no church or perpetual chapel should be built unless the foundation stone 

had been blessed and laid by the diocesan bishop and a cross planted at the place.
64

   Bishop Lacy reiterated the 

laws concerning the dedication of churches and the consecration of altars and portable altars.
65

   When there was 

seen to be prejudice to the mother church, action was taken.   For example, Bishop Lacy in 1437 revoked the 

licence for divine service in Sandford chapel;  and in 1444 that of the chapel at Oburnford in Halbeton.
66

   

Parishioners of chapels were to be responsible for the chapel’s upkeep:  Bishop Stafford’s licence to the 

inhabitants of Noss (Newton and Noss) for the chapel of St John the Baptist in 1400, contained the clause ‘at 

their own charges’.
67

   Canon law stated that the financial interests of parish churches should not be jeopardized 

with regard to burial rights.   Such was the response when parishioners petitioned for cemeteries at the chapels 

of Kingston in 1401, Kingsbridge in 1414, and Revelstoke in about 1432.
68

   Parishioners of chapels were also 

required by canon law to attend the parish church on stated festivals and to offer oblations.   In 1441, Bishop 

Lacy suspended services in the parochial chapel of St Mary at Plympton until the Palm Sunday offerings were 

paid by its parishioners to the mother church of Plympton Priory.
69

   Although the records of bishops, quoted 

here, are an important source, not all the medieval chapels in Devon are documented therein as 

demonstrated in the discussion of sources.   

 

                                                 
64·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 1110;  this letter related to the irregular practices at Frithelstock, discussed in 

Chapter 4.1. 

65·Ralph Barnes, ed., Liber Pontificalis of Edmund Lacy, Bishop of Exeter (Exeter, 1847): Dedicatio 

ecclesiarum, pp. 11-8;  Consecratio altaris, pp. 19-32;  Consecratio altaris portalis, pp. 39-52. 

66·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 41-2, 309-10. 

67·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 266. 

68·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, pp. 227-30;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iv, 314-8. 

69·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 252-5. 
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2  SOURCES 

 
 

The sources for the history of medieval chapels are widely dispersed in medieval records.   A few sources 

pertain to the general background of chapels.   Of these, ecclesiastical sources are particularly rewarding, 

including the decrees of papal councils, the legislation of bishops, and the ecclesiastical legislation of Anglo-

Saxon kings and Henry VIII.
1
   Chapels are also portrayed against the background of everyday life in medieval 

literature,
2
 and in art as manuscript illustration,

3
 but such sources are not specific to Devon so are used here only 

rarely.   The most important sources for the present purpose are those which identify particular chapels in 

Devon, the principal group being the episcopal registers.   However, no single source or collection of records 

mentions all the chapels and oratories known to have existed.   It is necessary to piece together evidence from 

the main sources, some of which date from after the Reformation as Figure 1 shows.   It is not feasible to 

examine all the potential records, like those of the crown or of private landowners, in public or  

                                                 
1·Norman P. Tanner, ed., Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils, 2 vols, i, Nicaea I to Lateran V (Georgetown, 

1990);  D. Whitelock, M. Brett and C.N.L. Brooke, ed., Councils and Synods with other documents relating 

to the English Church, I: 871-1204, 2 vols (Oxford, 1981);  F.M. Powicke, and C.R. Cheney, ed., Councils 

and Synods with other documents relating to the English Church, II: 1205-1313, 2 vols (Oxford, 1964);  

Walter Howard Frere and William McClure Kennedy, Visitation Articles and Injunctions of the Period of the 

Reformation, 1536-1558 (London, 1910). 

2·For example, Perlesvaus, The High Book of the Grail, trans. Nigel Bryant (Cambridge and Totowa, USA, 

1978), a thirteenth-century French romance, would have been read in England;  William Vantuono, ed., Sir 

Gawain and the Green Knight (New York and London, 1991);  R.B. Dobson and J. Taylor, Rymes of Robin 

Hood (London, 1976). 

3·As shown by Rotha Mary Clay, The Hermits and Anchorites of England (London, 1914);  Nicholas Orme, 

‘Church and Chapel in Medieval England’, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society (1996) 

(forthcoming). 
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private archives.
4
   Furthermore, on account of the problems of carrying out systematic field work for so many 

chapels over such a wide area, tithe maps, archaeological sources and architecture have been studied only on an 

ad hoc basis.
5
  There are thus limitations to this study.   The main evidence, however, has been studied 

systematically.   Sources are here divided into seven groups for convenience. 

 

THE EARLIEST SOURCES FROM THE ELEVENTH TO THE THIRTEENTH CENTURIES 

The earliest documentary reference to a Devon chapel dates from 1044, when michaheles ciricean (St Michael's 

Church, East Teignmouth) is mentioned in respect of land in Dawlish which Edward the Confessor granted to 

his chaplain Leofric (later to be the first bishop of Exeter).
6
   That this building, later on, was a chapelry of 

Dawlish is shown by a reference of 1282 to the chaplain’s house in Teignmouth.
7
   The Domesday Book of 

1086,
8
 is not a good source for chapels and, as Christopher Holdsworth points out, few churches are mentioned 

unambiguously.
9
   Of these, St Olave’s, had dependent status and was arguably a chapel until it was given 

parochial status in the early-thirteenth  

                                                 
4·For example, Calendars of Inquisitions Post Mortem and other Analagous Documents preserved in the Public 

Record Office (London, 1904-1955);  Calendars of Patent Rolls (London, 1901-1925).   

5
  Some 60 chapels have been visited or their sites searched for and many photographic records have been made.  

Numerous examples have been drawn from these. 

6·Exeter Cathedral Archives, archives of the Dean and Chapter, 2526;  transcribed by Della Hooke, Pre-

Conquest Charter-Bounds of Devon and Cornwall (Woodbridge, 1994), pp. 203-5.   There were probably 

earlier churches which also came to be known as chapels, for example, according to the thirteenth-century 

Cartulary of Tavistock Abbey the ‘chapel’ of St Matthew was in existence before the abbey was founded 

(970x980), but there is no earlier documentary evidence of this (H.P.R. Finberg, ‘The Cartulary of 

Tavistock’, DCNQ, xxii (1942-46), pp. 55-58).  

7·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 323. 

8·Domesday Book, vol. 9, Devon, ed. Caroline and Frank Thorne, 2 vols (Chichester, 1985).  

9·Christopher Holdsworth, ‘The Church at Domesday’ in Domesday Essays ed. Christopher Holdsworth 

(Exeter, 1986), pp. 51, 56. 
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century.
 10

 Conversely, the priory church of St James became a known as a chapel some time in 1122x1146.
11

   

The local historian O.J. Reichel presumed that, by 1086, monasteries or churches outside the county had 

oratories in Devon at the places where they held property, for example at Beer and Seaton, held by Horton 

Abbey;  at Northam, held by St Stephen’s monastery, Caen;  and at Revelstoke, held by Salisbury Cathedral.
12

   

These inferences may well be correct, but such speculations are not included in this study unless confirmed by 

other sources.   The existence of a church at Kingsbridge in Anglo-Saxon times has been inferred from 

topographical evidence by Jeremy Haslam,
13

 and in the fourteenth century Kingsbridge had the status of a 

chapelry of Churchstow.   Here, however, there is the added problem of presupposing chapel status on the basis 

of much later evidence.   

 More direct evidence comes from charters, many relating to endowments of monasteries, which form 

the earliest numerous class of sources for chapels.   Fifty chapels have been identified in charters including 21 

dating from the twelfth century, 25 from the thirteenth and two from the fourteenth century.   They reveal that 

the majority of monastic endowments in Devon were made by the aristocracy, and that they might be confirmed 

by the king, archbishop, bishop or descendents of the noble family.   Although earlier dates are often imprecise, 

valuable evidence relates to the patronage of chapels, their locations, dedications, and subordination to a parish 

church.   A few monastic cartularies outside the diocese contain evidence of Devon chapels, for example those 

of Glastonbury Abbey (Uffculme chapel) and of Bath Priory (the chapels of Diptford, Petton and Zeal 

 

 

                                                 
10

 Domesday Book, ed. Thorne, vol. i, section 9.2. The church of St Olaf in Exeter, with its mother church of 

Cullompton, was given to Battle Abbey in 1076 (Eleanor Searle, Lordship and Community, Battle Abbey 

and its Banlieu 1066-1538(Toronto, 1974), pp. 23, 36);  it was referred to as a chapel 1214x1223 and 1291, 

yet it had its own rector in 1276 (Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, pp. 3, 140, 451). 

11
 Domesday Book, ed. Thorne, vol. i, section 52.50. 

12
 ·O.J. Reichel, ‘The “Domesday” Churches of Devon’, TDA, xxx (1898), pp. 258-315. 

13
 ·Jeremy Haslam, ‘The Towns of Devon’, Anglo-Saxon Towns in Southern England, ed. Jeremy Haslam 

(Chichester, 1984), pp. 274-5. 
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 in Bampton, and Donningstone in Clayhanger).
14

  Some of the charters transcribed by modern historians refer 

to chapels, particularly in the works of George Oliver, J.H. Round, H.P.R. Finberg, Deryck Seymour and R. 

Bearman.
15

   The remaining sources of charters are identified in the gazetteer.   Of the many published works by 

the Devon historian George Oliver (1781-1861) on the ecclesiastical history of the diocese of Exeter,
16

 it is in 

the Monasticon of 1846 that references to chapels are chiefly to be found.   Monastic cartularies apart, much of 

Oliver’s work derives from the bishops’ registers.       

 

BISHOPS’ REGISTERS 

The collection of records and registers of the bishops of Exeter from the thirteenth century up to 1550 is a 

second and principal documentary source, from which a total of 686 chapels have been identified.   English 

bishops did not keep systematic registers of the charters and documents they issued until the thirteenth century.   

Registers of the bishops of Exeter survive only from 1258 and even then have gaps.
17

   Nevertheless, they are 

the principal source in a study of medieval chapels in Devon, being records of the chief ecclesiastical authority 

in charge of chapels and containing a large volume and variety of material.   Transcriptions of the bishops’ 

registers have been edited and published up to the mid-fifteenth century.   Those from the earliest,  

 

 

                                                 
14

 A. Watkin, The Great Chartulary of Glastonbury, 3 vols, Somerset Record Society, 59 (1947), 63 (1956), i, 

pp. 125-7;  W.H. Hunt, ed., Two Chartularies of the Priory of St Peter at Bath, Somerset Record Society, 7 

(1893), pp. 39-40, 60-1, 81. 

15
   George Oliver, Monasticon Dioecesis Exoniensis with supplement (Exeter and London, 1846);  J.H. Round, 

ed., Calendar of Documents Preserved in France, vol. i, 918-1206 (London, 1899);  H.P.R. Finberg, ‘Some 

Early Tavistock Charters’, English Historical Review, lxii (1947), pp. 352-77;  Deryck Seymour, Torre 

Abbey (Exeter, 1977);  Robert Bearman, ed., Charters of the Redvers Family and the Earldom of Devon 

1090-1217, Devon and Cornwall Record Society, new series, 37 (Exeter, 1994).  The remaining sources are 

identified in the gazetteer. 

16
 T.N. Brushfield, ‘The Bibliography of the Rev. George Oliver, D.D., of Exeter’, TDA, xvii (1885), pp. 266-7, 

270-6. 

17
 See the bibliography for a list of registers.  The dates of the episcopacies of bishops are quoted from E.B. 

Fryde, D.E. Greenway, S. Porter and I. Roy, ed., Handbook of British Chronology, 3rd ed. (London, 1986), 

pp. 246-7. 
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Bishop Bronescombe’s beginning in 1258, up to and including part of Bishop Lacy’s episcopacy (1420-1455) 

were edited by the Revd F.C. Hingeston-Randolph and published between 1886 and 1909.   Of these, the 

transcriptions before Grandisson’s (and including Stafford’s) registers create problems because Hingeston-

Randolph began merely by indexing the entries in alphabetical order, but thereafter he went over to a more 

continuous kind of transcription.   Hingeston-Randolph’s identification of chapels is sometimes questionable.
18

   

A second volume for Bishop Lacy was edited by C.G. Browne and O.J. Reichel, but this has been superseded 

by Professor G.R. Dunstan’s edition of Bishop Lacy’s Registrum Commune in five volumes;  his arrangement is 

continuous and follows good modern practice.   A new edition of Bishop Bronescombe’s register by O.M. 

Robinson has begun to be published, also to a better standard.   The remaining registers which concern us are 

still in manuscript in the Devon Record Office.
19

   The number of chapels mentioned for the first time is greatest 

in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, as Figure 1 indicates.   Bishop Grandisson’s register records 

107 in about 42 years (1327-1369), Bishop Brantyngham’s 180 in only 24 years (1370-1394).   In Bishop 

Stafford’s register 153 chapels are identified for the first time in only fourteen years (1395-1419), and in Bishop 

Lacy’s 157 in about 35 years (1420-1455).   However, evidence is greatly dependent on registrars’ practice, and 

may not give a true picture of numbers, growth or decline.   Some gaps are recognizable in the registers.   That 

of Bishop Peter Quinel (1280-1291), for example, is incomplete because of damage.
20

   No register remains 

from Bishop Thomas Bitton (1291-1307), so for this period one is forced to resort to other kinds of records.
21

   

There are major gaps relating to Bishops Grandisson (1327-1369) and Brantyngham 

 

                                                 
18

 ·For example, the chapel of Pratteshyde at Wydecombe was not at Widecombe-on-the-Moor as he recorded it, 

but at Withycombe Raleigh (Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 508). 

19
 ·Exeter, DRO, Chanter XII parts i and ii, to Chanter XV.   The following sources have been used as an aid to 

translation, deciphering abbreviated Latin and paleography:  R.E. Latham, Revised Medieval Latin Word-list 

(Oxford, 1965);  Charles Trice Martin, The Record Interpreter, facsimile of 2nd ed. 1910 (Chichester, 1982);  

Charles Johnson and Hilary Jenkinson, English Court Hand AD 1066-1500 (Oxford, 1915).   

20
 · Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 387. 

21· For example, CPR, 1292-1301, pp. 271-282.    
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(1370-1394), late in their episcopacy;  there are also no ordination lists in Bishop Grandisson’s register, so a 

potential source for chapels is lost since clergy were often ordained in those of the bishop's manors.   Of the 

registers still in manuscript, those from Bishops Courtenay (1478-1487) to Arundel (1502-1504) are rather 

fragmentary and less helpful than those before and after.
22

 

 C.R. Cheney drew attention to the national tendency for bishops’ registers to have gaps, at least up to 

the fourteenth century.   He observed that the archives of an administration may be formed both by the 

preservation of naturally accumulated records (when it was a question of what was considered to be worth 

preserving), and by deliberate creation (each diocese having its own system which depended in some measure 

on the taste and carefulness of individual clerks).
23

  Using the example of a cross-reference by a scribe in Exeter 

in 1330 from one quire of Bishop Grandisson’s register to another quire, istius libelli cumulati, Cheney inferred 

that what is known as a bishop’s register was commonly a group of registers often bound together after the 

bishop’s death.
24

   There might be omissions because bishops changed residences frequently, uprooting their 

office staff and leaving deputies when away from their diocese.  During the vacancy in the see of Exeter in 

1326, the official sede vacante was not presented with his predecessor’s register because the registers were in 

London in the hospice of the late bishop.
25

   There was also a danger of custodians treating their official 

possessions as private property.
26

   Such a case is indicated in  

                                                 
22

 ·David M. Smith, Guide to the Bishops’ Registers of England and Wales (London, 1981), draws attention to 

some chronological confusion in parts of the registers of Bishops Booth, Fox, Oldham and Veysey, and his 

numbering system has been followed.   Hope’s revision of G.L. Hennessy's ‘Institutions of incumbents to 

Devon benefices, extracts from the manuscript registers of the bishops of Exeter, 1456-1894’, i (1898), is 

useful for checking references to chapels in which there was a chantry (in manuscript in Exeter West 

Country Studies Library and the Cathedral Library).    

23
 . C.R. Cheney, English Bishops’ Chanceries 1100-1250 (Manchester, 1950), p. 99. 

24
 · Ibid, p. 101, quoting Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 592. 

25
 ·Ibid, pp. 136-7 quoting I.J. Churchill, Canterbury Administration, 2 vols (London and New York, 1933), i, p. 

165, n. 4, where the officer is identified as Adam Murimuth. 

26
 · Ibid, pp. 132-135. 
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Cheney’s reference to the earliest register of Exeter which showed that an ordination-list was then kept by the 

bishop’s official, et nomina ordinatorum remanent penes magistrum Johannem de Esse, officialem Exon.
27

   

Even when registers or sections of them exist, they are not comprehensive records of bishops’ activities.   That 

documents survive which would be expected to be in the registers, but are not, is shown by Nicholas Orme in 

his paper on Devon indulgences:  thus whilst records of some episcopal indulgences are found in the registers, 

others exist in their original form or as copies which are not so recorded.
28

   It might be expected that Bishop 

Lacy’s register would record the desecration of the chapel of St Mary and St Francis in Exeter, known to have 

taken place in 1421,
29

 but the register - although voluminous - fails to do so.   As J.A.F. Thomson has pointed 

out, some changes in what was registered may reflect varying policy as to what should be included.
30

   Because 

of the gaps, bishops’ policies about chapels - or anything else - cannot be ascertained from the registers:  the 

registers primarily show bishops’ registry practice.    

 Emphasis has been given to omissions.  The question remains of what does survive, and why?   In 

Exeter diocese, bishops’ registers often seem to be fullest at the beginning of an episcopacy, as if the registrars 

were establishing models to follow;  later, the registers sometimes appear to be less complete, perhaps because 

only major documents were then being copied.   As Cheney pointed out, institutions were evidently regarded as 

an essential part of every early register, with the obvious intention of providing up-to-date facts about the 

incumbents of parish churches and their status.   Since each institution to a benefice was based on a permanent 

set of legal conditions, the record of it provided evidence of legal rights at a later date.
31

   The registers record 

the activities of bishops concerning chapels.   Their judicial role is shown in entries relating to  

                                                 
27

 ·C.R. Cheney, op. cit., p. 101, quoting Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 215. 

28
 ·Nicholas Orme, ‘Indulgences in the Diocese of Exeter 1100-1536’, TDA, 120 (1988) p. 18. 

29
 ·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, v, p. xvii;  for a transcription of the document see Raymonde Foreville, 

‘Lollardisme à Exeter’, Le Moyen Age, 69 (1963), pp. 704-6. 

30
 ·John A.F. Thomson, The Early Tudor Church and Society (London and New York, 1993),  

     pp. 10-11. 

31
 ·C.R. Cheney, op. cit., p. 102. 
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disputes between parish churches and the chapels over which they claimed jurisdiction;  misdemeanours of the 

clergy;  and excommunications.   Their adminstrative role covered such activities as licences for the celebration 

of divine offices in chapels and oratories - of particular importance to this study - institutions and collations to 

benefices linked with chapels, and sometimes licences for marriage in a chapel.   Bishops also issued 

indulgences for chapels and, finally, made bequests to them.   

 What, then, do we learn, and not learn, about chapels from the registers?   Institutions and collations to 

benefices usually record the dedication, staffing and patrons of individual chapels, and cases where the chapel 

housed a perpetual chantry for soul masses.   Licences for celebration of divine service often indicate whether 

the chapel was public, or a private chapel or oratory.   Patrons and staff may be mentioned and dedication to a 

saint-cult stated.   The measure of control by bishops is frequently indicated in clauses for the protection of the 

rights of the parish church in public and private chapels.   In the latter there were sometimes time limits, the 

licence might be restricted to named people, or the frequency or form of services might be specified.   There is 

sometimes an indication of the status of the licencee.   The registers also enable some categories of chapel for 

certain people or groups to be identified, such as those of castles and bishops’ manors, or of hospitals and 

guilds.   In many entries an indication of the location is given, in some only the dedication and parish are 

mentioned, while in others licences were granted to certain people with no specific place mentioned.   The sites 

of some chapels, such as at holy wells, churchyards, the sea-shore, hill-tops, and bridges, are sometimes 

identified in the registers.   But very little can be learned from the registers about chapels as buildings, with 

respect to fabric, furnishings or dating.   Dates given in the bishops’ registers do not necessarily indicate a 

chapel’s age.   At least 21 chapels documented before the Reformation have architectural remains which pre-

date the first reference to them.   South Milton, for example, was first mentioned in 1270 but has a very early 

Norman font (Plate 2).
32

   Even the first licence for a chapel does not necessarily indicate its date of origin.   

Several licences were granted for some chapels and in some cases earlier ones may have been omitted from the 

registers.   Furthermore, a chapel might be referred to as ‘new’ even when it had been  

 

                                                 
32

 ·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 193.   
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standing for many years, as in the case of Holy Trinity, Dartmouth, which is referred to as de novo constructa in 

1370 and again in 1437.
33

  

 

SURVEYS OF CHURCH PROPERTY 

Surveys of Church property form a third group of sources.   The first surviving general survey of English 

Church property is the so-called ‘Taxation of Pope Nicholas IV’ 1291,
34

 which levied a tax of 10% on all the 

incomes of the English clergy to enable Edward I to organize a crusade.   The survey lists parish churches and 

about 40 dependent chapels.   It also provides the first virtually complete list of the parishes of Devon.   The 

valuation of 1291 was carried out in each diocese by assessors nominated by the local bishop, and the resulting 

survey stayed in use until 1535 as the basis of taxation of the clergy.
35

   There are two main sections:  the 

taxation of Church property , and the taxation of all temporal property pertaining to the Church.   The first 

section, arranged in most cases under archdeaconries and subdivided into rural deaneries, contains the 

references to chapels.   In the second section, the concern is with manors of bishops, abbots and priors and no 

chapels are named here.
36

  

 Rose Graham made the point that benefices not exceeding six marks were exempt from taxation if the 

rectors held no other living, and unless they were appropriated to religious houses.
37

  It looks as though every 

church in Exeter in 1291 was exempt from taxation on account of poverty, with the exception of St Mary Steps.  

Eight were not assessed at all because their revenues scarcely sufficed for the maintenance of a chaplain.
38

  In 

the returns from the diocese of Exeter, references  

 

 

                                                 
33

 ·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 231; Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 59. 

34
 ·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, pp. 450-481. 

35
 ·Nicholas Orme, ‘The Medieval Parishes of Devon’, The Devon Historian, 33 (October, 1986), pp. 5-6. 

36
 ·Chapels are known to have existed at some of the places mentioned, for example at most of the bishops’ 

manors, and at Hederlonde, Otterton (i.e. Lahedreland), and Beer (pp. 473-4).   

37
 . Rose Graham, English Ecclesiastical Studies (London, 1929), pp. 298-9. 

38
 . Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter,p. 451. 
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to some 40 Devon chapels include nineteen in Exeter city, known as chapels because of the cathedral’s status as 

the mother church of Exeter.  Most of them were by 1291 independent parish churches for most purposes.  

There are other ambiguities. In the cases of the churches of Stokenham and West Alvington chapels are 

recorded but not identified.
39

   Shillingford,
40

 Haccombe,
41

 and Ashford
42

 are listed separately, not dependent on 

a church, but are called chapels.
43

   Some chapels for which there are other references earlier than 1291 are 

omitted, such as Landkey, Swimbridge and Revelstoke, and there is no mention of free chapels, those with 

chantries, or private chapels and oratories.   The Taxation of Pope Nicholas IV is therefore far from being a 

complete record of chapels then in existence.   It does, however, identify nine chapels not recorded hitherto.    

The next major survey of Church property in Devon was the Valor Ecclesiasticus.   In December 1534 

Henry VIII became supreme head of the Church by act of Parliament, and it was a natural sequel for the 

Crown’s administration to re-ascertain the value of Church property.   In 1535 Thomas Cromwell organised the 

compilation of the Valor Ecclesiasticus which recorded a detailed assessment of all clerical incomes from those 

of bishoprics to those of parish clergy.
44

   The  

 

 

 

                                                 
39

 ·F.C. Hingeston-Randolph suggested that the Stokenham chapels were Chivelstone and Sherford, and those of 

West Alvington, Malborough, South Huish and South Milton - these have been included in the 40 chapels 

counted. 

40
 ·There was continued ambiguity regarding Shillingford which, between 1351 and 1458, was sometimes 

referred to as a church and sometimes a chapel (Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, iii, 1417;  DRO, Chanter XII, i, 

Reg. Nevill, Exeter, fo. 45). 

41
 ·Haccombe, which had an archpriest from the fourteenth century, had always been extraparochial, although 

the bishop had right of institution (A.W. Searley, ‘Haccombe’, TDA, lii (1920), p. 325;  liii (1921), pp. 185-

6). 

42
 ·Ashford was a small parish which had a vicar in 1269 (Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 108). 

43
 ·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, pp. 453, 464. 

44
 ·John Caley, ed., Valor Ecclesiasticus Tempore Henrici VIII Auctoritate Regia Institutus, 6 vols (London, 

1810-34).   For Devon see ii, pp. 289-391. 
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survey covered spiritual and temporal possessions.  In that for the diocese of Exeter, the bishop and the 

cathedral were followed by the parishes arranged under archdeaconries and deaneries.   In Devon, 49 dependent 

chapels, nine free chapels, eighteen chapels which contained chantries and four free chapels with chantries can 

be identified.
45

   Four more free chapels in Devon were included under Bath and Wells diocese, making a total 

of 84 chapels relevant to this study.   The number is approximate because it is not always possible to ascertain 

from this or earlier sources whether chantries were in a parish church - and thus not applicable to this study - or 

were housed in free-standing chapels.   Five of the chapels counted were mentioned for the first time.   The 

Valor Ecclesiasticus covered a wider range of chapels than the Taxation of Pope Nicholas IV but, similarly, it 

did not include private chapels and oratories. 

 The next surveys of Church property concerned chantries, some of which were housed in separate 

chapels.   This took place in two stages:  in 1546 and 1548.
46

   By the mid-1540s, monasteries had been 

dissolved and the crown was looking for more ecclesiastical revenues to appropriate.   Two Chantry Acts 

authorized surveys of the chantries and their possessions, the first in 1546 in Henry VIII’s reign purporting to 

reform and reorganize the chantries.  The second in 1548, in Edward VI’s reign, embodied an attack on the 

Catholic doctrines on which the chantries were based, the intention being to dissolve the chantries absolutely 

and to confiscate their property, allegedly for the benefit of education, evangelism and poor relief.   The 

inventories produced by these two surveys are known as chantry certificates, those of 1548 surviving only in an 

abridged form.   Together (with considerable overlap) they record a total of 44 chapels containing chantries,
47

 

twice as many as in the Valor Ecclesiasticus.   However, neither of the two gives a complete list of chantry 

chapels, and no chapels are identified for the first time.    

 None of the four surveys of Church property therefore did much to list chapels, and their information - 

though useful - relates to a small proportion of the institutions.   That the Valor  
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 ·Free chapels and those containing chantries are discussed in chapters three and six. 

46
 ·For a discussion of these surveys see:  Nicholas Orme, ‘The Dissolution of the Chantries in Devon, 1546-8’, 

TDA, 111 (1979) pp. 75-123, quoting PRO, E 301/80. 

47
 ·Numbers estimated from Nicholas Orme’s ‘The Dissolution of the Chantries in Devon, 1546-8’.  
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Ecclesiasticus is incomplete is shown from a near-contemporary source which mentions three chapels in 

Stokenham parish: St Laurence, Hallsands and Prawle.
48

   Furthermore, in the sources used in this dissertation, 

276 medieval Devon chapels are mentioned for the first time after the Reformation.   Apart from those which 

remain to be discussed, they include two significant sources.   In the first - dated 1567 and relating to grants of 

chapels and land or rent belonging to them to a servant of the queen and another person - up to 30 chapels were 

documented for the first time.
49

   One of these provides the only example amongst chapels in the county of the 

unusual dedication to St Awine (perhaps a mis-spelling of Adwen), at Gidley.
50

   In the second source - replies 

to a questionnaire returned from about 430 parishes and chapelries, at the primary visitation of Bishop Claget in 

1744 - 20 medieval chapels not noted previously are recorded.
51

   Amongst these is ‘Lee Chapel’ at Coleridge, 

converted into dwelling houses.
52

   This must refer to East Leigh, where roof timbers of a former chapel are 

alleged to remain in a house, but for which no documentary evidence has been known hitherto;  nearby is a farm 

named Trinity Leigh.
53

  

 

EARLY TOPOGRAPHERS 

A fourth source consists of topographical writers:  those who travelled and noted geographical and antiquarian 

features in England from 1478 to the early nineteenth century.   They made references to chapels still existing or 

in ruins at the time of writing, adding important evidence to the  
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 ·W.A. Roberts, ed., ‘Queen Katherine’s Rental: 1547’, Stokenham Occasional Papers, 1 (1980), pp. 8-9. 
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 ·CPR, 1566-1569, pp. 47-8. 

50
 ·Ibid, p. 47. 

51
 ·DRO, Chanter 225 A-C, Bishop’s Visitations, replies to Bishop Claget, 1744.   Mr David Head drew 
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52
 ·DRO, Chanter 225 B, fo. 761v. 

53
 ·The owners at the time of research kindly showed me the timbers;  Ordnance Survey map: Pathfinder 1294, 

SS698053. 
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information on chapels already known from the episcopal registers, and contributing many references to chapels 

not previously recorded.   The pioneer English topographer and also the first to mention Devon chapels was 

William Worcester (1415-c.1485), antiquarian and sometime secretary of Sir John Fastolf.   Worcester’s 

interests were wide and include mention of a number of chapels in Bristol, his home town.
54

   In 1478, he made 

a pilgrimage through Devon to St Michael’s Mount in Cornwall, noting many topographical features on his 

journey.   He made only two passing references to chapels in Devon: St Michael on Brentor and St Nicholas on 

St Nicholas Island (now Drake’s Island) in Plymouth Sound, the latter being mentioned for the first time.
55

   

More important than Worcester in this respect was John Leland who made a tour of England and Wales 

between about 1535 and 1543.   Leland was born a few years before Henry VIII’s accession in 1509.   He was 

educated at St Paul’s School, London and Cambridge, and was engaged in further studies in Oxford and then 

Paris.  Leland took holy orders and by 1530 he had a post in Henry VIII’s library.   In 1533 the king gave him 

authority by commission to travel to search the libraries of monasteries and colleges for the monuments of 

ancient writers.
56

   As May McKisack pointed out, the initiative for this may have come from Leland himself.   

Had the king been genuinely interested in the fate of the libraries, arrangements for their safety would surely 

have been made before, or at the time of the Dissolution - yet many of Leland’s visits were made after this, 

when much damage had already been done.
57

   In his travels, Leland gathered information and his wide range of 

interests included chapels, especially where prominent in the landscape.   

 Leland’s travels in Devon took place sometime between 1538 and about 1543 but, in spite of the 

momentous times, churches and chapels are given no more emphasis in his writings than, say, towns in general.   

He contributes only two new identifications in Devon.  Leland wrote visually:  for example, when  
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 ·T.D. Kendrick, British Antiquity (London, 1950), pp. 29-31. 

55
 ·William Worcestre, Itineraries, ed. J.H. Harvey (Oxford, 1969) pp. xiii, 15, 111. 

56
 ·The Itinerary of John Leland in or about the years 1535-1543, ed. Lucy Toulmin Smith, 5 vols (London, 

1906-10) i, pp. vii-xliii. 

57
 ·May McKisack, Medieval History in the Tudor Age (Oxford, 1971) pp. 3-4. 
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he ferried from Dartmouth to Kingswear he observed on the east side of the mouth of Dartmouth Haven ‘a great 

hilly point caullid Doune, and a chapel on it,’ half a mile farther into the sea than the west point of the haven.
58

   

Such references - especially to vanished chapels like Doune - are important in giving an indication of the 

chapel’s location.   Leland’s work is useful for comparing chapels in Devon with those of other regions and he 

also drew attention to a situation in which some chapels were already disused as a consequence of the 

Reformation, and others had fallen into ruin.   In Devon, the chapel of St Thomas Becket on Barnstaple Bridge, 

and a chapel (St Anne) near one of Feniton’s bridges were profaned, and at Great Torrington a neglected chapel 

was all that remained of the castle.
59

 

 The antiquaries Pole, Westcote, Risdon, Milles, Polwhele and Lysons, who span the period from the 

early-seventeenth to the early-nineteenth centuries, overlap in so far as the later use the earlier ones as a source.   

The value of their writings lies in their first-hand observations as local people or in their antiquarian studies, but 

their historical anecdotes and assertions from unidentified sources must be regarded with reservation.   Pole and 

Westcote were particularly concerned with manorial history.   Sir William Pole of Colcombe and Shute, read 

law at Exeter College Oxford, and was treasurer of the Inner Temple by about 1564;  he died in 1635.   His 

description of Devon, published in 1791 by a descendant,
60

 is based on both crown and local records.
61

   Pole 

wrote little about chapels, not even commenting on those at Colcombe and Shute.   However, he noted that the 

patronage of the Courtenay barony of Okehampton included the chapels of  Brightley, Halstock (appropriated to 

Cowick Priory), Kenn, Okehampton castle and Sticklepath.
62

   Thomas Westcote spent much of his youth at 

West Raddon, Shobrooke where his grandfather held an estate;  he died in 1666.   In his survey of Devon (circa 

1630) he interested himself in such things as ancient families, antiquities, charters and traditions.
63

   Westcote 

adds little information about chapels, but 
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 ·Leland, i, part iii, 222-3. 
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 ·Leland, i, part ii, 169, 173;  part iii, 240, 298, 300. 

60
 ·William Pole, Collections towards a Description of the County of Devon (London, 1791), p. x. 
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 ·D. & S. Lysons, Topographical and Historical Account of Devonshire, ii (London, 1822), p. 1. 
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 ·Pole, pp. 4-5. 
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 Thomas Westcote, Devonshire in 1630 (Exeter, 1845), pp. xi, xvi, 268. 
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 he did point out that Pincourt at Pinhoe was the ‘seat of Stretch’,
64

  thus identifying the house in which a chapel 

or oratory was licensed in 1378 and 1379.
65

   The information given by Westcote about families and their 

manors is of particular value with regard to family seats. 

 The work of Risdon, Milles, Polwhele and Lysons collectively identifies 125 medieval chapels for the 

first time.   Tristram Risdon was born in about 1580 at Winscott in St Giles in the Wood and educated at 

Oxford;  he died in 1640.   His ‘Survey of Devon’ was printed in 1714 and, with considerable additions by 

William Chapple of Exeter, in 1811.
66

   It includes matters such as antiquity, history, the nature of the county 

and government.   Risdon, a contemporary of Westcote, borrowed from Pole in great measure, but had more to 

say about chapels and the people concerned with them.   In this respect, he admitted that he was not attempting 

to make a full survey;  thus in his reference to Sticklepath, he mentioned a former ‘chauntery, which I thought 

not to have named, but that you might know how great our forefathers’ devotion had been’.
67

   He does, 

however, provide the first reference to several chapels and describes the condition of their buildings at the time, 

including that of St Anne’s on Braunton Burrows, one in the churchyard at Ilfracombe and a demolished chapel 

of ease at Taviton (now Mount Tavy) near Tavistock.
68

 

 Much more information about medieval chapels is forthcoming from an initiative of Jeremiah Milles in 

the mid-eighteenth century.   Milles, was appointed precentor of Exeter Cathedral in 1747 and was elected dean 

in 1762;  he was also president of the Society of Antiquaries when he died in 1784.   In 1843 after the death of 

his son, his library was sold, his  
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collections for the History of Devonshire being purchased by the Bodleian Library.
69

   Amongst these were a 

transcript of Pole’s Survey of Devon and a manuscript copy of Risdon’s Survey of Devon, which may have 

stimulated Milles’ interest in making his own more detailed survey.   His survey is in two parts:  returns to a 

questionnaire, issued on printed forms in about 1755-56 to the parochial clergy of Devon, to which replies from 

260 parishes remain;  and parochial collections, from 318 parishes.   In the former, the questions cover a wide 

range of subjects of antiquarian, economic, social and topographical interest.   Those relevant to this study, 

included ‘Chapels of ease, if any, how situated and endowed?   And to what saint dedicated?   Names of ruined 

chapels, if any, and how situated?’.
70

   The flaw is that no category was defined for former chapels of ease 

which had been put to other use but were not ruined.   Not all the surviving returns mention chapels, but many 

which do are of immense value.   They include references to 53 medieval chapels not recorded hitherto, and 

sometimes to their sites.   Three examples may be given.   A reference to a previously unrecorded chapel at 

Buckfastleigh is worded:  ‘One in ruins in the churchyard’.
71

   Milles provides the first reference and confirms 

the tradition of the chapel at Chilton Barton in Cheriton Fitzpaine, where the arch of an east window remains in 

a free-standing building.
72

   In a third case, the chapel of St Michael at Sidbury had been recorded in 1426,
73

 but 

from Milles we learn that it was a ruin in the mid-eighteenth century and that it was situated at the north-east 

end of the castle.
74

    

 Another eighteenth-century clergyman, Richard Polwhele of Polwhele in Cornwall, provides references 

to over 30 medieval chapels hitherto unrecorded.   He was born in  
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 ·Oxford, Bodleian Library, Milles Devonshire MSS, 22754-5, MSS Top. Devon b.1-2, ‘Queries for the 

County of Devon’;  22761-5, MSS Top. Devon c.8-12, ‘Parochial history of Devonshire’ (1755-56).   
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microfilm in the West Country Studies Library, Exeter. 
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1760, educated at Truro Grammar School and Christ Church Oxford, and was resident curate at Kenton in 

Devon before becoming vicar of Manaccan in Cornwall.  His history of Devonshrie, published between 1793 

and 1806, was presented to George III.
75

   Polwhele divided the county into archdeaconries, deaneries and 

parishes.   He stated that his sources were collected from previous authors, unpublished manuscripts, deeds, 

records, registers, personal observations and those of correspondents.   He therefore relied heavily on 

information from others.   He frequently acknowledged Risdon in respect of holders of manors, family 

connections and descents, livings of the Church, parish churches and some of his references to chapels.   Of 

particular interest are Polwhele’s  accounts of the fate of some chapels after the Reformation, which tell us the 

way people some people believed about or behaved towards them by then.   For example, he related that Clyst-

Gerard chapel at Broadclyst was converted into a barn by one James Baker ‘who is said to have been in good 

circumstances before this act of profaneness but never thrived afterwards.   He had his leg shot off, he quitted 

his native country, and he died abroad in poverty’.
76

   At Whitestone, on the other hand, where there was 

formerly a village and chapel belonging to Heath Barton, the chapel was in ruins, ‘but inclosed, and guarded 

from profanation’.
77

      

 Following closely upon Polwhele’s survey, the sixth volume of Magna Brittania(1822), dealing with 

the county of Devon, was the work of the Lysons brothers of whom Daniel was rector of Rodmarton in 

Gloucestershire, Samuel, was a former keeper of the king’s records in the Tower of London and died in 1819.   

They were planning to publish topographical and historical surveys of all the English counties in alphabetical 

order, but Samuel died before Devon was completed.   The brothers’ personal collections begun in 1807 had 

been made and others helped fill the gaps in Samuel’s unfinished work, enabling publication of the survey in 

1822.   Their sources are set out in a preface.   The authors based the manorial history of Devon chiefly on Pole 

and Risdon, aided by public records, particularly the Hundred Rolls and others in the Tower, and by first-hand 

information from proprietors or agents of estates.   The informant for ancient chapels and chantries 
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 was the antiquary John Caley, using the records of the Augmentation Office, while church notes and other local 

information were collected by the authors themselves during several journeys.
78

   Most of their references to 

chapels are brief, but 33 not previously mentioned are included.   Thus at Bradford, they describe a chapel at 

Gidcot which belonged to the Dennis family, and at Bishopsteignton the remains of one in the churchyard 

‘probably the sanctuary built by Bishop Grandisson’.   The church at Bicton is also mentioned as being 

originally a chapel to Otterton.
79

   With the work of the Lysons brothers we have virtually reached the era of 

modern historical scholarship characteristic of the nineteenth century.      

 

VISUAL SOURCES 

In this fifth group of sources, the earliest visual evidence of medieval chapels survives in seals;  later on maps, 

prints, and illustrations in books are useful sources.   Only a few early seals show chapels, and these may be 

stylized representations.   The bridge chapels of Barnstaple, Bideford and Exeter are illustrated in this way.   

The seals themselves have no date but the chapels are identified in documentary sources.   The seal of the 

Barnstaple Bridge Trust, as described by R.N. Worth, has the device of a bridge with six arches, a church with a 

steeple at the dexter end, an ornamented Calvary cross at the sinister end and an eagle displayed between the 

cross and the church.
80

   The ‘church with a steeple’ probably represents the chapel dedicated to St Thomas 

Becket, documented in 1312.
81

   The presence of a steeple indicates its importance.   Worth described the device 

of an ‘early’ seal of Bideford as being a bridge of four arches having a building with a bell-turret on the dexter 

side and a chapel with a spire on the sinister, presumably the chapels of All Hallows and St Thomas Becket 

respectively.
82

   When the former was first mentioned in 1459, it was in need of 
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repair so was therefore much older.
83

   That of St Thomas at the eastern end of Bideford Bridge, again with a 

spire, is first recorded in 1342.
84

   At Exeter, where there were three chapels on the Exe Bridge, three buildings 

are depicted on the seal.   Worth dated the seal as mid-thirteenth century, and described the device as ‘a three-

arched bridge, with three buildings thereon, the central one ecclesiastical’.   Beatrix Cresswell and H. Lloyd 

Parry identified the central building as the chapel of the Virgin Mary.
85

   The chapels of St Edmund and St 

Thomas Becket became parish churches, while that of St Mary was the chapel of the bridge.   However, if 

Worth’s date is correct, the three buildings shown on the Exe Bridge seal may represent the church of St 

Edmund’s in the centre, with the chantry chapel of St Mary and the chapel of St Thomas on either side since all 

were in existence by the mid-thirteenth century.   Charter evidence implies that there was already a bridge 

chapel by 1196.
86

   Part of the ruins of St Edmund’s are integral with the fabric of the last two arches of the Exe 

Bridge, dated about 1200 (Plate 3).   The chapel of St Edmund, included in Peter de Palerna’s list of about 1214, 

was described as a chapel or church on the bridge in 1259.
87

   On the basis of John Hooker’s reference in the 

sixteenth century to the Gervase benefaction of the chapel of St Mary, which stood opposite St Edmund’s and is 

first mentioned in 1249, this chapel 
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may also have dated from about 1200.
88

   That of St Thomas at the west-end of the bridge was first mentioned in 

about 1214.
89

                

 No maps showing evidence of Devon chapels and dating from before the end of the fifteenth century 

have been found.   The concept of a topographical map was practically unknown before the late-fourteenth 

century, and surveying and map-making became widespread together in England only in the course of the 

sixteenth.   In the reign of Henry VIII (1509-1547) there was a great increase in the production of plans, bird’s-

eye views, and other map-like drawings;  by the reign of Elizabeth I (1558-1603) the production of maps 

increased rapidly through the use of new surveying methods from Germany and the Netherlands, and a variety 

of surveying instruments by which angles could be measured.
90

   Early maps provide evidence of the existence 

of given chapels, but the small scale of the maps precludes accurate identification of their sites. 

 The earliest map depicting a Devon chapel is a topographical map of Dartmoor, dating from the late-

fifteenth or early-sixteenth century, which gives a visual impression of the chapel of St Michael at Halstock.   

The map, which falls into the category of commons and commons-rights maps, shows a portion of Dartmoor 

and its boundaries.   On the back of it is a sixteenth-century copy of the perambulation of Dartmoor in 1240 

made at the command of Henry III in which the chapel is mentioned and other late-twentieth century documents 

relating to forest rights.
91

   C. Spence 
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Bate erroneously dated the map as contemporary with the perambulation of 1240 and considered that it 

illustrated the bounds, but it is of later date and was established by J.V. Somers Cox as being of late-fifteenth- 

or early sixteenth-century origin.
92

 

 A second relevant source is the coastal map of Devon in the reign of Henry VIII (1509-1547), parts of 

which were reproduced by Lysons.   The map, by an unknown hand and using the technique of a ‘bird's eye 

view’, shows the English coast between Land’s End and the Exe estuary.   When butted, the four sections 

measure some 10´ x 2´ and, as W.L.D. Ravenhill remarked, the map could hardly have had practical use on 

board a ship.
93

   A more likely explanation is that it was made for the purpose of reviewing coastal defences 

since fortifications on St Nicholas Island, for example, were begun in 1548.
94

   Chapels depicted on the section 

of the map relating to Plymouth are that on St Nicholas Island, the chapel of St Laurence at Stonehouse and the 

chapel of St Katherine on the Hoe.
95

   Maps in England began to circulate widely in print with Christopher 

Saxton’s maps of the counties of about 1575, which are less pictorial but show geographical features such as 

hills and cultural features such as large houses and churches.   Saxton’s map of Devon (circa 1575) was 

engraved by Hogenberg, and is in the scale of 1/299,520.
96

   Several churches shown on it are known to have 

been former chapels of ease but only three are named as chapels:  St Anne’s at 
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Braunton, Trinity chapel near Kingswear and Withycombe chapel near Exmouth.
97

   Saxton identified the 

dedication of Trinity.   Robert Morden employed more advanced surveying methods in his maps for the 1695 

edition of Camden’s Britannia, Robert Morden the cartographer produced maps for the edition of 1695, but they 

do not add to our knowledge of Devon chapels.
98

   

 In 1759 the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce of London, founded a 

few years earlier, offered a prize for surveys of counties, with specific requirements.   Benjamin Donn of 

Bideford responded to this advertisement and won the award.
99

   Of the early maps, Donn’s shows the greatest 

number of named chapels - some 41, of which nine are recorded for the first time - although it is not certain that 

all the chapels depicted were medieval.   He indicated that some chapels were in ruins or no longer used.
100

   

Some eighteenth-century maps are more detailed, like one of the old Exe Bridge dated after 1769 which shows 

elevations and sections of existing arches and establishes the site of the chapel of St Mary discussed with 

reference to seals.
101

    Constant vigilance for plans and illustrations in books, and engravings of the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries may be rewarded by finds such as that dated 1792 of St Margaret’s Chapel and its seal, 

Honiton (Plate 4).
102

 

 A very important cartographic source of the early nineteenth century is the collection of tithe maps of 

circa 1840, which is voluminous and has not been researched systematically for this 
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 ·DRO, Book 58, Maps or Charts of all the Lands and Tenements belonging to the Chamber of Exon, 3;  

copied by W. Harding, ‘On the Church and Chantry on the Ancient Exe- Bridge’, Transactions of the Exeter 

Diocesan Architectural Society, iii (1849), Plate 31.   

102
 ·By courtesy of  Graham Yorke Rare Books, Honiton. 
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dissertation.   Landowners and their tenants were traditionally required to give a tenth of the annual produce of 

their land for the support of the parish clergyman or lay improprietor.   The Tithe Commutation Act of 1836 

commuted tithe in kind to a fluctuating money payment based on an average of the actual value of produce paid 

in each parish or township over the previous five years.   This sum was then apportioned among the properties 

of each district according to the land use of each field or farm.   In most of the tithe districts, commutation was 

effected by maps and schedules of apportionment which together are known as ‘the parish tithe survey’.
103

   The 

peak period of activity was in 1839 and 1840.   The majority of maps in the Public Record Office are in 

manuscript and are of variable scale.   Landowners were permitted to adopt a suitable existing map, but some 

were adopted which the Tithe Commission could not certify as accurate, giving rise to two classes of maps.   Of 

those for Devon and Cornwall, 85% are of attributed authorship.
104

   Some copies and some originals are held in 

the Devon Record Office.   On the maps, pieces of land are delineated and numbered;  the lands and their 

holders are identified on a separate schedule.   Some medieval chapels are indicated as buildings.   Fields 

bearing such names as Chapel Field and Chapel Park imply the existence of a chapel and may identify the site 

of a documented one.   However, a chapel may not necessarily have been situated in the field bearing that name, 

as illustrated by Polwhele’s reference to the chapel of Chudleigh Knighton, Hennock.   Ruins of the chapel were 

converted to a barn, situated in the middle of the village.   A field that belonged to the barn, called Chapel Park, 

was half a mile distant.
105

   The field name ‘Chantry’must also be treated with reservation since certain fields 

may have formed part of an endowment for a chantry priest in a parish church or chapel elsewhere. 

 Ordnance survey maps, first produced in the early-nineteenth century, are also useful for a study of 

chapels.   The first Ordnance Survey was initiated by General William Roy in 1784.   It 
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 ·Roger J.P. Kain, An Atlas and Index of the Tithe Files of Mid-Nineteenth-century England and Wales 

(Cambridge, 1986), pp. 1, 211. 

104
 ·Roger J.P. Kain and Richard R. Oliver, The Tithe Maps of England and Wales (Cambridge, 1995), pp. 708, 

717, 726, 732. 

105
 ·Polwhele, iii, 496. 
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was carried out by trigonometrical surveyors against the background of the Napoleonic Wars, defence being a 

major motive for the enterprise.   The first effective director of the survey, from 1798 to 1820, was William 

Mudge, a Plymouth man who supervised the production of the first printed Ordnance Survey maps of 1809 on 

the scale of one inch to one mile.   These have insufficient detail to add much information on Devon chapels.
106

   

Later Ordnance Survey maps were produced on larger scales and reflect historical research, with the result that 

they show more chapels.   They are of value in locating remains of some named chapels and also mention place-

names like ‘Chapel Farm’ where the name may indicate a hitherto unlocated chapel.   However, surveyors for 

these maps might infer that a building was a chapel without it being so, or there being any proof.
107

   In the 

present study, 36 Ordnance Survey maps, scale 1:25000, have been examined.   As a result, eleven chapels have 

been added to the gazetteer, but in five cases there could be duplication with other identified chapels.   St 

Andrew’s Hill at Cullompton, and St John and St Olave near Murchington in Throwleigh,
108

 which may take 

their names from chapels, are included on the strength of other similar names where chapels are documented.
109

   

Three newly identified places are Chapel Farms at Halwill and Meshaw, and West Chapple at Winkleigh.
110

   In 

some other cases, however, the name may derive from a family.   Thus James Coulter has argued that Chapple’s 

Farm in Fremington takes its name from the family who lived there in the seventeenth century, rather than from 

the chapel of St Katherine adjacent to it.
111

   Similarly, ‘Chapple’s’ in Chittlehamholt may 

                                                 
106

 ·Harry Margary, reproduced and published, The Old Series Ordnance Survey Mapsof England and Wales, 

vol. ii, Devon, Cornwall and West Somerset, 1809, with an introduction by J.B. Harley and Yolande 

O’Donoghue (Lympne Castle, 1977), pp. vii-ix. 

107
 ·Nicholas Orme informs me that there was one so marked in Blisland, Cornwall.  

108
 ·Ordnance Survey maps, Pathfinder:  1296, ST015076 (Cullompton);  Outdoor Leisure, 28 SX689888 (St 

John’s, Throwleigh), SX686883 (St Olave’s, Throwleigh).  

109
 ·For example, St George’s Well at Cullompton and St Andrew’s Wood at Broadhembury. 

110
 ·Ordnance Survey maps, Pathfinder:  1293, SS438002 (Halwill);  1275, SS758188 (Meshaw);  1294, 

SS616084 (Winkleigh).   

111
 ·James Coulter, The Ancient Chapels of North Devon (Barnstaple, 1993), pp. 36-7. 
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refer to a family of that name.
112

 

 

MODERN HISTORICAL SOURCES 

The sixth group of sources derives from the modern period from the mid-nineteenth century to the present, 

when modern historical work has been done on individual chapels, although relatively little on chapels as a 

category.   The nineteenth century saw the birth of modern historiography in the form of historical monographs 

and learned journals, of which the latter have been productive in their attention to the medieval chapels of 

Devon.   The earliest relevant journal is the Transactions of he Exeter Diocesan Architectural Society (TEDAS), 

first issued in 1843, which included numerous articles on medieval ecclesiastical buildings, including chapels, 

until the periodical was discontinued in 1933.   The Transactions supply references to eight chapels not 

previously recorded, and their information includes illustrations, ground plans, measurements, general 

descriptions, and detailed descriptions of furnishings such as sepulchral brasses and alabasters.   However, the 

sites of vanished chapels are not always identified, as in F.G. Coleridge’s reference to traces of the chapel of St 

Budeaux at Ottery St Mary, for which other documentation has not yet been found.
113

   Of the other two 

principal journals, The Report and Transactions of the Devonshire Association (TDA) date from 1863 to the 

present and Devon and Cornwall Notes and Queries (DCNQ) (originally Devon Notes and Queries) from 1901 

to the present.   Many contributors have published papers in both journals.   Much of the evidence about chapels 

is documentary and can be found elsewhere, although the transcription of many individual documents is useful;  

some descriptions of buildings which have now disappeared provide primary source material.   Chapels not 

recorded hitherto number 74 in the TDA, and eighteen in DCNQ.   The TDA include extended papers on a wide 

variety of topics of local interest, while DCNQ came into being for the purpose of printing shorter accounts and 

records of local interest, although some early volumes were devoted to a single topic.   In these journals, 

however, the papers are of varying scope and competence. 

                                                 
112

 ·Ordnance Survey map, Pathfinder:  1255, SS633207. 

113
 ·F.G. Coleridge, ‘Account of the Church of Ottery St Mary’, TEDAS, i (1843), p. 2n.   From a field visit, it 

seems that the probable site of this chapel is in Yonder Street, where an old house is named St Budeaux. 
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        Nineteenth- and twentieth-century writers on Devon chapels are too numerous to mention individually, but 

attention is drawn to some noteworthy examples who have published papers in journals or books.
114

   D'Oyly 

W. Oldham, a clergyman educated at Oxford, in his paper on private chapels of Devon in 1906 gave a little of 

the background circumstances and quoted many examples from the bishops’ registers.
115

   Since then, much 

further work has been done in respect of individual chapels.   Of particular significance is Frances Rose-Troup’s 

study in 1923 of the lost chapels of Exeter, indispensable as a topographical source in view of the changes in the 

city during the last fifty years.
116

   Rose-Troup provides the earliest references for a total of 24 chapels, 

including transcriptions of Bishop Marshal’s list of chapels (circa 1200) and that of Peter de Palerna (circa 

1214).   G.W. Copeland, in his presidential address to the Plymouth Institution in 1949, noted several chapels 

and gave examples of private chapels and their siting in various parts of manors.   He described chapels that he 

had visited and identified eight not previously noted.   His classification of categories of chapels, however, is 

lacking in clarity.
117

   Within the last ten years, Nicholas Orme has written numerous papers on individual 

chapels,
118

 which are based on research 

                                                 
114

 . Reference to others is made in context throughout the dissertation. 

115
 . D’Oyly W. Oldham, ‘The Private Chapels of Devon: Ancient and Modern’, TDA, xxxviii (1906), pp. 391-

403. 

116
 ·Frances Rose-Troup, Lost Chapels of Exeter (Exeter, 1923), with a Supplement by E. Lega-Weekes.   A 

valuable source which adds to this is an archaeological study:  John Allen, Christopher Henderson, Robert 

Higham, ‘Saxon Exeter’, Anglo-Saxon Towns, pp. 397-400, 403, which includes maps showing the sites of 

medieval churches - most of which are recorded as chapels in their early history because of the cathedral’s 

status as mother church. 

117
 ·G.W. Copeland, ‘Presidential Address’, Transactions of the Plymouth Institution, xxi (1947-8 and 1948-9), 

pp. 99-123. 

118
 ·For example, Rawridge chapel at Upottery (DCNQ, xxxv, part ix (1986), pp. 327-331);  Warland Hospital, 

Totnes where there was also a chapel (DCNQ, xxxvi, part ii (1987), pp. 41-48);  and the charnel chapel of 

Exeter Cathedral, (Nicholas Orme, ‘The Charnel Chapel of Exeter Cathedral’, Medieval Art and Architecture 

at Exeter Cathedral, British Archaeological Association (1991), pp. 162-171). 
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of greater detail than is possible in the present survey and enhance considerably the limited information already 

recorded.   Nicholas Orme and Margaret Webster provide the earliest references for nine hospital chapels.
119

   A 

recent addition to studies on individual chapels is James Coulter’s survey of chapels or sites in North Devon, 

which includes illustrations and information about remains gathered from personal research and visits.
120

   

Coulter’s work also supplies the earliest references for eight chapels.  

 Whereas local historians have given a good deal of attention to chapels on an individual basis, the 

general topic of medieval chapels has received less attention.   A pioneer in this field was Rotha Mary Clay 

whose study of The Hermits and Anchorites of England from St Cuthbert to the sixteenth century appeared in 

1914.   In it she discussed various categories of chapels associated with hermits, including those sited on 

islands, or at the coast, rivers, fens, forests, hillsides, caves, beacons, highways and bridges.   All these instances 

are supported by examples of both places and people, and Clay also discussed both the spiritual aspect of the 

life of recluses as well as practical aspects such as hospitality.   In an appendix she tabulated sites by county 

giving, where possible, place, type, dedication or situation of cell, date of earliest accredited reference, patron, 

the name of the recluse, and references;  seventeen sites in Devon are noted.
121

   This is a particularly useful 

book for a study of chapels in a national context.    

 Much later, various sources have appeared in which chapels of ease, domestic chapels and chantries 

have been defined and the stages in their development or demise addressed.   J.R.H. Moorman’s study of 

thirteenth-century Church life (1945) discussed in a general way the increase in numbers of chapels of ease, the 

conditions imposed on them, their endowments, the clergy serving them, and hospital chapels;  he also 

mentioned domestic chapels and private chantries.
122

  

                                                 
119

 ·Nicholas Orme and Margaret Webster, The English Hospital 1070-1570 (New Haven and London, 1995). 

120
 ·James Coulter, The Ancient Chapels of North Devon (Barnstaple, 1993). 

121
 ·Rotha Mary Clay, The Hermits and Anchorites of England (London, 1914), Appendix for Devon, pp. 212-3. 

122
 ·J.R.H. Moorman, Church Life in the Thirteenth Century (Cambridge, 1945), pp. 12-17. 
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Medieval chapels in Cornwall were well-researched by Charles Henderson, whose detailed study of 109 

parishes in the four western hundreds of Cornwall (written 1923-4, published 1955-60) includes chapels and is a 

valuable source with which to make comparisons, particularly with regard to sites.
123

   The survey of the 

remaining five hundreds in East Cornwall is incomplete.
124

  Canon J.H. Adams studied medieval chapels in 

Cornwall for twelve years and published a paper in 1957 in which he gave an estimated total of about 700 

chapels but, apart from that, his paper is too general to be of much help in this study, and his extensive notes 

remain in manuscript.
125

   A.G. Dickens’s history of the English Reformation (1964) referred to chantries, 

chapels of ease and free chapels with particular attention to circumstances surrounding the Edwardian 

dissolutions.
126

   Perpetual chantries in Britain were studied in detail by Kathleen Wood-Legh in 1965,
127

 who 

provides an important source with regard to the staff of chapels containing a chantry.   J.H. Denton in 1970 

focused on English Royal Free Chapels, also commenting on the nature and definition of chapels and oratories 

in general.
128

   In a regional history of 1971, Dorothy Owen explained with clarity the development of parochial 

and manorial chapels in medieval Lincolnshire, providing a useful source with which to make comparisons.   

Her gazetteer of chapels (1975) is also an important contribution to a study of chapels, although a few known 

from other sources are omitted.
129
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 ·Charles Henderson, ‘The 109 Ancient Parishes of the Four Western Hundreds of Cornwall’, Journal of the 

Royal Institute of Cornwall, new series 2 (1953-56), i (1955), pp. 1-104;  ii (1956), pp. 105-210;  3 (1957-

60);  iii (1958), pp. 211-382;  iv (1960), pp. 383-497. 
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 ·John Norden’s Manuscript Map of Cornwall and its Nine Hundreds, ed. William Ravenhill (Exeter, 1972). 
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 ·J.H. Adams, ‘The Medieval Chapels of Cornwall’, Royal Institution of Cornwall Journal, 3 (1957-60), pp. 

48-65. 
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 ·A.G. Dickens, The English Reformation, 2nd ed. (London, 1989), pp. 381, 230-42, 235. 
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 ·K. Wood-Legh, Perpetual Chantries in Britain (Cambridge, 1965). 
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 ·J.H. Denton, English Royal Free Chapels 1100-1300 (Manchester, 1970). 
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 ·Dorothy M. Owen, Church and Society in Medieval Lincolnshire (Lincoln, 1971), pp. 1-19;  Dorothy Owen, 

‘Medieval Chapels in Lincolnshire’, Lincolnshire History and Archaeology, 10 (1975), pp. 15-22. 
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Martin Brett, in 1975, examined the relationship between churches and chapels in the twelfth century when 

parishes were established.
130

   In 1976 Emma Mason drew attention to the Church’s protection of its financial 

interests with reference to chapels and the increasing assertiveness of English parishioners by the late fourteenth 

century, of which one aspect was the establishment of chantries and religious guilds.
131

   A paper by Christopher 

Kitching was published in 1979 on chapels in sixteenth-century England, in which he surveyed the need that 

produced chapels of ease, their development and the obligations placed upon them and drew attention to 

changes at the Reformation, questioning some of the presumptions of earlier historians.
132

    

 The 1980s and ’90s have witnessed a wider interest in medieval chapels.   In 1985 Ann Warren updated 

Rotha Mary Clay’s work with a study of anchorites and their patrons in medieval England.
133

   In 1988 John 

Blair and others published a detailed assessment of the growth of the system of parishes, in which chapels 

featured.
134

   R.N. Swanson, in his history of the late-medieval English Church (1989), drew attention to the 

social aspects of religion, the increase in lay control over the Church, and the many collective and individual 

outlets for piety.   He looked at private and guild chantries from 1350 to about 1540 in respect of employment 

for priests, patronage and economic pressures, endowments of land, religious and social aspects and dislocation 

at the Reformation.   With regard to chapels, he discussed the employment of parochial, household and 

stipendiary chaplains, extra-beneficial patronage, indulgences, and claims of chapelries to independence.
135

   In 

1995 Swanson produced another important work on religion and devotion in 
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Europe between about 1215 and 1515, in which various categories of chapels featured.
136

   Focusing on the 

Reformation and popular religion in the diocese of Exeter, R. Whiting suggested in 1989 that until about 1530, 

the overall level of support for the traditional activities and institutions was relatively high.   By 1547 it had 

started to diminish, and in Edward’s reign it experienced a devastating collapse.   The assault upon traditional 

religion, Whiting claimed, was motivated by essentially non-spiritual considerations including a desire for 

moral freedom and financial calculation.
137

   He gave numerous references to religious practices in Devon 

chapels and the circumstances surrounding them, and is a useful source book of context and detail.   Nicholas 

Orme, in Unity and Variety (1991) argued that lay religion took a wide variety of forms and sites, including 

domestic chapels, chapels of ease, and also cult chapels.
138

   This view is reinforced by Gervase Rosser.   In his 

paper of 1991 on conformity and voluntary religion, Rosser questioned the tendency of historians to emphasize 

the institutional framework of parishes and parish churches, suggesting that in practice the framework was both 

adjustable and expressive of a wide range of lay initiatives in religion.   He used the case of chapels to support 

this argument.
139

   Also in 1991, P.E.H. Hair drew attention to the need of studies of chapels in the context of 

the landscape.
140

   J.A.F. Thomson, who referred to the registers of the bishops of Exeter in his study of the 

early Tudor Church (1993), addressed the question of the funding of chantries, obligations of chantry priests 

and religious attitudes but, although he made references to chapels, he did not address them as a category.
141
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ARCHAEOLOGY AND PLACE-NAMES  

A final category of evidence comes from place-names and archaeology.   Reference has already been made to 

some sources which record archaeological evidence, notably the Transactions of the Exeter Diocesan 

Architectural Society.   More recent works indicate surviving architectural remains.   The influence of W.G. 

Hoskins has been of utmost importance, as Kate Tiller points out, in that he went beyond the old traditions of 

descriptive topography and urged that well-known sources should be looked at alongside landscape evidence.
142

   

In his history of the county of Devon Hoskins identified and described the surviving architecture of some 

medieval chapels;  he also gathered evidence about dependent chapelries and private chapels or oratories from 

the bishops’ registers, but he did not make a systematic study of Church history in Devon, and he greatly 

underestimated the number of chapels as 200 or so, although he added ‘at any one time’.
143

   Hoskins rarely 

gave references for individual chapels and it is not always easy to differentiate between factual information and 

his own sometimes romantic opinions.
144

   A more detailed survey of buildings in Devon has been edited 

recently by Bridget Cherry, joint-editor of the Buildings of England series, for which she has up-dated the 

volume for Devon first published in 1952 by Sir Nikolaus Pevsner.
145

   In this survey, parish churches and 

notable buildings, including private chapels, are described and dated, but information regarding chapels is not 

always totally accurate.
146

   Eight chapels  
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 ·W.G. Hoskins, The Making of the English Landscape (London, 1955);  Kate Tiller, English Local History, 
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not recorded previously are identified in this source.   The Devon Sites and Monuments Register (SMR) has 

details by parish of noteworthy sites and buildings including chapels.
147

   It is a map-based record system 

covering archaeological and historical sites and buildings throughout the county with the exception of central 

Exeter, and was established in 1975 by the Devon Committee for Rescue Archaeology;  the SMR has the aims 

of abstracting relevant material from published sources and of acting as a primary repository for otherwise 

unpublished material.
148

   Publications by the archaeologists John Steane ,Warwick Rodwell and Richard Morris 

are also useful in respect of the siting of chapels.
149

    

 Turning to place-name evidence, this can be useful for direct evidence in hamlets or houses with the 

name ‘chapel’ but, as indicated above in the discussion of maps (where Chapple’s Farm in Fremington may take 

its name from the family rather than the adjacent chantry chapel),
150

 place-name evidence cannot be taken for 

granted.   The English Place-name Society, founded in 1923, has issued two volumes on The Place-Names of 

Devon (PND )
151

 in which sources for nine otherwise undiscovered early dates of chapels are given.   For 

example, in the case of Whitechapel in Bishop’s Nympton, shown on Donn’s map of 1765 and for which 

Risdon quotes a deed of 1382,  PND has a reference of 1242 to La Chapele.
152

   Place-names themselves can be 

difficult to  
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interpret as the following case shows.   In 1317, Sir Peter de Fisshacre was granted a licence for hearing divine 

service at Ludewithestone, Brixham, which F.C. Hingeston-Randolph presumed was Lupton.
153

   O.J. Reichel 

disputed this because a deed identified another owner at that time,
154

 but he did not suggest the true identity of 

Ludewithestone, the name of which, according to PND, was superseded after 1330 by Boohay.
155

   It is situated 

about a mile-and-a-half north-east of Kingswear.
156

   The establishing of place-names is clearly important when 

identifying chapels but, in most cases, it is necessary to piece together information from the various sources 

discussed in this chapter in order to establish fully the siting and characteristics of medieval chapels in Devon.  
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3  CATEGORIES AND FUNCTIONS 

 
Chapels were clearly important to society in medieval Devon on three grounds.   They were numerous, 

they served a wide range of people and they were associated with a wide variety of activities.   An 

estimated figure of 1,300 documented medieval chapels and oratories existed in Devon at one time or 

another.   At the present time, no other English county is known to have had so many.   The gazetteer lists 

only 1,177.   Allowing for duplication and uncertain cases, 1,125 may be more accurate.   However, about 

another 175 may be added for which licences were granted to named people but the place is not named.
1
   

Because of uncertainties and the limitations of the sources, all numbers given in this dissertation are 

approximate.   Few chapels were in existence throughout the period.   Some fell into disuse while new ones 

continued to be founded.
2
   Chapels were founded to meet the spiritual needs of different groups of people, 

which groups define their categories although, in some cases, a particular category of chapel is 

distinguished by its staffing arrangements.   Figure 2 indicates the approximate proportion of different 

categories of chapels in Devon, including those which had a social function in addition to their religious 

one,
3
 and those of unidentified category.   Chapels in any category might contain a chantry, an endowment 

for a chantry priest to say masses for the souls of named people.   The belief that masses and intercessions 

would ease the passage of souls through purgatory was central to the medieval period.   Some chapels were 

private, others public, but the distinction is not always clear;  those which were 

                                                 
1·The figure of 175 excludes licences which applied to specifically Cornwall and those where the person’s 

name appears to be Cornish, but it is rounded up to allow for cases where licences were granted for more 

than one un-named manor. 

2·For example, the chapel of Collaton, dependent on St Marychurch, was abandoned in a ruined state in 1301 

(Exeter Cathedral Archives, archives of the Dean and Chapter, pp. 27-8; Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 337);  

that at Salcombe was described as newly-built early in 1402 (Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 324).     

3·These are discussed in Chapters 4.1 and 4.2. 
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largely private are discussed first.   The range of people who might have private chapels included kings, 

bishops, the clergy, heads and communities of religious houses, and recluses;  hermits’ chapels were often 

public.   The laity, that is the peerage, nobility, gentry and urban elite, comprised the most numerous group 

with private chapels.   Defined groups of people belonging to guilds or residing in hospitals, almshouses or 

prisons, might also have the use of private chapels associated with these concerns which, in some cases, 

were available to the public.   Free, extra-parochial and collegiate chapels were relatively few, but might be 

private or public.   Public chapels were chapels of ease of varying status, depending on their staffing 

arrangements, and included some former churches.   They might also be directed to a saint-cult.   Lay piety 

and initiatives were prerequisites for so large a number of chapels in Devon.   Chapels provided a variety 

of opportunities for collective and private devotion, and for other social activites, particularly in the larger 

towns.   Within the different categories, remaining architectural features sometimes indicate the relative 

importance held by individual chapels.   Many public chapels were more substantial than private ones, but 

Plates 5 and 8 show that the reverse could be true.
4
 

 

ROYAL CHAPELS 

Saxon kings had domestic chapel-like estate churches, as at Cheddar.
5
   There are unattested legends 

regarding two early royal ‘chapels’ in Devon.   Firstly, Risdon referred to a tradition that Athelstan (925-

940) built one dedicated to the Holy Trinity in his palace at Umberleigh.
6
   There are indeed numerous later 

references to a chapel of the same dedication and location, but there is 

                                                 
4·References for the earliest documentation of Devon chapels used as examples in this chapter are not always 

given in the text.   They are listed in the gazetteer and their abbreviated forms are identified in the list of 

abbreviations. 

5·Philip Rahtz, The Saxon and Medieval Palaces at Cheddar, Excavations 1960-62 (Oxford, 1979), pp. 6-7, 44, 

198-203. 

6·Tristram Risdon, The Geographical Description of the County of Devon (London, 1811), pp. 316-8 (Risdon 

died in 1640);  Beatrix Cresswell, ‘Umberleigh Chapel’, TDA, lxx (1938), pp. 433-4, noted that the 

Conqueror bestowed Umberleigh upon the Abbess of the Holy Trinity Caen. 
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no evidence for the Athelstan connection.   Secondly, Leland described a collegiate church at Plympton 

which had been a ‘royal free chapel’ founded by Saxon kings (according to O.J. Reichel, by King Edgar in 

960).   It was reputedly dissolved by Bishop William Warelwast who, in 1121, set up instead a priory of 

canons-regular and recompensed the prebendaries of Plympton by establishing a college at Bosham in 

Sussex.
7
  In fact, Plympton Church originated as an Anglo-Saxon minster rather than a chapel in the sense 

supposed by Leland.
8
   The former chapel of St Olave in Exeter may have originated as a palace ‘chapel’ 

built in the eleventh century for Gytha, the mother of King Harold.
9
 

 After the Conquest, as J.H. Denton has explained, royal free chapels were subject to no church and 

could have parishes belonging to them.   They were distinct from the king’s private oratories and hospitals 

and from the portable chapel of his household, known as the ‘Chapel Royal’.   Most of the royal free 

chapels in England were former Anglo-Saxon minsters.   Changes took place in the twelfth century and a 

number of them were converted into monasteries or given away in perpetuity, as in the case of Bosham, 

given to the bishop of Exeter.   Some chapels on the king’s land were granted to lay nobles, like Dalwood 

chapel in Devon, later in the parish of Stockland, given by King John to Robert Chantemerle as a quarter of 

a knight’s fee.   By 1300, ten royal free chapels were left, none of which were in Devon.   A few more were 

founded in the fourteenth century, including that of St Buryan in Exeter diocese, claimed by the king when 

Edmund of Cornwall died in 1300.
10

   The situation is not entirely clear-cut, as the case of the chapel in the 

                                                 
7·The Itinerary of John Leland in or about the years 1535-1543, ed. Lucy Toulmin Smith, 5 vols, 1906-10, vol. 

i (parts i to iii) (London, 1907) pp. 213, 215;  O.J. Reichel, ‘The Church and the Hundreds of Devon’, TDA, 

lxxi (1939), p. 337;  George Oliver, Monasticon Dioecesis Exoniensis with supplement (Exeter and London, 

1846), p. 129. 

8·Nicholas Orme, ed., Unity and Variety: A History of the Church in Devon and Cornwall (Exeter, 1991), pp. 8-

9. 

9·Bridget Cherry and Nikolaus Pevsner, The Buildings of England Devon, 2nd ed. (London, 1989), p. 394. 

10·J.H. Denton, English Royal Free Chapels 1100-1300 (Manchester, 1970), pp. ix, 3, 5, 13, 23-4, 88, 114, 116. 
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castle at Exeter shows.   It is believed to have been founded by Baldwin de Brionne, sheriff of Devon, and 

given by his daughter Adeliza before 1142 to Plympton Priory.
11

   The chapel later came into the hands of 

the earls of Devon and remained in their possession, even though the castle of Exeter was itself under royal 

control after 1154.
12

    

 

CHAPELS OF THOSE OF RELIGIOUS PROFESSION 

All bishops had private chapels.   The bishop of Exeter had one or two at his palace near Exeter Cathedral, 

and chapels at his chief manors in Devon, Cornwall, London and its neighbourhood.   At the Exeter palace, 

two dedications have been recorded, St Faith (1150x1154) and St Mary (1206).
13

   Architectural evidence 

indicates the importance a chapel here, including three lancets, a Perpendicular window, stiff-leaf capitals 

and a wagon roof with bosses.
14

   Chapels have been recorded at seven episcopal manors in Devon:  

Crediton (1271);  Bishop’s Tawton (1311);  Chudleigh (1315), where there was also an oratory (1450);  

Bishop’s Nympton (1318); Paignton (1318);
15

  Bishop’s Clyst, now Bishop’s Court (1347);  and 

Bishopsteignton (1439).
16

   There are no significant remains of these.    

 Other members of the secular clergy, such as the cathedral staff, rectors and vicars often had 

private chapels, and 66 fall into this category.   In particular, the dean of Exeter Cathedral had a private 

chapel in his residence (probably by 1200, at least by 1301);
17

  and licence to celebrate in an oratory was 

granted to the sub-dean (1395).
18

   By 1301 the precentor’s house in the Cathedral 

                                                 
11·Ethel Lega-Weekes, ‘The Pre-Reformation History of St Katherine's Priory, Polsloe’, TDA, lxvi (1934), pp. 

184-5. 

12·J.H. Denton, op. cit., p. 128. 

13·Ethel Lega-Weekes and Frances Rose-Troup, ‘The Bishop’s Chapel of St Faith at Exeter’, TDA, lxiv (1932), 

pp. 415-420. 

14·Cherry and Pevsner, p. 417. 

15·Paignton is grouped with Torbay in the gazetteer. 

16·References for the dates noted are given in the gazetteer. 

17·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. vii;  Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 154. 

18·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 279. 
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Close possessed a chapel in the tower, already in a ruined state necessitating his re-accommodation.
19

   

Other chapels in the Close include an oratory in the chancellor’s house documented in 1412;
20

  and chapels 

in the houses of the archdeacons of Exeter (1301)
21

 and Barnstaple.   In the last, late-fifteenth to early-

sixteenth remains indicate that the chapel, on the first-floor, was small but sufficiently important to have 

had perpendicular stone windows and a wagon roof.
22

   Six canons of the cathedral are recorded as having 

had private chapels or oratories between 1301 and 1416, and there was another chapel in the clergy house 

referred to as a hospicium in 1301.
23

   Records of numerous licences granted to rectors and vicars show that 

many of them had private domestic chapels or oratories.   Many of these may have been no more than 

rooms in the house licensed for services, but that at the rectory of Kenn was described as ‘newly 

constructed’ in 1319;
24

  at Tawstock, where licence was granted for a chapel or oratory in the rectory in 

1374, there is reference to a chapel remaining in 1756;
25

  and at Sampford Courtenay rectory, where 

licence was granted for an oratory in 1397, a stone altar slab incised with five crosses was discovered built 

into a wall in about 1870.
26

 

 The head of a monastic house often had a private chapel in the monastery or in a separate dwelling.   

Licences were granted to two prioresses of Polsloe for a private oratory there (1388 and 

                                                 
19·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, pp. 153-4. 

20·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 278. 

21·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 153. 

22·John R.L. Thorpe, ‘10 The Close, Exeter’, Archaeological Journal, 147, Supplement: The Exeter Area 

(1990), pp. 47-50;  Cherry and Pevsner, p. 410. 

23·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 154. 

24·Ibid, p. 299. 

25·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 351;  Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Top. Devon, b.2, fo. 181.  

26·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 278;  D’Oyly W. Oldham, ‘The Private Chapels of Devon:  Ancient and Modern’, 

TDA, xxxviii (1906), pp. 307-8 (stone altars were forbidden after the Reformation).  
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1407);
27

  and to several abbesses in Canonsleigh Abbey (1400-1450).
28

   Heads of male monastic houses at 

least took breaks in manors away from the monastery.   For example, the abbot of the Benedictine abbey of 

Tavistock had a chapel at Morwell (1391), near the abbey’s fishery;
29

  the prior of Barlinch, in the diocese 

of Bath and Wells, had one at Estcourt in Morebath (1332);
30

  and the prior of the Benedictine priory of 

Modbury had a chapel at Penquit in Ermington (1397).
31

   Monastic communities had conventual churches, 

but also a variety of opportunities for worship in chapels and oratories.   The 38 chapels recorded in Devon 

belonging to those in religious orders comprise five other sub-divisions.  Firstly, monasteries and nunneries 

had communal oratories where monks prayed privately from the late-tenth century until the Dissolution in 

the 1530s - at least in the case of the Benedictines, Cluniacs and Cistercians,
32

 who followed the Rule of St 

Benedict.
33

   These are rarely documented.   Secondly, there were communal private chapels on the 

premises of some abbeys and priories, for example, those of Benedictine monks at St Nicholas Priory in 

Exeter, dedicated to St Mary (1286);
34

  of the Knights Hospitallers at Bodmiscombe (1338);
35

  and of the 

Augustinian canonesses at Canonsleigh Abbey in Burlescombe, dedicated to All Saints (1391).
36

   The 

Dominican and Franciscan friars had conventual churches, but the first of  

                                                 
27·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 675;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 281. 

28·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, pp. 7, 48-9, 282;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Hingeston-Randolph, i, 17;  Reg. Lacy, 

Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 204, iii, 69. 

29·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 732;  G.H. Radford, ‘Tavistock Abbey’, TDA, xlvi (1914), p. 129. 

30·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 651. 

31·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 277. 

32·For a list of the major monastic houses in Devon see Christopher Holdsworth, ‘From 1050 to 1307’, Unity 

and Variety, ed. Nicholas Orme, pp. 40-1. 

33·The Rule of St Benedict, trans. Justin McCann, 2nd ed. (London, 1976), pp. 5, 57. 

34·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 496. 

35·J.F. Chanter, ‘The Priory of Bodmescombe, Uffculme’, DCNQ, viii, i (1915), pp. 50-55. 

36·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 722. 
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two Franciscan churches at Exeter became known as a chapel, dedicated to SS. Mary and Francis,
37

 which, 

like the friars’ churches, was open to the public.   It was still in use and sufficiently grand in 1421 to have 

had stained glass windows, 118 years after the second convent was built.
38

   Thirdly, some monasteries and 

priories had chapels nearby which might provide for the public, as in the case of St Michael’s chapel which 

belonged to the Benedictine Cowick Priory (1278),
39

 but was used for public burials by the parishioners of 

the bridge-chapel of St Thomas.
40

   Others were private, as apparently in the case of the chapel of St 

Thomas the Martyr (1347), belonging to Polsloe Priory of Benedictine nuns.
41

   Fourthly, they might have 

outlying chapels, like those of Canonsleigh Abbey at Westleigh (1391)
42

 and Cruwys Morchard (1493),
43

 

and of the Cistercian abbey of Newenham at Greenway in Luppitt.
44

   Fifthly, licences were sometimes 

given for the celebration of divine service in a monastic infirmary, as at Canonsleigh (1439),
45

 and 

Cornworthy Priory (1421),
46

 suggesting an altar in the room accommodating the sick.   Little 

archaeological evidence remains of the chapels of those in religious orders. 

 Some recluses, or anchorites, had chapels.   They took vows of permanent stability and lived 

enclosed in cells close to or in churches or chapels.   Although in the context of this study they do 

                                                 
37·A.G. Little and R.C. Easterling, The Franciscans and Dominicans of Exeter (Exeter, 1927), pp. 9, 19-20;  

Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 878-9. 

38·Raymonde Foreville, ‘Lollardisme à Exeter’, Le Moyen Age, 69 (1963), pp. 704-6;  Kate M. Clarke, ‘The 

Conventual Houses of Exeter and its Neighbourhood’, DCNQ, iii (1904-5), p. 148;  A.G. Little and R.C. 

Easterling, op. cit., p. 18. 

39·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 19. 

40·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, pp. 72-3. 

41·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 1016-7. 

42·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 722. 

43
 Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 149. 

44·Richard Polwhele, The History of Devonshire (London, 1793-1806), ii, 331. 

45·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 149. 

46·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 51. 
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not warrant high priority because they were relatively few, in the ninth-century Liber Vitae of Durham, 

anchorites were listed after kings and queens but before abbots, priors and priests, on account of their holy 

lives.
47

   However, permission of the bishop of the diocese, the incumbent and the patron of the church or 

chapel was required before any person could be enclosed.
48

   Ann Warren finds that between 1100 and 

1539 in England there were 780 anchorites.
49

   Rotha Mary Clay listed eleven in Devon between about 

1175 and the sixteenth century, at least six of whose anchor-holds were in or by chapels:  St Calixtus in 

Colyford (Colyton), St Mary by St Laurence’s chapel in Crediton, Langewyll in Dodbrooke (Kingsbridge), 

St John’s Hospital and St Leonard’s in Exeter, and St Agnes in the churchyard at Pilton.
50

   Clay included 

the chapel of St Anecorite at Holbeton where there is no evidence of an anchorite apart from the 

dedication, and one under the patronage of the earldom of Cornwall for which no place is known.   Two 

more may be added to Clay’s list.   One was in the churchyard at Axminster, just before 1300:  the devotee 

was never to stir out, was to live a life of holiness, and was to be supported by the people.
51

   The second 

relates to Plympton Priory in 1439, where a cell was to be built for Richard Lyle, canon of Plympton, if he 

satisfied the requirements of examination.
52

   Warren’s evidence suggests that women were anchorites 

more commonly than men.
53

   Of the named anchorites in Devon, six were female and two or three male.
54

   

Another male, John Selman of the parish of Feniton, was permitted by 

                                                 
47·Ann K. Warren, Anchorites and Their Patrons in Medieval England (California and London, 1985), p. 127. 

48·Rotha Mary Clay, The Hermits and Anchorites of England (London, 1914), pp. 90-1. 

49·Ann Warren, op. cit., p. 20. 

50·R.M. Clay, op. cit, pp. 212-3;  see the gazetteer for primary sources. 

51·Edward Ashworth, ‘Notes on Some Churches in the Deanery of Honiton’, TEDAS, 2nd series, iii (1878), p. 

22. 

52·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 158-9 (no evidence that he was in fact enclosed has been noted, but the 

Cartulary of Plympton Priory has not been studied). 

53·Ann Warren, op. cit., pp. 19-20. 

54·R.M. Clay, op. cit., pp. 212-3. 
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Bishop Veysey in 1531 to become a recluse in the bridge-chapel of St Saviour at Ottery St Mary.
55

   

Lysons, in 1822, referred to a hermitage near the former chapel.
56

   Was Selman an anchorite or a hermit?   

Clay leaves the designation blank.    

 Hermits led a solitary life to some extent, but they were not enclosed like anchorites.   Many 

carried out duties associated with chapels related to public services at sites like the coast, bridges and 

fords.
57

   Hermits were usually male.   Clay identified five in Devon between 1395 and 1518.
58

   Three or 

four of them were based at chapels, including that of St Katherine at Plymouth Hoe.
59

   Two more may be 

added (three, if that at Ottery St Mary is included).   There was formerly a house for a hermit on the site of 

the chapel of St Anne, which was newly-built outside the city of Exeter and licensed in 1418;
60

  and Dr 

Richard Pococke in 1750 described what he believed to be the remains of a hermit’s cell and chapel near 

the river Lyd at Brentor.
61

 

 

DOMESTIC CHAPELS OF THE LAITY   

In view of the difficulties of distinguishing the status of many Devon families, chapels of and oratories of 

the peerage, nobility, gentry and urban elite are grouped together.   Figure 2 indicates that they comprised 

the most numerous category of chapel in Devon:  442 (37.52%) of the 1177 listed in the gazetteer.   This 

estimate does not allow for possible duplication, but it is low since about 129 of the 175 or so named 

people to whom licences were granted, with no chapel named, were laity (these are not included in Figure 

2).   Castles in any county were the most important 

                                                 
55·Exeter, DRO, Chanter XV, Reg. Veysey, Exeter, fo. 61. 

56·D.and S. Lysons, Magna Britannia, vol. vi, Topographical and Historical Account of Devonshire, 2 vols 

(London, 1822), ii, 379. 

57·R.M. Clay, op. cit., p. 57.  These are discussed in Chapter 4.2. 

58·Ibid, pp. 212-3; see the gazetteer for primary sources. 

59·Ibid, p. 53. 

60·Beatrix Cresswell, ‘Exeter Churches’, DCNQ, v, part ii (1908), p. 65;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 126. 

61·R. Pearse Chope, ed., ‘Early Tours in Devon and Cornwall’, DCNQ, ix, part ii (1918), p. 210. 
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noble residences.   Many - if not all - castles had a private chapel and some had more than one,
62

 as at 

Nottingham castle, where Leland referred to three.
63

   Richard Morris points out that chapels in castles 

were sometimes shared with townspeople but the arrangement was usually brought to an end by the 

building of a new church in the civilian quarter, as at Launceston in Cornwall in the late-fourteenth 

century.
64

  In Devon, there is evidence of chapels in castles founded by the Norman aristocracy at Exeter 

(1086),
65

 Barnstaple (before 1281),
66

 Okehampton (1178),
67

 Plympton (c.1193x1208),
68

 and Totnes.
69

   

Okehampton in the late-eleventh century was in the centre of the estates of Baldwin de Brionne.
70

   A free 

chapel, exempt from the jurisdiction of any other person, was granted in 1178 by Pope Alexander III to 

Reginald de Courtenay and his wife Hawis, and their heirs,
71

 who were to become earls of Devon in 

1335.
72

   Plympton Castle was a residence of William de Vernon, earl of Devon between about 1191 and 

1217.   There is documentary evidence 

                                                 
62·J.H. Denton, op. cit., p. 129. 

63·Leland, i, 96. 

64·Richard Morris, Churches in the Landscape (London, 1989), p. 262. 

65·Stuart Blaylock and Robert Higham, ‘Exeter’, Archaeological Journal, 147, Supplement: The Exeter Area, 

p. 35, referring to the Domesday Book. 

66·The chapel of St Salvius granted to the priory of St Mary Magdalene at its foundation by Juhel of Totnes 

(two generations before 1196) may have been different from that of St Salphinus in the castle, mentioned in 

1409 (Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 145), but there was a chapel in the castle at least by 1281 (Bruce Oliver, ‘The 

Castle of Barnstaple’, TDA, lx (1928), pp. 221-3.) 

67·‘First Report of the Committe on Devonshire Records’, TDA, xxi (1889), p. 125. 

68·Robert Bearman, ed., Charters of the Redvers Family and the Earldom of Devon 1090-1217, Devon and 

Cornwall Record Society, new series, 37 (Exeter, 1994), p. 123. 

69
. Cherry and Pevsner, p. 869:  the founder was almost certainly Juhel of Brittany, lord of Totnes;  no date is 

given for a reference to the chapel. 

70·R.A. Higham, Okehampton Castle (London, 1984), p. 20. 

71·‘First Report of the Committee on Devonshire Records’,  p. 125. 

72·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 294, n. 2. 
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of chapels in the castles of Great Torrington (before 1278);
73

 and the residences of the Courtenay family at 

Tiverton (1329) and Powderham (1384) which were originally manor houses.
74

  Documentation of 1433 

probably refers to the chapel at Berry Pomeroy, the seat of the Pomeroy family until the sixteenth 

century.
75

   A late-fifteenth-century wall painting of the Adoration of the Magi in a first floor room over the 

gatehouse, believed to have been the chapel,
76

 indicates the importance bestowed upon it.   Archaeological 

evidence of a twelfth-century doorway remains in the free-standing chapel at Bickleigh Castle,
77

 and of 

substantial remains of a fifteenth-century chapel on the ground floor of Compton Castle in Marldon.
78

   At 

Compton Castle, an internal window in the solar provided a view of the chapel,
79

 thus integrating the 

chapel with daily life.   The two castles last-mentioned may have originated as manor houses.   Castle 

building had always been under the control of the crown and some owners of manor houses applied for 

licence to ‘crenellate’.   Sir Richard Cogan of Bampton had such a licence in 1336;  he established a 

perpetual chantry, described in 1381 as being in the ‘castle or manor’ of Bampton.
80

   In 1417, ‘Thomas 

Brook, esquire’ and Joan his wife were granted a licence for a chapel in their manor of Weycroft in 

                                                 
73·It was re-built in the reign of King John by William de Toritone:  G.M. Doe, ‘Address of the President’, 

TDA, lxxi (1939), p. 60;  Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 187.  

74
 Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 478;  Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 878. 

75·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 264, 289:  licence is granted for a chapel dedicated to St Margaret at Berry 

Pomeroy;  there is mention of St Margaret’s tower in the castle (Michael Whitley, ‘Berry Pomeroy Castle’, 

TDA, xlvii (1915), p. 291)  

76·Cherry and Pevsner, p. 165;  H.G. Slade, ‘Berry Pomeroy Castle’, Archaeological Journal, 147, 

Supplement: The Exeter Area (1990), pp. 66-8. 

77·C.A. Ralegh Radford, ‘Sixth Report on Ancient Monuments’, TDA, lix (1927), p. 67;  Cherry and Pevsner, 

pp. 171-2. 

78·’Proceedings at the Annual Meeting’, TDA, xl (1908), pp. 32-3;  A.W. Everett, ‘The Rebuilding of the Hall 

of Compton Castle’, TDA, lxxxviii (1956), p. 75. 

79·Cherry and Pevsner, p. 286. 

80·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, iii, 1341, 1477;  Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 72. 
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Axminster, and in 1427 the family received a licence to crenellate.
81

   In 1437, ‘Sir Thomas Brook knight, 

Lord Cobbeham’, and Joan his wife were granted licence for celebration in any suitable place in the 

diocese.
82

   Both crenellation and the possession of a private chapel were symbols of status.    

 Castles are not difficult to distinguish, but the sources do not always distinguish important manor 

houses from smaller dwellings.   Chapels in these places were usually purpose-built, either as a separate 

building or a particular part of the house.   An oratory could be just a place in the house where divine 

service was celebrated using a portable altar.   About 34 of the licences for divine services were granted for 

a ‘suitable place’, particularly by Bishop Lacy.   However, although episcopal licences for celebration of 

divine service in domestic chapels are an important source in the identification of chapels, the terms 

chapel, oratory or suitable place do not necessarily indicate the substance of the ‘chapel’, nor does the time 

clause necessarily indicate a chapels’ durability.   At Cornwood only one licence has been noted, in 1432 

for a ‘suitable place’ in the mansion of Fardel,
83

 yet a detached chapel remains which was described in 

1853 before it was restored.
84

   It measured 38' x 15'4".   Its fabric included a large three-light eastern 

window with quatrefoils in the upper tracery and cinquefoil headings to the lower lights, a large trefoiled 

recess on the north side of the altar, a piscina and a credence shelf.   At Lamerton licence was granted in 

1448 for celebration of divine service ‘in the house’ of Collacombe, implying that a room in the house 

might be used, yet a chapel remains in the east wing.
85

   On the other hand, at Coleton in Chulmleigh 

licences were granted for a chapel dedicated to St Edmund the Bishop,
86

 in 1381, 1390, 1402 and 1413,
87

 

yet a chapel is situated in the upper chamber of the gatehouse.
88

   It is not certain, however, that this was 

                                                 
81·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 272;  Cherry and Pevsner, p. 904. 

82·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 67. 

83·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Hingeston-Randolph, i, 19-20. 

84·Charles Spence, ‘The Ancient Mansion, Fardell’, TEDAS, iv (1853), pp. 157-8. 

85·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 16;  Cherry and Pevsner, p. 278. 

86·i.e. Edmund of Abingdon, archbishop of Canterbury. 

87·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 456, ii, 694;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, pp. 58, 303. 

88·Cherry and Pevsner, p. 278. 
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the original chapel.
89

   No licence is recorded for the chapel at North Wyke in South Tawton although a 

general licence was granted to Richard and Elizabeth Wyke for divine service in any suitable place in the 

diocese in 1439.   The chapel here had an upper chamber at its west end, perhaps where the family sat 

while the retainers worshipped below or perhaps the priest’s chamber, as W.H. Thornton and E. Lega-

Weekes suggested respectively.
90

   The chapel at Fremington mentioned in 1311, which contained a 

chantry, had a loft which James Coulter suggests may have been the sleeping quarters or hiding place of 

the priest.
91

   Oratories were not necessarily just a room adapted for worship since in 1330 licence was 

granted for an oratory ‘built’ in the manor of Dulshayes in Kilmington in 1330;  the licence was for only 

one year, but three licences were granted subsequently, the last in 1378.
92

   Fulford chapel at Dunsford, 

recorded in 1402, was listed under ‘oratories’, yet the chapel remains on the ground floor of the east 

wing.
93

   In Exeter, St Loye’s chapel was licensed for domestic use in 1387 for one single year, but was 

referred to as a chapel again in 1401.   We do not know whether services continued up to the Reformation, 

but ruins of a substantial chapel remain (Plate 5).
94

   

 The first reference to a chapel, or even its first licence, does not necessarily indicate the date of its 

foundation;  one might be referred to as ‘new’ even when it had been standing for many years.
95

   Thus 

Holy Trinity in Dartmouth was referred to as de novo constructa in 1370 and again in 1437.
96

   We cannot 

be certain, therefore, that other chapels described as ‘newly founded’, like 

                                                 
89·R.C.M.B., Colleton Manor, Chulmleigh (Chulmleigh, 1991) pp. 3-4.  

90·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 165;  W.H. Thornton, ‘Some Reminiscences of the Wykes of South 

Tawton’, TDA, xxix (1897), p. 180;  Ethel Lega-Weekes, ‘The Old Mansion of North Wyke, South Tawton’, 

TDA, xxxii (1900), pp. 197-205;  Cherry and Pevsner, p. 605. 

91·James Coulter, The Ancient Chapels of North Devon (Barnstaple, 1993), p. 37. 

92·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 589; Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 389. 

93·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 108;  Cherry and Pevsner, p. 459. 

94·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 636-7;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 126;  Cherry and Pevsner, p. 433. 

95·As mentioned in Chapter 2. 

96·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 231;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 59. 
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that of St James at Holne in 1381, date from the same time as the given reference.
97

   On the other hand, the 

only licence for a chapel might imply that it was already in existence, as in the cases of Sandriche in Stoke 

Gabriel and Lyneham in Yealmpton, both in 1374.
98

   The licences where individuals or families are named 

but the place is not add to the uncertainties.   Some licences for the celebration of divine service were 

general, and might be for anywhere in the diocese, anywhere in the county, or at any of the named persons’ 

residences.
99

 

 

PRIVATE CHAPELS FOR DEFINED GROUPS OF PEOPLE 

Many members of guilds or fraternities, and those who resided in hospitals, almshouses or prisons, had the 

use of the private chapels associated with these institutions.   Guild activities were often centred on 

churches, but some centred on chapels and a few guilds had their own chapels.   Guilds, or fraternities, 

were religious, social and sometimes economic organizations, variously including clergy, laymen and 

women, which supported a religious cult and had officers, members and meetings.
100

   Gervase Rosser 

notes their particular concern with the provision of funeral rites and memorial masses for members after 

their deaths.   Guilds were formed for this reason and also to construct or repair the churches in which 

masses were offered.
101

   Joanna Mattingley considers that guilds contributed significantly to the rebuilding 

or maintenance of Cornish churches and chapels in the fifteenth and early-sixteenth centuries.   Funds were 

raised, for example, by feasts, ale brewing, plays and from investment in land.
102

   Some guilds carried out 

charitable work in the community.  Leland recorded that the goods of a fraternity belonging to the bridge-

chapel at 

                                                 
97·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 452. 

98·Ibid, i, 349, 351. 

99·These are discussed further in Chapter 6. 

100·Nicholas Orme, Unity and Variety, p. 61. 

101·Gervase Rosser, ‘The Anglo-Saxon Gilds’, Minsters and Parish Churches: The Local Church in Transition 

950-1200, ed. John Blair (Oxford, 1988), pp. 31-34. 

102·Joanna Mattingley, ‘The Medieval Parish Guilds of Cornwall’, Journal of the Royal Institution of Cornwall 

(1989), pp. 296-305. 
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Stratford (Warwickshire) helped the ‘commune’ charges of the town in time of necessity.
103

 Thus guilds 

and their chapels were important to medieval society at large. 

 In Devon, guilds frequently had their altars in parish churches but at least thirteen held their 

services or masses in chapels, of which four or five were the guilds’ own chapels.   The earliest guild 

associated with chapels in Devon is that of the Kalendar Brethren of Exeter, first mentioned soon after 

1200, when they granted to the chapter of Exeter their rights in the chapels of St Peter the Less and St Paul 

in the city,
104

 in return for permission to celebrate in the chapel of St Mary Major and monetary 

compensation.   As Nicholas Orme has explained, the Kalendar Brethren were an important guild of the 

clergy and citizens of Exeter in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.   They met in church on the kalends, 

the first day of the month, to participate in the celebration of a requiem mass, for their own good estate and 

the souls of deceased brethren.   Like similar guilds in Bristol and Winchester, and also in northern 

Germany and Denmark, they were voluntary organizations of priests, laymen and laywomen who used the 

wealth at their disposal to benefit sick and old members, and sometimes other deserving people.   They 

ceased to be an independent body after 1336.
105

    

 There were also civic guilds and trade guilds.   The latter were primarily economic in function but 

often also had religious activities such as annual masses or even the maintenance of a full-time priest.   

Exeter Corporation was itself a guild which had its own chapel of SS. George and John the Baptist at the 

front of the guildhall.   The chapel was rebuilt in 1330, and described as newly-built in 1486.
106

   St 

Laurence’s chapel at Ashburton, with a chantry priest to pray for the souls of the bishops of Exeter, was 

granted by Bishop Stapledon in 1314 to the portreeve and burgesses, who were to maintain the chapel and 

its books.   Before 1546 a guild was associated with 

                                                 
103

 Leland, iv, 27. 

104·ECA, D&C, 2078. 

105·Nicholas Orme, ‘The Kalendar Brethren of the City of Exeter’, TDA, 109 (1977), pp. 153-169. 

106·H. Lloyd Parry, ‘The Exeter Civic Seals’, DCNQ, v, part i (1909), p. 205, quoting deed no.1379;  James 

Jerman, ‘Will of John Kelly’, TEDAS, 3rd series, 3 (1906-1916), pp. 24-6.   The chapel of St George, first 

mentioned in Palerna’s list of about 1214, may have been that in South Street. 
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the chapel, the members of which had the responsibility of keeping a school and maintaining the water 

supply.
107

   The chapel of St Laurence was not far from the parish church, but it was a significant building.   

The tower, probably of early sixteenth-century date, is still imposing.
108

  

 Trade and craft guilds in Exeter included that of Weavers, Tuckers and Shearmen, whose members 

had their own chapel dedicated to the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, built in about 1471.   

Members of the body included both brethren and sisters.
109

   The surviving wagon roof of the chapel, with 

its moulded principals and purlins and carved bosses, shows that considerable expense was lavished upon 

it.
110

   At Tiverton, a wool-chapel on the boundary of St Peter’s churchyard, mentioned by Polwhele, may 

not have been medieval.
111

   Other trade guilds had the use of chapels.   In Exeter, the Guild of Skinners, 

dedicated to Corpus Christi, was given permission by the cathedral chapter in 1426 to hold services in the 

charnel chapel in the cathedral cemetery.
112

   The Fraternity of Cordwainers or Shoemakers, known as the 

Fraternity of the Blessed Trinity, rented the chapel of Holy Trinity from the dean and chapter before 

1546.
113

   Some parish guilds and fraternities founded institutions for their own members, examples in 

Devon  

                                                 
107·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. xvi;  Dom John Stéphan, ‘Some Notes on Ashburton Grammar School’, TDA, 

xci (1959), pp. 112-125: translations of Bishop Stapledon’s grant and the charter of the burgesses of 

Ashburton concerning the chantry; transcript of the Chantry Act (1546-7). 

108·Cherry and Pevsner, p. 132;  field visit. 

109·Joyce Youings, Tuckers’ Hall Exeter (Exeter, 1968), pp. xii, 14;  ‘Tuckers Hall Exeter: Some Early Gild 

Ordinances’, DCNQ, xxxi (1968-70), pp. 235-238. 

110·Cherry and Pevsner, p. 423. 

111·Polwhele, ii, 352. 

112·Nicholas Orme, ‘The Charnel Chapel of Exeter Cathedral’,  Medieval Art & Architecture at Exeter 

Cathedral, British Archaeological Association (1991), p. 166. 

113·Frances Rose-Troup, ‘The Kalendars and the Exeter Trade-Guilds before the Reformation’, TDA, xliv 

(1912), pp. 416-9;  Nicholas Orme, ‘The Dissolution of the Chantries in Devon, 1546-8’, TDA, 111 (1979), 

p. 107. 
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being the hospital of St Roche at Exeter and the almshouses of St Mary at Pilton, both founded in the mid-

fifteenth-century, of which the former at least had a chapel nearby.
114

     

 The nature of other guilds and fraternities who used named chapels remains unclear.   The customs 

of the guild dedicated to St Nicholas at Barnstaple were described in about 1303 as ‘of time 

immemorial’.
115

   The guild’s own chapel ‘on the sea shore’, dedicated to SS. Mary and Nicholas, was in 

existence before 1332.
116

   Small payments to the fraternity were recorded from 1394 to the Reformation 

and the guild also possessed considerable property.   Most of its aldermen had been mayors and it evidently 

had connection with the town and its trade,
117

 according to J.F. Chanter, with the woollen trade in 

particular.
118

   The guild’s chapel and hall were purchased by the corporation at the Reformation.
119

   There 

is little evidence of guilds at Dartmouth apart from a reference in a corporation deed dated 1464 to a 

chantry, in a certain aisle, guild or chapel of St John the Baptist, in the south part of the chapel of St 

Saviour.
120

   At South Molton, two guilds are recorded in the context of chapels.   The first, the fraternity or 

guild of St Anne, was charged with the maintenance of the churchyard chapel of SS. Anne and John of 

Bridlington by Bishop Lacy in 1449.
121

   The second was mentioned in 1526 in the will of a cloth merchant 

who left cloth, money 

                                                 
114·Exeter University, Margaret Webster, ‘The Hospitals of Medieval Devon’, MPhil thesis (1992), p. 37;  

Nicholas Orme and Margaret Webster, The English Hospital 1070-1570 (New Haven and London, 1995), 

pp. 247-8, 253.     

115·J.R. Chanter, ‘Vestiges of an Early Guild of St Nicholas at Barnstaple’, TDA, xi (1879), pp. 192-3;  J.F. 

Chanter, ‘The Barnstaple Goldsmiths’ Guild’, TDA, xlix (1917), p. 167. 

116·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 653. 

117·J.R. Chanter, ‘Vestiges of an Early Guild of St Nicholas at Barnstaple’, pp. 191-212, quoting the borough 

records of Barnstaple, pp. 193, 196, 198.  

118·J.F. Chanter, ‘The Barnstaple Goldsmiths’ Guild’, p. 167.   The nature of the guild is discussed further in 

chapter 4.2. 

119·J.R. Chanter, op. cit., p. 193. 

120·Edward Windeatt, ‘The Borough of Clifton-Dartmouth-Hardness and its Mayors and Mayoralities’, TDA, 

xliii (1911), p. 140. 

121·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 50. 
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and timber to the building of the chantry house belonging to the guild of the Trinity.
122

   At Buckland 

Brewer, a fraternity of St Michael was mentioned in the Chantry Certificates of 1546.
123

   The 

circumstances of this record indicate that prayers would have been said for the souls of its members, and a 

chapel adjoining the church is believed to have served this purpose.
124

   No evidence of fund-raising 

activities for masses, chapel-building or charitable service has yet been noted for Devon guilds.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 Chapels also served the patients or residents of hospitals and almshouses from the twelfth century 

onwards.   The major factor in the founding of hospitals throughout the country was the spread and 

subsequent regulation of leprosy;  on a lesser scale, facilities were provided for the long-term infirm and 

for pilgrims and travellers.   Chapels in Devon hospitals and almshouses are discussed in detail by Nicholas 

Orme and Margaret Webster, in The English Hospital 1070-1570.
125

   They have found documentary 

evidence of 41 hospitals in Devon dating before 1550.   Provision was made for lepers in eighteen places, 

fourteen hospitals were almshouses, one was a hospital for infirm priests, and the rest appear to have been 

for the infirm generally.   Leprosy was less often mentioned between 1400 and 1550, the period when most 

of the almshouses were founded.   Fourteen medieval hospitals,
126

 and five almshouses in Devon are 

recorded as having their own 

                                                 
122·Oswyn Murray, ‘Devonshire Wills’, TDA, liii (1921), p. 55. 

123·Nicholas Orme, ‘The Dissolution of the Chantries in Devon, 1546-8’, p. 104. 

124·Deryck Seymour, Torre Abbey (Exeter, 1977), p. 196;  Cherry and Pevsner, p. 230. 

125·Nicholas Orme and Margaret Webster, The English Hospital 1070-1570 (New Haven and London, 1995). 

126· 1. Bishopscourt, Clyst Gabriel (infirm priests);  2. Crediton;  3. Exeter, St Mary Magdalene (lepers) had 

two chapels;  4. Exeter, St John;  5. Honiton (lepers);  6. Newton Bushel (lepers);  7. Pilton (lepers);  8. 

Plymouth (lepers);  9. Plympton (lepers);  10. Little Torrington, Taddiport (lepers);  11. Tavistock (lepers);  

12. Teignmouth (lepers);  13. Totnes, St Mary Magdalene (lepers);  14. Totnes, Holy Ghost and St 

Katherine.   For other dedications, dates of first reference and references see the gazetteer. 
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chapel;
127

  six are known to have not had them, being usually late foundations in towns and near enough to 

a church to attend services there;  the remainder are uncertain.
128

   J.R.H. Moorman notes that hospitals 

generally had chapels to which the public might be admitted, while to some of them full parochial rights 

were attached.
129

  The hospital of St John in Exeter was a distinct parish until it was united with the parish 

of St Laurence by Bishop Quinel (1280x1291).
130

   Chapels of the leper hospitals at Exeter, Honiton (Plate 

4) and Taddiport in Little Torrington (Plate 6) were single-cell but nevertheless had windows appropriate 

to an ecclesiastical building.
131

   The latter measures only 30' long.
132

   Notes accompanying a ground plan 

of 1843 describe that at Exeter as measuring 61' x 18';  illustrations remain of the east window and west 

end.
133

   Almshouses tended to be founded later and their remaining chapels are more elaborate than those 

of leper hospitals, symbolizing their founders’ importance.   At Wynard’s Almshouse in Exeter, founded in 

1436, two large three-light cinquefoil, transomed, four-centred windows were discovered in the chapel and 

restored before 1872, and the founder is conspicuously identified by arms in a shield on the wall (Plate 

7).
134

  The chapel of Greenway’s Almshouse in Tiverton is elaborately decorated, and the 

                                                 
127· 1. Exeter, Wynard’s;  2. Exeter, St Katherine’s;  3. Exeter, St Roche;  4. Plymouth;  5. Tiverton.   See the 

gazetteer for other information. 

128·Exeter University:  Margaret Webster, ‘The Hospitals of Medieval Devon’, pp. 1-2, 92;  Nicholas Orme 

and Margaret Webster, op. cit., pp. 215-266. 

129
 J.R.H. Moorman, Church Life in England in the Thirteenth Century, p. 15. 

130·Lysons, ii, 213;  W. Harding, ‘Ancient Ecclesiastical Edifices of Exeter’, TEDAS, 2nd series, i (1867), p. 

31. 

131·The present building at Honiton, however, probably post-dates its use as a leper hospital. 

132·Cherry and Pevsner, pp. 496, 463-4 (respectively). 

133·D. Mackintosh, ‘Ground Plans’, TEDAS, i (1843), Plate VIII;  W. Harding, ‘An Account of some of the 

Ancient Ecclesiastical Edifices of Exeter’, TEDAS, iv (1853), p. 267. 

134·Nicholas Orme and Margaret Webster, op. cit., pp. 242-4;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 272;  

‘Quarterly Report’, TEDAS, 2nd series, ii (1872), pp. 77-8;  Beatrix Cresswell, ‘Exeter Churches’, DCNQ, v, 

part ii (1908), p. 59. 
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coat of arms of the founder is above the outer porch doorway.
135

   The only two prisons where chapels have 

been noted in late sources were both in Exeter.   The first is the bishop’s, mentioned in sources dating 

between 1320 and 1566;  when the prison was removed in 1846, a piscina was found in the alleged top-

floor chapel.
136

   The second is ‘the Bridewell’,
137

 of which there were two in Exeter, one within the city in 

Goldsmith Street,
138

 the other outside the city in Cowick Street.
139

 

 

FREE, EXTRA-PAROCHIAL AND COLLEGIATE CHAPELS 

Free, extra-parochial and collegiate chapels could be private or public.   These were few in Devon, but they 

were of high status.   Free chapels were usually ex-religious houses, ex-parish churches, or domestic 

chapels which through custom or agreement had acquired independent status and were free of parochial 

control.   Thus Blackborough is sometimes called a free chapel and sometimes a parish church.   A free 

chapel had the privileges of a parish church in the carrying out of all religious services and retaining all 

offerings, but differed in serving only a very small area of ground (sometimes only its own building) with 

few or no inhabitants.
140

   About nineteen chapels in Devon were at some stage designated as ‘free’, but 

only eight of these are counted in Figure 2.   Others are omitted for various reasons such as overlap of 

categories, change of status late in their recorded history or inconsistencies. 

                                                 
135·Cherry and Pevsner, pp. 814-5. 

136·E. Lega-Weekes, Some Studies in the Topography of the Close, Exeter (Exeter, 1915), p. 93, quoting 

Oliver. 

137·G.W. Copeland, ‘Presidential Address’ (medieval chapels), Transactions of the Plymouth Insitution, xxi 

(1947-8 and 1948-9), p. 113. 

138·Alexander Jenkins, The History of the City of Exeter and its Environs, 2nd ed. (Exeter, 1841), p. 359. 

139·As I am told by Stuart Blaylock. 

140·Nicholas Orme, ‘The Medieval Parishes of Devon’, The Devon Historian, 33 (October 1986), p. 4. 
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        Eight or nine chapels at some stage called free were probably of private origin.   That of the 

Courtenays at Okehampton castle, granted free status in 1178, has been discussed already.
141

   The chapel 

of Great Torrington castle, first mentioned in 1278, was described as a free chapel only in 1349;  in 1392 it 

was recorded as a rectory or chapel.
142

   That in the manor of Hugh Courtenay Earl of Devon, at Colcombe 

in Colyford, founded with a chantry in 1348, was described as a free chantry in 1361 and a free chapel in 

1376.
143

   Three private chapels were first denoted as ‘free’in 1535, namely Sir William Martin’s free-

standing manorial chapel at Fremington, mentioned first in 1311;  the chapel at Mohun’s Ottery in Luppitt 

adjoining the manor house;
144

 and that at Ford (Abbey) in Thorncombe, formerly in Exeter diocese, where 

the private chapel was still in use in 1640.
145

   The hospital at Taddiport in Little Torrington was described 

as free in 1535;
146

  and the chapel of St Laurence at Ashburton as a guild or free chapel in 1548.
147

   That at 

Washbourne in Harberton housed a perpetual chantry by 1346 and was first described as a free chapel in 

1502, but it is not clear whether it was public or private.
148

    

 About eleven public chapels are recorded as free, but some were daughter churches still dependent 

on the parish church.   The chapel at Calverleigh (Loxbeare) was described as free in 1270;
149

  it eventually 

became a parish church.   The chapel of St Pancras at (Combpyne) Rousdon was variously called a church 

in the taxation of 1291, a chapel in 1310, and a free chapel in about 

                                                 
141·‘First Report of the Committee on Devonshire Records’, op. cit.,  p. 125. 

142·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, iii, 1373;  Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 121. 

143·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, iii, 1470; Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 44. 

144·Valor Ecclesiasticus Tempore Henrici VIII Auctoritate Regia Institutus, ed. John Caley, 6 vols (London, 

1810-34), ii, 358, 303 (respectively);  James Coulter, op. cit., Plate 12;  Lysons, ii, 325. 

145·Valor Ecclesiasticus, i, 213;  Frances B. James, ‘Sir Henry Rosewell: A Devon Worthy’, TDA, xx (1888), 

p. 119.   (Thorncombe was in Devon until 1844, PND, ii, 648). 

146·Valor Ecclesiasticus, ii, 353. 

147·Nicholas Orme, ‘The Dissolution of the Chantries in Devon, 1546-8’, p. 102. 

148·DRO, Chanter XII, ii, Reg. Arundel, Exeter, fo. 1, 6v. 

149·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 122. 
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1474.
150

   Yet Plate 8 shows a single-cell thatched building, photographed before its demolition between 

1814 (when the last rector was admitted) and 1872 (when the new parish church was consecrated).
151

   If 

this depicts the medieval chapel, it highlights the different standards of building regardless of the category 

of chapel.   Compared with the imposing building of St Loye’s chapel in Exeter (Plate 5), first licensed for 

domestic use, this free chapel was very humble.   Sticklepath chapel, where a perpetual chantry was 

endowed, and which was first mentioned in 1280, is called a free chapel in 1530 but not in the Valor 

Ecclesiasticus,
152

 but this may have been a case of variation in registry practice rather than change of 

status.   Eight of the public free chapels were first described thus in 1535.   Three of these, Clayhanger 

(Borden Gate), Templeton and a chapel at Chudderleigh (presumably Chudleigh) in Devon, were annexed 

to Temple Combe in the Diocese of Bath and Wells,
153

 but Templeton is also called a parish church in the 

Valor Ecclesiasticus.   Others were the bridge-chapel at Barnstaple;
154

  and Bulkworthy and East Putford, 

which were daughter chapels to Buckland Brewer.
155

   Dotton (near Colaton Raleigh) and Blackborough 

(near Kentisbeare) were also called free chapels in 1535,
156

 but in origin and status they were both parish 

churches.
157

 

                                                 
150·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 454; Reg. Stapledon, Exeter , p. 471;  DRO, Chanter XII, ii, Reg. Booth, 

Exeter, fo. 2b.14. 

151·Information from ‘St Pancras Rousdon Minute Book’, leaflet recording the consecration of the parish 

church of St Pancras, Rousdon in 1872, and photocopy of nineteenth-century photograph by courtesy of Mr 

D. Blooman, librarian, and Mr Geoffrey Johnston, photographer and former master at All Hallows College. 

152·DRO, Chanter XII, ii, Reg. Booth, Exeter, fo. 52;  Valor Ecclesiasticus, ii, 390. 

153·Valor Ecclesiasticus, i, 201. 

154·Ibid, ii, 358. 

155·Ibid, ii, 338. 

156·Ibid, ii, 305. 

157·Nicholas Orme, ‘The Medieval Parishes of Devon’, p. 4;  ‘The “Lost” Parish of Dotton’, DCNQ, xxxvi 

(1987), pp. 1-5;  Edwin Chalk, ‘The Manors, Parish and Churches of Blackborough, alias All Hallows’, 

TDA, xlii (1910), p. 347. 
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       Extra-parochial chapels did not owe tithes and dues to a parish church, whereas the designation of 

collegiate chapels was determined by staffing arrangements, with a college of priests.   A private or public 

chapel might be extra-parochial and also collegiate.   The chapels of Exeter castle and Dalwood were extra-

parochial.
158

   The former was probably private.   It was originally a collegiate chapel but by the beginning 

of the fifteenth century is described merely as a free chapel.
159

   The extra-parochial chapels of Dalwood 

and Highley St Mary in Oakford parish were public.   Polwhele described a situation where the manor 

house of the latter stood next to the chapel, in the churchyard of which burials used to take place.   It was 

looked upon as extra-parochial.   The few inhabitants paid no tithes, although they attended services at 

Oakford and were baptized, married and buried there.
160

   The collegiate chapel of Slapton was private.   It 

was founded by Sir Guy de Bryan, and originated as a manorial chapel first mentioned in 1359.
161

   In 

1369, Sir Guy obtained a licence to found there a chantry of four chaplains, which was consecrated in 1372 

by apostolic letters from Pope Gregory XI.
162

   It was referred to as a collegiate chapel in 1379,
163

 and 

continued until 1545, when the college and chantry were dissolved.
164

   Its importance is testified by the 

ruin of the tower, 80' high, which dominates the village (Plate 9).
165

   The collegiate chapel of Haccombe 

was described as a chapel in the Taxation of Pope Nicholas IV in 1291, implying that it was public.
166

   In 

1309 it was staffed by a rector, its patron being Sir Stephen de Haccombe, knight, and by the beginning of 

1314 it was sufficiently important for the bishop to 

                                                 
158·These are mentioned in the section on royal chapels. 

159·J.H. Denton, op. cit., pp. 128-9, quoting Calendars of Patent Rolls, 1408-13, p. 117. 

160·Polwhele, iii, 394n.. 

161·H.J. Yallop, ‘Slapton College’, TDA, xci (1959), pp. 138-148, quoting the Close Rolls, 1359. 

162·Ibid, p. 139, quoting CPR, 1369, 26 July;  and Bodleian Library MSS No. 8591. 

163·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 401-2. 

164·H.J. Yallop, op. cit., p. 147. 

165·Cherry and Pevsner, p. 744. 

166·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 453. 
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hold ordinations there.
167

   In 1337 a college of six priests was founded, headed by an archpriest,
168

 and in 

1400 Haccombe was referred to as a parish church or archpresbitery.
169

   After the Reformation it was 

described as the smallest parish in England, having only two dwellings:  the mansion house and the 

parsonage.
170

   The rectors and archpriests were never inducted, so Haccombe was also extra-parochial, but 

the fact that the incumbent was regularly presented and instituted gave it quasi-parochial status.
171

   The 

college had ceased before the survey of the Valor Ecclesiasticus.
172

   Fourteenth-century furnishings in the 

chapel, including heraldic tiles, stained glass and effigies,
173

 affirm its importance when a collegiate chapel.    

 

PUBLIC CHAPELS 

The distinction between private and public chapels is not always clear.   In Anglo-Saxon times, lay nobles 

founded churches on their estates, many of which would have originated for the private use of themselves, 

their family and household.
174

   Some would have remained private, some became parish churches and 

others chapels of ease.   Some of these were given to monasteries between the eleventh and thirteenth 

centuries, like that of St Pancras at Rousdon given to Montebourg Abbey (1141x1155)
175

 and Churston 

Ferrers given to Totnes Priory before 1143.
176

   Some former 

                                                 
167·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, pp. 220, 493. 

168·A.W. Searley, ‘Haccombe’, TDA, liii (1921), pp. 185-6. 

169·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 175. 

170·Polwhele, ii, 134. 

171·A.W. Searley, ‘Haccombe’, TDA, lii (1920), p. 325. 

172·A.W. Searley, op. cit. (1921), p. 192. 

173·Cherry and Pevsner, pp. 464-5. 

174·As discussed in Chapter 1. 

175·Robert Bearman, op.cit., p. 37;  Rousdon is entered in the gazetteer under the civil parish of Combpyne 

Rousdon. 

176·Maxwell Adams, ‘Some Notes on the Church and Parish of Churston Ferrers’, TDA, xxxvi (1904), pp. 508-

9;  O.J. Reichel, ‘Extracts from the Hundred Rolls of 3 Edward I’, TDA, l (1918), p. 377. 
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churches underwent a change of status to chapels, like those of St Michael’s at East Teignmouth by 

1282,
177

 probably Affeton at East Worlington after 1439,
178

 and Dotton in 1535.
179

   Some chapels would 

have originated as ‘votive’ chapels, offered in fulfilment of a vow, but there is no evidence other than 

legend to identify these.   Such legends surround the chapels of St Leonard at Axminster and St Michael at 

Brentor.
180

    

 Chapels of ease were always public.   They came into being especially in large parishes to meet the 

needs of isolated communities because of distance from the parish church or difficult access.   There were 

eventually three categories of chapels of ease, defined by their staffing arrangements.   One category, a 

relatively small one, consisted of chapels where, although licensed, the rector had no obligation to staff or 

maintain them, as at Chudleigh Knighton (Hennock) in 1332,
181

 Crockernwell (Cheriton Bishop) in 

1390,
182

 and Salcombe (1402, 1420).
183

   Such chapels were least likely to survive.   The chapel at 

Chudleigh Knighton measured only 24' x 12.5', and its ruins became used as a barn.
184

   That at 

Crockernwell was turned into a malt-house,
185

 and Salcombe chapel was in ruins in the mid-eighteenth 

century,
186

 although it was replaced later.   In a second group, the parish incumbent was responsible for 

services, either taken by himself or by a deputy.   Chapels staffed by the rector include that at Woolacombe 

at Mortehoe (1372),
187

 Holy 

                                                 
177·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 323. 

178·Dennis Stucley, ‘A Devon Parish Lost, a New House Discovered’, TDA, cviii (1976), p. 4. 

179·Valor Ecclesiasticus, ii, 305;  J.A. Sparks, In the Shadow of the Blackdowns (Bradford-on-Avon, 1978), pp. 

88, 94, 128. 

180·Risdon, p. 20;  Westcote, p. 246 (Axminster);  James Hine, ‘St Michael's Brent Tor’, TDA, i (1863-66), pp. 

117-9. 

181·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 664. 

182·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 703. 

183·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 324; Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 6. 

184·Polwhele, iii, 496. 

185·Ibid, ii, 63. 

186·Bodleian Library, MS Top. Devon, b.2, fo. 28. 

187·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 276. 
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Trinity at Bradninch (1381, 1389),
188

 and Stallenge Thorn near Huntsham in Borden Gate (1410, 1451).
189

   

Services were provided by the vicar at Sheepstor near Bickleigh in the South Hams (1375),
190

 Prawle near 

Chivelstone (1421),
191

 and St James at Berry Pomeroy (1433, 1443).
192

   Where the mother church was a 

monastery, its head might provide a priest, as did Hartland Abbey for Woolfardisworthy West (1374),
193

 

Plympton Priory for Plympton St Mary and Plymstock,
194

 and Buckland Abbey for Petton near Bampton 

(1444).
195

   Many such chapels were important before the Reformation, but ceased to be so afterwards.   

Others continued in use.   No evidence remains of those at Woolacombe and Stallenge Thorn, while that at 

Bradninch was demolished in 1876.
196

   The chapels at Berry Pomeroy and Prawle were in ruin by the mid-

eighteenth century.
197

   In the early-nineteenth century, Petton was still a chapel of ease where services 

were still held once a month.   A new chapel was built in 1848, where two thirteenth-century bells remain 

as a testimony of the earlier chapel’s use.
198

  Sheepstor remained as a chapelry attached to Bickleigh until 

1877, when it was elevated to parochial status.
199

   Of the examples given, the chapel of 

                                                 
188·Ibid, i, 448;  ii, 682. 

189·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 137;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 115. 

190·Reg. Bratnyngham, Exeter, i, 363. 

191·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 34. 

192·Ibid, i, 264;  ii, 289. 

193·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 347 (the chapel was nevertheless described as having a cure of souls);  R. 

Pearse Chope, ‘Hartland Abbey’, TDA, lviii (1926), p. 73. 

194·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 244-5; iv, 268-73. 

195·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 300-310. 

196·‘Proceedings at the Annual Meeting’, TDA, lxiii (1931), p. 45;  Charles Croslegh, Bradninch (London, 

1911), pp. 205-6, provided a description and illustration.    

197·Bodleian Library, MS Top. Devon, b.1., fo. 53, 136. 

198
  Polwhele, ii, 239;  Lysons, ii, 29;  James Coulter, The Ancient Chapels of North Devon (Barnstaple, 1993), 

p. 14. 

199·William Crossing, ‘The Ancient Stone Crosses of Dartmoor and its Borderland’, DCNQ, ii, part ii (1902), 

p. 65. 
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Woolfardisworthy, now a parish church, was the most substantial building its furnishings including a 

Norman font and south doorway (Plate 10).
200

   Chapels in the first two categories of chapels of ease were 

about 214 in total. 

 Thirdly, chapels of ease might be legally entitled to have their own priest with a cure of souls, and 

be known as parochial chapels.   There were about 51 such chapels in Devon.   They include Revelstoke 

under Yealmpton (1421, 1441),
201

 Bickington under Ashburton (1437),
202

 and Halwell under Harberton 

(1468).
203

   Many parochial chapels were substantial buildings and became eventually parish churches, or 

virtually so.   Welcombe in Hartland parish was unusual in achieving full status as parish church in 1532, 

before the Reformation.
204

   Those chapels which are still used as churches are indicated by * in the 

gazetteer.   Bickington and Halwell are now churches.   The priest at Bickington had his own doorway into 

the chapel, which was sizeable with a four-bay arcade, and at Halwell the medieval tower and piers 

remain.
205

   Revelstoke is not numbered amongst present parish churches, but its ruins bear witness to an 

impressive medieval building.
206

   Burial grounds were a significant element in the status of chapels.   That 

at Pancrasweek was granted a cemetery in 1403 because of dangerous roads and streams between it and the 

parish church;
207

  a cemetery was mentioned at St James’ chapel in Berry Pomeroy in 1410;
208

  the 

churchyard of Highweek chapel was consecrated in 1428;
209

  and that of St David’s in Exeter in 

                                                 
200·Cherry and Pevsner, p. 903.   Other examples may be inferred from the gazetteer.    

201·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 55;  ii, 247. 

202·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 33-4. 

203·DRO, Chanter XII, ii, Reg. Booth, Exeter, fo. 72-73v. 

204·J.F. Chanter, ‘Formation of the Parish of Welcombe’, DCNQ, ix (1917), pp. 70-3;  R. Pearse Chope, 

‘Hartland Abbey’, TDA, lviii (1926), p. 73.   

205·Cherry and Pevsner, pp. 169, 468.  

206·Cherry and Pevsner, p. 700;  field visit. 

207·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 287. 

208·Hugh R. Watkin, The History of Totnes Priory and Medieval Town, 2 vols + index (Torquay, 1914, 1917), 

ii, 1080. 

209·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iv, 280-7. 
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1541.
210

   It did not always follow that the possession of a cemetery would lead to the status of parish 

church.   St James’s chapel at Berry Pomeroy, for example, has not survived, nor has the chapel of St Anne 

at West Town in Kenton which reputedly had a burial yard.
211

 

  

CULT CHAPELS 

Public chapels could also be specialized cult chapels.   Saint-cults and pilgrimages to cult-centres were 

manifestations of one major aspect of medieval catholicism.
212

   Cult chapels are rarely documented as such 

and are not included as a distinct category on Figure 2.   Many chapels were dedicated to a divine or saintly 

patron who, it was believed, would intercede on behalf of devotees, but some probably owed their 

existence to a saint-cult.   Miracles took place at the relics of saints, a precedent being the healing of the 

sick with handkerchiefs and scarves brought from the body of St Paul.
213

   The chapel of St Sidwell in 

Exeter contained the relics of St Sidwell at which diseases were miraculously cured.
214

   The majority of 

chapels did not possess relics, partly because of their subordinate status and also because relics were 

scarce.   Restrictions regarding relics at the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215,
215

 were included in the 

Statutes of Exeter II (1287),
216

 before the majority of chapels were founded.   Devon chapels would, 

however, have housed statues or images 

                                                 
210·DRO, Chanter XV, Reg. Veysey, Exeter, ii, 108v. 

211·Polwhele, ii, 168. 

212·R.N. Swanson, Religion and Devotion in Europe (Cambridge, 1995), pp. 35-6, 153-168. 

213·Acts 19.12;  Bernard Hamilton, Religion in the Medieval West (London, 1986), pp. 126-128. 

214·Robert Whiting, The Blind Devotion of the People (Cambridge, 1989), pp. 56, 61;  Nicholas Orme, ed., 

Nicholas Roscarrock’s Lives of the Saints: Cornwall and Devon, Devon and Cornwall Record Society, new 

series, 35 (1992), p. 113. 

215·Norman P. Tanner, ed., Decrees of the Ecumenical Council, 2 vols, i, Nicaea I to Lateran V (Georgetown, 

1990), p. 263. 

216·F.M. Powicke and C.R. Cheney, ed., Councils and Synods with other documents relating to the English 

Church, II: 1205-1313, 2 vols (Oxford, 1964), ii, 1044. 
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of saints or the deity, before which people prayed.   Holy monuments had been revered since the second 

council of Nicaea (786).   At the fourth council of Constantinople (869-870) it was stated that icons should 

be honoured and venerated because of the honour given to their archetypes.
217

   English statutes regarding 

church ornaments included images in their lists.   The Statutes of Exeter II (1287) referred to images of the 

Blessed Virgin and saints of the location, and listed 43 festivals and saints days to be observed in given 

months throughout the year.
218

   Table 1 sets out the instances of dedications of medieval chapels in Devon.   

A few in the list of 1287 are missing, like SS. Barnabas, Mark and Philip.   Very many not on the official 

list are featured, especially amongst the dedications with five or fewer occurrences.   St Mary was pre-

eminent amongst all saints and by the Reformation over 2,000 English churches were dedicated to her, so it 

is not surprising that she heads Table 1.
219

   It is interesting that St James is second, since his cult was 

particularly popular on account of pilgrimages to Compostela between the twelfth and fifteenth centuries, 

when most chapels came into existence.
220

   Only seven Devon churches had medieval dedications to St 

James.   St Katherine is another popular dedication for chapels, especially those on hills near the coast, but 

is absent from Devon church dedications.
221

   Several saints were associated with chapels at particular 

sites.
222

   No dedication is mentioned for the majority of domestic chapels.        

 There is evidence of a few cult chapels in Devon, but other sources reflect a situation in which 

saint cults were commonplace.   The extent of devotion to images, in late medieval England particularly, is 

revealed by the way they were gilded, painted and embellished;  and by the large sums of money given to 

provide lights, jewels and precious coverings to honour them.
223

   Robert 

                                                 
217·Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils, i, 135, 168. 

218·Councils and Synods, II, i, 513;  ii, 1005-6, 1021-2. 

219·David Hugh Farmer, The Oxford Dictionary of Saints, 2nd ed. (Oxford, 1987), pp. 290-2. 

220·Ibid, p. 222.  Dedications rarely specify James the Great or Less, but the former is the most likely. 

221·Nicholas Orme, English Church Dedications with a Survey of Cornwall and Devon (Exeter, 1996), p. 31. 

222·These are discussed in Chapters 4.1 and 4.2. 

223·Eamon Duffy, The Stripping of the Altars (New Haven and London, 1992), pp. 155-169. 
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Whiting, who describes numerous images and cult objects in Devon and Cornwall, relates how in 1536 an 

Axminster man who was shot by a crossbow but escaped with his life ascribed his survival to the 

miraculous intervention of St Leonard before whose image he seems to have prayed.
224

   The image may 

have been in St Leonard’s chapel at Smallridge in Axminster,
225

 or perhaps in the parish church.   Cult 

chapels did not necessarily serve a local congregation as did a parish church or chapel of ease.   St Anne’s 

chapel in Exeter - not far from St Sidwell’s, and in the same parish of Heavitree - probably drew devotees 

of her cult throughout Exeter, rather than just a few neighbouring people.   The quality of the building is a 

measure of the devotion proferred to the saint (Plate 11). 

  

THE FUNCTION OF CHAPELS AND ACTIVITIES IN THEM 

The number of medieval chapels in Devon and the variety of their categories in serving a wide range of 

people, as discussed so far, testify to their importance to society and bear witness to religious devotion and 

lay initiatives.   The functions of these chapels are further indications of their importance.   Their main 

purpose was provision for the celebration of liturgical services;  a few were also licensed for pastoral 

sacraments like baptism and processions were made to some.   Administrative matters were dealt with in 

some chapels, including offences punishable by canon law and the promulgation of important information.   

Pilgrimages were centred on some chapels.   There were opportunities for collective and private devotion 

in public or private chapels, and in those directed to a particular saint-cult.   Cults might be associated with 

chapels at particular sites while public services, and sometimes cults as well, were related to others.
226

   The 

wide variety of religious and additional social activities in chapels affirms their importance to medieval 

society.    

 Liturgical services in Exeter diocese followed the customs of Salisbury Cathedral, known as ‘The 

Use of Sarum’, at least from 1327 in Bishop Grandisson’s episcopacy.
227

   Some services would 

                                                 
224·R. Whiting, op. cit., pp. 48-82, pp. 60-2, quoting PRO, Star Chamber Proceedings (various references 

given). 

225·Risdon, p. 20;  W.H. Wilkin, ‘Axminster Notes’, TDA, lxvii (1935), pp. 310-312. 

226·Discussed in Chapters 4.1 and 4.2. 

227·Walter Howard Frere, The Use of Sarum (Cambridge, 1898), pp. xxxii-xxxiii. 
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have been used in chapels.   Six are mentioned in particular in ‘The Use of Sarum’:  matins, prime, mass, 

vespers, evensong and compline.
228

   Matins included biblical lessons, psalms, hymns and prayers.
229

   In 

mass, the consecration and elevation of the Host were the focal points, in which the lay congregation were 

usually spectators.
230

   Other services might include lauds;  matins and lauds of Our Lady;  Lady mass;  

terce;  sext;  nones;  prayers for the dead; or vespers of Our Lady.
231

   In chapels where there was a chantry 

priest it was usually specified how many masses in the week he should celebrate.
232

   During masses he was 

expected to offer special prayers for the founder and any others indicated.
233

   Almost all founders of 

chantries required that their priests should also recite the office of the dead, the Placebo, Dirige and 

Commendation on specified days of the week.
234

   Turning to domestic chapels or oratories, several 

licences stipulated that services should be in common form, as for chapels in the manors of Sir Baldwin 

Fleming at Alverdiscott, Bratton Fleming and Croyde, in 1330;  and the oratory of William Pipard at 

Combehalle in South Pool in 1332.
235

   The licence might be worded ‘for the hearing of divine services’ as 

in that for the chapel, oratory or other suitable place in the town house of John and Johanna Trobaynon in 

Dartmouth in 1508.
236

   Parishioners of most chapels were required to take part in some processions.   In 

Exeter diocese they were obliged to offer oblations to their mother church on the processional days of 

Christmas, Easter, the festival of the local saint, and that of the dedication of the church or All Saints Day, 

and to the cathedral at Pentecost.
237

   They might take part in other processions such as 

                                                 
228·W.H. Frere, op. cit., pp. 290, 313. 

229·Nicholas Orme, Exeter Cathedral as it was 1050-1550 (Exeter, 1986), pp. 68-70. 

230·R.N. Swanson, op. cit , (1995), pp. 23, 98-102 and cover illustration.  

231·Nicholas Orme, Exeter Cathedral as it was 1050-1550, pp. 68-70. 

232·K. Wood-Legh, Perpetual Chantries in Britain (Cambridge, 1965), p. 277. 

233·Ibid, p. 288. 

234·Ibid, p. 296.  

235·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, p. 565, ii, p. 660. 

236·DRO, Chanter XIII, Reg. Oldham, Exeter, fo. 157v. 

237·Councils and Synods, II, ii, 1056-7. 
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those held before high mass, or on Epiphany, the Purification of Mary, the Annunciation of Mary, 

Ascension, Corpus Christi, the Assumption of Mary, Relics Day, the Nativity of Mary, All Saints, or the 

Conception of Mary.
238

   There were also Rogationtide processions with prayers seeking God’s mercy and 

help, especially with the growth of crops.
239

   These were celebrated at some chapels on parish 

boundaries.
240

       

 Public chapels with their own chaplain and those staffed by the incumbent of the mother church 

were expected to have a full set of service books and furnishings, as listed in the Statutes of Exeter of 1287.   

This is shown by records of visitations, when attention was drawn to defective or missing items.
241

   For 

example, at Kingskerswell, where a chaplain was supported by the vicar of St Marychurch, most 

furnishings were in good order in 1301, but the processional cross was unfit for use, the psalter was 

defective and the antiphoner (a choir book for daily services) worn out, there was no ordinal (a guide to all 

services and general kalendar directions) or legend (the lessons of matins and vespers), and the font had no 

lock.
242

   The chapel of Highweek in Newton Abbot, dependent on Kingsteignton church, became parochial 

in 1428 so the incumbent of Kingsteignton was presumably responsible for services before then.   In 1342 

twelve items were defective or missing.
243

   Chapels endowed with a chantry also had to be well-equipped.   

That at Colcombe in 

                                                 
238·Terence Bailey, The Processions of Sarum and the Western Church (Toronto, 1971), p. 12. 

239·Ibid, pp. 128-9. 

240·They are discussed in Chapter 4.2. 

241·Councils and Synods, II, ii, 1005-6;  these are listed and translated by H. Michell Whitley, ‘Visitations of 

Devonshire Churches’, TDA, xlii (1910), pp. 446-73 and explained further in G.C. Coulton and H. Fulford 

Williams, ‘The Visitation of the Archdeaconry of Totnes, 1342’, TDA, lxxxi (1949), pp. 227-69.  

242·ECA, D&C, 3673, pp. 27-8;  Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 338;  H. Michell Whitley, ‘Visitations of 

Devonshire Churches’, p. 456;  O.J. Reichel, ‘Extracts from the Hundred Rolls of 3 Edward I’, p. 378.   

243·G.C. Coulton, ‘A Visitation of the Archdeaconry of Totnes in 1342’, English Historical Review, ed. R.L. 

Poole, xxvi (1911), pp. 108-124, 112-3;  G.C. Coulton and H. Fulford, ‘The Visitation of the Archdeaconry 

of Totnes, 1342’, p. 234. 
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Colyton founded in 1348 by Hugh Courtenay, earl of Devon, for example, was to have a gold chalice, 

silver cruets, books for matins and mass, vestments, furnishings and ornaments.
244

   Some chapels of ease 

had bells, as at Coffinswell (1301), Gidleigh (1553), and St Sylvester’s chapel at Braunton (1557).
245

   The 

domestic chapel of Malston in Sherford had three bells but, according to the Decretals of Pope Gregory IX 

in 1234, the hanging of public bells in a private oratory was forbidden.
246

 

 Up to eight daily services might take place in chapels where there was a resident priest.   

Elsewhere mass might be celebrated a number of times between once a day and once a year.   At the 

manorial chapel of Haccombe, where there was a college of six priests, led by an archpriest, a charter of 

1337 sets out their duties to sing daily the canonical hours in choir and two masses:  the first the office of 

the day, the second in honour of the Blessed Virgin.   A third was to be said, but not sung except at dirges 

and anniversaries.   At each service they were to pray for the bishop, the earl of Devon and the family of 

the founder.   A priest was also to celebrate daily for the soul of the founder and his family.
247

   The chapel 

of Norton in the parish of Newton St Cyres was held by the dean and chapter of Exeter.   The rector of 

Newton St Cyres provided a chaplain to carry out a wide range of services for the parishioners, including 

tenants of the manor.   In 1301 it was noted that usually on Sundays the chaplain read the gospel to the 

parishioners, sprinkled holy water and distributed consecrated bread.   He was accustomed to celebrate 

mass on each Wednesday and Friday, to provide full services at Christmas and Easter, to hear confessions 

in Lent and baptize children.
248

 

                                                 
244·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 1047. 

245·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 337;  ECA, D&C, 3673, pp. 27-8;  G.W. Hughes, ‘Inventory of Church Goods 

1553’, TDA, lxxix (1947), p. 101;  J.F. Chanter, The Church of St Brannock, Braunton (Exeter, n.d., ? 1934), 

p. 9. 

246·Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Top. Devon, c.11;  R.S. Mylne, The Canon Law (Morrison & Gibb Ltd, ? 

Scotland, 1912), p. 94, quoting xxxiii, section 10, . 

247·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 852-5;  A.W. Searley, ‘Haccombe’, TDA, liii (1921), pp. 180-7.   

248·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 296;  Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 577;  ECA, D&C, 3673. 
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 Services in chapels for which the incumbent of the mother church was responsible were performed 

on arranged days.   At Buckland Tout Saints, for example, on the occasion of an inquiry into the vacancy of 

the vicarage at its mother church of Loddiswell in 1435, witnesses reported that the vicar had to provide 

mass ten times a year on stated festivals;  that he baptized children born in Buckland and Bearscombe, and 

churched their mothers;  and that marriages had been solemnized there.   It was also reported that one 

‘rector’ celebrated there on Thursdays one summer, and that the rector and other priests had been seen 

riding to the chapel before dinner, but whether they celebrated or not was not known.
249

   Individual 

arrangements for services were made in chapels where there was a chantry priest.   A chantry was founded 

in 1323 in Waddeton chapel for William of Fishacre, lord of Waddeton, for himself, his progenitors and his 

predecessors.   The chapel had long been in existence and services were carried out regularly by the vicar 

or chaplain of Stoke Gabriel, including baptism and marriage but not burial.   All the inhabitants of 

Waddeton heard divine service there.   The vicar or his deputy was to celebrate some services in the chapel 

after the endowment of a chantry chaplain.
250

   In some cases, parishioners were required to attend the 

mother church for the main services, as at St Luke’s chapel in Newton Poppleford where, on account of 

distance from the mother church of Aylesbeare, permission had long been given for parishioners to hear 

masses.   When a chantry with its own priest was founded there by Sir Hugh Courtenay in 1331, it was 

stressed that there should be no prejudice to the mother church.   Parishioners of the chapel were to go to 

the church on eight festivals and saints’ days.   They were also to attend each Sunday, except in cases of 

legitimate impediment, and all sacraments and sacramentals were to be in the church not the chapel.
251

   

Another chantry of Sir Hugh Courtenay established at Colcombe in 1348, had no such restrictions.   Here, 

an ordained priest was to recite matins in full each day, other canonical hours including the office of the 

dead, and mass each day.
252

 

                                                 
249·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 300-4. 

250·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, iii, 1535 (the document dates from Bishop Stapledon’s time). 

251·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 619-20. 

252·Ibid, ii, 1047. 
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 Services in chapels were sometimes limited to once or twice a year, on the festival of the saints to 

whom they were dedicated and perhaps another festival.   The chapel of St David in Ashprington, for 

example, was licensed in 1383 for services on the feasts of St David and St Peter’s Chains.
253

   A licence in 

1402 for the chapel of St Anecorite at Coombe in Holbeton restricted services to the Vigil and Feast of the 

Ascension and the Exaltation of the Holy Cross.
254

   In Bratton Clovelly in 1411, and Berry Pomeroy in 

1433 and 1443, licences were granted for chapels of St James and St Margaret on the feasts of those 

saints.
255

   At Rashleigh Barton in Wembworthy, licence was granted in 1421 for divine service in the 

domestic chapel dedicated to St Bridget annually on her feast, but in 1454 a clause was added allowing 

Thomas Raysshelegh to celebrate also whenever he pleased.
256

    

 When chapels had public status, the provision of services for all was a priority.   For example, the 

inhabitants of the Dartmoor hamlets of Babeny and Pizwell in the parish of Lydford were too few and too 

poor to support an oratory and Bishop Bronescombe, in about 1260, allowed them to receive all the 

sacraments except high mass once a year at Widecombe church because it was considerably nearer.
257

   In 

1301 during Bishop Bitton’s episcopacy, the parishioners of Collaton, one of three chapels of St 

Marychurch, were allotted to the either the parish church or to Kingskerswell chapel since their chapel was 

in such a ruinous state.
258

   When the inhabitants of 

                                                 
253·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, p. 492. 

254·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 132. 

255·Ibid, p. 35;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, 1, 264;  ii, 289. 

256·Ibid, i, 9; iii, 192. 

257·O.F. Robinson, ed., The Register of Walter Bronescombe, Bishop of Exeter 125801280, Canterbury and 

York Society, vol. 82 (1995), pp. xxxi, 98-101;  G. Radford, ‘The History of the Church at Lydford’, TDA, 

xxi (1889);  Robert Burnard, ‘The Pack-Horse on Dartmoor’, TDA, xxxvii (1905), pp. 171-2. 

258·ECA, D&C, 3673, p. 27; Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 338;  H. Michell Whitley, ‘Visitations of Devonshire 

Churches’, p. 455.  The chapel seems to have been built merely of wood since only its timbers are mentioned 

as being salvageable.  
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Whitefield in Marwood refused to attend the mother church in 1411, pending a law-suit in the consistorial 

court against the rector, Bishop Stafford directed a chaplain to hear confessions and officiate in the chapel 

without stipend from the rector.
259

   Nevertheless, not everyone attended services regularly in chapels of 

ease.   A reference of 1411 mentions times ‘when most people are present’ in the ‘new chapel’ at 

Dartmouth.
260

   Attendance could not have been full at Buckland Tout Saints before 1435 in view of the 

witness who knew that priests had ridden to the chapel but not whether they celebrated.
261

   That 

parishioners of chapels did not necessarily observe the obligation of attending the mother church is also 

implied by Bishop Veysey’s remark of Crediton in 1523 that the major part of the people was scarcely 

present four times a year at the principal Sunday mass because, as he was told, the service was too long.
262

  

There were also cases of absenteeism in other parts of England.
263

 

 Mass was the central sacrament of the medieval Church.   The other pre-Reformation sacraments 

were baptism, confirmation, ordination, confession, matrimony and extreme unction.
264

   Ordinations of the 

clergy usually took place in the bishop’s chapels and are recorded at Bishop’s Court (1309x1507), 

Bishop’s Nympton (1311-12), Bishop’s Tawton (1311-90), Bishopsteignton (1439-49), Chudleigh 

(1373x1521), Crediton (1271x1448) and Exeter (1313-1523).   Records give some indication of which 

episcopal chapels were most used but ordination lists are incomplete.
265

    Ordinations occasionally took 

place also in manorial or monastic chapels, as at Powderham in 1384 and Carswell Priory in 

Broadhembury in about 1527.
266

   The hearing of monastic vows and 

                                                 
259·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 252. 

260·Ibid, pp. 110-11. 

261·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 300-4. 

262·Nicholas Orme, ‘The Church in Crediton from St Boniface to the Reformation’, The Greatest Englishman, 

ed. T.A. Reuter (Exeter, 1980), p. 122 quoting Oliver, Monasticon, p. 84. 

263
 .John A.F. Thomson, The Early Tudor Church and Society, 1485-1529 (London and New York, 1993), pp. 

258-9. 

264·R.N. Swanson, op. cit.(1995), p. 31. 

265·For example in Bishop Grandisson’s register, as mentioned in Chapter 2.   

266·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 878;  DRO, Chanter XIV, Reg. Veysey, Exeter, fo. 178v. 
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confirmation of election of heads of monastic houses were regular occurrences in episcopal chapels but, so 

far, records of the confirmation of lay people in chapels have not been found.   The sacraments of 

confession, baptism, marriage and burial were observed in some chapels but the three last-mentioned rites 

in particular were jealously guarded by the parish church on account of dues payable.   They were gained 

by chapels only through struggle and sometimes gave rise to conflicts.   At the ‘new chapel’ in Dartmouth 

in 1411 the chaplain falsely pretended to be a confessor appointed by the bishop, taking money from the 

penitents and saying it was for the bishop, thus implying that fees were payable for confessions as for other 

rites.
267

   Well over twenty medieval chapels have surviving or recorded fonts, but the vast majority of 

these fonts were Norman and may have been installed before the parochial system crystallized.   Licences 

for marriages were granted for a few domestic chapels as at Wildyarde in Broadclyst in 1336, Moorstone in 

Halberton in 1449 and 1451, and Umberleigh in Atherington in 1447.
268

   The bishop intervened and 

suspended, but later absolved, the prior of Pilton who presumed in 1332 to marry without licence Sir John 

de Beamound’s son to Sir Baldwin le Fleming’s daughter in the latter’s domestic chapel of Chumhill in 

Bratton Fleming, and a certain John Trewet to Beamound’s daughter in his chapel at Heanton 

Punchardon.
269

   Churching after child-birth also had to be licensed in domestic chapels, as at Hall in 

Bishop’s Tawton in 1445.
270

   Burial dues gave rise to conflict as in 1393 when the earl of Huntingdon, 

Chamberlain of England, acted as arbitrator between the abbot and convent of Torre and John Hawley, 

then mayor of Dartmouth, concerning funeral offerings in the chapel there, probably Holy Trinity.
271

   At St 

Katherine’s chapel on Plymouth Hoe an ancient document, recording a composition between the vicar of 

Plymouth and the Carmelite priory there about the 

                                                 
267·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, pp. 110-1. 

268·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 811;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 34, 112;  ii, 394.  

269·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 642. 

270·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 320. 

271·Deryck Seymour, op. cit., p. 40, quoting the Dublin Cartulary, fo. 2b;  Edward Windeatt, ‘The Borough of 

Clifton-Dartmouth-Hardness and its Mayors and Mayoralities’, pp. 136-7, quoting corporation document no. 

343. 
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burial of strangers, had been fraudulently cut out of an old missal.   A monition was made for its return in 

1438.
272

   Clearly someone had tried to remove legal evidence.
273

   A final example of the possible religious 

functions of chapels of ease is their use for sanctuary, a right in holy places.
274

   About sixteen are recorded 

as having been so used in the thirteenth century, including St Laurence in Crediton, St Cuthbert in Exeter 

and St Mary Magdalene in Taddiport.
275

     

 Administrative business was an occasional function, additional to regular divine offices, in several 

chapels.   Enquiries such as those over vacancies or rights of patronage could take place in chapels of ease 

or the bishop’s chapels.   Administration in the bishop’s chapels encompassed not only ecclesiastical 

matters but offences punishable by canon law which give insight into such social aspects as clerical 

incontinence, violence towards the clergy and excommunications.   For example, in the episcopal chapel at 

Crediton in 1312 Bishop Stapledon convicted three of the priest-vicars of incontinency.
276

   At 

Bishopsteignton in 1328 Bishop Grandisson issued a mandate against those who had been violent to the 

chaplain of West Teignmouth.
277

   The rector of South Molton was excommunicated at Bishop’s Nympton 

in 1328 for hunting in the bishop’s park there and entering the church with hounds.
278

   Chapels of ease, 

like churches, were centres of communication:  through episcopal mandates important news was made 

known and the misdemeanours of offenders were made public.   This probably had a deterrent effect, and 

perhaps promoted a type of ‘neighbourhood watch’ in the community.   Mandates to denounce offenders in 

each church and chapel in specified deaneries included one in 1388 denouncing the excommunicated 

malefactors who had inhumanely amputated the genitals of a priest at Sutton near Plymouth;
279

 and another 

                                                 
272·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 123-5. 

273·Four chapels with burial rights are mentioned in the section on public chapels. 

274·R.S. Mylne, op. cit., p. 74. 

275·H. Michell Whitley, ‘Sanctuary in Devon’, TDA, xlv (1913), pp. 302-313.  

276·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 126. 

277·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 440;  for a detailed account of this incident see M.I. Jordan, ‘West Teignmouth 

Church’, TDA, xxxvi (1904), pp. 259-60. 

278·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 427-8. 

279·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 656-6. 
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denouncing an excommunicated monk of Dunkeswell in 1329.
280

   Secular activities took place in some 

chapels, like those of guilds.   The chapel of the Weavers, Tuckers and Shearmen in Exeter, for example, 

was used as a place of assembly for both secular and religious purposes.   Members were expected to 

attend the chapel on Election Day and Account Day and, by 1483, on the feast of the Assumption for a 

mass commemorating its founders and benefactors.
281

    

 Apart from official liturgical and administrative activities, collective and private devotions took 

place in chapels.   Religious devotion, together with lay initiative and wealth, was a prerequisite for the 

founding of chapels.   The effects of the Black Death after 1348 probably heightened religious awareness, 

but an increase in the number of chapels in Devon began before then.
282

   R.N. Swanson describes the level 

of religious knowledge expected of the laity, such as the Creed, the Ten Commandments, and the seven 

deadly sins and virtues.   Private devotion was encouraged by Books of Hours, which proliferated from the 

thirteenth century onwards.   The emphasis in late-medieval Christianity, when so many Devon chapels 

were first recorded, was on securing salvation.
283

   Religious devotion does not shine through the pages of 

references for chapels in Devon, but their very number is evidence that it existed.   Parishioners of chapels 

of ease would be reminded of Bible stories by figures, like the fifteenth-century alabasters of the Christmas 

and the Easter retables at South Huish, of which the Entombment is illustrated in Plate 12.
284

   Paintings, 

like those on the screen at Chivelstone, would remind them of saints’ lives.
285

   Chapels could become 

centres of saint-cults, providing part of the variety of religious outlets as centres for  private devotion and 

pilgrimage.   They were also centres for the healing of body and spirit, in  

                                                 
280·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 463-4. 

281·Joyce Youings, Tuckers’ Hall Exeter, pp. xii, 14;  ‘Tuckers Hall Exeter: Some Early Gild Ordinances’, pp. 

235-238. 

282·As demonstrated in Chapter 5. 

283·R.N. Swanson, op. cit. (1995), pp. 23-29, 97-8. 

284·P. Nelson and E.K. Prideaux, ‘Illustrated Notes on the Fifteenth-Century Alabasters from South Huish 

Church, Devon’, TEDAS, 3rd series, 3 (1906-16), pp. 141-7. 

285·Field visit. 
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effect holistic medicine, and as such they were of social significance.   Apart from major shrines, like those 

of St Thomas of Canterbury and Our Lady of Walsingham, there were regional centres of pilgrimage.
286

   

Some of these centres were based in chapels.   The image of Our Lady of Loretta in a chapel at Pilton 

attracted lucrative offerings in the 1530s;
287

  and the chapel of Our Lady in Chulmleigh was remembered in 

1567 as having received ‘great’ oblations.
288

    

 In sum, the various categories of chapels were important to medieval society for numerous reasons 

additional to the provision of liturgical and pastoral services.   The bishop’s chapels in particular were 

centres of administration.   Lay domestic chapels enabled a degree of independence from the parish church 

and conferred status.   Guild chapels were focal points of charitable works for the living and dead.   In all 

chapels with chantries, provision for the safe passage of particular souls through purgatory by means of 

special masses was of paramount importance.   Chapels of ease had social functions, obviating the 

necessity of making long and difficult journeys and taking so much time from economic activities.   For the 

Church, chapels were a means of providing services for those distant from the parish church, whilst still 

keeping a hold on the spirituality and offerings of their parishioners, and were a channel for the 

broadcasting of news.   Chapels also provided opportunities of employment for the clergy, as R.N. 

Swanson has emphasized, often under lay patronage.
289

   We have seen that chapels provided opportunities 

for collective and private devotion and that miracles perceived to be wrought by saints were of social 

significance.   Some saint-cults were focused in chapels at sites such as holy wells, woods or churchyards, 

whilst public services were associated with chapels at other sites.   To such sites we now turn. 

                                                 
286·Nicholas Orme, Exeter Cathedral as it was, p. 56. 

287·Nicholas Orme, Unity and Variety, p. 64, quoting London, Public Record Office, E 315/126 no 16.  

288·CPR, 1566-69, p. 47;  other examples are given in Chapters 4.1 and 4.2. 

289·R.N. Swanson, Church and Society in Late Medieval England (Oxford, 1989), pp. 51-2. 
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4  SITES 

 

The previous chapter has shown that medieval chapels in Devon served a wide range of people.   The majority 

were close to habitations or at the centre of communal activities.   Other categories of chapels were associated 

with particular sites, which might be remote from human habitation.   They included chapels in Devon and other 

parts of England near holy wells, in churchyards, on the coast, hill-tops, bridges and main roads, at the 

boundaries of towns and parishes, and other less common sites.   The most common sites for Devon chapels are 

shown on Figure 3 and set out in Tables 2-7.
1
   Chapels at such sites comprised only about 15.5% of those 

identified in Devon but there were probably many more.   Since evidence from primary sources is insufficient to 

demonstrate their significance to medieval society, a wider range of sources is examined.   The findings suggest 

that the choice of such sites for chapels was influenced by functions additional to those of the liturgy which 

related to cults or public service, or sometimes both.   The evaluation of the social attributes of chapels at these 

sites is a particular contribution of this dissertation.   In following this line of enquiry, several chapels are 

brought into focus individually as their sites are identified.  

 

4.1  CULTS RELATED TO SITES 

 

CHAPELS ASSOCIATED WITH SPRINGS AND WELLS 

The importance of saint-cults to medieval society is discussed in Chapter 3.   Cults were frequently associated 

with holy wells near chapels.   In Devon up to 54 have been identified, the majority being dedicated to a 

particular saint or aspect of the divinity.   They might be of social importance in five ways.   Firstly, any wells 

near to later chapels with religious significance in pre- or Celtic-Christian eras would have contributed to the 

identity of the medieval community.   Secondly, some wells and chapels dedicated to biblical and other 

western-international saints believed to have the 

                                                 
1·The tables include the date of the first reference to each chapel which does not necessarily allude to the nature 

of the site, but other important references are given in the footnotes.    
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power to work miracles, may have held significance as cult-centres.   Thirdly, the water at some wells linked 

with chapels was perceived to possess specific healing properties making them, in effect, centres of holistic 

medicine.   Fourthly, a well near to a chapel might meet the practical need of water for the cleansing of vessels 

and, in some cases, for baptism.
2
   The fifth aspect of social importance, the provision of water supply for the 

community, is discussed in Chapter 4.2.  The distribution of recorded medieval chapels near holy or notable 

wells and springs in Devon is mapped in Figure 4.  The list in Table 2 includes wells at some chapels which at 

some stage were churches;  and some where the place-name ‘Holywell’ suggests a well’s existence.  Cases are 

omitted where place-names suggest the existence of a notable well but no association with a chapel is known.
3
  

The table also indicates the chapel's siting in relation to the well, if known.   The well of Trinity Chapel at 

Bradninch was under the chapel,
4
 and at Lidwell in Dawlish inside near the altar.

5
   Those at Halwell and 

Woodland were east of the chapels,
6
 that at Lower Alfardisworthy in Bradworthy is on lower ground several 

yards below the west-end.
7
   At Pilton the well was at the gatehouse chapel of the parish church,

8
 and that near 

St Anne's Chapel at Bigbury is in a separate piece of land several yards away.
9
   The findings compare broadly 

with the examples of wells close to churches in England generally given by Warwick Rodwell, who draws 

attention to the need for a study of holy wells.
10

   Medieval holy wells were sometimes enclosed in a well- 

                                                 
2·Richard Morris, Churches in the Landscape (London, 1989), pp. 87, 89.   

3
  For example, Coffinswell, Kingskerswell, and Quarrywell in Plymouth;  other sources of questionable 

authenticity are entered in italics. 

4·Theo Brown, ‘Holy and Notable Wells of Devon’, TDA (1957), p. 209. 

5·P.F.S.A. (P.F.S. Amery?), ‘Twelfth Report of the Committee on Devonshire Folk-lore’, TDA, xxvi (1894), p. 

81. 

6·Theo Brown, op. cit., p. 212;  H.R. Evans, ‘Woodland’, TDA, xcii (1960), p. 174. 

7·Field visit. 

8·Theo Brown, ‘The 82nd Report on Folk-lore’, TDA, 117 (1985), p. 241. 

9·Ordnance Survey map:  Landranger 202, 1:50 000, SX665474;  field visit. 

10·Warwick Rodwell, Church Archaeology (London, 1989), p. 154. 
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house, emphasizing their social importance.   Leland observed that St Oswald’s well near the church at 

Oswestry (Salop) was ‘environed with a stone wall’, and enclosed in a timber ‘chapel’.
11

   At St Clether in 

Cornwall, there is a well-house over the spring which passes through an adjoining chapel.
12

   In Devon there is 

one near the chapel at Lower Alfardisworthy in Bradworthy and another near the church of St Nectan at 

Welcombe, a former chapel (Plate 13).
13

 

 Any wells associated with pre-Christian veneration or Celtic Christianity would contribute to the 

identity of the local community.   Francis Jones has shown that the veneration of water characterized religious 

observances in ancient Egypt, Greece and Rome, in Scandinavian, Germanic and Celtic lands,
14

 and in Biblical 

traditions such as those associated with the sanctuary of Beersheba.
15

  In 601 Pope Gregory instructed Abbot 

Mellitus that the idols of the English be destroyed but their shrines purified and changed to the service of the 

true God so that the people would be more ready to come to familiar places.
16

   Subsequent legislation implies 

that wells were amongst these.   Pope Gregory’s instructions would not have had immediate effect since Devon 

was Celtic until the Saxon penetration in the second-half of the seventh century, the mixed process of conquest 

and settlement being incomplete until 936.
17

   Even in other parts of England, however, it was found necessary 

to forbid the worship of wells and other pagan sites up to the thirteenth 

                                                 
11·The Itineraryof John Leland in or about the years 1535-1543, ed. Lucy Toulmin Smith, 5 vols (London 

1906-10), iii, part vi (Wales), p. 75. 

12·Nicholas Orme, Unity and Variety: A History of the Church in Devon and Cornwall (Exeter, 1991), p. 21. 

13·The former was visited by kind permission of the owners at the time of research. 

14·Francis Jones, The Holy Wells of Wales, 2nd ed. (Cardiff, 1992), pp. 12-13. 

15
 Genesis 26.23-33;  Amos 5.5; 8.14 (references taken from F. Jones, op. cit., p. 12). 

16·Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English people, ed. Bertram Colgrave and R.A.B. Mynors (Oxford, 

1969), pp. 106-9. 

17·Nicholas Orme, Unity and Variety, pp. 2-6; Dorothy Whitelock, ed. English Historical Documents, i, 2nd ed. 

(London and New York, 1979), p. 307:  William of Malmsbury, De Gestis Regum Anglorum (early 12th 

century). 
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century.   The ‘Canons’ of the West-Saxon king Edgar (1005x1008),
18

 and the Statutes of Exeter (1287) were of 

particular relevance to Devon and the Diocese of Exeter.
19

     

Place-name evidence could indicate pre-Christian veneration of a few holy wells near later chapels.  

The present Nymet and Nympton names in Devon signify a Celtic sacred place.
20

   Malcolm Todd considers 

that the Nymetostatio recorded in the Ravenna Cosmography was probably at Bury Barton near Lapford.
21

   

Here a detached chapel stands to the north-east of a pond supplied by a spring rising from the direction of the 

chapel.
22

   However, the chapel probably dates from 1434 and no traditions of a holy spring are recorded.
23

   

With reference to the place-name ‘Holywell’, Richard Morris points out that the old English word for omen was 

hael.   Thus it is possible that some Holywell names originated from this rather than in the Christian sense.
24

   

Although in Devon some such place-names have early documentation, none incorporate the spelling hael.   

Nevertheless, spellings varied widely and the first element of any may have meant ‘holy’ in either a pagan or 

Christian sense.   At Halwell, a former chapel of Harberton, Halganwylle was mentioned in the early-tenth-

century ‘Burghal Hidage’.
25

   Halwell in Brixton was Hagawila in the 

                                                 
18·D. Whitelock, M. Brett and C.N.L. Brooke, ed., Councils and Synods with other documents relating to the 

English Church, I: 871-1204, 2 vols (Oxford, 1981), i, 320.  

19·F.M. Powicke and C.R. Cheney, ed., Councils and Synods with other documents relating to the English 

Church, II:1205-1313, 2 vols (Oxford, 1964), ii, 1044. 

20
 Angela Blaen, Devon’s Sacred Grove, West Country Folklore No. 17 (1983), pp. 5-8. 

21·Malcolm Todd, The South West to AD 1000 (London and New York, 1987), p. 204. 

22·Mr Neil Ramsay, a former owner who drained the pond, gave me this information. 

23·Bridget Cherry and Nikolaus Pevsner, The Buildings of England: Devon (London, 1989), p. 533.   It is 

probably the chapel of St James, licensed in 1434 in Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, p. 271. 

24·Richard Morris, op. cit., p. 84. 

25·J.E.B. Gover, A. Mawer and F.M. Stenton, The Place-Names of Devon, English Place-Name Society, 2 

vols., viii, ix (1931-2), i, p. 323 (no date is given in PND for the ‘Burghal Hidage’ but see F.M. Stenton, 

Anglo-Saxon England, 3rd ed. (Oxford, 1971)), p. 265). 
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Domesday Book, and a chapel existed at Halghwylle in 1373.
26

   Halwill was Halgewilla in the Domesday 

Book, and early in this century ruins of a chapel remained near the well.
27

   Other chapels linked with holy wells 

where the place-name element has thirteenth-century documentation were at Dittisham (Hellewell(e)), Bigbury 

(Halewill’) and Halstock (Halgestoke) in Okehampton,
28

 but Halwell at Denbury was not documented as 

Hollwell until 1748.
29

    

  Morris argues that springs were regarded as places of contact with an underworld in British pagan 

belief, suggesting that a proportion of wells dedicated to St Helen may derive not from the saint, but from Ellén, 

a Celtic goddess with three heads.
30

   Graham Jones draws attention to holy wells and the cult of St Helen, 

proposing that, with the coming of Christianity, the dedication of wells close to the coasts of Devon, Cornwall, 

Wales and Ireland at least, may have been transferred to the male saint Helen venerated in northern Brittany.
31

   

Dorothy Owen suggests that the earliest sites of Christian worship in Lincolnshire were the chapels associated 

with holy wells, perhaps taken over by the first missionaries from some pre-Christian culture.
32

   She mentions 

the well- or hermitage-chapel of St Helen on an inland cliff near the seven springs at Hemswell.
33

   The question 

is raised whether St Helen’s chapel on Lundy Island was of pagan origin.   The presence of inscribed memorial 

stones on Lundy implies that a Celtic hermitage existed in the late-fifth 

                                                 
26·Ibid, p. 250;  Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, p. 321;  Theo Brown, op. cit. (1957), p. 210;  no evidence of a 

well has been recorded. 

27·Ibid, p. 141, quoting Little Guide Series, ed. Baring Gould (1907). 

28·Ibid, pp. 323, 268, 203 respectively (a spring has been noted on a field visit, above the site of the chapel of 

St Michael at Halstock). 

29·PND, ii, 523. 

30·Richard Morris, op. cit., p. 84. 

31·Graham Jones, ‘Holy Wells and the Cult of St Helen’, Landscape History, 8 (1986), p. 69. 

32·Dorothy M. Owen, Church and Society in Medieval Lincolnshire (Lincoln, 1971), p. 1. 

33·Dorothy Owen, op. cit. (1971), p. 1;  Dorothy Owen, ‘Medieval Chapels in Lincolnshire’, Lincolnshire 

History and Archaeology, 10 (1975), p. 18.   
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century.
34

   Four prehistoric sacred wells on the island are recorded, and the remains of a chapel, once a church, 

are situated in a Dark Age cemetery.   However, there are no grounds for claiming pagan associations since the 

remains date from the twelfth century at the earliest and the dedication was first-mentioned in 1325.
35

   W.G. 

Hoskins’ suggested identification of St Helen with St Endelient, one of the children of Brychan, is unlikely.
36

   

The dedication may have been either to the saint referred to by Graham Jones, or to St Helen, mother of 

Constantine, a popular Christian saint.    

 On a wider plane, Anne Ross has claimed that, under the aegis of the Christian Church, local divinities 

at Celtic well-shrines were replaced by local saints, often bearing the same name as their pagan originals.
37

   

There is no clear evidence for this.   Ronald Hutton points out that in Britain there is evidence from Roman 

times of certain springs believed to be the homes of local deities, and Adomnan’s late-seventh century Life of 

Columba (521-97) tells how the holy man reconsecrated one such holy well in Scotland.
38

   But Hutton finds no 

evidence of wells venerated by non-Roman pagan Celts and Christians in the early Middle Ages.   Holy wells 

do not feature in the early Irish or Welsh texts.   The oldest well-house, known from drawings and local records, 

was that at St Cleer in Cornwall (since rebuilt), attributed to the late-thirteenth century. 

                                                 
34·Charles Thomas, ‘Beacon Hill Re-visited’, Annual Report of Lundy Field Society, 42 (1992), pp. 44, 52-3.  

35·Charles Thomas, op. cit., p. 45; Reg .Stapledon, Exeter, p. 232;  J.F. Chanter, ‘A History of Lundy Island’, 

TDA, iv (1870-1), p. 589;  The Devon Sites and Monuments Register, held in the Property Department, 

County Hall, Exeter, File SS 14 NW/SWI, 13;  John Thomas, ‘Lundy, 1390 to 1775’, TDA, 110 (1978), p. 

144.  

36·W.G. Hoskins, ‘Devon Parish Notes’, DCNQ, xxvi (1955), pp. 101-2;  Nicholas Orme, ed., Nicholas 

Roscarrrock’s Lives of the Saints: Cornwall and Devon, Devon and Cornwall Record Society, new series, 35 

(1992), p. 130. 

37·Anne Ross, The Pagan Celts (London, 1986), p. 105.  

38
 Ronald Hutton, The Pagan Religions of the Ancient British Isles (London, New York, Sydney, Toronto, 

1991), p. 167. 
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Most of the surviving stonework of wells seems to be late medieval, a period when there is ample evidence for a 

flourishing cult of these wells as holy and healing places.
39

   Similarly, no assumptions can be made with regard 

to the pre-Christian origin of individual holy wells near later chapels in Devon, although cases of early place-

name evidence cannot be ruled out. 

 Where a Celtic saint is clearly linked with a place, the well may have determined the choice of site for 

an oratory as water supply or even for the spiritual purpose of self-mortification, as in the tradition that St Chad 

sometimes stood naked in the water of his well in Lichfield to pray.
40

   The reputation as a sacred well may have 

arisen consequently, with a chapel associated with the saint-cult being built close by centuries later.
41

   Thus 

traditions surrounding the holy well would have linked the community with its Christian history.   A few 

chapels and wells in north Devon dedicated to a Celtic saint may link back to sixth-century hermit and 

missionary saints, including St Brannoc in Braunton and St Nectan at Welcombe in Hartland.
42

   St Budoc at St 

Budeaux in Plymouth,
43

 is recorded late and may be a rationalization of the place-name spelt, for example, 

Bucheside (1086),  Buttokkyside (1421).
44

   The place-name of Braunton probably derives from St Brannoc;
45

  

the earliest documentary evidence dates from 839x860.   Evidence for St Nectan in the parish of Hartland dates 

from about the twelfth century.
46

   Both of these saints also had connections with Wales and Francis Jones noted 

chapels with wells in Pembrokeshire dedicated to a similar Brynach.
47

   St Nectan in Hartland, but not in Welsh, 

legend was reputed to have been the eldest of the 24 sons and daughters of Brychan, a Welsh prince.
48

   There is 

no evidence to link St David 

                                                 
39·Ibid, p. 167. 

40·Leland, ii, part v, 99. 

41·Richard Morris, op. cit., p. 87. 

42·Nicholas Orme, Unity and Variety, pp. 2-5. 

43·W.G. Hoskins, Devon (London, 1954), p. 484. 

44.PND, i, 237;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 16. 

45·Nicholas Orme, ed. Nicholas Roscarrock’s Lives of the Saints, p. 118. 

46·Ibid, pp. 117, 157. 

47·Francis Jones, op. cit., p. 203. 

48·Nicholas Orme, ed., Nicholas Roscarrock’s Lives of the Saints, pp. 118, 157. 
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with Ashprington or St Petroc with Charles, although both had chapels and holy wells, so the dedication may 

have been retrospective.   The latter two saints are associated with wells in Cornwall in connection with 

churches,
49

 and St David has an obvious connection with Wales.   Mixed Celtic and Anglo-Saxon cultures are 

perhaps exhibited in the cult of St Sidwell which first appeared in late Saxon Exeter:  by this time, the name was 

believed to be Saxon, but the tradition associated with her, of a murdered virgin with a well, may be of Celtic 

origin.
50

   

 Turning to Figure 4 which shows the distribution of medieval chapels with recorded wells in Devon, a 

cluster is shown along the coastal region nearest to Wales and another in the South Hams opposite Brittany, 

linked by the Exeter to Barnstaple road near which there were also chapels with wells.   E.G. Bowen, in Saints, 

Seaways and Settlementsin the Celtic Lands, drew attention to isthmus roads across Cornwall and also a ‘transit 

zone’ which included Somerset, Devon and eastern Cornwall and received saints from South Wales.
51

   The 

Devon map raises the question whether the road was traversed by Celtic saints from Wales crossing to Brittany, 

who had a network of Celtic holy sites on their route, the traditions linked with their wells being strong enough 

to survive the overlay of later cultures and the passage of time and influencing the selection of these sites for 

later chapels.   The evidence is anecdotal, so no clear conclusions may be drawn with regard to a Celtic 

population in Devon in relation to holy wells with chapels, but the question may warrant further research when 

churches as well as chapels with holy wells should be counted.   In comparison, Francis Jones’ map of Wales 

shows wells near both churches and ancient chapels.   Moderate distribution occurs throughout Wales with the 

exceptions of the western half of Anglesey and the most mountainous areas of Wales.
52

   The distribution of 

chapels with holy wells in Cornwall can be estimated since all the wells recorded by Meyrick are indicated on 

his map by number.
53

 

                                                 
49·J. Meyrick, A Pilgrim’s Guide to the Holy Wells of Cornwall and their Saints (Falmouth, 1982), pp. 22, 37. 

50·Nicholas Orme, ed., Nicholas Roscarrock’s Lives of the Saints, p. 171. 

51·E.G. Bowen, Saints, Seaways and Settlements in the Celtic Lands (Cardiff, 1977), pp. 3, 24, 26, 108. 

52·Francis Jones, op. cit., Map 2, p. 219. 

53·J. Meyrick, op. cit., p. 147. 
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Distribution is patchy, with no holy wells in tandem with chapels recorded north of Launceston along the Tamar 

and only one on the Lizard peninsular, although holy wells alone are less sparse in the former region.   Dorothy 

Owen records only four chapels associated with wells and another three with Holywell or Well as a place-name 

out of a total of 244 chapels.
54

   Sir Cyril Fox argued that in the lowland of Britain, new cultures of continental 

origin tended to be imposed on the earlier culture whereas in the highland they tended to be absorbed by the 

older culture.
55

   In contrast to Lincolnshire, much of Devon falls within the so-called highland zone.   The small 

number of chapels with holy wells in Lincolnshire compared with those in Devon, Cornwall and Wales 

reinforces Fox’s argument.
56

   In parts of Wales at least old customs at wells and chapels continued after the 

Reformation, as testified by a late-sixteenth-century letter quoted by Francis Jones.   Welsh people still went ‘in 

heapes’ on pilgrimage to wells and places of superstition;  and on the nights after the feasts when the old 

offerings were kept at any chapel, even when it had been demolished, they still came ‘by great journeys 

barefoots’.
57

    

 Secondly, and with more certainty, is the documented fact that several wells near chapels, by the later 

Middle Ages, were associated with New Testament or other western-international saints.   Some would have 

held importance as centres of the cults of these saints.   Of the biblical dedications of chapels with wells in 

Devon those to St Mary, the most revered saint in England generally, are the most numerous:  ten out of a total 

of 51.   Table 2 shows chapels or wells dedicated to St Mary in the civil parishes of Chudleigh, Chulmleigh, 

Colebrooke, Dawlish, Dittisham and Kingsbridge, and wells with variations of the spelling of ‘Lady well’ at 

Ashburton, Bickleigh, Kingswear and Pilton.   The other biblical saints to whom chapels, and sometimes their 

wells, are dedicated are also found in a general context.   Five (Bishopsteignton, Pirzwell at Kentisbeare, 

Morthoe, Tavistock and Woodland) were dedicated to St John the Baptist, obviously associated with baptism 

although no evidence of this has been noted for these chapels;  and four  

                                                 
54·Dorothy Owen, op. cit. (1975), pp. 15-22. 

55·Cyril Fox, The Personality of Britain, 4th ed. (Cardiff, 1952), p. 40. 

56·Cyril Fox, op. cit., p. 40. 

57·Francis Jones, op.cit., p. 62, quoting Archaeologia Cambrensis (1901), p. 133. 
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(Chudleigh, Dittisham, Hartland and Okehampton) were dedicated to St Michael, who is usually associated with 

sites on hills.
58

   Two were dedicated to the Holy Trinity (Bradninch and Plymouth); two to St Andrew 

(Hartland and Tiverton);  and two to St James (Bury Barton at Lapford and Teignmouth).   SS. Anne, George 

and Paul had one dedication each (Bigbury, Cullompton and Exeter).    

 Richard Morris argues that St Anne - the mother of St Mary, who was first mentioned in an apocryphal 

source - seems to have been regarded as a particular patron saint of wells and churches associated with them in 

England, and of chapels especially in north-west England.   Morris links her association with water to Jerusalem 

where, in 1099, the Crusaders encountered a church dedicated to St Anne adjacent to the Sheep Pool, identified 

in St John’s Gospel as a place where a crowd of sick and disabled people waited for the moving of the water.   

He sees the Crusades as the mechanism for the spread of the cult.
59

   The increasing cult of the Virgin Mary 

became intense in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries and led to a new interest in her parents, as Morris 

points out.
60

   Because most parish churches were extant by the twelfth century but chapels continued to be 

founded, a large proportion of dedications to St Anne concern chapelries, or churches formerly of chapel 

status.
61

   The cult of St Anne is documented to a significant extent in the fourteenth century in England and was 

introduced to Exeter by Bishop Grandisson in 1352,
62

 her feast being obligatory in England from 1382.
63

   

Morris links churches dedicated to St Anne (and chapels by implication) with holy wells.   The evidence does 

not support this.   Although about nine chapels in Devon were dedicated to St Anne, only one is known to have 

had a holy well nearby, that at 

                                                 
58·Not all chapels dedicated to St Michael were on hills, for example the deanery chapel at Exeter and St 

Michael at East Teignmouth. 

59·Richard Morris, op. cit., p. 90;  John 5. 2-3. 

60·David Hugh Farmer, The Oxford Dictionary of Saints, 2nd ed. (Oxford, 1987), p. 19. 

61·Richard Morris, op. cit., pp. 89-90. 

62·Nicholas Orme, Exeter Cathedral as it was1050-1550 (Exeter, 1986), p. 86. 

63·D.H. Farmer, op. cit., p. 19. 
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Bigbury, first mentioned in 1457.
64

   Theo Brown noted other holy wells in Devon dedicated to St Anne, none 

of which were linked with a chapel,
65

 although some chapels may have disappeared, the same being true of 

some holy wells where chapels remain.   In other parts of the country, neither William Worcester nor Leland 

appear to have referred to chapels dedicated to St Anne in the context of holy wells, and no reference has been 

found for these in Wales or Lincolnshire.   In Cornwall, where there were numerous holy wells, only two 

dedicated to St Anne, at Hessenford and Landulph, reputedly had chapels nearby.
66

   A more likely reason for 

the popularity of her cult is suggested by Eamon Duffy, that while much in the cult of the saints militated 

against a positive valuation of human sexuality and the realities of marriage and child-bearing, the cult of St 

Anne was an unequivocal assertion of the compatibility of sanctity and married life.
67

   Her cult held particular 

social significance at a time when the laity were becoming increasingly influencial in matters relating to the 

Church.
68

 

 Thirdly, some chapels were situated near holy wells associated with specific healing properties, thus 

holding social importance as, in effect, centres of holistic medicine.   There is little early evidence of this in 

Devon but there is evidence of pilgrimages and healing in other regions.   It is highly probable that similar 

customs existed in Devon.   Pre-Reformation sources refer to the healing properties of St Cadoc’s well at the 

chapel of St Cadoc in Padstow (Cornwall).   According 

                                                 
64·PRO, Prob.11/4, fo. 93 (1457), reference given by Professor Orme, probably refers to this chapel and holy 

well;  Bodleian Library, MS Top. Devon b.1, fo. 65;  the owner of the Pickwick Inn, into which the chapel is 

incorporated, has been advised of the date of about 1450 for the roof carving. 

65·The holy well of St Anne at Exeter was probably not at the site of the chapel but at the site of the later St 

Anne’s Brewery, near St David’s Hill;  Edward Parfitt, ‘On the Boring for Water and the Sinking of Two 

Wells at the Two Large Breweries, in the ‘City’ and ‘St Anne’s, in Exeter’’, TDA, xii (1880-1), p. 449;  

Theo Brown, op. cit., (1957), p. 212. 

66·J. Meyrick, op. cit., pp. 46-7, 71. 

67·Eamon Duffy, The Stripping of the Altars (New Haven and London, 1992), pp. 181-2. 

68·Lay-influence is discussed in Chapter 6. 
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to the Welsh writer Llifris, who wrote the Life of St Cadoc in the twelfth century, Cadoc said that any sick 

person truly trusting in the Lord who drank of the well should be cured of intestinal worms;  William Worcester 

in 1478 knew of this reputed cure.
69

   That at the chapel of St Ambrose at Crantock (Cornwall) was described in 

1690 as a ‘consecrated’ well, and an indulgence had been granted to all pilgrims visiting the chapel by Bishop 

Lacy in 1437,
70

 thus indicated official approval.   The holy well of St Madron (Cornwall) provides another 

example, although no chapel is recorded:  in the late-sixteenth century, the reputation for healing at the well ‘in 

former ages’ was remembered, and in about 1640 there was a case of healing which attracted the attention of 

Bishop Hall of Exeter who ‘made a strict enquiry into the circumstances of the case and declared the evidence 

of the miracle to be incontestible’.
71

   With regard to Devon, in the early-seventeenth century Nicholas 

Roscarrock referred to an ancient manuscript which attested that diseases were miraculously cured at St 

Sidwell’s in Exeter, but this was probably on account of her relics rather than the associated well.
72

   A well at 

St David's chapel in Ashprington 
73

 was described before 1640 by Tristram Risdon as formerly being ‘much 

frequented, and supposed to be medicinal for many maladies’.
74

   The bishops’ registers contain licences for 

divine service in the chapel of St David there between 1383 and 1424, confiming the likelihood of this 

assertion.
75

  

                                                 
69·Nicholas Orme, ed., Nicholas Roscarrock’s Lives of the Saints, pp. 63-4, 122-3;  Charles Henderson, ‘The 

109 Ancient Parishes of the Four Western Hundreds of Cornwall’, compiled 1910-1924, Journal of the 

Royal Institution of Cornwall, new series 2 (1953-56), iii (1958), pp. 379-81. 

70·Charles Henderson, op. cit., ii, 120. 

71·Charles Henderson, op. cit., p. 318. 

72·Nicholas Orme, ed., Nicholas Roscarrock’s Lives of the Saints, p. 113. 

73·In the episcopal registers, St David’s chapel was first-mentioned in 1383 and last-mentioned in 1424: Reg. 

Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 492; Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 103. 

74·Tristram Risdon, The Geographical Description or Survey of the County of Devon (London, 1811), p. 166. 

75·Reg. Brantynghan, Exeter, i, 492;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 7;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 103. 
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      Some activities at ‘holy’ wells did not comply with Christian practice.   Our Lady of Nants well, at Colan 

(Cornwall), a centre of the cult of the Virgin, was recorded in the late-sixteenth century as having been used for 

fortune telling.
76

   Such practice was not acceptable, as Bishop Grandisson had made clear in 1351 with 

reference to divination (sortilegium).
77

   Further afield, the Franciscan preacher Bernadino of Siena (d. 1444) 

railed against people who were taking their children to a certain spring, over which they had erected a shelter, 

for purification ‘like a new kind of baptism’.
78

   R.N. Swanson describes a case at Plaigne in southern France in 

1443.   When the ‘miraculous’ properties of a healing spring were being investigated some wished the 

‘pilgrimages’ to continue simply because the waters might really have curative powers, albeit not miraculous, 

arguing that to ban access would show lack of charity.   There was a ruined chapel nearby but healing powers 

were ascribed to the spring rather than to the saint operating through it.   Since visits to the chapel played a 

secondary part, the veneration could not be legitimized by the inquisitor of Toulouse.
79

    

 A measure of probability that more recently attributed healing properties of wells near Devon chapels 

applied in medieval times can be projected by comparing the findings of Theo Brown and others, who recorded 

a total of some 217 holy and notable wells in Devon,
80

 with evidence from Brittany which is geographically 

close to Devon and was not changed by the Protestant Reformation.   Studies by Charles Henderson and J. 

Meyrick for Cornwall, and Francis Jones for Wales, add reinforcement.   Of the 54 identified wells linked with 

chapels in Devon, six reputedly had general healing properties, three cured eye-complaints, two were resorted to 

by 

                                                 
76·Nicholas Orme, ‘Bishop Grandisson and Popular Religion’, TDA, 124 (1992), p. 113, quoting John Norden, 

Speculi Britanniae Pars: Cornwall (London, 1728), p. 66.  

77·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 1110. 

78·Richard Kieckhefer, Magic in the Middle Ages (Cambridge, 1989), p. 181. 

79·R.N. Swanson, Religion and Devotion in Europe c.1215-c.1515 (Cambridge, 1995), pp. 253-5.  

80·Theo Brown, ‘Holy and Notable Wells of Devon’, TDA, lxxxix (1957), pp. 205-215; xc (1958), pp. 60-1; xci 

(1959), pp. 36-7; xcii (1960), pp. 101-3; xcv (1963), pp. 131-4; xcviii (1966), pp. 154-6; cvii (1975), p. 43. 
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cripples, one for skin-complaints and one for fertility;  five were used for baptism;  six provided public water-

supply, some having more than one function, as Table 2 shows.   However, their reputed properties are, in most 

cases, based on modern tradition.   In Catholic Brittany, chapels and their springs are still held to be 

significant,
81

 although not all are of attested medieval origin.
82

   Recent publications give insight into rites at 

wells, for example during the ‘pardons’ in Finistère (Plate 14), where each chapel has a spring.   Children are 

washed or immersed in springs, at one people wash their arms, at another they bathe les membres malade and 

another is visited for relief of fever.
83

   In southern Brittany at the chapel of  Notre-Dame at Kergornet near 

Pont-Aven expectant mothers used to come to drink from the sacred spring to ensure problem-free lactation.
84

   

Therefore traditions regarding holy wells in Protestant regions should not be dismissed.    

 Charles Henderson, in his ecclesiastical history of 109 Cornish parishes, recorded information about 

some 36 wells associated with chapels:  six reputedly had healing properties (one specifically on the first three 

Sundays in May), and another cured eye-complaints.
85

   J. Meyrick, who researched holy wells systematically, 

carrying out his own field-work and acknowledging the work of others, added to Henderson’s number and 

found that some 67, out of a total of 191 holy wells in Cornwall, were near to chapels.   Twelve reputedly had 

curative properties, often for more than one disease:  seven were renowned for general remedies, three for 

weakly children, two for eyes, two for ulcers, and one instance each for skin, bowels and conscience;  four also 

included divination and one, good luck.
86

   It is not known whether these traditions are of medieval origin.  

Francis Jones,  

                                                 
81·Maurice Dilasser and Madeleine Martinie, Guide de la sauvegarde des chapelles (Ouest-France, 1987), pp. 

9, 51. 

82·Pierre Delestre, A la découvert des chapelles du Trégor (Lyon, 1985), p. 86. 

83·Jean-Louis le Floc’h, Pardons en Finistère (Finistère, 1988), p. 16. 

84·Bertrand Quéinec, Pont-Aven, cite des peintres (Rennes, 1988), p. 15. 

85·Charles Henderson, op. cit., pp. 6-7, 14, 27, 30, 66, 67, 70, 86-7, 96, 98, 120, 123, 170, 180, 191, 200, 230, 

241, 245, 256, 262, 290, 306, 328, 339, 352, 357, 380, 403, 409, 425, 427, 434, 435, 448, 483, 486. 

86·J. Meyrick, op. cit.        
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describing belief and ritual associated with holy wells in Wales included, amongst many other attributes, 

healing properties, divination, ‘good luck’ and cursing wells.
87

    Jones who was not concerned solely with wells 

near chapels, referred to nearly 200 examples of chapels and churches built near holy wells in Wales.   He 

counted 437 wells with saints’ names, 369 healing wells and 66 wells associated with chapels and activities like 

feasts, there being considerable overlap.
88

   There is insufficient evidence to associate particular saints with 

specific healing attributes in Devon or elsewhere.   The evidence gathered from neighbouring regions, however, 

suggests that some holy wells near Devon chapels would have held significance for medieval society as centres 

of healing and even divination. 

 The fourth possible factor giving importance to the siting of a chapel near a well lies in the use of the 

latter for the practical but ecclesiastical need of water for the cleansing of vessels and for baptism.
89

   The factor 

is difficult to evaluate since the washing of vessels would not merit record, and baptism where there was a font 

would have been unremarkable.  Over 20 Devon chapels had fonts.
90

   There are traditions of baptism in respect 

of only five holy wells, at Bradninch, Colebrooke, and Dunterton, and possibly at Denbury and Pilton.   That at 

Dunterton is eighteenth-century and all the others are twentieth-century traditions.   At Trinity in Bradninch, the 

well under the chapel was known as the old baptizing well;
91

  the chapel was first mentioned in 1381 but may 

have originated earlier since the borough was granted a three-day fair at the festival of the Holy Trinity in 

1238.
92

   In Colebrooke parish, at Whelmstone Barton, local tradition held that baptism used to take place at the 

holy well,
93

 in a small valley some distance from the chapel.
94

   The latter 

                                                 
8
.
7
 Francis Jones, op. cit., pp. 96-7, 107, 114, 117. 

88·Ibid, pp. 10, 24, 26. 

89·Richard Morris, op. cit., pp. 87, 89. 

90
. As mentioned in Chapter 3. 

91·Theo Brown, op. cit. (1957), p. 209. 

92·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 448;  W.G. Hoskins, Devon, p. 342. 

93·Theo Brown, op. cit. (1957), p. 210.   

94·W. Harding, ‘The Church of Colebrooke’, TEDAS, v (1856), p. 18. 
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was dedicated to St Mary and first-mentioned in 1374.
95

   With reference to Dunterton in Milton Abbot, the 

Revd John Swete in 1793 related a tradition that in former times children were carried from an ‘ancient chapel’ 

in Dunterton into the wood below which a pool of water was ‘deemed more than common holy’, and were 

immersed and baptized in a stone trough.
96

   The chapel may have been that of St Constatine licensed in 1421.
97

  

Baptism has also been associated with Halwell at Denbury, in the parish of Torbryan,
98

 and the Ladywell 

Gatehouse chapel at Pilton.
99

   Fifthly, a significant function of wells near some chapels was the provision of 

water-supply for local communities, discussed in Chapter 4.2.    

 

CHAPELS AT SITES WITH PAGAN CONNOTATIONS, AND THOSE IN WOODS AND CAVES 

The ‘Canons’ of the West-Saxon king Edgar (1005x1008) and the Statutes of Exeter (1287), which prohibited 

well-worship, also forbade the worship of stones and trees.
100

   Any chapels at such sites related to pagan times 

would have been important symbols of continuity, but no such evidence has been found for Devon.   Francis 

Jones noted that in Wales there were sometimes megaliths near holy wells.
101

   Leslie Grinsell draws attention to 

a long stone at East Worlington which is inscribed with five crosses,
102

 but there is no evidence of a chapel 

nearby.   To the Celts the oak was a sacred tree.
103

   There were chapels in the parishes of Oakford and 

Okehampton, but it would stretch the 

                                                 
95·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 348. 

96·Theo Brown, op. cit. (1963), p. 133, quoting DRO, Swete MSS. iv (1973), 91. 

97
 Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, I, 19. 

98·Theo Brown, op. cit. (1963), p. 132. 

99·Theo Brown, ‘82nd Report on Folk-lore’, TDA, 117 (1985), p. 241. 

100·Councils and Synods, I, i, 320;  II, ii, 1044. 

101·Francis Jones, op. cit., pp. 14, 23. 

102·L.V. Grinsell, The Folklore of Prehistoric Sites in Britain (Newton Abbot, 1976), p. 16;  Leslie Grinsell, 

‘The Christianisation of Prehistoric and Other Pagan Sites’, Landscape History, 8 (1986), p. 33. 

103·Anne Ross, op. cit., p. 130 
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imagination to attempt to associate these with pre-Christian oak trees.   The place-name Langtree means ‘tall 

tree’, and chapels in this parish were mentioned at Stowford in 1412 and at Croshill in 1528, but there is no 

evidence of pre-Christian links or unorthodox Christian activities with any of these places.
104

 

 Richard Morris quotes from a sermon of Eligius, bishop of Noyon, in around 640, in which he pleaded 

that ‘no Christian should place lights at ... places where three ways meet’.
105

   A chapel with a burying place at 

Court Green in Dodbrooke (Kingsbridge) stood where three ways meet,
106

 but there is no evidence of pagan 

associations.   William of Malmesbury, whose writing of the twelfth century echoed the eighth-century 

Penitential of Egbert (iv.16) also mentioned the English dread of ‘powers which reside at cross-roads’.
107

   

Unorthodox spiritual activity cannot be assumed but, for example, the parish church of Abbotsham formerly 

stood north of the present church at the crossing of four lanes.   The building on this site became a chapel 

(documented 1581x1605) and its foundations are suggestive of an early date.
108

   No Man’s Chapel at 

Thorverton stood on the boundaries of two parishes and two hundreds, and also at cross-roads.   The chapel, 

which is not documented, stood a few yards north-east of cross-roads.   Both of the roads were pre-Roman, and 

due west of the cross-roads a round barrow remains.
109

   The medieval chapel was therefore at an ancient site, 

around which traditions may have survived, but its site could equally well be explained by other reasons such as 

Rogationtide processions.
110

   Thus, although early legislation implies that  

                                                 
104·PND, p. 95;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, pp. 235, 341;  DRO, Chanter XV, Reg. Veysey, Exeter, fo. 53. 

105·Richard Morris, op. cit., p. 60. 

106·Richard Polwhele, The History of Devonshire, 3 vols (London, 1793-1806), iii, 477. 

107·Richard Morris, op. cit., p. 60, quoting:  W. Bosner, ‘Survivals of Paganism in Anglo-Saxon England’, 

Birmingham Archaeol. Soc. Trans. And Proc. (1932), p. 56 (1934) pp. 37-70;  Gesta regum ii, 22. 

108·W.G. Hoskins, ‘Devon Parish Notes’, DCNQ, 26 (1954-5), pp. 101-2. 

109·W.G. Hoskins, ‘No Man's Land’, DCNQ, xx (1938-9), p. 87. 

110·These are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.2. 
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unorthodox spiritual activities took place at certain sites, no assumptions can be made that similar sites where 

medieval chapels stood had pagan origin. 

 Woods and their fringes, however, were romantic spots to people between the thirteenth and fifteenth 

centuries when lyrics portrayed Mary in woods, as Nicholas Orme points out.
111

   Some chapels in woods would 

have held social importance on this account.   Hermit’s chapels in forests also featured regularly in romantic 

literature like the thirteenth-century French romance of Perlesvaus,
112

 and such a hermit is depicted amongst 

Rotha Mary Clay’s illustrations.   Clay noted the love of Celtic recluses for the depth of the forest, and that 

many monasteries sent forth monks to inhabit desolate parts of their territory such as forests, but gave no 

examples in Devon.
113

   Little indication of these remains.   Richard Pococke in 1750 described the remains of 

what he believed to be a hermit’s cell adjoining a chapel ‘in a most retired place between the hills, covered with 

wood’, beyond Brentor near the River Lyd, which belonged to the Abbey of Tavistock.
114

    

 The best attested woodland chapel in Devon is that of Wadeclyve near Frithelstock Priory against which 

Bishop Grandisson railed in 1351, which Nicholas Orme discusses in detail in his paper on ‘Bishop Grandisson 

and Popular Religion’.
115

   The bishop had heard that the Augustinian prior and canons had constructed a house 

which they claimed to be a chapel by a wood called Wadeclyve close to the monastery, not only without his 

permission but against his express will.   In this chapel they had erected a simulation of an altar and an image.   

Some people of the diocese, whom the prior and canons had caused to deviate from the true faith, were leaving 

their parish 

                                                 
111·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 1110-12;  Nicholas Orme, ‘Bishop Grandisson and Popular Religion’, pp. 112-

3. 

112·Perlesvaus, The High Book of the Grail, trans. Nigel Bryant (Cambridge and Totowa, USA, 1978), pp. 107, 

123, 130-1, 135, 140-1 (for example). 

113·Rotha Mary Clay, The Hermits and Anchorites of England (London, 1914), Plate facing p. 29 (BM Roy. 19 

E. iii, f.133); pp. 17, 27. 

114·R. Pearse Chope, ed., ‘Early Tours in Devon and Cornwall’, DCNQ, ix, part ii (1918), p. 210. 

115·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 1110-12;  Nicholas Orme, ‘Bishop Grandisson and Popular Religion’, pp. 109-

113. 
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churches and flocking in crowds to the place on pilgrimage, engaging in sacrifice to the idol or ‘more truly, in 

fortune telling’.
116

   In a second letter, Bishop Grandisson described the place as a shrine appropriate for ‘proud 

and disobedient Eve or lewd Diana’ rather than for the humble and obedient Virgin Mary.
117

   The chapel had 

been constructed illegally but, apart from that misdemeanour, the intention seems to have been - as in numerous 

other chapels - to foster the cult of the Virgin Mary.   Excessive enthusiasm even for the Virgin could be a 

source of worry for Church leaders, as in other instances referred to by Orme in Yorkshire and Cornwall.  Error, 

superstition, idolatry and divination were to be avoided.
118

   Nevertheless, they were important to medieval 

western-European society.   Richard Kieckhefer notes that there were manuals for fortune telling that may have 

been written by monks, either for fellow monks or lay readers, though both the authorship and audience are 

often obscure.   Bernadino of Siena in 1427 spoke against divination as a sin of pride, its use amounting to 

renouncing God and worshipping the Devil.
119

    

 No evidence has been found of any practices at other chapels in woods in Devon.   The chapel of St 

John the Baptist, formerly in the parish of East Budleigh, is at the top of a long hill some distance from the 

nucleus of the manor, which led Miss Lega-Weekes to question whether it was an ancient hallowed spot;  the 

chapel, which has Norman masonry, was described by Polwhele as being in the midst of woods.
120

   The parish 

of St Giles-in-theWood was formerly a chapelry of Great Torrington and, in 1390 after petitioning Bishop 

Stapledon, the parishioners built a church which was consecrated in honour of St Giles the holy hermit.
121

    But 

St Giles was not a local saint.   He was born in the early-seventh century and founded a monastery in Provence.   

His shrine 

                                                 
116·Nicholas Orme, ‘Bishop Grandisson and Popular Religion’, p. 109. 

117.Ibid, p. 110. 

118·Ibid, pp. 112-3. 

119·Richard Kieckhefer, op. cit., pp. 60, 194. 

120·E. Lega-Weekes, ‘The History of St Katherine's Priory, Polsloe’, p. 435;  Polwhele, ii, 213;  the former 

chapel is now known as St John in the Wilderness.   

121
 F.T. Colby, ‘The History of Great Torrington’, TDA, vii (1875), pp. 92-3.   This petition has not been located 

in Reg. Stapledon, Exeter. 
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became an important pilgrimage centre and was on the route for both Compostela and the Holy Land.   His cult 

spread and the belief that the invocation of Giles was so effective that his clients did not need full auricular 

confession contributed powerfully to his popularity.
122

   There was also a chapel of St-James-in-the-Wood at 

Marystow (civil parish Lewdon) mentioned in 1335,
123

 but the significance of this dedication is not apparent.   

Many other chapels were built at places with a name incorporating ‘wood’ but more research would be 

necessary to find whether the wood was ancient or more recently planted, and indeed whether there was any 

significance in the site.   Some chapels were probably built following the colonization of marginal land, a likely 

example being the chapel licensed in 1421 at a house called le Wode in Woodleigh, the name of which parish 

means ‘clearing in the wood’.
124

   

 Chapels in caves were retreats for private devotions.   Rotha Mary Clay described several, of which the 

most famous were that at Guy’s Cliff near Warwick and the cell of Robert of Knaresborough.
125

   She also 

mentioned a ‘hermit’s cell’ in Devon, cut in the rock at Oxton, near Exeter.
126

   A chapel or oratory was licensed 

in the manor of Oxton in 1380.
127

   However, a thatched Gothic hermitage was added to the grounds of Oxton 

House in 1792 by the Revd John Swete, who rebuilt the house in 1781 on the site of an earlier property.
128

   

That described by Clay was probably not of early date.   A more convincing site, possibly that of a grotto 

chapel, was discovered in the twentieth century in a woodland cave known as ‘The Old Grotto’ at Torbryan in 

                                                 
122·D.H. Farmer, op. cit., pp. 184-5. 

123·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 775. 

124·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 20. 

125·Rotha Mary Clay, op. cit., pp. 32-48. 

126·Ibid, p. 48. 

127·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 420 (Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Top. Devon, b.1 fo. 305 records a chapel 

at Corton in Kenton which may be meant to read ‘Oxton’ or may refer to ‘Cofton’ in Dawlish parish). 

128·Cherry and Pevsner, pp. 622-3:  the ‘hermitage’ was described in the Gentleman’s Magazine for 1793.   
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Devon.
129

   The site lies in a small natural wood, descended from primeval forest.
130

   F.R. Zeuner, who 

investigated it in the 1950s, suggested that there was in the Middle Ages a building adjacent to the north-east 

entrance closing that entrance completely, and a trackway leading through the wood to the other entrance of the 

cave.   The most likely date of the building is between 1350 and 1450, judging from the majority of finds which 

include fragments of tiles and carved stone.
131

   Zeuner was inclined to eliminate the possibilities that the chapel 

was a hermitage because it was not well-known as a place of pilgrimage, or either an official chapel or a private 

chapel for the nearby Tornewton House, because it was not in the bishops’ registers.
132

   No documentary 

evidence for the chapel has yet been found but the above possible explanations cannot be discounted.   

However, it is unlikely that either a licensed public or private chapel would be at such a site and a hermitage is 

far more plausible.   Zeuner favoured the possibility that the cave-chapel was a secret chapel and compared it 

with that at Frithelstock mentioned above - but that was not a secret chapel, nor is there evidence of any others. 

 

CHAPELS IN CHURCHYARDS 

Chapels in churchyards existed in many parts of England, and up to 35 have been recorded in Devon, indicated 

on Table 3.  The term ‘churchyard’ and ‘cemetery’ (or graveyard) are not entirely interchangeable, as Warwick 

Rodwell points out.   Some cemeteries might not contain their related churches, and conversely some 

churchyards might not be used for burial - particularly if they were technically chapels of ease.
133

   The present 

concern is with chapels in churchyards used for burial.   Dedication to a particular saint is recorded in 23 cases, 

implying association with a particular cult.   Churchyards were places where the living and dead were close so 

intercessions for departed souls in 

                                                 
129·F.E. Zeuner, ‘Excavations at the site called “The Old Grotto”, Torbryan’, TDA, xcii (1960), pp. 311-330. 

130·Ibid, p. 328. 

131·Ibid, pp. 325-6. 

132·Ibid, p. 329. 

133·Warwick Rodwell, op. cit., p. 143. 
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chapels there would be held to be especially efficacious.   In Devon, at least eight chapels in churchyards were 

staffed by a chantry priest.   Pilgrimages took place to at least the churchyard chapels of St Paul at North 

Tawton (1378), St Anne at Barnstaple (1444), St John the Baptist at Bishopsteignton (1449) and SS. Clement 

and Mary Magdalene at Salcombe Regis (1455).
134

   Churchyard chapels were important to society in these and 

other respects.   Four housed an anchorite, two were charnel chapels and one was used for family burials.   

Amongst those of which the function is not known is that at Buckfastleigh, where imposing ruins remain (Plate 

15).  

 Of those for which there are pre-Reformation references, four were first-mentioned in the thirteenth 

century (St Edward the King and St Mary Major in the churchyard of Exeter Cathedral,
135

 Heanton-Punchardon 

and Kenn), seven in the fourteenth century (Axminster, Bampton, Ermington, Holsworthy, North Tawton, 

Pilton, and Salcombe Regis), six in the fifteenth century (Barnstaple, St Leonard’s Exeter, Mortonhampstead, 

Plympton, South Molton, Stoke Gabriel) and two (Halberton and Stokenham) in the sixteenth century.   Many 

chapels in churchyards were recorded after the Reformation as Table 3 shows.   In some cases there are 

problems of definition, as three examples illustrate.   Firstly, Exeter Cathedral claimed burial rights in the city, 

but the cemetery may have been shared from Anglo-Saxon times if there were two churches, St Mary and St 

Peter, as suggested by Nicholas Orme and John Blair in a paper published by the Friends of Exeter Cathedral in 

1994.   St Mary Major, which was referred to as a chapel at various stages of its pre-Reformation history, may 

have predated the cathedral and have been demoted to chapel status when the cathedral claimed sole burial 

rights.   Secondly, the charnel chapel of Exeter Cathedral, documented in 1286 and remains of which were 

discovered during excavations in 1971, has given rise to much discussion during this century in respect of 

dedication 

                                                 
134·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 390; Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 314;  iii, 38, 210. 

135·The churches of SS. Michael in the deanery, Mary Minor, Peter the less, Simon and Jude, Petroc and 

Martin were situated on the edge of the Cathedral Close but (with the possible exception of Mary Minor, the 

site of which is not known with certainty) they were not within the churchyard. 
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and date.
136

    Thirdly, the Trewen chantry at Holsworthy was originally near the church but was removed into it 

in about 1450.
137

 

 Like all dedicated chapels, those in churchyards would have housed an image of the appropriate saint.   

In the thirteenth century romance The High Book of the Grail, the ancient chapel in the Perilous Cemetery 

housed an image of Our Lady, and Perlesvaus gave a graphic description of this scene of fervent private 

prayer.
138

   Of the 23 dedications documented in Devon churchyard chapels nine are to St Mary, the most 

popular cult generally.   Some chapels in churchyards possibly arose to provide an altar for a fashionable cult or 

give more emphasis to an established one, either because there was no space left for another altar in the church 

or because it would have been cheaper to build a free-standing chapel, perhaps of cob, rather than enlarge the 

parish church.   Of the other dedications recorded in Devon, only St Anne occurs more than once, at Barnstaple 

and at South Molton with St John of Bridlington.
139

    

 Eight churchyard chapels in Devon have documentary evidence of a chantry.   Seven of these survived 

until the Reformation, namely, at Bampton, Barnstaple, Ermington, Halberton, Heanton Punchardon, Trewen at 

Holsworthy, and Kenn.
140

   Other chantries may be inferred.   An 

                                                 
136·Ethel Lega-Weekes, Some Studies in the Topography of the Close, Exeter (Exeter, 1915);  Frances Rose-

Troup, Lost Chapels of Exeter (Exeter, 1923) pp. 34-37;  C.G. Henderson and Paul T. Bidwell, ‘The Saxon 

Minster at Exeter’, The Early Church in Western Britain and Ireland, ed. Susan M. Pearce (Oxford, 1982), 

pp. 157-169;  Nicholas Orme, ‘The Charnel Chapel of Exeter Cathedral’, Medieval Art and Architecture at 

Exeter Cathedral, British Archaeological Association (1991), pp. 162-171.   

137·George Oliver, Monasticon Dioecesis Exoniensis with supplement (Exeter and London, 1846), p. 480, 

quoting Reg. Lacy, iii, fo. 365.  

138·Perlesvaus, op. cit., pp. 144-6. 

139·Other saints are identified in Table 3. 

140·Nicholas Orme, ‘The Dissolution of the Chantries in Devon, 1548-9’, TDA, 111 (1979), pp. 93, 97, 103, 

106, 108, 109.  There is some doubt whether that at Bampton was in the churchyard (Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. 

Hingeston-Randolph, p. 220). 
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indulgence was granted 1449 for the churchyard chapel of SS. Anne and John of Bridlington at South Molton, 

by then in ruin and on the point of collapsing, for its building, repair and upkeep.
141

   This and the churchyard 

chapel at Buckland Brewer were linked to fraternities.
142

   At Tiverton, where the Courtenay earls of Devon 

built a chapel in the churchyard of St Peter’s, their burials took place within it.
143

   Prayers would probably have 

been said in these for the fraternities and the earl’s family respectively.   Churchyards were often chosen for the 

enclosure of anchorites.   Of the four anchorite cells in Devon churchyards, one was at Axminster, one in Pilton, 

and two in Exeter (at St Leonard’s and St John’s Hospital chapel).
144

  

 An important practical function of some chapels in churchyards was that in much-used ones bones were 

dug up at burials and, for decency, a charnel chapel was needed to keep them, as Nicholas Orme suggests.
145

   

There were at least two charnel chapels in Devon, one in the cemetery which belonged to Exeter Cathedral,
146

 

and the other in that of Barnstaple parish church, of which the feoffees were townsmen.
147

   The chapel of St 

Edward the King in the cemetery of Exeter Cathedral was first recorded in 1286.
148

   Throughout its history it 

was of importance to society in several ways.   As Orme suggests, it is likely to have originated in the 1280s 

with John Picot, as a reparative chapel;  Picot, a treasurer of Exeter Cathedral who claimed the deanship, was 

accused of complicity in the murder of the precentor Walter Lechlade in 1283.
149

   It was in this chapel that a 

chantry was endowed by Bishop Stapledon in 1323.
150

   The dedication of the chapel was again 

                                                 
141·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 50. 

142·Cherry and Pevsner, p. 230. 

143·Risdon, p. 72. 

144·As discussed in Chapter 3. 

145·Nicholas Orme, ‘Church and Chapel in Medieval England’, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society 

(1996), forthcoming. 

146·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 148. 

147·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 314. 

148
 Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 490. 

149·Nicholas Orme, ‘The Charnel Chapel of Exeter Cathedral’, p. 164. 

150·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 148. 
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referred to as St Edward (King and Confessor) by John Lydford (1385x1407).
151

   In inventories dated 1500 and 

1506 the cemetery chapel super ossilegium was referred to as St Edmund’s Chapel.
152

   Orme argues that the 

dedication may have been confused with St Edward, or the cult of St Edmund may have been transferred from a 

former chapel in the nave to the charnel chapel.
153

   Another saint cult is indicated in references to the capella 

beate Marie Virginis infra cimiterium ecclesie cathedralis in which ordinations of clergy took place from 1510 

to 1515.   This may have been an additional dedication of the charnel chapel or another chapel about which 

nothing else is known.   Thus far the chapel is seen to have held social significance for reparation, as a chantry 

for intercession for departed souls, for the practical necessity of housing bones and for at least two saint-cults.   

The charnel chapel was also the scene of other social functions, as Orme relates.   In 1426 the chapter gave 

permission for it to be used by the city guild of skinners.   Between 1451 and 1542 at least, the vicars choral 

were required to attend masses in charnel chapel and by 1527 the choristers were making a regular daily visit to 

the chapel.   It was utilized in the 1530s and 1540s for the reading of theological lectures to local clergy, and 

also had an outside pulpit by 1534 used by Hugh Latimer on his preaching tour through the west country to 

explain the Church policy of Henry VIII.
154

   In Barnstaple the surviving building of the chapel of St Anne in 

the cemetery is dated as early-fourteenth century.
155

   Its first documentation is an indulgence of 40 days granted 

in 1444 to all who visited, for prayer or pilgrimage, and who made an offering for the chapel of St Anne, 

situated supra carnalium.
156

   The chapel contained a chantry by 1459, when the first 

                                                 
151·Dorothy Owen, ed., John Lydfod’s Book, Devon and Cornwall Record Society (London, 1974), p. 106. 

152·A.H. Thompson, ‘The Inventories of the Treasures of the Cathedral Church of St Peter in Exeter’TDA, , 

lxxvi (1944), pp. 33-4:  an inventory dated circa 1500, no. 2860 in Stuart Moore’s Calendar, agrees in the 

main with the inventory of 1506 as printed by George Oliver, Lives of the Bishops of Exeter and a History of 

the Cathedral (Exeter, 1861), pp. 320-76. 

153·Nicholas Orme, ‘The Charnel Chapel of Exeter Cathedral’, p. 167. 

154·Nicholas Orme, ‘The Charnel Chapel of Exeter Cathedral’, pp. 165-168. 

155·Cherry and Pevsner, p. 151. 

156·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 314. 
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feoffees of St Anne’s chantry chapel were appointed and a chaplain was endowed.   Its dissolution took place in 

1550.
157

   H.J. Edwards asserted that a chantry of St George was at the entrance to the churchyard, but it is 

unlikely that this was a second churchyard chantry since it is recorded in 1476 and 1546-8 as being in the 

church.
158

   One source relating to Stokenham implies that there may also have been mortuary chapels.   In 1547 

a building was associated with a chapel, ‘where the dead lay before burial’, but there is no evidence that it was 

in a cemetery.
159

    

 Chapels in churchyards outside Devon also held spiritual and practical significance.   An early 

precedent for an oratory in the churchyard of a monastery is mentioned in Ardonus’s account of the life of 

Benedict of Aniane (750-821), in southern France.
160

   Chapels in churchyards are recorded widely in England.   

Peter Warner draws attention to shared churchyards in East Anglia, inferring that where kinship ties were strong 

and a graveyard already in use, a collectively built church raised by groups of freemen might be built on their 

own land hard by the cemetery of the mother church.
161

   Leland mentioned two churches, one of which was a 

chapel, in one churchyard at Wantage in Berkshire.
162

   He also recorded two instances where a chapel in a 

churchyard was 

                                                 
157·Daphne Drake, ‘Members of Parliament for Barnstaple 1295 – 1492’, TDA, lxxi (1939), pp. 262-5;  Exeter, 

DRO, North Devon Atheneum Survey, B: Adminstration - legal, p. 283, no. 4134;  p. 284, no. 4137. 

158·Henry J. Edwards, ‘Notes on the Musical History of Barnstaple’, TDA, xlix (1917), p. 283;  Exeter, DRO, 

North Devon Atheneum Survey, B: Adminstration - legal, p. 287, No. 637;  Nicholas Orme, ‘The 

Dissolution of the Chantries in Devon, 1546-8’, pp. 97, 103.   

159·W.A. Roberts, Stokenham Occasional Papers, i (1980), p. 8. 

160·Referred to by R.W. Muncey, A History of the Consecration of Churches and Churchyards (Cambridge, 

1930), p. 122;  D.H. Farmer, op. cit., pp. 41-2:  ‘Ardonis Vita Benedicti Abbati Anianensis et Indensis’, 

Monumenta Germaniae Historica Scriptorum, xv, part i (Hanover, 1887), pp. 206, 210 (Professor 

Holdsworth advised on the tracing of this source). 

161·Peter Warner, ‘Shared Churchyards, Freemen Church Builders and the Development of Parishes in 

Eleventh-Century East Anglia’, Landscape History, 8 (1986), pp. 39-52.  

162·Leland, v, part x, 79. 
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reputedly on the site of the former parish church - at Old Hampton in Hampshire, and St Mary Redcliffe in 

Bristol - and drew attention to a chapel in a cemetery belonging to a church in Northampton where parishioners 

were buried.
163

   That at Northampton was presumably an ‘overflow’ cemetery with its own chapel.   Such a 

situation occurred in London at the time of the Black Death, when a burial ground near East Smithfield was 

dedicated on the condition of its being called the churchyard of the Holy Trinity, London;  a chapel was built 

thereafter in the same place.
164

   Rotha Mary Clay noted that anchorite cells were usually situated in 

churchyards in towns.
165

   J.H. Adams mentioned chapels with a chantry priest in four churchyards in 

Cornwall.
166

   Four churchyard chapels are included in Dorothy Owen’s list for Lincolnshire, of which that at 

Sempringham existed before 1200 while that at Althorpe was not recorded until 1517.
167

   Charnel chapels were 

common.   According to William Worcester, there was one in 1200 at St Nicholas’ Church in Yarmouth;  and 

Leland recorded others in churchyards at Abingdon, Bodmin, Winchester, Coventry (where there were three 

churches and a charnel chapel in one cemetery) and Bury St Edmunds.
168

   In his paper on the charnel chapel of 

Exeter Cathedral, Nicholas Orme gives examples of charnel chapels from the north, south, east, west and centre 

of the country at secular and monastic cathedrals, an abbey, a collegiate church, a hospital and parish churches, 

for which the usual site was in the cemetery.
169

   To some extent, the practical function of charnel chapels was a 

public service, but functions of this nature were more directly related to the chapels to which we now turn. 

                                                 
163·Leland, i, part iii, 276;  v, part x, 90; i, part i, 7. 

164·R.W. Muncey, op. cit., p. 130. 

165·Rotha Mary Clay, op. cit., p. 72. 

166·J.H. Adams, ‘The Medieval Chapels of Cornwall’, Journal of the Royal Institution of Cornwall, 3 (1957-

60), pp. 51-5. 

167·Dorothy Owen, ‘Medieval Chapels in Lincolnshire’, pp. 16, 20-2. 

168·William Worcester, Itineraries, ed. J.H. Harvey (Oxford, 1969), p. 183;  Leland, i, part i, 7, part iii, 184, 

270;  ii, part v, 107, 149. 

169·Nicholas Orme, ‘The Charnel Chapel of Exeter Cathedral’, p. 162. 
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4.2  PUBLIC SERVICES RELATED TO SITES  

 

The Church in general was concerned with the provision of public services but some chapels played a central part 

on account of their sites.   The sources for Devon indicate that about 37 chapels on the coast provided navigation 

marks for sailors, fishermen or ferrymen;  some had a role in defence.   Some of the eighteen chapels noted on 

conspicuous hills also played a part in defence and some guided mariners or travellers by road.   The needs of 

travellers were met where chapels at fords, bridges or main roads were linked to the maintenance of these, and 34 

fall into this category.   There has long been a need to mark boundaries for defensive or economic reasons, and at 

least 24 chapels marked the boundary of towns, estates or parishes.   Other chapels were at less common sites.   

The main groups of sites where chapels were related to public services are set out in Tables 4-7.
1
 

 Rotha Mary Clay found that public services might be taken on by hermits, some of whom probably chose a 

remote site chiefly with a view to solitude, while others took up their abode with more concern for the direct 

service of their fellow-men.
2
   Clay’s observation, that the Church was the pioneer in many works of mercy and 

utility, including the provision and maintenance of beacons, bridges, roads, harbours and even forts,
3
 is supported 

by evidence from indulgences.   Nicholas Orme finds that the Church encouraged donations for public works of 

this nature and that 

                                                 
1·In some cases, there is overlap where a chapel at a given site falls into more than one category.   For example, 

St Nicholas at Barnstaple was situated on the Quay at the West Gate;  at Bradninch, Trinity chapel was on 

the parish boundary and was also built over a well;  the bridge chapel of St Mary at Plympton was also a cult 

chapel;  and that of St Clair on the approach to the harbour at Dartmouth was first mentioned as a chapel of 

ease. 

2·Rotha Mary Clay, The Hermits and Anchorites of England (London, 1914), p. 49. 

3·Ibid, p. 49. 
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the greatest number of indulgences recorded in the diocese of Exeter up to 1536 was for public works (71), 

followed by chapels (64), below which were parish churches (54).
4
    

 

CHAPELS ON COAST, ESTUARY AND ISLAND 

Devon is a maritime county with two coasts.   The choice of sites for many coastal chapels was doubtless governed 

by their potential as landmarks for navigation.   Thirty-seven chapels, listed on Table 4, have been recorded close 

to the coastline and estuaries, including three on islands.   Some such remote chapels in England originated as the 

cells of hermits who later took on a role of public service as watchmen and light-keepers at lonely stations, as on 

Farne Island where St Cuthbert sought solitude in the seventh century.
5
   A hermit there in the twelfth century was 

visited by fishermen and seamen who took counsel on their ships and souls, and received hospitality.   Farne 

became a spiritual centre and, more recently, the restored chapel has been used for services for lighthouse-men.
6
   

The special liking of the Celts for islands and sea cliffs is well known in places like Lindisfarne, Kellig off the 

coast of Kerry and Tintagel in Cornwall.   In the Isles of Scilly, a site on St Helen’s Island, probably dating from 

the eighth century, included a burial ground, a cell and a rectangular oratory;  a church was built there in about the 

twelfth century.
7
   Lundy Island in Devon could have been a similar spiritual outpost.   Charles Thomas argues that 

the only convincing explanation for two of the early memorial stones on the island is that Lundy was, from a little 

before AD 500, a small outlying monastic establishment in a naturally isolated position.
8
   By about 

                                                 
4·Nicholas Orme, ‘Indulgences in Medieval Cornwall’, Journal of the Royal Institution of Cornwall, New series 

II, i, part ii (1992), pp. 152, 154-6. 

5·Rotha Mary Clay, op. cit., p. 50;  Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People, ed. Bertram Colgrave 

and R.A.B. Mynors (Oxford, 1969), pp. 434-7. 

6·Rotha Mary Clay, op. cit., pp. 1-6. 

7·Nicholas Orme, ed., Nicholas Roscarrock’s Lives of the Saints: Cornwall and Devon, Devon and Cornwall 

Record Society, new series, 35 (1992), pp. 147-8;  Malcolm Todd, The South West to AD 1000 (London and 

New York, 1987), p. 294. 

8·Charles Thomas, ‘Beacon Hill Re-Visited’, Annual Report of the Lundy Field Society, 42 (1992), pp. 43-4. 
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the twelfth century a church (later a chapel), probably that dedicated to St Helen, stood on the site of the early 

burial ground at the top of Beacon Hill.   The ruins of a chapel stand near to the old lighthouse built there in 1819.
9
   

Such continuity on the same site suggests its use an important land-mark for sea-traffic for centuries.   At 

Plymouth, the chapel of St Katherine on the Hoe had a hermitage beside which stood a cross for a sea-mark and a 

hermit was mentioned in 1511.
10

   The upkeep of the chapel was supported by the Church through indulgences in 

1411 and 1425.
11

   According to modern tradition, there was also a hermit’s cell at Shaldon Ness, where a light was 

necessary to mark the entrance to the Teign and the inmate of the cell tended the beacon.
12

    

 Bishop Veysey, in 1522, confirmed that the light on St Nicholas’s chapel at Ilfracombe guided vessels into a 

safe port.
13

   Few such references are available for individual chapels but other sources affirm their importance to 

mariners.   David W. Waters, who researched the history of navigation, noted that until the late-sixteenth century 

most English seamen were small shipmen, specializing in various carrying trades.   The literate had a ‘rutter’, a 

small pocket book;  the earliest one surviving, dating from  the early-fifteenth century but believed to be based on 

much older lore, includes land-marks such as parish steeples and shows that English seamen sailed from land-mark 

to land-mark.
14

   There is further evidence in a statute of 1565 that certain steeples and other marks on the main 

shores had served as beacons and marks ‘from ancient time’ to save seafarers and ships from danger.
15

   Some of 

these had been destroyed and removed in the early-sixteenth century 

                                                 
9·John Thomas, ‘Lundy, 1390 to 1775’, TDA, 110 (1978), p. 145;  Percy Russell, ‘Fire Beacons in Devon’, 

TDA, lxxxvii (1955), p. 292.   John Thomas suggests that the remains of a chapel of St Anne shown on 

Donn’s map of 1765 could have been of seventeenth-century origin.    

10·Rotha Mary Clay, op. cit., p. 53. 

11·Nicholas Orme, ‘Indulgences in the Diocese of Exeter, 1100-1536’, TDA, 120 (1988), p. 31;  Reg. Lacy, 

Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 107. 

12·Percy Russell, ‘Fire Beacons in Devon’, p. 295. 

13·Exeter, DRO, Chanter XV, Reg. Veysey, Exeter, fo. 13. 

14·David W. Waters, The Art of Navigation in England in Elizabethan and Early Stuart Times (London, 1958), 

pp. 11-12, 435. 

15·Ibid, p. 10, where the statute is given. 
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because the French had used them to advantage in time of war, with the resulting loss of ships and people returning 

to England and Wales.   The legislation of 1565 prohibited the destruction of steeples used as recognized beacons.
16

   

Some former medieval chapels, or buildings on their sites, still feature amongst the multitude of landmarks which 

guide seafarers on their hazardous voyages.
17

 

 Different groups of medieval mariners had different navigational requirements.   Firstly, as they approached the 

coast, chapels on the horizon on hill-tops would enable them to take bearings.
18

   Secondly, those sailing along the 

coasts of Devon, would have been guided by conspicuous land-marks including chapels.   Some indicated 

dangerous passages, others stages in a voyage.   On the south coast, the dangerous passage across Wembury Bay 

was described and the rocks illustrated by H. Montagu Evans.
19

   The church of Wembury, first mentioned in 1335 

as a chapel of Plympton Priory,
20

 has a square fourteenth-century tower and is situated near the north shore of 

Wembury Bay.   It is still an important landmark;  Blackstone Rocks, or Church Ledge, extend two-and-a-half 

cables from the north shore of the bay abreast St Werburgh’s.
21

   Sailing eastwards along the stretch of coast 

between Stoke Point and Bolt Tail, chapels provided conspicuous marks on a coastline which appears from the 

distance as a line of hills.   St Anchorite Rock 
22

 marks the site of that of St Anecorite at Coombe in Holbeton 

parish, licensed in 1400 and 

                                                 
16·Ibid, pp. 9-10. 

17·Channel Pilot, published by the Hydrographer of the Navy, 2nd ed. 1977 (Taunton, 1984);  please refer to 

copyright details on the page following the title page. 

18·These are discussed in the next section.    

19·H. Montagu Evans, ‘Wembury: Its Bay, Church and Parish’, TDA, xli (1909), pp. 264-5. 

20·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 775-6. 

21·Channel Pilot, p. 112;  W.G. Hoskins, Devon, p. 512. 

22·Channel Pilot, p. 113. 
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1402 (Plate 16).
23

   Burgh Island which, like Lindisfarne, is cut off at high tide, has on its summit a ruin used as a 

landmark,
24

 the site of the chapel of St Michael, first mentioned in 1411.
25

 

 Devon was also a county of fishermen, and their requirements form a third group.   Some coastal chapels served 

as chapels of ease for fishing communities as at Beer, Hallsands, Revelstoke and Sidmouth.
26

   Beer, first 

mentioned in 1146, was described as a fishing hamlet by Leland.
27

   Such chapels could be consequential to the 

livelihoods of fishermen.   Staying closer to their home base, fishermen would have taken sightings at sea, for 

instance to locate spots where crab pots had been placed.   Sightings were made by lining up objects on the shore, 

as in one named ‘Two Chapels’ which lined up the ruined chapel in Hallsands and a disused one along the road to 

Chillington.
28

   Chapels dedicated to St Mary are documented at Start in 1506 and Hallsands in 1540, of which the 

sites are not known.
29

   They may have been synonymous.   The chapel of St Peter at Revelstoke, first mentioned in 

1269,
30

 is situated on low cliffside.   W.G. Hoskins 

                                                 
23·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 132. 

24·Channel Pilot, p. 114. 

25·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 22.   The chapel at Prawle has been subjected to a study too detailed to be included 

here, which may be published later. 

26·Leland, i, part iii, 242-3 (Sidmouth, Beer);  Kathy Tanner, Hallsands, Cookworthy Papers, i (Kingsbridge, 

1978), p. 1;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iv, 314-6 (Revelstoke).  

27·Leland, i, part iii, 242-3;  James Bridge Davidson, ‘Seaton before the Conquest’, TDA, xvii (1885), p. 198, in 

which Davidson refers to Beer chapel as a daughter of Seaton mentioned in a papal bull of 1146. 

28·Reference sent by Dr Harold Fox, from ‘Start Bay Crab Fishery’, A Journal of Ethnological Studies, Folk 

Life, 20 (1981-82), p. 71.   These particular chapels may not have been medieval, but illustrate the principle.    

29·DRO, Chanter XIII, Reg. Oldham, Exeter, fo. 139;  Chanter XV, Reg. Veysey, Exeter, fo. 84.   Field visits 

have been made to Hallsands, the road to Chillington and Start Farm but no medieval chapels have been 

identified. 

30·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 193. 
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considered that it was probably built as a landmark for shipping,
31

 but it is less conspicuous than many coastal 

chapels and many of the inhabitants were fisherman by the fifteenth century.
32

   The chapel of St Peter at Sidmouth 

was mentioned in 1322,
33

 and Leland referred to Sidmouth as a fisher town.
34

   Any of these chapels could have 

been used for sightings.   

 The fourth group of navigational requirements concerns sailors entering estuaries and harbours.   Land-marks 

by day and leading lights at night indicate the channels.   At Ilfracombe on the north coast the lantern on the former 

chapel of St Nicholas still guides mariners (Plate 17).   The chapel was first mentioned early in 1416;  in 1436, 

Bishop Lacy granted indulgences to pilgrims and benefactors, and in 1439 licence for services in St Nicholas supra 

portum maris.
35

   Bishop Veysey granted another indulgence in 1522, thus emphasizing the official support of the 

Church.   He verified the social use of the chapel, referring to its light shining at night year by year throughout the 

winter like a star, guiding vessels to the safety of the port.
36

   On the south coast, entering Plymouth Sound the 

mariner would have used as marks the chapel on St Nicholas Island (now Drake’s Island);
37

  that of St Katherine on 

the Hoe, on the cliff-top;
38

  and the Early English 

                                                 
31·W.G. Hoskins, Devon (London, 1954), p. 443. 

32·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iv, 314-6 (date illegible, but the entry follows one for St Ives dated July 

1432); field visit. 

33·George Oliver, Monasticon Dioecesis Exoniensis with supplement (Exeter and London, 1846), Additional 

Supplement p. 22. 

34·Leland, i, part iii, 242-3. 

35·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 140;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 25, 146. 

36·DRO, Chanter XV, Reg. Veysey, Exeter, fo. 13. 

37·Percy Russell, ‘Fire Beacons in Devon’, p. 274;  F.W. Woodward, Drake’s Island, Devon Archaeology, 5 

(1991), p. 4 notes that the island was granted to Plympton Priory in 1135, and that the chapel was mentioned 

in 1548-49. 

38·Lysons, ii, opposite p. 399;  Nicholas Orme, Unity and Variety, p. 65;  Jennifer Barber, ‘New Light on 

Plymouth Friaries’, TDA, cv (1973), p. 69;  R.M. Clay, op. cit., p. 53;  the chapel is discussed earlier in this 

section. 
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chapel of St Anne at Turnchapel.
39

   Drake’s Island is still used as a landmark,
40

 amongst other marks, the Hoe is 

now marked by ‘The Hoe Light Beacon’,
41

 and present-day sailors mark Turnchapel Point before entering Hooe 

Lake.
42

   The leading light for Dartmouth Harbour was probably in the chapel of St Clair, first mentioned in about 

1235, which would have had a direct view of the channel entrance to the Dart.
43

   Sailing into the harbour of 

Exmouth, the approach is westwards along the channel near the shore.   The narrow channel is bordered on its 

north-east side by several ledges and rocks and on its south-west side by shifting shoals of sands and a group of flat 

rocks known as Checkstone Ledge.
44

   A chapel dedicated to St Saviour at Chickston was ‘newly erected’ in 1348, 

and licensed in 1387.
45

   Checkston was mentioned in 1265 but the rock was originally called Orcheston and came 

to be named after the villa known as Chikeston, probably on the site of the present Exmouth.
46

   Thus the chapel 

was in the town, not on the rock as J.B. Davidson supposed, but he was surely right in presuming that the chapel 

was for the use of pilots and the seafaring population.
47

 

                                                 
39·R.N. Worth, ‘Traces of Roman Occupation near Plymouth’, TDA, xx (1888), pp. 133-4;  Benjamin Donn, A 

Map of the County of Devon with the City and County of Exeter, ed. W.L.D. Ravenhill, Devon and Cornwall 

Record Society, new series, 9 (1965), fo. 10b. 

40
 Channel Pilot, p. 98. 

41·Ibid, p. 100. 

42·Ibid, p. 107. 

43·Hugh R. Watkin, ‘The Lost Chapel of St Clare at Hardness, Dartmouth’, TDA, lxi (1929), pp. 224, 230 

quoting Stuart Moore’s Index 63 for the date of first reference;  Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 617 (1331), and 

Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 625 (1386), for example, refer to capella Sancti Clari (i.e. the male saint 

Clair). 

44·Channel Pilot, p. 133. 

45·Robin Bush, The Book of Exmouth (Buckingham, 1978), p. 96;  Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 647. 

46·PND, ii, 492-3. 

47·J.B. Davidson, ‘On the Ancient History of Exmouth’, TDA, xv (1883), p. 162.   St Saviour’s could have been 

the same chapel as Holy Trinity, mentioned in the context of hills, since dedications to St Saviour and Holy 

Trinity were sometimes interchangeable.      
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     Chapels at ferry points form the fifth category of navigation marks.   They were of particular importance to 

travellers over-land as marks for safe passage and for prayers for safety or thanksgiving.   Exmouth’s ferry point 

was at Pratteshide from 1267 and licence was granted for a chapel here in 1329;  its probable site is described by 

Robin Bush.
48

   Another ‘ferry’ chapel, St Anne near the south point of Braunton Burrows on the north coast,
49

 

doubtless had a dual role in public service in marking a channel for navigation and being situated at the end of a 

ferry.   By the early-nineteenth century, two lighthouses had been erected nearby for the security of coastal 

mariners and those crossing the Barnstaple bar in the Taw estuary,
50

 implying that the chapel had formerly marked 

the channel and provided a guiding light.   Until the early-nineteenth century, the main Ilfracombe to Bideford road 

went over Braunton Burrows to St Anne’s chapel, from where a ferry crossed the estuary.
51

   Donn’s map shows a 

chapel on the opposite side of the estuary, on Northam Burrows, probably that of St John, licensed in 1400.
52

   An 

indulgence granted in 1439 for the causeway here indicates the support of the Church for maintenance of this 

important route.
53

   Prayers for safe crossing would doubtless be made at one end of the passage, and thanksgiving 

at the other end, together with offerings to help fund the ferry service.
54

 

 One or two maritime chapels may have been supported by guilds of lay people.   The River Taw is navigable to 

Barnstaple.   The ancient guild of the fraternity of St Nicholas existed before  

                                                 
48·R.J.E. Bush, ‘The Origins of Exmouth’, TDA, xcviii (1966), pp. 72-3;  Robin Bush, The Book of Exmouth, p. 

95;  Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 508;  , ii, 601. 

49·Donn, fo. 1a. 

50·Lysons, ii, 66. 

51·W.G. Hoskins, Devon, pp. 346, 445. 

52·Donn, fo. 1b; Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 265. 

53·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 156. 

54·Nicholas Orme mentions that at Dover in Kent, cross-Channel thanks were given in the chapel of Our Lady 

of Pity (‘Church and Chapel in Medieval England’, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society (1996), 

forthcoming). 
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1303,
55

 a chantry was mentioned in 1329,
56

 and the chapel of St Nicholas and St Mary juxta litus maris in 1332.
57

   

The guild’s members included people from all parts of the county and other towns.
58

   Its early significance is not 

known, but J.F. Chanter believed it to be associated with the woollen trade;
59

  and a ship named Nicholas was 

licensed in 1434 to take 40 pilgrims from Barnstaple to the shrine at Compostela.
60

   The chapel was probably used 

for prayers for safe voyages.    

 Some coastal chapels were connected with defence.   Special measures for the defence of the strategic port of 

Dartmouth against attack from the sea were ordered by Edward III (1327-1377), but it was not until 1388 that John 

Hawley began the building of a fortalice at the entrance to the harbour, and the tower since known as Dartmouth 

Castle was not begun until 1481.   The chapel of St Petroc, referred to in 1332 as ab antiquo, ut dicitur, erecta,
61

 

probably served as a watch-place until then.
62

   An indulgence was granted for its construction, repair and 

maintenance in 1438,
63

 before the castle was built.   The castle and St Petroc’s still mark the entrance to Dartmouth 

Harbour.
64

   The chapel was evidently used by sailors in times of strife, since in 1427 a sea-captain of Dartmouth, 

offered up in it the standard with the arms of the king of Scotland which he had plundered from a Scottish ship off 

the French coast.
65

   At East Teignmouth, the chapel of St 

                                                 
55·J.R. Chanter, ‘Vestiges of an Early Guild of St Nicholas at Barnstaple’, TDA, xi (1879), pp. 192-3. 

56·Ibid, p. 196. 

57·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 653. 

58·The guild is discussed in Chapters 3 and 6. 

59·J.F. Chanter, ‘The Barnstaple Goldsmiths’ Guild’, TDA, xlix (1917), p. 167. 

60·J.R. Chanter, op. cit., pp. 193, 195-6, 199. 

61·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 653. 

62·W.G. Hoskins, Devon, p. 385. 

63·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 107. 

64·Channel Pilot, p. 122. 

65·Dorothy M. Gardiner, A Calendar of early Chancery Proceedings relating to West Country Shipping 1388-

1493, Devon and Cornwall Record Society, New Series, 21 (1976), pp. 26-7. 
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Michael, situated directly above the beach and first mentioned in 1044, had the appearance of a place of defence as 

well as one of religious worship.   The town of Teignmouth was burnt by the French in 1340.
66

   The chapel on St 

Nicholas Island (Plymouth) was fortified in 1548-49 during the war against the French.
67

   Coastal raids were a 

recurring problem and watch had to be kept.   The inhabitants of Revelstoke in about 1432 feared that while they 

were away on funeral journeys to the mother church at Yealmpton, the king’s enemies might row or sail in and 

spoil and burn the whole district.
68

   At Ilsham Grange, a property of Torre Abbey, a chapel on the first floor of a 

three-storey tower has above it a small room with several several slit windows, the purpose of which was probably 

defensive rather than to guide mariners.   Deryck Seymour noted that from these windows, both Torbay and Lyme 

Bay are in view, enabling watch to be kept for hostile shipping, and Torre Abbey to be alerted if danger 

threatened.
69

    

 Sea-farers were faced constantly with perils over and above those endured by inland dwellers.   Certain saints 

were believed to protect them and are associated particularly with coastal chapels and those on hills near the coast.   

In Devon, the chapel on Burgh Island was dedicated to St Michael but it is unlikely that the chapel on Drake’s 

Island at Plymouth was dedicated to this saint as sometimes supposed.
70

   The cult of St Michael in western 

Europe, which originated at Monte 

                                                 
66·James Bridge Davidson, ‘On the Early History of Dawlish’,TDA, xiii (1881), pp. 114-6, illustration p. 115;  

W.C. Lake, ‘The Origin of the Streets of Teignmouth’, TDA, xxii (1890), p. 113. 

67·Percy Russell, ‘Fire Beacons in Devon’, p. 274;  F.W. Woodward, Drake’s Island, p. 4. 

68·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iv, 314-6. 

69·Deryck Seymour, Torre Abbey (Exeter, 1977), p. 96. 

70·F.W. Woodward (op. cit., p. 4), who quoted Plymouth archives, implies that the chapel was dedicated to St 

Michael as early as 1135.   He states that the dedication was later changed to St Nicholas (no date given) and 

quotes a letter referring to St Michael’s chapel.   This was also mentioned by Lysons (ii, 392), and is a letter 

to the mayor of Plymouth dated 1548 regarding St Michael’s chapel.    The island appears to be named 

‘Michil’ on Robert Morden, The County Maps from William Camden’s Britannia, 1695: Devonshire 

(Newton Abbot, 1972).   Anne Morgan at the West Devon Record Office can find no early reference to St 

Michael, so the supposed dedication seems to be of sixteenth-century origin.   William Worcester knew it as 

St Nicholas in 1478. 
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Gargano in Italy in 492, reached northern France and England by about 700 where, by the eleventh century, St 

Michael was particularly associated with mountains and high rocks.
71

   The Mounts of St Michael in Normandy 

and Cornwall, which were centres of pilgrimage, are the prototype at least for Burgh Island, but no evidence of 

pilgrimage has been found here.   In 1478 Drake’s Island was known as St Nicholas Island and its chapel was 

dedicated to that saint, a dedication shared with the chapel on Barry Island off South Wales.
72

   This dedication 

occurred in Devon coastal chapels at Barnstaple, Ilfracombe and the shore-line chapel at Ringmore,
73

 where in 

1445 there was a bequest for a light before the saint’s image, perhaps visible to mariners.
74

   St Nicholas, bishop of 

Myra in the fourth century, is one of the patron saints of sailors and travellers.   In one legend he was invoked by 

sailors whose vessel was sinking during a storm and appeared overhead and calmed the waves.
75

   St Peter, to 

whom the chapels of Revelstoke and Sidmouth were dedicated, has obvious association with fishermen in the New 

Testament but was a very common Church patron generally.   Chapels dedicated to St Catherine, or Katherine, at 

Hartland and Plymouth, were both on the top of cliffs.   Such a site is characteristic of the cult of St Catherine of 

Alexandria whose body, it was believed, had been miraculously translated to Mount Sinai in the ninth century.
76

   It 

is not clear why St Anne and St Saviour are associated with some chapels on coasts and rivers, but they are both 

late-medieval cults and it may have been held more effective to invoke the help of the mother of the Blessed Virgin 

and the Saviour than some of the more remote saints.   In about 1414, the inhabitants of Exmouth petitioned for a 

chapel of ease dedicated to St Anne but there is no 

                                                 
71·Nicholas Orme, ‘St Michael and his Mount’, Journal of the Royal Institution of Cornwall (1986-7), pp. 32-3. 

72·William Worcester, pp. 111, 139. 

73·Dr Harold Fox of Leicester University informs me that the chapel was on the shore. 

74·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iv, 48-50. 

75·James Hall, Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art (London, 1974), p. 223. 

76·Richard Morris, Churches in the Landscape (London, 1989), pp. 462;  David Hugh Farmer, The Oxford 

Dictionary of Saints, 2nd ed. (Oxford, 1987), p. 77. 
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evidence that it was built.
77

   Chapels of St Anne have been noted at Plymstock and Braunton and Leland 

mentioned one near Bristol on the River Avon as a great centre of pilgrimage.
78

   Apart from those already 

mentioned at Dartmouth and Exmouth, other chapels dedicated to St Saviour include the bridge-chapel at Ottery St 

Mary and, in Somerset, one on the bank of the harbour at Bridgwater.
79

    

 Further comparison with other coastal regions confirms that chapels were important to seafaring society.   As 

early as 1186 there was a chapel of St Mary at the port of Shoreham in the diocese of Chichester.
80

   The chapel of 

St Tyriac at Beachley (Gloucs.) in the Severn Estuary, near the ferry-point from Aust, was first mentioned directly 

in 1290 and a reference of 1405 indicates that it was much used.
81

  William Worcester noted that between the rock 

and Chepstow lay a dangerous passage.
82

  Several of the chapels referred to by Leland were on the coast, including 

a chapel of St Nicholas and a light for ships sailing by night at the point of Pendinas (near Falmouth).
83

   Richard 

Morris draws attention to St Catherine’s chapel at Abbotsbury, in Dorset, 

                                                 
77·Calendar of Entries in the Papal Letters, ed. J.A. Tremlow, vol. vi (London, 1904), pp. 487-8, 508;  R.B.M., 

‘Exmouth: Chapel of St Anne, 1415’, DCNQ, xiii (1924-5), pp. 87-9; J.F. Chanter, ‘Exmouth: Chapel of St 

Anne, 1415’, Ibid, pp. 111-2;  Richard Barrow, ‘Exmouth: Chapel of St Anne, 1415’, Ibid, pp. 165-6;  Robin 

Bush, The Book of Exmouth, p. 96. 

78·Leland, i, part ii, 136. 

79·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 1157-8;  Leland, i, part ii, 162-3. 

80·J.H.Round, ed., Calendar of Documents Preserved in France, vol. i, (London, 1899), pp. 403-4. 

81·C.R. Elvington, N.M. Herbert and R.B. Pugh ed., The Victoria History of the Counties of England, The 

History of the County of Gloucestershire, vol. x (Oxford, 1972), pp. 54, 75-6, quoting S.C. 6/859/17-18; Cal. 

Papal Regs, vi, 24. 

82
 William Worcester, pp. 77, 135, 141;  Leland referred to the chapel near the ferry point from Aust (Leland, 

iii, part vi (Wales), pp. 42, 46. 

83·Leland, i, part iii, 193. 
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which stands on the summit of a hill overlooking the sea, and was probably intended also as a beacon or sea-

mark.
84

   John Steane relates how the building of the lighthouse at St Catherine’s at Chale on the Isle of Wight 

illustrates, amongst other interests, the Church’s concern for seamen.   When a chartered ship laden with wine, the 

property of a monastery in Picardy, foundered off the Isle of Wight in 1314, the crew salvaged the cargo and sold it 

to the islanders.   The receivers, including the local squire, were heavily fined, but the case went further to Rome.   

In expiation for his crime of sacrilege, the squire was required to build the lighthouse with an oratory attached, 

endowed to maintain a priest to say masses for the souls of those lost at sea.
85

   The tower survives, and the 

lighthouse features in the Channel Pilot.
86

   There was a chapel of ease at Newport on the Isle of Wight where, 

according to a reference dated 1449, many masters and mariners over-wintered for safety in their passage to 

Aquitaine and Bordeaux.
87

   A transient population would doubtless have used this chapel and others like it in 

Devon ports.   The safety of those at sea was of foremost concern in the chapel of St John the Evangelist on the 

Welsh Back in Bristol, where a priest was appointed to say mass for all merchants and mariners every morning at 

five o’clock.
88

   The east coast also had its coastal chapels, like those in Lincolnshire of Holy Trinity iuxta mare at 

Croft first licensed in 1388, and the Hermitage of the Holy Cross on the Sand at Skidbrook founded in 1411.
89

   

The connection of some chapels with defence was apparent on the south coast of Cornwall by Leland’s time, since 

at the entrance to the harbour of Fowey the chapel of St Catherine stood near a block house on the west side, and 

the chapel of St Saviour near a tower for defence on the east side at Polruan.
90

   In the Channel Pilot, Fowey 

Lighthouse is located near St Catherine’s Point, the 

                                                 
84·Richard Morris, op. cit., pp. 265, 462, Plate 27. 

85·John Steane, The Archaeology of Medieval England and Wales (London, 1984), pp. 139-40. 

86·Channel Pilot, p. 159. 

87·Calendars of Patent Rolls, 1216-1550 (London, 1901-1964), 1446-52, p. 244. 

88·E.M. Carus-Wilson, Medieval Merchant Venturers, 2nd ed. (London, 1967), p. 12. 

89·Dorothy Owen, ‘Medieval Chapels in Lincolnshire’, Lincolnshire History and Archaeology, x (1975), pp. 

17, 20. 

90·Leland, i, part iii, 323. 
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western entrance point of the harbour;  and the ruined tower of St Saviour’s Church is mentioned as a prominent 

landmark, near which watch is still kept for ships.
91

  

  

CHAPELS ON HILL-TOPS 

Some chapels on conspicuous hills would have also played a part in defence, serving as watch-posts or being 

situated near to beacons.   Mariners approaching the Devon coast from a distance would have looked for 

conspicuous land marks on the horizon such as chapels on hill-tops inland;
92

  travellers over land would have been 

guided by others.   Chapels on hills were conspicuous by day and, in those that had them, bells could be rung for 

services or as a warning in poor visibility.   Of the eighteen chapels on hills or high ground listed in Table 5, eight 

are near the coast and ten inland.   Like islands and remote coastal sites, some hill-tops may have been occupied by 

hermits.  Leland referred to a hermitage at such a site near Hazlebury in Wiltshire,
93

 but no examples in Devon 

have been noted.   Castles, which had their origins in situations of military, social and political turbulence,
94

 were 

built on hills for defence, but castle-chapels were primarily those of private residences.
95

 

 Percy Russell, who studied fire beacons in Devon, suggested that in Anglo-Saxon times there was a system of 

watch-places on hills, some of which were subsequently used for beacon fires.   He considered that the chapel of St 

George, at Ruxford in Crediton on the ridge of George Hill, may have been at a watch post on the great road to the 

Taw Valley and North Devon.
96

   A look-out on a hill near Ruxford Barton was indeed documented in 930, but a 

deed implies that the chapel was 

                                                 
91·Channel Pilot, pp. 90-1. 

92·The former chapel of Malborough is not a ‘hill-chapel’ as such, but it is still a land-mark for mariners 

(Channel Pilot, p. 113). 

93·Leland, i, part ii, 134. 

94·Exeter University, R.A. Higham, ‘The Castles of Medieval Devon’, PhD thesis (1979), p. 277. 

95·They are discussed in Chapter 3. 

96·Percy Russell, ‘Fire Beacons in Devon’, pp. 253, 283. 
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built not long before 1254.
97

   Records of 1326 make the first mention of a general use of signal fires throughout 

the county in case of landing by French forces and fresh instructions were issued to Hugh Courtenay on the 

outbreak of the Hundred Years’ War (1337-1453), with subsequent instructions in 1338, 1372, 1373 and 1468.
98

   

Courtenay held the manor of Honiton with its hill-chapel of St Michael (shown on the left of Plate 4), but no 

evidence of a beacon has been noted here.
99

   The chapel of St Mary at Firebeacon in Hartland, mentioned in 1400, 

is thus denoted by its place-name but is sited on high ground, not a hill.
100

   At the inland site of Shaugh Prior, 

‘Shaugh Beacon’ is near the parish church, a former chapel;
101

  and the chapel at Brentedone in South Brent, first 

mentioned in 1374,
102

 was referred to in 1628 as a beacon.
103

   Rotha Mary Clay noted that many old beacons in 

England fell into disrepair during the sixteenth century, and drew attention to Trinity House.
104

   This was 

incorporated by royal charter in 1514, and has for most of its history been the authority for lighthouses and 

pilotage.
105

   Its name may derive from the dedication of  

                                                 
97·Della Hooke, Pre-Conquest Charter-Bounds of Devon and Cornwall (Woodbridge, 1994), p. 121;  James 

Bridge Davidson, ‘On some further documents relating to Crediton Minster’, TDA, xiv (1882), pp. 254-5;  

T.W. Venn, ‘An Introduction to Crediton’, TDA, lxxxvii (1955), p. 26.  

98·Percy Russell,op. cit., pp. 252-3, 258-9, quoting Close Rolls, 1326, p. 639;  Rymer’s Foedera, 4 Sept., 1337, 

Woodstock R. ii, p. ii, 996, 10 Jan., 1468 (O xi 602).  

99·W.H. Hamilton Rogers, ‘Sepulchral Effigies’, TEDAS, 2nd series, iii (1878), pp. 289-90, quoting Cleveland 

on Bishop Peter Courtenay, who contributed greatly to the rebuilding and upgrading to a parish church in 

about 1480;  Frances Rose-Troup, ‘Honiton in 1530’, TDA, xxx (1898), p. 121;  Bridget Cherry and 

Nikolaus Pevsner, The Buildings of England: Devon (London, 1989), p. 494. 

100·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 103;  field visit. 

101·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 775-6;  Percy Russell, ‘Fire Beacons in Devon’, p. 280. 

102·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 341;  John Stéphan, A History of Buckfast Abbey (Bristol, 1970), pp. 123-6. 

103·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 341;  Percy Russell, ‘Fire Beacons in Devon’, pp. 264, 280, quoting 

Dartington churchwardens’ accounts. 

104·Rotha Mary Clay, op. cit., pp. 55-6. 

105·Keeper of Manuscripts, Guildhall Library, Aldermanbury, London. 
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coastal churches and chapels.   Two chapels on hills near the coast of Devon dedicated to the Trinity, at Brixham 

and Exmouth, were at potential beacon sites and were at least land-marks for mariners.   That at Down End in 

Brixham, first described by Leland in about 1540, was shown on the coastal map of Henry VIII and marked as 

Trinity Chapel on Saxton’s map of 1575.
106

   The conspicuous nature of its site is attested by its use in the 

nineteenth century for an Admiralty Signal Station.
107

   Holy Trinity chapel at Exmouth, first mentioned in 1412, 

stood on Chapel Hill at the north end of Beacon Terrace near the spot where harbour lights were placed in 1883.   

Commanding the entrance to the Exe, it would have served as a land-mark, look-out point and chapel of ease.
108

   

As mentioned earlier, dedications to St Saviour and Holy Trinity were sometimes interchangeable, and chapels in 

Exmouth with these dedications could have been synonymous.
109

  

 The majority of hill-chapels in Devon, at least eight, were dedicated to St Michael.
110

   Honiton has been 

mentioned.   Others were at Braunton, Brentor, Kerstone in Hartland, Sidbury, South Brent, Torbay and 

Withycombe Raleigh.   Those at Braunton, Sibury and Torbay at least would have been clearly visible from coastal 

waters.   Official support of St Michael’s at Braunton is indicated by an indulgence for pilgrims in 1435.
111

   J.F. 

Chanter believed it to have been a votive chapel, reporting traditions that prayers were offered there for sailors and 

a look-out kept for 

                                                 
106·It is discussed in Chapter 2. 

107·Leland, i, part iii, 223;  Percy Russell and Gladys Yorke, ‘Kingswear and Neighbourhood’, TDA, lxxxv 

(1953), pp. 73-4. 

108·Robin Bush, The Book of Exmouth, p. 96;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 100;  Percy Russell, ‘Fire Beacons in 

Devon’, p. 295.   

109·For example, at Torre Abbey and probably at Dartmouth (both on coastal sites):  at Dartmouth chapel, the 

dedication to the Holy Trinity was in use between 1370 and 1451, St Saviour from 1441 to the present.   At 

Exmouth, St Saviour was used between 1348 and the mid-sixteenth century, and Holy Trinity from 1412 to 

the present. 

110·St Michael is discussed in the previous section.    

111·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 300;  Cherry and Pevsner, p. 208. 
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Braunton fishermen.
112

   There is no evidence to support the claims, although plausible.   The chapel at Sidbury is 

first recorded in 1426 and its location on Sidbury castle, which commands the coast at Sidmouth, was identified in 

about 1756.
113

   No documentary evidence survives for the chapel of St Michael at Torre (Torbay), but its roof of 

stones is similar to that at South Brent of late-fourteenth-century date (Plate 18).
114

   According to nineteenth-

century tradition, the chapel was visited by foreign sailors at least until 1817.
115

  It appears unlikely that the former 

chapel of St Michael of the Rock at Brentor, built before 1155,
116

 was visible from the sea.   Yet Risdon understood 

that it was a mark for sailors bearing with Plymouth haven, and those who wrote the church booklet did not deny 

this.
117

   Kernstone is near to the west coast of Hartland but the site of the chapel dedicated to St Michael, first 

mentioned in 1400, is not known, unless it was identical with St Catherine’s as suggested earlier.
118

   The chapel of 

St Michael at Withycombe Raleigh, near Exmouth, was at a lower site than that of St John the Baptist.
119

   There is 

no reason to believe that 

                                                 
112·J.F. Chanter, The Church of St Brannock, Braunton (Exeter, n.d., ? 1934), p. 9. 

113·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 185;  Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Top. Devon, b.2, p. 157;  field visit. 

114·John Stéphan, op. cit., p. 125;  the sea at Torbay can be seen from the chapel. 

115·Percy Russell, A History of Torquay (Torquay, 1960), p. 13, Plate 4, quoting Croydon’s guide of 1817 and 

reproducing a watercolour dated 1793, by the Revd J.B. Swete. 

116
 Robert Bearman, ed., Charters of the Redvers Family and the Earldom of Devon 1090-1217, Devon and 

Cornwall Record Society, new series, 37 (Exeter, 1994), p. 184. 

117·Tristram Risdon, The Geographical Description or Survey of the County of Devon (1811), p. 218;  Charles 

K. Burton and Gerald L. Matthews, The Church of St Michael, Brentor (St Ives, Cornwall, 1990). 

118·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 124;  R. Pearse Chope, ‘Hartland Abbey’, p. 72. 

119·Now called St John in the Wilderness. 
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either was used for navigation by sea or land.
120

    

 St Helen was also associated with chapels on high ground near the coast.   In the mid-eighteenth century there 

were remains of an ancient church or chapel on the north side of Abbotsham parish on high ground near the sea.
121

   

W.G. Hoskins noted that a glebe terrier of 1581x1605 mentions a chapel, formerly the parish church of Abbotsham 

and about a mile from the present church which in 1193 was recorded as being dedicated to St Helen.   

Architectural evidence in the church suggests a late-twelfth- or early-thirteenth-century date for the change of site.   

The foundations of the chapel are of early date.
122

   The chapel, perhaps with the same dedication, would have 

commanded a wide view of Barnstaple Bay including the island of Lundy (where St Helen’s chapel stood on 

Beacon Hill),
123

 and the cliffs near Croyde where there was a chapel dedicated to St Helen by the fourteenth 

century (possibly that licensed in 1330).
124

   Two chapels on hills were dedicated to St Pancras:  at Pancrasweek 

and Pennycross at Plymouth.
125

   These and 

                                                 
120·E. Lega-Weekes, ‘The History of St Katherine’s Priory, Polsloe’, TDA, lxix (1937), p. 458, quoting Cal. 

Rot. Pat., p. 516.   Cherry and Pevsner, p. 915 identify St John in the Wilderness with St Michael.   Robin 

Bush (The Book of Exmouth, p. 96) implies it was a separate chapel;  according to Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. 

Browne, ii, 297, n.5, and also to the incumbent the Revd Tony Oswyn (on 5 November 1995), the chapel of 

St Michael was situated lower down St John’s Road, where Hill Crest School now is;  it was licensed in 

1421 (Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 35). 

121·Bodleian Library, MS Top. Devon, b.1, fo. 1. 

122·W.G. Hoskins, ‘Devon Parish Notes’, DCNQ, xxvi (1955), pp. 101-2, quoting a bull of Pope Celestine III 

regarding the dedication;  Cherry and Pevsner, p. 123. 

123·W.G. Hoskins, op. cit., pp. 101-2. 

124·J.M. Crowley, ‘Notes on the ruined chapel of St Helen at Croyde in the Parish of Georgeham’, TDA, lxxxvi 

(1954), pp. 166-172;  Alfred E. Blackwell, ‘Lundy’s Ecclesiastical History’, TDA, xcii (1960), pp. 88-9;  

Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 565.   

125·Cherry and Pevsner, pp. 623, 645;  Hugh R. Watkin, ‘Presidential Address’, TDA, l (1918), pp. 114-5, 

quoting the Cartulary of Torre Abbey, pp. 31b, 32b, 56a for the date of 1198 for Pancrasweek.  
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the chapel on high ground at Coleton Fishacre in Brixham may have been visible from the coast.
126

 

 J.H. Adams, writing in the context of Cornwall, was probably correct in suggesting that the reason for hill-top 

chapels was, in most places, to provide a light for the guidance of benighted travellers over the moors, just as 

coastal chapels provided beacons for seafarers.
127

   The sites of the chapels of St Michael at Brentor (Plate 19) and 

at Brentedone, both on the edge of Dartmoor, are clearly visible to travellers by land, as is the chapel of St Michael 

in the Monts d'Arrée in Brittany.
128

   In England chapels near Winchester, for example, were landmarks for 

travellers over land.   Leland referred to those of St Giles and St Catherine, noting that the former was on the way 

to London,
129

 and Richard Morris draws attention to these and two other churches on hill-tops, each visible from 

the others, and which travellers approaching Winchester would have seen from a distance.
130

    

 

CHAPELS AT FORDS, BRIDGES AND HIGHWAYS 

Some chapels were of social and economic importance, being closely connected with the facilitation of transport.  

Chapels in England were common where highways crossed bridges, but before these were built rivers were crossed 

at fords.  Of the 34 chapels in Devon shown in Table 6, four were possibly at fords, seventeen were on or near 

bridges and another three were at places with the place-name element ‘bridge’.  Ten road-side chapels are 

suggested.  Richard Morris argues that the growth of internal travel and trade during the twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries provided impetus for the building of bridge-chapels.
131

   Rotha Mary Clay drew attention to the 

ministering hermits, 

                                                 
126·Percy Russell and Gladys Yorke, ‘Kingswear and Neighbourhood’, p. 77;  the site has been marked by the 

National Trust. 

127·J.H. Adams, ‘The Medieval Chapels of Cornwall’, Journal of the Royal Institution of Cornwall, 3 (1957-

60), p. 58. 

128·Field visits;  Brittany, Michelin Tourist Guide (Clermont-Ferrand, 1983), pp. 46-7. 

129·Leland, i, part iii, 271-2. 

130·Richard Morris, op. cit., p. 265 

131
 Richard Morris, op. cit., pp. 367-8. 
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often of the peasant class, who carried out secular and religious duties at fords, bridges and highways from the 

early-fourteenth century.   The bridge-maker’s chief duty was to raise funds for materials and wages.
132

    

Throughout the Middle Ages the upkeep of highways depended greatly on private charity;  some religious houses 

were involved, bishops encouraged almsdeeds,
133

 and also granted indulgences, and a number of guilds made 

themselves responsible for the care of bridges, causeways and roads.
134

  Either an episcopal or royal certificate was 

required by those collecting alms from travellers.  The making and mending of bridges and roads continued to be 

regarded as a work of individual piety and private enterprise until legislation in 1531 charged Justices of the Peace 

to inquire about broken bridges and, in cases were no person was liable, to repair them.  Taxes might be levied for 

this purpose by appointed collectors.  Bridge chapels disappeared after the Reformation.
135

 

 Of the four chapels at fords in Devon indicated on Table 6 only that of St Milburga at a tidal ford in Bigbury, 

documented in 1381 and 1427, is a clear example.
136

   The chapel of St Nicholas at Stowford, licensed in 1400, 

may have been at the site of Stowford Bridge on the Two Moors Way.
137

   According to tradition, the track 

extended from Bideford to Dartmouth and was used by sailors passing between the ports.   At intervals of up to ten 

miles there were rest-houses for their accommodation, and doubtless chapels on the way.
138

   If the tradition is true, 

the chapel was aptly dedicated to St Nicholas.   That of St Dunstan at Kingsford in Kentisbeare parish, mentioned 

in 1438 may have been at a ford,
139

 both Higher and Lower Kingsford being near tributaries of the 

                                                 
132·Rotha Mary Clay, op. cit., pp. 58-9.  

133·Ibid, pp. 57-9. 

134·Richard Morris, op. cit. , pp. 367-8. 

135
 Rotha Mary Clay, op. cit., pp. 61, 63-4. 

136·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 450;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 125. 

137·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 123;  Ordnance Survey map:  Outdoor Leisure 28, SX642568. 

138·Crossing’s Guide to Dartmoor, 1912, ed. Brian Le Messurier (Newton Abbot, London, etc., 1965), p. 65;  

Chapple at Gidleigh is also on this track. 

139·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 80. 
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river Ken.
140

   The place-name Herford, on the ancient Harepath in Landkey, suggests that St Mary’s chapel there, 

documented in 1379, was also near a ford,
141

 but at Newton Poppleford St Luke’s is some distance from the river.   

Although Bideford and Colyford have the place-name element ford, their bridges preceded documented chapels.   

Surprisingly, no medieval chapels in Devon are recorded as having been dedicated to St Christopher, who helped 

travellers across rivers.
142

   No evidence of ford-chapels has been noted in respect of other regions.   There was, 

however, a hermitage on either side of the ford at Wadebridge in Cornwall.
143

 

 Bad weather and floods are common in Devon.   Swollen rivers made the crossing of fords hazardous and 

bridges and their chapels sometimes fell victim.   The chapel of St Thomas at the end of Exe Bridge in Exeter, first 

mentioned in 1257, was ‘swept away by an inundation of the river’ before 1412.
144

   At Ottery St Mary an 

indulgence was granted in 1426 for the repair of the part of St Saviour’s chapel by the bridge, destroyed by 

flood,
145

 and the chapel of St Anne at Fenny Bridges, first recorded by Leland, was swept away in 1752.
146

   The 

bridge at Bideford was still of wood in 1459, when it was in a dangerous condition and its two chapels were in 

need of repair.
147

   Clay’s observation that rough tracks were often impassable on account of fallen trees and deep 

ruts in the mire would have applied to Devon, making the work of road-menders necessary.
148

 

 Funding for maintenance was provided in a variety of ways.   The bridge-chapel at Plympton St Mary was also 

renowned for a cult and funds were raised by pilgrimages.   In 1450, a papal 

                                                 
140·Ordnance Survey map:  Pathfinder 1296, ST048088, ST044092. 

141·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 393;  James Coulter, The Ancient Chapels of North Devon (Barnstaple, 1993), 

pp. 45-6. 

142·D.H. Farmer, op. cit., p. 86. 

143·J.H. Adams, ‘The Mediaeval Chapels of Cornwall’, p. 57. 

144·Beatrix Cresswell, ‘Exeter Churches’, DCNQ, v, part ii (1908), pp. 168-9;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 73. 

145·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 166. 

146·Leland, i, part iii, 240;  Bodleian Library, MS Top. Devon, b.1, fo. 21b. 

147·Charles Henderson and E. Jervoise, Old Devon Bridges (Exeter, 1938), pp. 92-3. 

148·Rotha Mary Clay, op. cit., p. 59. 
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indult was granted to the prior of Plympton to depute fit priests to hear confessions and absolve ‘the great 

multitude of faithful from divers parts of the world’ who resorted to the chapel of St Mary the Virgin, on account 

of the many miracles which God had wrought therein.
149

   An episcopal indulgence was granted in 1456.
150

   

Indulgences were offered as remission from penance for sin to the contrite who made monetary donations to 

specified charitable causes, including bridge-chapels and bridges.
151

   Similar grants were made at various times to 

the bridge-chapel of St Saviour at Ottery St Mary,
152

 the bridge and bridge-chapels of Bideford and Torrington and 

for the bridges of Exeter, Tavistock, Tiverton and Totnes, where there were chapels.
153

   Indulgences demonstrate 

official support but income was also derived from alms, legacies and charitable donations.   In 1326, Bishop 

Stapledon left 40s to the keepers of Barnstaple Bridge and the like sum for its repairs, and 40s to the repair of 

Bideford Bridge.   Other legacies towards the maintenance of Bideford Bridge were made in 1399 and 1425,
154

 and 

in 1533 a William Priscott bequeathed 12d. to its chapel of St Anne.
155

    

 Bridges were cared for and staffed by a variety of people.   In the foundation charter of Tavistock Abbey 

(970x980), responsibility for bridge-maintenance was accepted by the abbey.   The bridge of St Matthew in 

Tavistock mentioned in 1500, near St Matthew’s chapel which was believed in the thirteenth century to be older 

than the abbey,
156

 could have come under the care of  

                                                 
149·Charles Henderson and E. Jervoise, op. cit., p. 20;  it is possible that a small arched structure described by 

R.N. Worth (‘Beginnings of Plympton History’, TDA (1887), p. 367), housed an image of St Mary. 

150·DRO, Chanter XII, Reg. Nevill, Exeter, fo. 33v. 

151·Nicholas Orme, ‘Indulgences in the Diocese of Exeter, 1100-1536’, pp. 15-16. 

152·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 166. 

153·Nicholas Orme, ‘Indulgences in the Diocese of Exeter’, pp. 30-2. 

154·Charles Henderson and E. Jervoise, op. cit., pp. 86-7, 92-3. 

155·Roger Granville, ‘A History of the Church at Bideford and Some of its Rectors’, TDA, xxxiv (1902), p. 

210. 

156·H.P.R. Finberg, ‘The Cartulary of Tavistock’, DCNQ, xxii (1942-46), pp. 56-7;  Eric V. Kingdon, ‘The 

Bridges Over the River Tavy at Tavistock’, TDA, lxxv (1943), pp. 167, 169. 
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a hermit from the monastery.   No direct evidence of hermits as bridge-wardens has been found for Devon unless 

John Selman, licensed to become a recluse the chapel of St Saviour at Ottery St Mary in 1531, in fact became a 

hermit.
157

   Hermits did not celebrate divine offices, and the warden of the collegiate church of Ottery St Mary had 

been licensed in 1378 to celebrate mass here.
158

   Bideford Bridge, according to Tudor tradition, was begun by a 

poor priest animated by a vision,
159

 and a chaplain was mentioned in 1342 at St Thomas’s chapel on Bideford 

Bridge.
160

   A chaplain of the bridge at Exeter, probably of St Edmund’s, was mentioned as early as 1196,
161

 and 

that of St Thomas at the end of the same bridge had a vicar in 1261.
162

   The chapel at Taddiport (Little 

Torrington), first mentioned in 1281 and in which a chantry was noted between 1311-12 and 1548, served a leper 

hospital.
163

   As Nicholas Orme observes, the association of hospitals and bridges neatly joined two charitable 

causes which the public were asked to support;  both hospital officers and inmates accosted travellers and besought 

their charity.
164

   There is no evidence of public service in connection with the chapel of St Gabriel and almshouse 

for the clergy at Clyst Bridge.
165

   Chantry priests may have been placed in bridge-chapels because, as Kathleen 

Wood-Legh pointed out, a chantry might be founded to supply a local parochial need.
166

   However, no evidence of 

this 

                                                 
157·DRO, Chanter XV, Reg. Veysey, Exeter, fo. 61;  Lysons, ii, 379;  this is discussed in Chapter 3. 

158·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 386, 656. 

159·Leland, i, part ii, 171. 

160·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 66. 

161·Cal. Docs in France, p. 321. 

162·Beatrix Cresswell, ‘Exeter Churches’, pp. 168-9. 

163·H. Michell Whitley, ‘Sanctuary in Devon’, TDA, xlv (1913), p. 310, quoting Pleas of the Crown at Exeter, 

9 Edward I, roll no. 181;  Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 265;  Nicholas Orme, ‘The Dissolution of the Chantries 

in Devon, 1546-8’, TDA, 111 (1979), p. 96. 

164·Nicholas Orme and Margaret Webster, The English Hospital 1070-1570 (New Haven and London, 1995), 

p. 45. 

165·Nicholas Orme, ‘A Medieval Almshouse for the Clergy: Clyst Gabriel Hospital near Exeter’, The Journal 

of Ecclesiastical History, 39 (1988), pp. 1-15. 

166·K. Wood-Legh, Perpetual Chantries in Britain (Cambridge, 1965), pp. 275, 306. 
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relates to Devon bridge-chapels having a chantry, namely Exeter, Barnstaple and Colyford.   Guilds sometimes 

made themselves responsible for the care of bridges,
167

 but no cases have been found in Devon.   Bruce Oliver 

noted that Barnstaple Bridge had bridge-wardens by end of the thirteenth century,
168

 appointed by the mayor and 

his councillors.   In 1425 a Borough Ordinance stated that twelve good, loyal and influential men should be elected 

to choose suitable wardens for the bridge-chapel.
169

   

  The support of certain saints was also enlisted in bridge-chapels.   Table 6 shows four dedicated to St Mary.   

Three were dedicated to St Edmund, a Saxon king who reputedly took refuge under a bridge after a battle, at 

Colyford, Exeter and Totnes.
170

   Three were dedicated to St Thomas, at Exeter, Barnstaple and Bideford, but in the 

latter two cases documentation later refers to St Anne.
171

    The chapels on London Bridge and the High Bridge at 

Lincoln were also dedicated to St Thomas.
172

   It is not clear why St Thomas Becket, the murdered archbishop of 

Canterbury who was canonized in 1173, should particularly be linked with bridges.   More likely, that his shrine 

became one of the most important centres of pilgrimage in Europe 
173

 coincidentally with the growth of internal 

travel and trade which gave rise to bridge-chapels.   There could have been 

                                                 
167·Richard Morris, op. cit., pp. 367-8. 

168·Is this an error - ? fourteenth century meant. 

169·Bruce Oliver, ‘The Long Bridge of Barnstaple’, TDA, lxxviii (1946), pp. 181-2. 

170·Beatrix Cresswell, ‘Exeter Churches’, p. 27. 

171·Barnstaple Bridge: St Thomas, 1311-12, Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 188;  St Anne, ‘later documents’, Roger 

Granville, op. cit. (1899), p. 15; Bodleian Library, MS Top. Devon, b.1, fo. 41.   Bideford Bridge: St 

Thomas, 1342, Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 66; St Anne, 1442, Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 264;  there 

is, however, confusion in respect of the Bideford dedications, see James Coulter, The Ancient Chapels of 

North Devon (Barnstaple, 1993), pp. 22-3. 

172·P.E. Jones, ‘Some Bridge House Properties’, The Journal of the British Archaeological Association, 3rd 

series, xvi (1953), p. 72;  Richard Morris, op. cit., p. 368. 

173·Beatrix Cresswell, op. cit., pp. 408-10. 
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double dedications to SS. Thomas and Anne until the cult of the former was banned in 1539.
174

     

 References to bridge-chapels in other parts of the country are far more numerous than for chapels at any other 

group of sites.  The examples chosen show that bridge-chapels were revered and linked with other charitable 

works, and that the people concerned were of varied status.   The king himself in 1446 laid the foundation stone of 

the chapel at New Braynford bridge in Middlesex, in honour of God, the Virgin Mary and all the holy angels;  a 

hospital and guild were linked to this.
175

   A cardinal and archbishop of Canterbury gave money for the building of 

London Bridge and King John gave land in London for its building and repair;  a mason who was master of the 

bridge-house built the chapel.
176

   Offerings and oblations became the perquisite of the keeper of the chapel, who 

was one of the clerks.
177

   Leland relates that a rich merchant and mayor of London, who had no wife or children, 

did ‘good works’ in building a stone bridge and endowing a large chapel at Stratford (Warwickshire);  and a hermit 

who was a mason built the chapel on Hewwick bridge at Richmond in Yorkshire.   Pilgrims celebrated in the chapel 

of our Lady on Calder Bridge at Wakefield, and doubtless brought offerings.
178

   Some bridge-chapels were also 

associated with hospitals.   A fourteenth-century illuminated pontifical belonging to Evesham Abbey depicts a 

leper appealing for alms, while medieval literary writers featured inmates of hospitals as insistent collectors of 

alms.
179

   A bridge crossed the Avon at Salisbury at an island where a chapel of St John was adjacent to the hospital 

of St Nicholas, the latter being charged with the maintenance of both chapel and bridge.
180

   The hermitage and 

chapel or hospital of lepers at 

                                                 
174·Walter Howard Frere and William McClure Kennedy, Visitation Articles and Injunctions of the Period of 

the Reformation, 1536-1558 (London, 1910), p. 42, n2. 

175·CPR, 1446-52, p. 29. 

176·Leland, v, part ix, 6. 

177·P.E. Jones, ‘Some Bridge House Properties’, pp. 59, 73. 

178·Leland, v, part ix, 6;  ii, part iv, 27;  i, part i, 84;  v, part ix, 38 (respectively). 

179·Nicholas Orme and Margaret Webster, op. cit., pp. 45-8. 

180·K.H. Rogers, ed., ‘Salisbury’, Historic Towns, ed. M.D. Lobel (London and Oxford, 1969), p. 3, quoting 

the cartulary of St Nicholas’s Hospital. 
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 Newebrygge in Norfolk was, in 1448, staffed by a hermit and wardens.
181

   An indulgence was granted to the 

hermit’s bridge-chapel at Small Bridges at Cambridge, and there were also hermitages near Banbury Bridge and 

Baldwin’s Bridge in Lanlivery (Cornwall).
182

   Many other towns had a bridge-chapel.
183

   Richard Morris, who 

mentions several, refers to a miracle credited to St William of York in 1154, to whom a chapel on the Ouse Bridge 

was dedicated.
184

   This and the above-mentioned chapel on Calder Bridge at Wakefield provide examples of cults 

at chapels linked with public services.       

 Unlike bridge-chapels, evidence is sparse for chapels on highways.   T.J. Joce noted chapels on the Dorchester 

to Launceston road at Colyford, Newton Poppleford, Exeter (St Loyes) and Chagford.
185

   That at Colyford was 

also near a bridge.   In 1548 the village of Newton Poppleford was stated to be ‘invironed with water’ in winter so 

that the 140 inhabitants could not get to their parish church.
186

   Joce wrote before building changed the 

neighbourhood of St Loye’s, claiming that the position of the chapel of St Loye in Heavitree, Exeter, on a main 

highway together with a wayside cross, imply that it was a ‘way’ chapel.
187

   However, St Loye’s was first-

recorded as a 

                                                 
181·CPR, 1446-52, p. 208. 

182·P.D.A. Harvey, ‘Banbury’, map p. 13, Historic Towns.   M.D. Lobel, ‘Cambridge’, p. 16, The Atlas of 

Historic Towns, ed. M.D. Lobel (London, 1975).   Charles Henderson, op. cit., p. 295. 

183·For examples see:  M.D. Lobel, ‘Hereford’, p. 5;  M.W. Barley and I.F. Straw, ‘Nottingham’, p. 5;  C.F. 

Slade, ‘Reading’, p. 5, Historic Towns.   M.D. Lobel and E.M. Carus-Wilson, ‘Bristol’', p. 11;  Joan C. 

Lancaster, ‘Coventry’', p. 8, The Atlas of Historic Towns.   Francis Hill, Medieval Lincoln (Cambridge, 

1965), p. 149. 

184·Richard Morris, op. cit., pp. 368-9. 

185·T.J. Joce, ‘Westward from Dorchester’, TDA, lxviii (1936), pp. 350-3;  ‘Exeter Roads and Streets’, TDA, 

lxxv (1943), pp. 122, 133n.. 

186·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 619-20;  T.J. Joce, op. cit. (1936), p. 352;  Nicholas Orme, ‘The Dissolution of 

the Chantries in Devon’, pp. 100, 102. 

187·T.J. Joce, ‘Westward from Dorchester’, pp. 350, 352; ‘Exeter Roads and Streets’, pp. 122, 133n.. 
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domestic chapel in 1387.
188

   The chapel near Chagford stood not far from the road at Easton Cross.
189

   As 

mentioned earlier, the association of hospitals and bridges joined two charitable causes which the public were 

asked to support.
190

   The same may have been true in respect of road-maintenance.   In Exeter, part of the highway 

described by Joce is called Magdalen Street, where the leper hospital of St Mary Magdalene stood.   A bequest of 

1220 indicates that there was a second public chapel adjacent to that of the hospital.
191

   Thus it is possible that a 

chapel for travellers would have been here rather than at St Loye’s.   The hospital of St Margaret on the outskirts of 

Honiton, with its late-Perpendicular chapel, was on the highway between London and Exeter (Plate 4).
192

 

 Other examples of chapels on highways are isolated and uncertain and not all those mentioned below may have 

been connected with public service.   However, it may not be coincidental that, in 1507, Bishop Oldham granted an 

indulgence for the chapel of St Michael at Cowick since the road from the west end of Exe-Bridge to Cornwall led 

through it.
193

   At South Zeal the former medieval chapel of St Mary, first mentioned in 1553, stood on the Exeter 

to Okehampton road.
194

   A chapel at Chapelton, probably that first mentioned in 1587, was on the road from 

Atherington to Tawstock.
195

   Some chapels suggest themselves on account of place- 

                                                 
188·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 636-7;  E. Masson Phillips, ‘Supplementary Notes on the Ancient Stone 

Crosses of Devon’, TDA, lxxi (1939), pp. 238-9;  Aileen Fox, ‘Twentieth Report on Ancient Monuments’, 

TDA, lxxxiii (1951), p. 34..  

189·T.J. Joce, ‘Westward from Dorchester’, p. 353. 

190·Nicholas Orme and Margaret Webster, op. cit., p. 45. 

191·Ibid, p. 228. 

192·Cherry and Pevsner, p. 496. 

193·DRO, Chanter XIII, Reg. Oldham, Exeter, fo. 153v;  Nicholas Orme, ‘Indulgences in the Diocese of Exeter 

1100-1536’, p. 30. 

194·Ethel Lega-Weekes, ‘The Churchwardens’ Accounts of South Tawton’, TDA, xxxix (1907), p. 306;  Cherry 

and Pevsner, pp. 754-5.  

195·W. Harding, ‘A Paper on Tawstock Church’, TEDAS, v (1856), p. 199;  Bodleian Library, MS Top. Devon, 

b.2, fo. 181. 
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name evidence.   At ‘Milestone’, probably in Chudleigh, the chapel of St Brigid first mentioned in 1383, may have 

been a road-side chapel.
196

   The chapel at Shillingford in Bampton parish, first mentioned in 1445, is shown on 

Donn’s map close to a house called ‘Way’ on the road to Wiveliscombe, but it does not necessarily follow that 

Shillingford had a highway, or road-side, chapel.
197

   Similarly, no claims can be made of the oratory at  la Weye in 

St Giles in the Wood, licensed in 1309 and 1410.
198

    The Calendars of Patent Rolls may contain more positive 

information about chapels on highways and provision for road-maintenance in Devon. 

 Little has been recorded about chapels on highways elsewhere.   Richard Morris mentions them, drawing 

attention to a toll-house chapel at Kessingland in Suffolk as a reminder of the small distinction between the 

collection of offerings from travellers and the charging of a toll.
199

   Nevertheless, in spite of the paucity of 

evidence, provision was clearly made for such chapels as shown by Clay, who mentioned that several instances of 

road-hermits around York occur in the fourteenth century and quoted an extract from the Patent Roll of 1447:  ‘To 

ordain a hermit to stay in the hermitage and labour with his hands for the maintenance of the highway, which has 

long been a nuisance for lack thereof’.
200

   The hermitage was at Tetsworth in Thame parish, and the highway (the 

present A40) between Stokenchurch and Hereford Bridge.   The hermit also had the spiritual duty to pray in the 

chapel of St John the Baptist there for the king and queen, the souls of the king’s progenitors, heirs and successors, 

and members of the guild who were also members of the ecclesiastical and lay aristocracy;  thus further insight is 

given into the inextricable link between public services and religion.
201

  

                                                 
196·PND, ii, 490;  Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 500-1. 

197·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 300-310;  Donn, fo. 3b. 

198·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 301;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 278. 

199·Richard Morris, op. cit., p. 367. 

200·Rotha Mary Clay, op. cit., p. 57. 

201·CPR, 1446-52, pp. 180-1. 
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CHAPELS ON BOUNDARIES 

Important highways and bridges often led to city or town gates, where chapels might also be found.   Such gates 

marked a clear boundary, as did chapels situated on city walls.   Those on the boundaries of estates and parishes are 

sometimes less clear.   Table 7 shows three chapels near gates and three on the walls of the City of Exeter, and two 

chapels at gates in Barnstaple;  three on estate boundaries;  and up to fourteen on parish boundaries.   They were of 

social importance for a variety of reasons.   No particular cults are associated with boundary chapels.   As Richard 

Morris suggests, at gate-chapels travellers probably invoked divine protection for a forthcoming journey or 

expressed gratitude for a safely completed one, with offerings being made.
202

   Hospitals were sometimes near 

gates;  charitable causes might be linked, since travelers entering the city could not escape notice and avoid 

offering alms.  Chapels at town gates were also situated close to focal points of defence, their towers serving as 

look-out posts.  Prayers might be said for the safety of the city and its inhabitants.  In Exeter, corporation 

manuscripts of 1251 and 1259 imply that the chapel of St Cuthbert stood near the north-gate, probably close to the 

city wall.
203

  Holy Trinity, a few yards from the south gate, was a church not a chapel.   The chapel of St 

Bartholomew was a gate-chapel and stood at the end of High Street at the east-gate.
204

   Fore Street led not to the 

west-gate but to the walls and the chapel of All Hallows super Muros, the road running parallel to the walls to the 

west-gate with its the chapel of St Mary Steps.   The east-gate of Exeter was best placed to receive visitors from 

outside the diocese.   Here the chapel of St Bartholomew was stated, in sixteenth-century hand in St John’s 

Cartulary, to have been built at the time of the first medieval gate.   It was annexed to the hospital of St John the 

Baptist from which chapel the brethren and sisters had received the oblations from time immemorial.
205

   In the 

walled town of Barnstaple the chapel of SS. Mary and Nicholas was at the west or ‘Watergate’.   Keepers or 

wardens of the fraternity’s chantry were mentioned in 1329.   At the north-gate at the end of High Street was All 

                                                 
202·Richard Morris, op. cit., pp. 216-7. 

203
 Frances Rose-Troup, The Lost Chapels of Exeter (Exeter, 1923), pp. v, 37. 

204·Ibid, pp. v, 25-30. 

205·Ibid, p. 26. 
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Hallows, first mentioned in 1368.
206

   A Borough Ordinance of 1425 made provision for the choosing of suitable 

wardens for both chapels and for the protection of their goods.
207

    

 The gate-chapel of SS. Mary and Nicholas at Barnstaple was also by the River Taw and that of All Hallows 

near the River Yeo.   The gates would have been exits and entrances for travellers by sea for reasons of commerce, 

pilgrimages, or even hostilities.
208

   In walled cities and towns, chapels at gates probably served as watch-posts.   A 

chapel in Exeter was referred to as St Mary le Gardant  in about 1244,
209

 implying that the chapel kept watch in a 

spiritual or defensive sense;  the chapel was probably that of St Mary Steps at the west-gate (Plate 20).
210

   Situated 

close to the end of Exe-Bridge, with far-reaching views from its tower, it was well-placed for alert to be raised.   

The chapel of St Bartholomew stood on the city side of the vulnerable east-gate.   In 1466 the roof of the chamber 

in the tower on the further side was required to be altered, and a covered ambulatory built so that a man of arms 

could walk about the tower for the defence of the city in time of need.
211

   The east-gate of the city was badly 

damaged when Perkin Warbeck beseiged the city (1497) and was later rebuilt.   Its chapel was still standing in 

1517.
212

 

 Buildings on the walls themselves could also be used as look-out posts for defence as well as for prayers to 

safe-guard the inhabitants.   The chapel of All Hallows on the Walls, in existence during Bishop Marshal's 

episcopacy (1194x1206), was situated on the west-wall of the city almost at the foot of Fore Street.
213

   The first 

conventual church of the Franciscan friars, built by 1266 and 

                                                 
206·DRO, North Devon Atheneum Survey, B: Adminstration - legal, p. 314, No. 424. 

207·Bruce W. Oliver, ‘The Long Bridge of Barnstaple’, pp. 181-2. 

208·James Coulter, op. cit., p. 16 shows a map drawn by Bruce Oliver from a sixteenth-century map. 

209·H. Michell Whitley, ‘Sanctuary in Devon’, p. 307. 

210·St Mary Steps became a parish church with several other city chapels in about the 1220s but the term 

‘chapel’ continued to be used of these at times.  

211·Frances Rose-Troup, op. cit., p. 29, quoting MS 1248 belonging to the City of Exeter. 

212·Ibid, p. 30. 

213·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. vii;  Frances Rose-Troup, op. cit., p. v;  Beatrix Cresswell, ‘Exeter 

Churches’, p. 13. 
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known as the chapel of SS. Mary and Francis after the convent moved to a new site in 1303,
214

 was situated near 

the north-west corner of the city wall.   As Kate Clarke pointed out, St Nicholas Priory owned all the neighbouring 

land and must have granted the site to the friars,
215

 so the site on the walls would have been related to the 

availability of land.   There must have been good reason for its continued existence, however, since an indulgence 

was granted in 1434.
216

   A third chapel on the walls was possibly that of the bishop’s prison.
217

   

 It was important to mark estate and parish boundaries for economic reasons and chapels might serve this 

purpose, sometimes in conjunction with springs or holy wells.   Several springs marked boundaries in Anglo-Saxon 

Devon.
218

   Two chapels have been noted on the boundaries of royal estates.   Firstly, St Michael’s at East 

Teignmouth  stood on the boundary of seven manses of land at Dawlish which Edward the Confessor granted to 

Leofric in 1044;  the boundary was also marked by a spring.
219

   Secondly, the chapel of St Michael by a spring at 

Halstock near Okehampton marked the boundary of the royal forest before 1240.
220

   It must be significant that 

                                                 
214·A.G. Little and R.C. Easterling, The Franciscans and Dominicans of Exeter (Exeter, 1927), pp. 11, 14, 16, 

18, 20. 

215·Kate M. Clarke, ‘The Conventual Houses of Exeter and the Neighbourhood’, DCNQ, iii (1904-5), pp. 144-

5.  

216·Nicholas Orme, ‘Indulgences in the Diocese of Exeter 1100-1536’, p. 30, quoting DRO, ED/SN/64. 

217·E. Lega-Weekes, Some Studies in the Topography of the Close, Exeter (Exeter, 1915), p. 93, quoting 

Oliver. 

218·Della Hooke, op. cit., pp. 108-9, 136, 169, 183, 205. 

219·Exeter Cathedral Archives, archives of the Dean and Chapter 2526;  transcribed by Della Hooke, op. cit., 

pp. 203-5.   This is also mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2. 

220·J.V. Somers Cocks, ‘Dartmoor, Devonshire’, Local Maps and Plans from Medieval England, ed. R.A. 

Skelton and P.D.A. Harvey (Oxford, 1986), pp. 293-302, reference to Halstock chapel, p. 300.   The map is 

in the Royal Albert Memorial Museum, Exeter.   The account of the perambulation is transcribed by F.C. 

Hingeston-Randolph in Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, iii, 1606, and also in a paper by C. Spence Bate, ‘On the 

Original Map of the Royal Forest of Dartmoor, Illustrating the Perambulation of Henry III, 1240’, TDA, v 

(1872), pp. 510-548, map facing p. 512.   Field visit, by kind permission of the owner of Lower Halstock 

Farm at the time of research, using Crossing’s Guide to Dartmoor, 1912, ed. Brian Le Messurier (Newton 

Abbot, London and North Pomfret USA, 1965), p. 193. 
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there was a church also dedicated to St Michael at Halstock in Dorset on the county boundary adjoining Somerset 

(and also on the old London to Exeter road).   Special homage to the saint was made here in 841 by Aethelwulf, 

king of the West Saxons, and the church is also mentioned in charters dated 844 and 998.
221

   A third chapel in 

Devon, in effect on the boundary of an estate, is that at the gate of Plympton Priory, mentioned in 1429.
222

   Up to 

twelve chapels have been identified on or near parish boundaries (Table 7).   In rural parishes, by the later Middle 

Ages, Rogationtide perambulations sometimes involved boundary-chapels.
223

   It was in the interest of parish 

churches to mark their boundaries since a large part of church income derived from tithes on produce of the land;  

boundaries might be disputed.   Gervase Rosser argues that the annual Rogationtide beating of parochial 

boundaries was a ritual which clarified the influence of each parish church.
224

   According to Eamon Duffy, the 

processions were designed to drive out of the community the evil spirits who created division between neighbours 

and sickness in man and beast.   They were designed to bring good weather and blessing and fertility to the fields.   

They were also rituals of demarcation, ‘beating the bounds’ of the community, defining its identity over against 

that of neighbouring parishes, and symbolizing its own unity in faith and charity.
225

   No such detailed evidence 

remains for Devon.   A reference dated 1613 mentions that the perambulation of Bradninch went to St Whit’s and 

Trinity chapels.
226

   Holy Trinity, first documented in 1381, was 

                                                 
221·H.P.R. Finberg, ed., The Early Charters of Wessex (Leicester, 1964), pp. 160-1, 164, 174. 

222·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iv, 268-77. 

223·The liturgical aspect is mentioned in Chapter 3. 

224·Gervase Rosser, ‘Parochial Conformity and Voluntary Religion in Late-Medieval England’, Transactions 

of the Royal Historical Society, 6th series, i (London, 1991), p. 174. 

225·Eamon Duffy, The Stripping of the Altars (New Haven, 1992), pp. 136-7. 

226·DRO, Glebe terrier of Bradninch, 1613 - source given by Dr H. Fox. 
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built over a holy well;  no early references remain for the chapel of St Whit at Billingsmoor.
227

   In the parish of 

Chulmleigh, licence was granted in 1421 for celebration in the chapels of St Mary atte Wylle (another holy well) 

and St Nectan on the three Rogation days.
228

   The sites of these chapels have not been identified but they may have 

been on the parish boundary in view of the condition imposed in the licence.   The chapels of Holcombe in Ottery 

St Mary and Ashleigh in Lifton were also licensed for Rogationtide, in 1388 and 1452 respectively.
229

   There is no 

indication of Rogationtide bounds at the remaining boundary-chapels.   Ivybridge is on the boundaries of four 

ancient parishes and before its ecclesiastical district was formed it was called St John’s Chapel.
230

   Licence was 

granted in 1402 for a domestic chapel or oratory, which could be the same.
231

   Mention was made in Chapter 4.1 

of No Man’s Chapel, on cross-roads at the boundary of the parishes of Upton Pyne and Thorverton, and of the 

hundreds of Wonford and Hayridge, for which no documentary evidence of activities survives.
232

   The chapel at 

Drewsteignton has been identified only by place-name evidence.   Those at Colaton Raleigh, Cruwys Morchard, 

Fenny Bridges on Ottery St Mary boundary, and Tiverton have been identified as boundary chapels by map 

references.
233

  

 Turning to other regions, chapels at gates were common and Leland mentioned about seven.   These included a 

‘great chapel by the Newborow gate’ at Scarborough where there was a harbour 

                                                 
227·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 448;  Charles Croslegh, Bradninch (London, 1911), pp. 205-6, 209. 

228·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 34. 

229·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 656; Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 156-7. 

230·Cherry and Pevsner, p. 510;  William Crossing, ‘The Ancient Stone Crosses of Dartmoor and its 

Borderland’, DCNQ, ii, part ii (1902), p. 31. 

231·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 274. 

232·Nicholas Orme, Unity and Variety, pp. 62, 64;  W.G. Hoskins, ‘No Man's Land’, DCNQ, xx (1938-9), p. 

87;  the building has been moved to the cemetery of Crediton church.   

233·The site of the chapel of the dean of Exeter at Colaton Raleigh has been identified by Mrs M. Elliot as 

being at Sanctuary Farm on a ‘finger’ of land projecting from this parish, not exactly on the parish boundary;  

Ordnance Survey map:  Landranger 192, SY033895.  
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for ships;  an arched and vaulted stone gate at Ilchester with a chapel or church of St Michael over it;  and chapels 

over the east and west gates at Warwick, the latter dedicated to St James and belonging to the Fraternity of our 

Lady and St George over which the burgesses of Warwick had jurisdiction.
234

   No evidence has been found of 

hermits at gate-chapels in Devon, but Clay mentioned town-hermits who dwelt by gates at Lynn, Bury St Edmunds 

and St Stephen’s Gate at Norwich.
235

   At Caernarvon a chapel at the corner of the town wall nearest to the coast of 

the Menai Strait became known as the ‘garrison chapel’,
236

 clear evidence of the defensive association of such 

chapels.   With regard to parish boundaries, Eamon Duffy referred to a chapel at Long Melford in Suffolk in the 

context of Rogationtide processions.
237

   Nicholas Roscarrock, writing in the early-seventeenth century, described 

Rogationtide customs at the chapel of St Nectan at Newlyn (Cornwall).   In the chapel yard were four stones where 

the crosses and relics of SS. Piran, Crantock, Cuthbert and Newlyn were placed when people met there in rogation 

week.
238

   There are indications of about five other boundary-chapels in Cornwall.   That at St Allen associated with 

a spring was mentioned in the ‘Bounds’ of 1613;
239

  one has been documented at Goelhofna in Goran;  the probable 

site of the chapel of St Anne in St Hilary is on the parish boundary;  an indulgence was granted in 1433 for the 

repair of the culvert adjoining the chapel of St Mawes at St Just in Penwith, evidently the gutter which was the 

boundary of the later borough;
240

  and another one at Maudlin in Lanlivery, attached to a hospital.
241

 

                                                 
234·Leland, i, part i, 60, part ii, 156;  v, 44. 

235·Rotha Mary Clay, op. cit., p. 71. 

236·H. Caster, ‘Caernarvon’, Historic Towns, p. 4, map. 

237·Eamon Duffy, op. cit., p. 137. 

238·Nicholas Orme, ed., Nicholas Roscarrock’s Lives of the Saints, p. 94. 

239·Charles Henderson, op. cit., p. 10. 

240·Charles Henderson, op. cit., pp. 186, 213, 245. 

241·Nicholas Orme, ‘Church and Chapel in Medieval England’, publication forthcoming. 
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OTHER SITES 

There were also chapels in Devon at rivers and marshes.   At Lidwell in Dawlish where there is also a holy well, 

one of the sources of the stream which falls into the sea at Dawlish rises at the chapel.
242

   Leland drew attention to 

similar instances in Wales, where chapels were sited near the source of the rivers Teme and Ayron.
243

   The reason 

for this is not known, but there may have been associated cults.   Other chapels may have been sited near rivers 

simply to serve the spiritual and pastoral needs of a community or family.   In 1294 silver was shipped from Bere 

Ferrers across the River Tavy to the quay at Blaxton and thence to London;
244

  there was deep water at Blaxton (in 

Maristow in the parish of Tamerton Foliot) and it is probable that St Martin’s at Blaxton, first mentioned as a 

chapel in 1335, owed its existence to the quay.
245

   Licence was granted in 1409 for a chapel at Mill (Traymill) in 

Thorverton, the site of water-mill which at Domesday had served the large manor of Silverton.
246

   A domestic 

chapel existed before 1323 at Waddeton, on the river Dart near Stoke Gabriel.
247

 In some parts of England chapels 

near fens and marshes were common.  Clay gave examples of fen recluses,
248

 and several chapels with the place-

name element of ‘fen’ or ‘marsh’ are included in Owen’s list of chapels in Lincolnshire.
249

   Although fens and 

marshes in Devon are not on the scale of those in East Anglia, there are several.   Chapels are recorded at Venn 

Ottery (1269),
250

 Marsh at Clyst Hydon (1332),
251

 and St Mary in the Marsh 

                                                 
242·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 430;  George Pycroft, ‘Is There Evidence of Glacial Action in the Valleys of 

Dawlish and Ashcombe South Devon?’, TDA, v (1872), p.75. 

243·Leland, Wales, pp. 41, 52. 

244·W.G. Hoskins, Devon, p. 484. 

245·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 775-6. 

246·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 278;  W.G. Hoskins, Devon, p. 494. 

247·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, p. v;  iii, 1535. 

248
 Rotha Mary Clay, op. cit., pp. 14-5. 

249·Dorothy Owen, op. cit., (1975), pp. 15-22. 

250·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 102. 

251·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 651. 
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near Exeter (1335),
252

 the latter being a cell of Plympton Priory.   These may have followed colonization of 

marginal land. 

 Cults at chapels near holy wells have been discussed earlier.   At least five wells near Devon chapels were 

important to local communities for water-supply (Table 2).   A third part of the well of St Sidwell’s chapel at 

Exeter, also a cult chapel, was granted to the Prior and Convent of St Nicholas in 1226 by a dean of Exeter, with 

the consent of the chapter.
253

   Oliver recorded a deed dated 1346 which indicated that the dean and chapter 

conveyed the water from St Sidwell’s to an enclosed building in St Peter’s Yard, from where it branched into three 

channels:  one each for the church, the city and St Nicholas Priory.
254

  Oliver also recorded an indenture with 

reference to the conduction of water in 1387 from St Paul’s Well to St Nicholas Priory, the pipes for which were in 

use two hundred years later,
255

 but St Paul’s was by this time a church.
256

   The chapel of St Laurence at Ashburton, 

where Bishop Stapledon founded a guild and chantry and endowed a priest in 1314,
257

 is mentioned in the Chantry 

Act (1546-7) regarding provision for the repair and maintenance of leats for the conduction of wholesome water to 

the town of Ashburton.
258

   Bishop Stapledon’s endowment may have provided for this, or it may have been part of 

a later endowment.   A copious spring of water rises in Ladwell orchard near to the chapel.
259

   The chapel at 

Kingswear 

                                                 
252·Ibid, ii, pp. 775-6. 

253·A.L. Browne, ‘The Tenants of Exeter Archdeaconry in the Thirteenth Century’, TDA, lxxv (1943), p. 105, 

quoting Collectanea Topographica et Genealogica, i, 187. 

254
 Oliver, Monasticon, p. 115, n.. 

255·Ibid, pp. 123-4;  Kate M. Clarke, ‘Records of St Nicholas Priory, Exeter’, TDA, xliv (1912), p. 200, quoting 

Oliver. 

256·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 451;  Frances Rose-Troup, op. cit., p. vi;  Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 216.    

257·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, pp. xvi, 185. 

258·John Stéphan, ‘Some Notes on Ashburton Grammar School’, TDA, xci (1959), p. 122, quoting the Chantry 

Act (1546-7). 

259·‘Twelfth Report of the Committee on Devonshire Folk-lore’, TDA, xxvi (1894), p. 82. 
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is near the main open wells of the village,
260

 and an inventory of 1547x1553 records that money was bestowed for 

the making of leats to convey water to the town.
261

   At Teignmouth near the former chapel of St James a public 

well of the same dedication supplied water at least in the eighteenth century.
262

   Thus, in full circle, having begun 

with cults at many chapels sited near to wells we end with the function of others in public service. 

 

4.3  SITES IN GENERAL 

 

Attention has been given to chapels at particular sites in relation to function.   The siting of chapels intended to 

serve only spiritual and pastoral needs was governed by proximity to a community or household.   Some 

archaeologists have argued that the choice of site for the earliest free-standing chapels was governed by either the 

economic need to avoid use of the best agricultural land, or by the site’s earlier use for cemeteries or buildings.   

Charles Thomas, who holds that even at his most religious man can be expected to place physical before spiritual 

needs, has noticed that in parts of western and northern Britain low-grade land tended to be used for the building of 

chapels and any enclosed cemeteries which preceded them.   In some cases, sites had already been made inoperable 

for food-production because of other buildings, as at Merther-Uny (Cornwall) where a succession of chapels stood 

at a Roman site.
263

   According to Warwick Rodwell, cemeteries were more firmly rooted than churches in the pre-

tenth century landscape, and their archaeology is ancestral to that of  

                                                 
260·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 194;  Percy Russell and Gladys Yorke, ‘Kingswear and Neighbourhood’, p. 

59. 

261·Mackenzie E.C. Walcott, ‘Inventories and Church Goods of Devon’, Transactions of the Exeter Diocesan 

Architectural Society, ii, 2nd series (1872), pp. 271-2. 

262·W.C. Lake, ‘The Origin of the Streets of Teignmouth’, TDA, xxii (1890), pp. 113-4;  Reg. Bronescombe, 

Exeter, p. 213. 

263·Charles Thomas, ‘Christians, Chapels, Churches and Charters - or, “Proto-Parochial Provisions for the 

Pious in a Penisular” (Land’s End)’, Landscape History, 11 (1989), pp. 21-2. 
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churches.
264

   Such an example is provided by St Helen’s church, later a chapel, on Lundy Island, situated within 

the area of a Dark Age cemetery.
265

 

 In the case of some towns, Richard Morris notes that early churches or chapels are sited along a commercial 

axis, Exeter being an example.   Eight of Exeter’s parochial churches and chapels fronted the Fore Street and High 

Street roadway, six more were set back to the rear of properties, and five were positioned along a road running 

north-west to south-east through the city.
266

   With regard to the siting of hospitals and their chapels, John Steane 

noted that lepers were expelled from towns after the Canon De Leprosis of 1179 declared that lepers could not live 

with healthy men.   The first Norman Archbishop of Canterbury, Lanfranc, pointed the way with his leper hospital 

at Harbledown, outside the city.
267

   Margaret Webster has endorsed that those for lepers in Devon were situated 

‘without the camp’, usually with a stream or river nearby for water supply, whilst hospitals or almshouses for the 

non-leprous sick or poor were built wherever land was available, or dwellings to convert in cities or suburbs.
268

  

 For domestic chapels, proximity to the main dwelling was the predominant factor.   The use of good quality 

land may have been avoided in the choice of a site for free-standing chapel at Lower Alfardisworthy in Bradworthy 

(extant 1315x1350).
269

   Its east-end is built into an outcrop of rock on the hill-side.
270

   Alternatively, the scriptures 

teach that rock provides the best 

                                                 
264·Warwick Rodwell, The Archaeology of the English Church (1981), p. 144.    

265·Sites and Monuments Register, held at County Hall, Exeter, file SS 14 NW/SW I;  Charles Thomas, 

‘Beacon Hill Re-visited’, pp. 43-54. 

266·Richard Morris, op. cit., pp. 192-5;  John Allen, Christopher Henderson and Robert Higham, ‘Saxon 

Exeter’, Anglo-Saxon Towns in Southern England, ed. Jeremy Haslam (Chichester, 1984), p. 398;  p. 403 
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267·John Steane, op. cit., p. 96, quoting the Victoria County History, Kent, ii (London, 1926), p. 211. 

268·Exeter University, Margaret Webster, ‘The Hospitals of Medieval Devon’, MPhil thesis (1992), pp. 67, 69;  

Nicholas Orme and Margaret Webster, op. cit., p. 178. 

269·Deryck Seymour, op. cit., p. 172. 
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foundation so the best site may have been reserved for the chapel.
271

   Some chapels comprised adjoining wings of 

the house, as at Bradley Manor in Highweek at Newton Abbot where the chapel licensed in 1429 projects from the 

west end of the house.
272

   Other chapels were within the house, like that at Compton Castle in Marldon which 

probably dates from the early-fifteenth century,
273

 and was described in 1867.
274

   G.W. Copeland, who studied the 

sites of many Devon chapels, noted that occasionally an oratory is found in the chamber on the first floor of a two-

stage porch, as at Orleigh Court in Buckland Brewer.
275

   The discussion of sites has continued to show that chapels 

were important to medieval society.   They represented a blend of religion and practicality, whether at sites like 

holy wells, woods, churchyards, the coast, hills, bridges, boundaries or close to dwellings.   Saint cults, healing, 

concern for souls, charitable works, the daily business of those at sea and on land, defence, and the protection of 

economic interests, mingled in medieval chapels involving all levels of society. 

                                                 
271·Matthew, 7.25-27. 

272·Diana Woolner, ‘Bradley Manor House’, Archaeological Journal, 147, Supplement:  The Exeter Area 

(1990), pp. 97-101;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, p. 216.   

273·Cherry and Pevsner, p. 286. 

274·Charles Spence, ‘Compton Castle’, TEDAS, 2nd series, i (1867), pp. 49-50;  A.W. Everett, ‘The Rebuilding 

of the Hall of Compton Castle’, TDA, lxxxviii (1956), pp. 75-6. 

275·G.W. Copeland, ‘Presidential Address’, (medieval chapels), Transactions of the Plymouth Institution, xxi 

(1947-8 and 1948-9), pp. 99-123, p. 110;  James Coulter, op. cit., p. 30, Plates 17, 18. 
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5  TOPOGRAPHY AND LOCATIONS 

 
The estimated number of 1,300 medieval chapels and oratories in Devon means little in isolation and figures 

with which to make comparison are available for few other counties.   Leland referred to 69 chapels and about 

30 parish churches in Anglesey, but numbers are not available for the whole pre-Reformation period and 

domestic oratories are not mentioned.
1
   J.H. Adams estimated that there were about 700 medieval chapels and 

domestic oratories in Cornwall.
2
   He included all licences granted to lay-folk, believing their chapels and 

oratories to be mostly separate buildings, but omitted those granted to clergy because he found no evidence of 

them and considered it unlikely that many of them could have afforded to build separate chapels.
3
   Adams did 

not publish a gazetteer.   Charles Henderson included chapels in his study of 109 parishes in four of the 

hundreds of Cornwall, but detailed information is incomplete for the other five.
4
   In Kent, before the Black 

Death, there were about 300 chapels in 500 parishes;  and in Lancashire, before the Reformation, 100 detached 

chapels in 59 parishes.
5
   Between 1209 and 1235, 109 chapels in a little  

                                                 
1·John Leland, The Itinerary of John Leland in or about the years 1535-1543, ed. Lucy Toulmin Smith, 5 vols 

(London 1906-10), Wales (1906), p. 134.  

2·J.H. Adams, ‘The Medieval Chapels of Cornwall’, Journal of the Royal Institution of Cornwall, 3 (1957-60), 

pp. 48-65. 

3·As mentioned in Chapter 3, references testify to the building of a few in Devon.  

4·Charles Henderson , ‘The 109 Ancient Parishes of the Four Western Hundreds of Cornwall’, Journal of the 

Royal Institution of Cornwall, new series 2 (1953-56), i (1955), pp. 1-104;  ii (1956), pp. 105-210;  3 (1957-

60);  iii (1958), pp. 211-382;  iv (1960), pp. 383-497. 

5·Gervase Rosser, ‘Parochial Conformity and Voluntary Religion in Late-Medieval England’, Transactions of 

the Royal Historical Society, 6th series, i (1991), p. 175, quoting G. Tupling, ‘The Pre-Reformation Parishes 

and Chapelries of Lancashire’, Transactions of the Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society, lxvii 

(1957), pp. 1-16;  and A. Everitt, Continuity and Colonization: The Evolution of a Kentish Settlement 

(Leicester, 1986), pp. 184, 205-6. 
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over 200 parishes in Leicestershire were listed in an episcopal register (Lincoln diocese);  domestic chapels are 

not included but the editor mentioned three.
6
   Pre-Reformation chapels in Lincolnshire have been studied 

systematically by Dorothy Owen, who records 244.
7
   Since the published sources on chapels in Anglesey, Kent 

and Leicestershire relate to only part of the pre-Reformation period, and too few chapels for worthwhile 

comparison have been noted in Lancashire, no comparison may be made with Devon.   Cornwall could be used 

for comparison but it is a much smaller county and was in the same diocese.   Some reference is made to 

Cornwall in this chapter, but Lincolnshire is more suitable for comparison with Devon since its chapels have 

been studied systematically, it is of similar size and is in a distant diocese.   The limitations of the sources for 

medieval chapels in Devon are discussed in Chapter 2;  those for Lincolnshire also have limitations.   There are 

some discrepancies in what has been counted as a medieval chapel between the two studies but allowing for 

this, Devon had well over three times as many documented chapels as Lincolnshire.   Available sources indicate 

that the peak period for recording new chapels and oratories in Devon occurred between 1370 and 1450 (Figure 

1), whereas in Lincolnshire it was before 1350.   It is argued in this chapter that the available sources may 

indeed give a fair representation of the situation with regard to medieval chapels in the two counties on account 

of settlement patterns, the topography of the counties, the locations of chapels and economic conditions. 

 

MEDIEVAL CHAPELS IN DEVON AND LINCOLNSHIRE 

The scope of the study of medieval chapels in Lincolnshire varies only slightly from that of the present study of 

Devon chapels.   Dorothy Owen has compiled a gazetteer of 244 pre-Reformation chapels, based on references 

to all the subordinate religious establishments within parishes which  

                                                 
6·W.P.W. Phillimore, ed., Rotuli Hugonis de Welles (1209-1235), Lincoln Record Society, iii, vol. i (1912), pp. 

238-272, xxiv;  A. Hamilton Thompson, The English Clergy and their Organization in the Later Middle 

Ages (Oxford, 1947), p. 123.   The question of comparison of the number of chapels in Leicester with those 

in Lincolnshire is addressed later in this chapter. 

7·Dorothy Owen, ‘Medieval Chapels in Lincolnshire’, Lincolnshire History and Archaeology, x (1975), pp. 15-

22. 
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she has been able to find.
8
   Owen covers many categories of chapels similar to those noted in Devon, but 

appears to have omitted churches which were formerly chapels of ease, the domestic chapels of the clergy, 

licences for named people where the place is not identified, and the city of Lincoln.   For example, she omits St 

Mary’s church at Barton-upon-Humber which was originally a chapel of ease, and the church at Boston which 

was a chapel of ease to Skirbeck until the fourteenth century.
9
   Some of the published episcopal registers of 

Lincoln diocese have been checked in the present study.   There appear to be no omissions from the register of 

Bishop Oliver Sutton (1280-1299).
10

   Owen’s only omission from the registers between 1405 and 1419 seems 

to be one general licence of 1416 for celebration in the unidentified manors of one man and his household.
11

   

The city of Lincoln was studied by Francis Hill.   Unlike Exeter, which had many chapels, Lincoln had many 

parish churches.   Hill mentioned only one chapel, a bridge-chapel, but there was little interest in chapels when 

he wrote in 1965.   Hill did not mention the White Friars’ chapel recorded by Leland.
12

   He referred to canons’ 

dwellings but not their private chapels or oratories.
13

   Two canons mentioned their private chapels in wills 

dated 1359 and 1382, and a canon’s chapel or oratory was licensed in Lincoln in 1416.
14

   Hill probably omitted 

others, such as hospital chapels.   Thus part of the great difference in numbers of medieval chapels in Devon 

and Lincolnshire derives from what was counted as one.   The estimated total of 1,300 medieval chapels in 

Devon is cautious  

                                                 
8·Dorothy Owen, op. cit. (1975), pp. 15-22. 

9·Graham Platts, Land and People in Medieval Lincolnshire (Lincoln, 1985), p. 190;  Nikolaus Pevsner and 

John Harris, The Buildings of England: Lincolnshire (Harmondsworth, 1964), p. 463. 

10·Rosalind M.T. Hill, The Registers of Bishop Oliver Sutton (1280-1299), Lincoln Record Society, 39, 43, 48, 

52, 60, 64, 69, 76 (1948-1986). 

11·Margaret Archer, op. cit., p. 165. 

12·Francis Hill, Medieval Lincoln (Cambridge, 1965), p. 149;  Leland, i, part i, 31. 

13·Francis Hill, op. cit., pp. 121, 149. 

14·C.W. Foster, ed., Lincoln Wills, 2 vols, 1271-1526, 1505-1530, The Lincoln Record Society, 5, 10 (1914, 

1918), i, 9-10, 15;  Margaret Archer, ed., The Register of Bishop Repingdon (1405-19), iii, The Lincoln 

Record Society, 74 (1982), p. 281. 
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and already makes allowance for possible duplication, as explained in Chapter 3.   For the sake of comparison, 

the figure is cut drastically.   Subtracting 75 chapels in Devon which became parish churches, the 115 of the 

religious professions in Devon,
15

 the approximate 175 licences for named people where the place is not 

identified and the 95 medieval chapels identified in Exeter from the estimated total of 1,300, then 840 chapels 

remain for comparison with Lincolnshire’s 244.   Thus Devon had over three times as many medieval chapels 

as Lincolnshire.   These revised figures are given on Table 8 and used for analysis with reference to that table 

only.   The above discussion highlights the need for agreement on criteria of what to count as a medieval chapel 

before studies are carried out in other counties. 

 Lincolnshire’s small total could indicate that research is incomplete so the range of sources must be 

compared.   As stressed in Chapter 2, no group of sources contains references to all the chapels in Devon.   

Dorothy Owen used similar sources:  charters, bishops’ registers ranging up to the early-sixteenth century, the 

Valor Ecclesiasticus, the chantry certificates, the writings of antiquaries, regional journals and studies of 

architecture and archaeology.   She refers only once to the Taxation of Pope Nicholas of 1291 (Sempringham), 

and does not quote early maps and other visual sources.   On the other hand, clerical subsidies of 1376, the Pipe 

Rolls, the Calendars of Charter Rolls, the Calendars of Patent Rolls, a subsidy collected in the diocese of 

Lincoln in 1526 and ecclesiastical court records were used.
16

   Little reference has been made to comparable 

sources in the present study of Devon chapels and records of the Church courts of the archdeacons and the 

bishop rarely survive from Exeter diocese until the sixteenth century.
17

   Like those of Exeter diocese, the 

episcopal registers for Lincoln diocese are incomplete.   R.N. Swanson points out that records of ordination lists 

are lost from mid-1368 to late-1398, mid-1409 to mid-1420, late-1425 to  

                                                 
15·Apart from anchorites and hermits, included by Owen. 

16·Dorothy Owen, op. cit., p. 15;  ‘Chapelries and Rural Settlement:  an Examination of some of the Kesteven 

Evidence’, Medieval Settlement, Continuity and Change, ed. P.H. Sawyer (London, 1976), p. 66. 

17·J.A. Vage, The Records of the Bishop of Exeter’s Consistory Court to 1600, Devon Record Office, Hand-list 

1 (Exeter, 1981). 
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mid-1431, and that between 1436 and 1472, records survive only for 1450-2.
18

   Nevertheless, the registers 

record that between 1209 and 1235 Leicestershire, in the same diocese, had about 109 chapels.
19

   By 1235 the 

same registers together with additional sources record approximately 60 in Lincolnshire.   About 103 from 

Owen’s list are undated or appear to have been already in existence when first mentioned, but even if these are 

added a total of about 163 is low for a county over three times the size of Leicestershire.
20

   Further research 

may result in the discovery of more chapels in both Devon and Lincolnshire, but the claim that there were far 

more medieval chapels in Devon than in Lincolnshire is unlikely to be overturned.    

 Devon is a slightly smaller county than Lincolnshire.
21

   Table 8 shows that Devon covers 1,650 

thousand acres, Lincolnshire 1,690, and Cornwall only 870.
22

   Within the medieval period, at one time or 

another, Cornwall had the greatest density of recorded chapels, 0.8 per thousand acres, Devon had 0.67 (using 

the scaled-down total), and Lincolnshire only 0.145.   Thus area did not necessarily govern the incidence of 

medieval chapels.   Table 8 also shows population figures as estimated by J.C. Russell using the Domesday 

survey of 1086 and the poll tax returns of 1377.
23

 

                                                 
18·R.N. Swanson, Church and Society in Late medieval England (Oxford, 1989), p. 31. 

19·Rotuli Hugonis de Welles, iii, vol. i, pp. xxiv, 238-272. 

20·M.W. Beresford and H.P.R. Finberg, English Medieval Boroughs: A Hand-list (Newton Abbot, 1973), p. 50. 

21·Changes in county boundaries have been only slight:  for example, Northcott in Devon was formerly part of 

Boyton parish in Cornwall (PND, i, 154);  Thorncombe was transferred to Dorset in 1844 (PND, ii, 648);  

and Churchstanton to Somerset in 1896 (PND, ii, 618). 

22·Nicholas Orme points out that Lewis’s Topographical Dictionary shows Lincoln larger with 1,758 - which 

might account for some difference in church numbers in Lincolnshire - and Cornwall smaller with 849, but 

this source dates from the nineteenth century and Beresford and Finberg are likely to be more reliable for the 

medieval period. 

23·J.C. Russell, British Medieval Population (New Mexico, 1948), pp. 53, 132, 313.   Population figures given 

in the chantry certificates of 1546-8 are not used because they relate to only a few parishes. 
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The most useful figures are those estimated from the poll tax returns, since most of Lincolnshire’s chapels were 

founded by then and Devon already had a large number.   Russell’s calculations have been subjected to 

criticism because his estimates are low,
24

 but proportions are the present concern.   Lincolnshire had a 

considerably larger population than Devon.
25

   Thus Table 8 shows that neither the area nor the population of a 

county relate directly to the incidence of medieval chapels. 

 Numbers of chapels should also be discussed in relation to parishes.   In Devon, 367 churches were 

recorded in 1291,
26

 415 (rectors and vicars) in 1535,
27

 and 445 (‘ancient parishes’ estimated from Frederic 

Youngs’ list) before 1597.
28

   Lincolnshire had about 600 parishes according to Gervase Rosser,
29

 and about 

688, calculated from Youngs’ list.
30

   In Cornwall, included here for comparison, there were about 170 parishes 

before 1307,
31

 209 according to Gervase Rosser,
32

 and approximately 194 calculated from Youngs’ list.
33

   

There are inconsistencies in estimated numbers of parishes partly because the sources are incomplete and also 

because some changes of status took place within the medieval period.   Parish churches could be downgraded 

to chapel-status, or  

                                                 
24·John Hatcher, Plague, Population and the English Economy (Basingstoke and London, 1977), pp. 13, 71;  

Edward Miller and John Hatcher, Medieval England: Rural Society and Economic Change 1086-1348 

(London and New York, 1978), p. 29. 

25·J.C. Russell, op. cit., p. 378. 

26·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, pp. 450-472:  the Taxation of Pope Nicholas IV. 

27·John Caley, ed., Valor Ecclesiasticus Temp. Henr. VIII Auctoritate Regia Institutus, 6 vols (London, 1810-

34), ii, 302-390. 

28·Frederic A. Youngs, Jr, Guide to the Local Administrative Units of England, 2 vols, i, Southern England, ii, 

Northern England (London, 1979, 1991), i, pp. xvi, 76-102. 

29·Gervase Rosser, op. cit., p. 175. 

30·Frederic Youngs, op. cit., ii, pp. 243-289. 

31·Christopher Holdsworth, ‘From 1050 to 1307’, Unity and Variety, ed. Nicholas Orme (Exeter, 1991), p. 27. 

32·Gervase Rosser, op. cit., p. 175. 

33·Frederic Youngs, op. cit., ii, 243-289. 
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chapels upgraded to parish churches.   Lincolnshire had about 54% more churches than Devon.   Both Cornwall 

and Devon had more recorded chapels per parish than Lincolnshire.   It might be argued that, because Lincoln 

diocese was larger than Exeter diocese,
34

 there would have been more administration and perhaps less time to 

record the licensing of numerous chapels, yet Leicestershire in the same diocese had a high proportion 

compared with Lincolnshire.   Since Lincolnshire, a county only a little larger than Devon, had over twice as 

many churches, it follows that some of Devon’s parishes were large in comparison with Lincolnshire’s.   

Parishes in Devon were of variable size.   For example, in East Devon Rousdon, sometimes called a chapel 

itself and having one dependent chapel, comprised only 255 acres;  Ashford in North Devon covered 350.
35

   On 

the other hand, the parishes of Hartland and Tiverton, where the parish church originally had minster status, 

covered thousands of acres;  in them about 16 and 27 chapels are documented respectively.   The large upland 

parish of Bishop’s Nympton had at least six chapels, North Tawton about nine.
36

   Chapels were not distributed 

evenly between parishes and more chapels of ease were needed in large ones.    

 

SETTLEMENT 

That Devon had fewer parishes than Lincolnshire and a high incidence of chapels is explained in part because 

its main period of settlement took place between 1086 and 1348, rather than before 1086 as in Lincolnshire.   

After the Conquest restrictions were imposed on the founding of new parish churches and new ecclesiastical 

buildings were usually chapels of dependent status.
37

   By 1086 Lincolnshire was very densely settled and had 

large townships, except for the Fenland where there was scope for further development.   After 1086, there was 

less activity in the creating of new settlements.
38

   According to John Hatcher, place-name evidence indicates 

that Devon was only  

                                                 
34·R.N. Swanson, op. cit., p. 2. 

35·Nicholas Orme, ed., Unity and Variety, p. 29;  Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 108. 

36·Individual chapels are identified in the gazetteer. 

37·As discussed in Chapter 1. 

38·H.E. Hallam, ‘New Settlement in Eastern England’, The Agrarian History of England and Wales, ii, 1042-

1350, ed. H.E. Hallam (Cambridge, 1988), pp. 139, 142, 145. 
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relatively well-settled by 1086 and developed slowly until the early-thirteenth century.   The pace quickened 

thereafter and the momentum was maintained until 1350.
39

   Dorothy Owen, who made a detailed study of rural 

settlement in the Kesteven region of Lincolnshire, notes that the more obviously dependent chapels there seem 

to have resulted from a process of reclamation and settlement, ‘even in the twelfth century’.   Many of them 

were in less eligible or accessible areas than the parent villages.   In only one or two cases was the original 

parochial area so large that two or three subordinate chapels were supported within it.
40

    Devon’s early chapels 

included some in its two areas of dense settlement, on the rich red soils of the Vale of Exeter and in the fertile 

region between the Teign and the Dart.
41

   In the former region, for example, are those of Bickleigh castle with 

its twelfth-century doorway, and Netherexe (1214x23);  and, in the latter, Churston Ferrers (1143), Cockington 

(1203) and Coffinswell (circa 1225).
42

   As in Lincolnshire, the location of some later chapels in Devon 

probably relates to expansion in less eligible areas as estuarine marshes were converted into pasture and 

woodland was cleared, possible examples being at Venn Ottery (1269), Marsh in Clyst Hydon (1332), Wood at 

Kentisbeare (1408) and Wood at Woodleigh (1421).
43

   Lower moorland slopes were cultivated.   There was a 

chapel at Sticklepath in Sampford Courtenay parish before 1280, and at Sheepstor in Bickleigh in west Devon 

before 1291.
44

 

 Early settlement patterns relate to what Sir Cyril Fox, in 1932, described as the highland and lowland 

zones in Britain.   He defined the highland zone as west of a line running from north-east to south-west between 

Hartlepool and Sidmouth, thus placing the part of Devon east of the line in  

                                                 
39·John Hatcher, ‘New Settlement in South-Western England’, The Agrarian History of England and Wales, ii, 

234, 238, 241. 

40·Dorothy Owen, ‘Chapelries and Rural Settlement:  an Examination of some of the Kesteven Evidence’, pp. 

66-71. 

41·John Hatcher, op. cit., p. 239. 

42·References are given in the gazetteer. 

43·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 102; Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 651;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 282;  Reg. 

Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 20. 

44·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, pp. 182, 458.   
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the lowland zone.   The characteristic settlement patterns of these zones have bearing on chapels.   C. Fox noted 

that in the highland zone hamlets and scattered farmsteads predominated, with difficult terrain inclined to 

predispose to weaker lordship since scattered hamlets were more difficult to control.   In the lowland zone 

nucleated villages were predominant and manorial control was stronger.
45

   Joan Thirsk in 1967 placed the 

whole of Devon west of the line, in the zone more suited to pasture, and Lincolnshire in the lowland zone of 

mixed husbandry.
46

   These are broad generalizations.   One could call the Exe Valley and South Devon 

lowland, there are uplands in Lincolnshire, and mixed husbandry was practised in both counties.
47

   

Nevertheless, in Devon, 60% of 983 Domesday place-names relate not to parish names, but to hamlets or 

farmsteads.
48

   Harold Fox explains that small hamlets were the dominant settlement form in the South West 

during the early middle ages, but there was a small number of true nucleated villages in Devon, often the 

hundredal centres.
49

   In Lincolnshire, not all the 775 Domesday place-names are represented by villages.
50

   

There were hamlets along the fen margins in Lincolnshire where, as E. Miller and J. Hatcher argue, lordship 

was unusually weak and the peasantry unusually free.
51

   But Lincolnshire  

                                                 
45·Cyril Fox, The Personality of Britain, 4th ed. (Cardiff, 1952), p. 29, map B. 

46·Joan Thirsk, ‘The Farming Regions of England’, The Agrarian History of England and Wales, iv, 1500-

1640, ed. Joan Thirsk (Cambridge, 1967), pp. 4-5. 

47·Joan Thirsk, op. cit., pp. 72-3, 76-7;  H.S.A. Fox, ‘Farming Practice and Techniques, Devon and Cornwall’, 

The Agrarian History of England and Wales, iii, 1348-1500, ed. Edward Miller (Cambridge, 1991), pp. 303, 

306-7;  Edward Miller and John Hatcher, op. cit., p. 31;  Graham Platts, op. cit., pp. 33-5, 38, 103, 115-9.  

48·H.C. Darby and R. Welldon Finn, The Domesday Geography of South West England (Cambridge, 1967), p. 

231. 

49·Harold Fox, ‘Peasant farmers, patterns of settlement and : transformations in the landscapes of Devon and 

Cornwall during the later Middle Ages’, Landscape and Townscape in the South West, ed. Robert Higham 

(Exeter, 1989), pp. 44-5.    

50·H.C. Darby, The Domesday Geography of Eastern England, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, 1957), p. 32. 

51·E. Miller and J. Hatcher, op. cit., pp. 5, 31. 
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was mostly a countryside of nucleated villages, with most land in the vales held within a strong manorial 

framework.
52

   More people lived close to the parish church than in Devon, and the terrain inland was less 

difficult.  Such conditions did not necessitate the founding of numerous chapels.  Conversely, in Devon – where 

the terrain was more difficult, parish churches less accessible and more distant, and settlements difficult to 

control – numerous chapels were needed. 

 A particularly significant feature in Devon’s relatively late pattern of settlement, Hatcher argues, is the 

remarkably late burst of vigorous new settlement on the uncongenial lands of Dartmoor which lasted until the 

Black Death.
53

   This gave rise to a need of chapels;  73 are recorded on Dartmoor and its foothills, although 

some may have been of earlier origin.   There is evidence of five chapels in the moorland parish of Widecombe:  

Spitchwick (1284), Dewdon (1328), and Blackaton, Cator and Great Dunstone (all likely to be medieval but 

documented from deeds in the eighteenth century).
54

   Licence was granted in 1382 for a chapel in the manor of 

Dunnabridge in Lydford parish in 1382.
55

   Up to five chapels are documented in Chagford parish between 1329 

and 1567, those named being at Greatweek, Rushford and Teigncombe;  one with a burial ground was identified 

this century near Easton Cross.
56

   Settlement on Dartmoor and the bordering parishes was 50% higher than on 

Exmoor and this may be attributed largely to tin-mining.   Cornwall also had vigorous new settlement.   In sharp 

contrast to the position in 1086, settlement in Cornwall in 1377 was almost a third more dense than in Devon.   

Hatcher links  

                                                 
52·Joan Thirsk, op. cit., pp. 28, 32. 

53
  John Hatcher, ‘New Settlement in South-Western England’, pp. 242-3. 

54·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. xx;  Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 355;  Hermon French, ‘Field Names in 

Widecombe-on-the-Moor’, TDA, xcv (1963), pp. 159, 169. 

55·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 460-1.   As mentioned in Chapter 3, on account of their distance from the 

parish church the inhabitants of Babeny and Pizwell in Lydford were given permission to attend the nearer 

Widecombe church, because they were too poor to build adequate oratories in 1260.   

56·See the gazetteer for references;  there may have been only four chapels. 
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colonization in the region with the two periods of rapid expansion of tin production, in the late-twelfth century 

and the first four decades of the fourteenth.
57

   The wealth generated from tin probably contributed to the 

founding of chapels in the region. 

 By the mid-fourteenth century some settlements were contracting;  after the Black Death several were 

deserted.   The situation is the subject of on-going research.   The study is important to the history of individual 

chapels in settlments which were deserted.   The contraction in cultivated land and in rural settlements is widely 

believed to be due to a retreat from marginal land.
58

   Soil exhaustion as a result of over-population is one 

possible factor.   Guy Beresford argues that the pattern of settlement closely follows the variation of the climate 

between 1250 and 1350, when the limit of cultivation on Dartmoor probably fell from about 1,400' to 1,100'.
59

   

Drawing on pollen evidence, Steve Staines suggests that interventions by man, such as turf-cutting, grazing and 

burning, contributed to the disappearance of woodland and the development of acidic and wet soil conditions.
60

   

Christopher Dyer looks at non-economic influences on settlement, such as the enforcement of forest law.
61

   

Harold Fox, with regard to four contracted settlements in Hartland parish, uses topographically arranged rentals 

and extents which list farms by settlement and reveal a dispersed settlement pattern about half-way through a 

process of severe contraction in 1365.
62

   The  

                                                 
57·John Hatcher, ‘New Settlement in South-Western England’, p. 245. 

58·Christopher Dyer, ‘“The Retreat from Marginal Land”:  The Growth and Decline of Medieval Rural 

Settlements’, The Rural Settlements of Medieval England, ed. Michael Aston, David Austin and Christopher 

Dyer (Oxford, 1989), p. 45.    

59· Guy Beresford, P. Brandon, C.D. Lineham, ‘Three Deserted Medieval Settlements on Dartmoor: A Report 

on the late E. Marie Minter’s Excavations’, Medieval Archaeology, 23 (1979), pp. 143-5. 

60·Steve Staines, ‘Environmental change on Dartmoor’, Devon Archaeological Society, 37 (1979) pp. 21, 44-6. 

61·Christopher Dyer, ‘The Retreat from Marginal Land’, pp. 45-57. 

62·Harold Fox, ‘Peasant farmers, patterns of settlement and pays’, pp. 49-54.   
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interpretation of medieval rural settlement in England can be approached from different standpoints and 

perceptions are constantly changing, as Christopher Taylor demonstrates.
63

    

 Deserted settlements have been identified on Dartmoor.
64

   One example, Hutholes, was within the 

manor of Dewdon which had a chapel licensed four times between 1328 and 1398 and not recorded thereafter.
65

   

Deserted settlements on Dartmoor and in Hartland were former hamlets or farmsteads.   In Lincolnshire, a few 

villages contracted or were deserted before the Black Death, as Graham Platts finds from the lay subsidy returns 

of 1332 and the Nonarum Inquisitiones of 1341-2.   At Little Stapleford near Brant Broughton, for example, the 

bishop gave permission in 1339 for the chapel to be dismantled so that materials could be used for constructing 

part of the church in the neighbouring village.   However, the tax relief granted to villages badly affected by the 

Black Death immediately after it suggests that only a handful disappeared altogether.
66

   R.H. Britnell notes that 

after 1349 eastern England still included some of the most populous parts of the country, but numbers remained 

smaller than they had been in the earlier fourteenth century, and fell rather than increased until at least the 

1470s.
67

   Harold Fox argues that  

                                                 
63·Christopher C. Taylor, ‘Medieval Rural Settlement:  Changing Perceptions’, Landscape History, 14 (1992), 

pp. 5-17. 

64·C.D. Lineham, ‘Deserted Sites on Dartmoor’, TDA, xcvii (1965), p. 174;  Catherine D. Linehan, ‘Deserted 

Sites and Rabbit-Warrens on Dartmoor, Devon’, Medieval Archaeology, 10 (1966), pp. 113-144;  Maurice 

Beresford and John G. Hurst, Deserted Medieval Villages (Guildford and London, 1971), pp. 185-6;  John 

Hall and Ann Hamlin, ‘Deserted Medieval Settlements in Devon’, The Devon Historian, 13 (1976), pp. 2-7;  

Guy Beresford, P. Brandon, C.D. Lineham, ‘Three Deserted Medieval Settlements on Dartmoor’, pp. 98-

158. 

65·Guy Beresford, P. Brandon and C.D. Lineham, ‘Three Deserted Medieval Settlements on Dartmoor’, pp. 98, 

106-9, 122-4, 136-142; Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 355; Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 404, ii, 636;  Reg. 

Stafford, Exeter, p. 277. 

66·Graham Platts, op. cit., pp. 159-161, 165-7. 

67·R.H. Britnell, ‘Tenant Farming and Farmers, Eastern England’,  The Agrarian History of England, iii, 1348-

1500, ed. Edward Miller (Cambridge, 1991), pp. 611-2. 
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contraction of settlement in the South West proceeded with less dislocation to rural society than occurred in 

districts where villages rather than dispersed farms were the characteristic settlement forms.   He finds that in 

Devon, as the numbers of tenant farmers dwindled the size of their holdings increased.   Some could promote 

themselves to a higher stratum of land-holding under less competitive conditions in the late middle ages.
68

   

Since Devon was still relatively sparsely settled, greater potential for economic growth could have been a major 

factor in the increased incidence of recorded chapels in Devon after 1370. 

 The peak period for the recording of Devon chapels occurred between 1370 and 1450, when over 500 

chapels were first documented (Figure 1).   Relatively few licences were recorded in the second-half of the 

fifteenth century;  in the first-half of the sixteenth century there was a slight upsurge in newly documented ones, 

but in total only 67 were recorded between 1450 and 1550.   Numbers must be regarded with caution, however, 

since the first mention a given chapel does not necessarily mean that it was new and much depends on the 

practice of bishops’ registrars in recording or omitting chapels.   In Lincolnshire, at least 119 chapels were 

recorded before 1350;  only 24 appear to date from between 1350 and 1450, and two after 1450.   The 

remainder were either already in existence when first mentioned, or are not given a date.
69

   Although allowance 

must be made for registry practice, chapels were in fact recorded throughout the period in the registers and in 

other sources for Lincoln diocese.   In summary, in contrast to Lincolnshire, three factors could have 

predisposed to a large number of chapels in Devon.   Firstly, Devon had fewer parishes than Lincolnshire and 

its relatively late main period of settlement meant that, because of constraints, new places of worship would be 

chapels rather than parish churches.   Secondly, many of Devon’s upland parishes were large with difficult 

terrain, so in the course of settlement more places of worship were needed.   Thirdly, Devon was still relatively 

sparsely settled after the Black Death so had more potential for economic growth, a condition favourable to the 

founding of new  

                                                 
68·H.S.A. Fox,  ‘Occupation of the Land, Devon and Cornwall’, ‘Tenant Farming and Farmers’, The Agrarian 

History of England and Wales, iii, 1348-1500, ed. Edward Miller (Cambridge, 1991) pp. 170, 723-5. 

69·Dates and figures calculated from Dorothy Owen, ‘Medieval Chapels in Lincolnshire’, pp. 15-22. 
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chapels.   However, Figure 5 indicates that Dartmoor and North Devon, the characteristic highland zone areas, 

together had an approximate total of 458 chapels, whereas the smaller area of lower lands in east Devon, the 

Exe valley, South Devon and the Tamar valley had about 648.   Other factors contributed to Devon’s large 

number of chapels, one of which was the number of towns. 

 

CHAPELS IN TOWNS 

Towns and other settlements present a problem of definition.   J.C. Russell divided boroughs, market towns, 

villages and hamlets into twelve groups according to their estimated population.
70

   Christopher Taylor defines a 

village as a settlement of twenty or more individual home-steads or families;  a hamlet as housing from three to 

nineteen families;  and a farmstead as a single dwelling-house with its agricultural appurtenances.
71

   Such 

criteria are too complex for the present purpose.   A simplified grouping is therefore adopted for the location of 

chapels:  in towns, in the countryside and at private dwellings.   Towns and their chapels are the present 

concern.   Agricultural expansion from 1150 to the early-fourteenth century stimulated population-growth and 

led to expansion of existing towns and the planting of new ones.   Boroughs were sources of profit from rent 

and tolls.
72

   The financial pressures experienced by Richard I (1189-99) and John (1199-1216) led to a 

readiness to make concessions to nobles.   Feudal lords, bishops, abbots and laymen were eager to share in the 

profits from the granting of charters.
73

   M.W. Beresford defined a borough as a settlement with any one of the 

following characteristics:  it had a borough charter or burgesses, it was called burgus in the Assize Rolls, was 

separately represented by a jury before the judge of assize, was taxed as a borough, or was represented by 

members of Parliament.
74

   Using these criteria, Devon, along with Cornwall and Wales, had remarkable 

incidence of so-called ‘urbanisation’compared with  

                                                 
70·J.C. Russell, op. cit., p. 307. 

71·Christopher Taylor, Village and Farmstead, A History of Rural Settlement in England (London, 1983), p. 15. 

72·R.A. Donkin, ‘Changes in the Early Middle Ages’, A New Historical Geography of England , H.C. Darby, 

ed. (Cambridge, 1973), pp. 125, 127. 

73·Ibid. 

74·M. Beresford, New Towns in the Middle Ages (London, 1967), p. 273. 
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Lincolnshire.   At the Conquest, Devon and Lincolnshire each had six boroughs, but from the twelfth century 

the number in Devon increased dramatically.   According to M.W. Beresford’s and H.P.R. Finberg’s list of 

English medieval boroughs, Devon had the greatest number amongst English counties.
75

   Some were ‘organic’, 

that is created from existing settlements;  Devon had 52 and Lincolnshire eleven.   Others were ‘planted’, 

Devon having seventeen and Lincolnshire only four.   Cornwall had nineteen planted and nineteen organic 

‘towns’.   Table 8 indicates the number of boroughs in the counties of Cornwall, Devon and Lincolnshire in 

1086, 1377 and 1550;
76

  1377 falls within in the period when the greatest number of Devon chapels were first-

documented and most of Lincolnshire’s were already in existence.   By then there were more than five times as 

many boroughs in Devon as in Lincolnshire:  68 compared with twelve.   Throughout the period, Devon also 

had well over three times as many recorded chapels.   Chapels in Devon’s towns comprised only about 8% of 

the total, excluding those of the religious professions and private chapels of the laity, but including those in 

Exeter.
77

   Some newly planted boroughs would have created the need of chapels of ease, and even Devon’s 

long-established boroughs had more chapels than their counterparts Lincolnshire.   The main market towns had 

parish churches and, usually, one or more public chapels.    

 Boroughs in Lincolnshire are listed on Table 9;  in thirteen boroughs about six chapels are recorded.   

Boroughs in the South West were small in comparison.   Beresford points out that this was because ambitious 

seigneurs promoted too many villages and created too many towns.   He argues that, paradoxically, poor inland 

transport and the widespread high ground in the west and south-east of Devon may have encouraged the growth 

of towns.   If communications were slowed down by steep and rugged terrain, the number of nightly resting 

places on major routes was necessarily increased.   The large towns could not look to a hinterland all within a 

day’s journey, so  

                                                 
75·M.W. Beresford and H.P.R. Finberg, English Medieval Boroughs: A Hand-list (Newton Abbot, 1973) 

76·Figures for Table 8 extracted from:  M.W. Beresford and H.P.R. Finberg, op. cit., pp. 76-82, 86-101, 136-

138.   

77·Exeter’s chapels are omitted in Table 8. 
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the role of the intermediate boroughs was strengthened.
78

   The point has already been made that difficult terrain 

contributed to the need for chapels in Devon.   Half of Devon’s boroughs failed to develop into towns, as W.G. 

Hoskins pointed out.
79

   At the two extremes, the medieval boroughs of Barnstaple and Exeter developed;  

North Ford and Wiscombe (in Southleigh) did not.
80

   In the middle is a grey area and the question of which 

settlements developed and should be designated as towns and which did not is a matter of opinion.   

Appearances can be deceptive.   Sidmouth, for example, had borough status in the thirteenth century.
81

   Leland 

described it as a fisher ‘town’,
82

 but some medieval hamlets and farms in East Devon are called ‘towns’, such as 

Crosstown in Whimple.   It might be assumed that fishing was off the beach at Sidmouth, since the River Sid 

now percolates through the shingle, and that Sidmouth developed into a town with the rise of seaside resorts.   

However, an early-fourteenth-century Act of Edward I prohibiting the exportation of bullion, testifies that 

Sidmouth was amongst the principal ports of England.
83

   Between 1324 and 1402 twelve Sidmouth ships were 

in royal service.
84

   This example also serves to demonstrate that the number of medieval chapels recorded in a 

parish does not necessarily give an indication of the importance of the borough of the same name.   Only one 

public chapel, St Peter, has been documented (1322) at Sidmouth,
85

 and one private licence for ‘any suitable 

place’ (1422).
86

 

                                                 
78·M. Beresford, New Towns in the Middle Ages, pp. 266, 346. 

79·W.G. Hoskins, The Making of the English Landscape (London, 1955), p. 275.  

80·M.W. Beresford and H.P.R. Finberg, op. cit., pp. 87, 91, 95, 100. 

81·M.W. Beresford and H.P.R. Finberg, op. cit., p. 97. 

82·Leland, i, part iii, p. 243. 

83·W.S. Lindsay, History of Merchant Shipping and Ancient Commerce, 4 vols, 1st ed., London, 1874, i (New 

York, 1965), p. 407. 

84·Maryanne Kowaleski, ‘The Port Towns of Fourteenth-Century Devon’, The New Maritime History of 

Devon, i (London, 1992), p. 68. 

85·George Oliver, Monasticon Dioecesis Exoniensis (Exeter and London, 1846), Additional Supplement p. 22. 

86·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Hingeston-Randolph, i, 23. 
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           In Table 10, the Devon boroughs which are perceived to have developed are listed, together with the 

 date of borough status, the approximate number of chapels of ease in the borough and the total recorded 

chapels in the parish.   Cullompton is included, although it was not described as a burgus until 1640,
87

 because 

it was one of Devon’s most important woollen manufacturing towns from the early-sixteenth century.
88

   The 

planted ‘towns’ in Devon which did develop are indicated (P) on Table 10, including Teignmouth and 

Chudleigh which may have been medieval creations.
89

   Colyford, Newton Poppleford and South Zeal are not 

included, although they were well-populated by medieval standards.   There were in Devon about 30 medieval 

chapels in boroughs perceived to have developed.    

 Most boroughs in Devon were founded after the mid-twelfth century, particularly in the thirteenth.   

Taking the examples of chapels of ease and domestic chapels of the laity in Devon as a whole, before 1150 

about eight chapels of ease had been recorded for the first time, between 1150 and 1200 ten, and in the 

thirteenth century 61;  by 1300 only twelve lay domestic chapels had been recorded.   Between 1300 and 1349, 

38 chapels of ease and 72 lay domestic chapels were first-mentioned.   Only two chapels, both of ease, were 

recorded between 1350 and 1369, perhaps because of disruption caused by the Black Death.    Thereafter, 

although chapels of ease continued to be newly recorded, the incidence of lay domestic chapels soared in 

proportion, which phenomenon is discussed in the section on chapels at private dwellings.
90

    

 So-called ‘urbanisation’ does indeed appear to have been a significant factor which predisposed to the 

founding of numerous chapels of ease in Devon, although it must be remembered that Lincolnshire had more 

parish churches than Devon, and many of these were in towns.   ‘Urbanisation’ cannot have been the most 

important factor, however, since the majority of  

                                                 
87·M.W. Beresford and H.P.R. Finberg, op. cit., p. 90. 

88·W.G. Hoskins, Devon (London, 1954), p. 380. 

89·M. Beresford, New Towns in the Middle Ages, pp. 277, 418, Figure 47. 

90·The approximate figures given for chapels of ease do not include chapels which had social functions related 

to their site, of which some were also chapels of ease;  nor do they include former ‘churches’. 
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Devon’s towns were founded before 1300 and the majority of chapels recorded after 1370.   Another important 

factor was wealth, an essential prerequisite for the founding of new chapels.   Those wishing to found a chapel 

had to fund and maintain its fabric and furnishings and in some cases employ a suitable chaplain.   They were 

also to continue to contribute tithes and dues to the parish church and to maintain the fabric of its nave.
91

   In a 

buoyant economy more chapels could be funded.   Lincolnshire, with its few boroughs and predominance of 

churches was the wealthier county in the first half of the period, Devon in the second.
92

       

 With this in mind, we turn to individual towns and their chapels.
93

   Exeter, a Roman city, was one of 

the four Anglo-Saxon burhs of Devon identified in the tenth century.   The ‘churches’ in the city which are 

believed to have existed before the Conquest, St George, St Martin and St Olave (1057x1065),
94

 were by the 

early-thirteenth century defined as chapels.   Bishop Marshal listed seventeen ‘chapels’ held by the chapter in 

about 1200 and Peter de Palerna 28 in about 1214.
95

   When the city was divided into parishes in the 1220s 

many of these became parish churches, although sometimes they were referred to as chapels on account of the 

burial rights of the cathedral.   St David’s and St Sidwell’s were still designated as chapels at the Reformation 

although  

                                                 
91·F.M. Powicke and C.R. Cheney, ed., Councils and Synods with other documents relating to the English 

Church, II: 1205-1313, 2 vols (Oxford, 1964), ii, 1002-6. 

92·Leicestershire in Lincoln diocese, a county of only 520 thousand acres, had at least 109 chapels between 

1209 and 1235, a high incidence compared with the much larger Lincolnshire.   However, the sources used 

for comparison of Devon and Lincolnshire suggest that Leicester was a relatively poor county throughout the 

period and thus did not have resources to build such a high proportion of churches early in the period.   

When England’s population as a whole expanded in the thirteenth centuries, Leicestershire would have 

needed new places of worship which by that time were usually chapels. 

93·The references for their first documentation are indicated in the gazetteer. 

94·John Allan, Christopher Henderson and Robert Higham, ‘Saxon Exeter’, Anglo-Saxon Towns in Southern 

England, ed. Jeremy Haslam (Chichester, 1984), pp. 397-8. 

95·Frances Rose-Troup, Lost Chapels of Exeter (Exeter, 1923), pp. v-vi. 
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they were parish churches in effect.   Altogether in the period, Exeter had some 95 chapels including parochial 

chapels which were in effect parish churches, of which only St David’s, St Leonard’s and St Sidwell’s might be 

regarded as chapels of ease, and 33 domestic chapels.   The situation was constantly changing.   Some chapels 

became superfluous, like the former chapel of St Cuthbert, united with that of St Paul because of the poverty of 

both.
96

   Others, such as St Mary Minor, St Peter the Less and SS. Simon and Jude, disappeared from the 

records at an early date, presumably falling into disuse.   New chapels were founded later in the period, like 

those of St Anne in the early-fifteenth century and St Roche in the early-sixteenth century.   These coincide with 

periods of growth in the overseas trade of Exeter,
97

 and its rise as a centre for the manufacture and export of 

Devon kerseys and tin.
98

 

 Lincoln’s territorial influence pre-dates the arrival of the Romans.   Within the medieval period there 

were 46 parish churches in Lincoln.   Only three chapels have drawn attention but there were probably more.   

The 46 parish churches may be explained because, unlike Exeter Cathedral, Lincoln Cathedral does not seem to 

have had sole burial rights:  St Michael’s church, for example, had its own churchyard.
99

   Lincoln became one 

of England’s leading industrial cities in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, at the zenith of its urban cloth 

industry, but by the early-fourteenth century was already in decline.
100

   At least twelve of its 46 parish churches 

seem to have decayed;  in 1428, seventeen parish churches in the city were returned as not having more than  

                                                 
96·Ibid, p. 37, quoting D&C, 2111. 

97·E.M. Carus-Wilson, The Expansion of Exeter at the Close of the Middle Ages (Exeter, 1963), p. 7;  Trade 

recorded for Exeter included that of other ports in Devon (E.M. Carus-Wilson and Olive Coleman, 

England’s Export Trade (Oxford, 1963) p. 7). 

98·Alan R.H. Baker, ‘Changes in the Later Middle Ages’, A New Historical Geography of England, pp. 244-5. 

99·Francis Hill, op. cit., pp. 128, 149, 166. 

100·E.M. Carus-Wilson, The Expansion of Exeter at the Close of the Middle Ages, p. 3;  ‘An Industrial 

Revolution of the Thirteenth Century’, Medieval Merchant Venturers, 2nd ed. (London, 1967), pp. 205, 211. 
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ten inhabitants each.   Between 1500 and 1505 Lincolnshire exported no cloth, whereas export of cloth from 

Exeter was high.
101

 

 The other three Anglo-Saxon burhs of Devon identified in the tenth century were Halwell, Lydford and 

Pilton.
102

   By about 1018 Halwell was overshadowed by Totnes and became a chapel of Harberton.   At 

Lydford, excavations have indicated that an early oratory stood on the site of St Petroc’s church.   Lydford was 

the centre of administration of stannary law for the tin-mining districts of Devon but did not develop into a large 

town.
103

   In its large parish, which included Dartmoor Forest, only the domestic chapel at Dunnabridge has 

been documented.   Pilton was overtaken by Barnstaple before 1018.
104

   Although Pilton had about nine 

medieval chapels none appears to have been a chapel of ease, nor do any of the nine chapels at Barnstaple 

(Newport was in the parish of Bishop’s Tawton), or the six at Totnes.   The Anglo-Saxon boroughs, with the 

possible exception of Exeter, do not therefore seem to have given rise to chapels of ease but all had parish 

churches.   Numbers of chapels of ease and the total number of recorded chapels in other boroughs which 

developed are given in Table 10.
105

       

 Feudal lords, bishops, abbots and laymen might found boroughs, usually as economic ventures.   

Okehampton was the earliest Norman borough founded by Baldwin de Brionne sheriff of Devon shortly before 

1086 at the confluence of the Okement rivers.   The church is remote from the borough and at least five chapels 

were subsequently documented of which at least St James (1301) in the town was a chapel of ease.
106

   The 

others were at the castle (1178), Halstock (1240),  

                                                 
101·Alan R.H. Baker, ‘Changes in the Later Middle Ages’, A New Historical Geography of England, p. 240. 

102·W.G. Hoskins, Devon, p. 402;  M.W. Beresford and H.P.R. Finberg, English Medieval Boroughs: A Hand-

list, pp. 93, 96. 

103·Bridget Cherry and Nikolaus Pevsner, The Buildings of England: Devon, 2nd ed. (London, 1989), pp. 546-

9. 

104·M.W. Beresford and H.P.R. Finberg, op. cit., p. 96. 

105·They are identified, with the date of their earliest mention and first references, in the gazetteer. 

106·M.W. Beresford, New Towns in the Middle Ages, p. 425;  E.D. Young, ‘The Story of the Chapel of St 

James the Apostle at Okehampton’, TDA, lxi (1929), pp. 311-5. 
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Brightley (1309), and Blackwall (1757) which may be synonymous with Black Down on the moor.
107

   

Ashburton and Tavistock, both stannary towns, were elevated from villages to boroughs by their ecclesiastical 

lords.
108

   Ashburton, perhaps jealously guarded by the bishops, had only a guild chapel whereas the monastic 

borough of Tavistock had about thirteen of which that at Taviton was probably a chapel of ease.
109

   At 

Kingsbridge the founding of a borough was an early-thirteenth century Cistercian urban venture.
110

   

Kingsbridge itself had a chapel of ease and possibly a private chapel of the abbot of Buckfast.   Dodbrooke, 

over-shadowed by Kingsbridge, had a parish church and three chapels.   Rival plantations, now known as 

Newton Abbot, developed in the mid-thirteenth century where the Exeter to Totnes road crosses the tiny river 

Lemon.   In the late-twelfth century the manor of Wolborough was granted to Torre Abbey, the town later being 

called Newton Abbot.   On the other side of the stream was the manor of Teignwick (Highweek).   In 1246 the 

lord of the manor obtained grants of a market and authorization to create burgages.   It became known as  

Newton Bushel, from the name of a later seigneur.
111

   Between them they had three chapels of ease and three 

other chapels.   The subsequently great port of Dartmouth gained borough status in the early-thirteenth century 

and developed sufficiently for seventeen chapels to be licensed, of which Holy Trinity (1286) or St Saviour, and 

St Clair (1331) were chapels of ease.
112

   The relatively late but rapid growth of Plymouth appears to have been 

based on two pre-existing villages which gained borough status in the late-thirteenth century.
113

   Plymouth and 

its environs  

                                                 
107· ‘First Report of the Committee on Devonshire Records’, TDA, xxi (1889), p. 125; Reg. Grandisson, 

Exeter, iii, 1606;  Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 197;  Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Top. Devon, b.1., fo. 132;  

C.D. Lineham, ‘Deserted Sites on Dartmoor’, TDA, xcvii (1965), 174. 

108·M.W. Beresford, New Towns in the Middle Ages, p. 418. 

109·Ibid, pp. 142, 425. 

110
 Ibid, pp. 133, 142. 

111·Ibid, pp. 134, 245-6, 423. 

112·For date see Hugh R. Watkin, ‘The Foundation and Early History of Dartmouth and Kingswear Churches’, 

TDA, xliii (1911), pp. 154-5;  Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, p. 617. 

113·M.W. Beresford, New Towns of the Middle Ages,  p. 281. 
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had a total of 37 chapels, including six chapels of ease:  St Budeaux, Egg Buckland, Pennycross, Plymstock, 

Blaxton at Maristow and Sampford Spiney both in Tamerton Foliot.   Hartland and Tiverton also had a large 

number of chapels.   Of Hartland’s sixteen chapels about eight were chapels of ease, and of Tiverton’s 27 about 

twelve, but this relates rather to the fact that their parishes were large, being former minsters, than to their 

borough status. 

 Many of Devon’s boroughs were created near rivers and on highways.   As Beresford points out, a 

bridge, ferry or ford would act as focus for local routes on either bank of the river.
114

   Such crossing places 

were limited, and provided economic opportunities in the transferring of goods from road to river transport and 

the sale of goods carried.   The traffic on the Dart sustained not only the older town of Totnes but the plantation 

at Bridgetown Pomeroy on the opposite bank where a chapel of ease, important enough to have its own 

cemetery, was documented in 1410.
115

   The main road alone was sufficient reason for the creating of a borough 

in other places.   For example, Honiton was planted on the London to Exeter road and, as at Okehampton, the 

church (originally a manorial chapel) is remote from the borough;  there was at least one chapel of ease here 

(All Hallows and perhaps St Thomas).   Newport, on the main road to Exeter just outside Barnstaple, had a 

chapel of ease.
116

   In the late-fifteenth and early-sixteenth centuries Cullompton, Tiverton and Totnes rose with 

cloth production.
117

   Out of Cullompton’s eight chapels those of St George, St James and that at Langford were 

probably chapels of ease.   Tiverton and Totnes are discussed earlier. 

 In Lincolnshire, no chapels are recorded in the ninth century Danish burh of Stamford;  as in Lincoln, 

the emphasis was on parish churches.   By 1086 Louth, Torksey and Grantham had burgess communities.
118

   

Only Grantham is recorded as having had chapels of ease (Braceby, Gonerby,  

                                                 
114·Chapels on bridges and highways are discussed in Chapter 4.2.    

115·M.W. Beresford, New Towns in the Middle Ages, p. 116;  Hugh R. Watkin, The History of Totnes Priory 

and Medieval Town, 2 vols + index (Torquay, 1914, 1917), ii, 1080. 

116·M.W. Beresford, New Towns in the Middle Ages, Figures 39, 40, p. 262. 

117·W.G. Hoskins, Devon, pp. 380, 495, 506. 

118·Graham Platts, op. cit., pp. 186-7. 
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Londonthorpe, Sapperton and Spittlegate St Leonard).
119

   Grantham was the hub of a local network of 

economic and social activities,
120

 which may explain why the parish had as many as seven chapels.   Six of 

Lincolnshire’s boroughs - Boston, Caistor, Gainsborough, Grimsby, New Sleaford and Willingthorpe - date 

from after the Conquest and before 1377.   The numbers of chapels of ease and total numbers of chapels 

indicated on Table 9 are few compared with those in Devon.
121

   Boston, like Stamford, in the early-thirteenth 

century had an important fair which attracted merchants from abroad;  it rose to become England's chief wool 

port in the 1270s and 1280s.
122

   Boston’s export of wool was still high in the mid-fourteenth century, but in the 

early-sixteenth it was low, and no cloth was exported.
123

   R.H. Britnell points out that it had no specialized 

industry and declined with the population of its hinterland.
124

   The port of Grimsby was blocked with mud and 

sand in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and there was competition from other ports.   The implications 

from tax returns of 1332 are that Barton-upon-Humber, Caistor and Wainfleet had passed the peak of their 

prosperity.   The growth of Barton-on-Humber was checked by the emergence of Hull (Yorkshire), and 

Wainfleet was similarly affected by the rise of Boston.
125

   Graham Platts argues that, since Lincoln was the 

focal point of commerce in the region, certain towns and townships functioned as ‘relay towns’.   Amongst 

these were the boroughs of Gainsborough, which linked Lincoln with north Nottinghamshire and south 

Yorkshire;  Sleaford, which linked Lincoln with Kesteven and the western fens of Holland;  and Torksey, which 

was nearby.
126

   It follows that they would have declined together.    

 Analysis of the relative wealth of the two counties confirms that Lincolnshire was ahead before 1350 

when most of its relatively few chapels were first recorded;  Devon was ahead after  

                                                 
119·Dorothy Owen, ‘Medieval Chapels in Lincolnshire’, p. 18. 

120·Graham Platts, op. cit., pp. 194-5. 

121·As mentioned earlier, the church at Boston originated as a chapel of ease to Skirbeck.  

122·R.A. Donkin, ‘Changes in the Early Middle Ages’, pp. 118, 123. 

123·Alan R.H. Baker, ‘Changes in the Later Middle Ages’, p. 240. 

124·R.H. Britnell, ‘Tenant Farmers and Farming’, pp. 611-2. 

125·Ibid, p. 224;  M.W. Beresford and H.P.R. Finberg, op. cit., pp. 136-8.   

126·Ibid, pp. 193-4, 222. 
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that date when the majority of its many chapels were first documented.   At the time of the Lay Subsidy of 

1334, Lincolnshire ranked thirteenth in wealth amongst English counties;  Devon ranked 32nd and Cornwall 

34th.   In the ranking of provincial towns based on the average of ‘aids’ under Henry II (1154-89) Lincoln was 

third and Grimsby twelfth;  in Devon, only Exeter was recorded, in sixth place.
127

   In the Lay Subsidy of 1334 

in Lincolnshire, Boston ranked fourth, Lincoln had fallen to sixth, and Stamford 28th.   Two large towns were 

recorded in Devon:  Plymouth, which had temporarily overtaken Exeter in 22nd place, and Exeter 26th.   In 

1524 to 1525 there were still only two large towns recorded in Devon, but the situation was reversed.   Exeter 

was in fifth place and Totnes had joined the ranks at sixteenth.   In Lincolnshire, Lincoln had fallen to fifteenth 

place, Boston to 22nd and Stamford to 30th.
128

  Evidence from Lincolnshire towns consistently points to decline 

in the fifteenth century,
129

 whereas in Devon, Exeter had risen and the towns of Cullompton, Tiverton and 

Totnes were developing.   Devon’s prosperity after 1350 was owed in great measure to its cloth industry, which 

developed in the countryside.    

 

CHAPELS IN THE COUNTRYSIDE 

Chapels in the countryside, excluding those on manors and those of the religious professions, comprised about 

29% of identified chapels in Devon.   Amongst these are chapels of ease in about 25 of the 38 boroughs listed 

by M.W. Beresford and H.P.R. Finberg which are not considered to have developed into towns.
130

   Examples 

include Colyford, situated where the Exeter to Dorchester road crossed the river Coly and Newton Poppleford, 

on the same road west of a river  

                                                 
127·R.A. Donkin, ‘Changes in the Early Middle Ages’, p. 134. 

128·R.A. Donkin, ‘Changes in the Early Middle Ages’, R.E. Glasscock, ‘England circa 1334’, Alan R.H. Baker, 

‘Changes in the Later Middle Ages’, A New Historical Geography of England, pp. 134, 141, 184, 243.   

W.G. Hoskins, The Age of Plunder: 1500-1547 (London and New York, 1976), p. 13, gives the tax yield of 

the subsidy of 1523-27 to the nearest pound. 

129
 Graham Platts, op. cit., p. 228. 

130·M.W. Beresford and H.P.R. Finberg, English Medieval Boroughs: A Hand-list, pp. 86-101. 
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crossing;
131

  and South Zeal, on the Exeter to Okehampton road,
132

 all of which gave rise to the founding of a 

chapel.   It has been noted that most of Devon lies in the highland zone of Britain where hamlets are the 

predominant settlement pattern, but that there are exceptions.   W.G. Hoskins mentioned about eighteen 

nucleated villages in Devon, not all of which were in low lying land.   They occurred in the north (for example, 

Northam, Pilton), south (Paignton, Yealmpton), east (Colyton, Sidbury), west (Bradworthy, North Lew) of the 

county, and in the Exe valley (Silverton and Thorverton).
133

   The chapels of several nucleated villages are 

identified in the gazetteer.   Silverton, for example, had three chapels:  St Katherine’s, one in the rectory and a 

churchyard chapel, the last two at least demonstrating that nucleated villages with parish churches could have 

chapels in the village itself.   They could also have outlying settlements with chapels, as at Noss Mayo in the 

parish of Yealmpton.   Churches in the nucleated villages of Braunton, Pilton and Plympton had several 

dependent chapels.   Hamlets and scattered farmsteads predominated in Devon but not all of these were in the 

highland zone.   Luppitt in East Devon, for example, was little more than a hamlet, characterized by isolated 

farmsteads five of which had domestic chapels.
134

   Hamlets and isolated farmsteads are grouped together in the 

gazetteer as rural locations. 

 One feature of medieval Devon’s countryside was the water-driven fulling mill.   R. Pearse Chope and 

E.M. Carus-Wilson referred to sixteen documented by 1340, of which seven were in towns.
135

   Harold Fox 

mentions that 120 or so are recorded in Devon and Cornwall.   Only one quarter of these are known to have 

existed before 1400.   The increase in their incidence thus coincides with the peak period of newly documented 

chapels.   Fox names five mills in rural Devon.   He notes that for every act of investment by a landlord there 

were others by craftsmen, merchants  

                                                 
131·M.W. Beresford, New Towns in the Middle Ages, pp. 113, 420, 424, Figures 13, 14. 

132·Ibid, pp. 106, 109, 426. 

133·W.G. Hoskins, The Making of the English Landscape, p. 48;  Devon, pp. 493, 478.  

134·W.G. Hoskins, Devon, p. 426;  the chapels are identified in the gazetteer.. 

135·R. Pearse Chope, ‘The Aulnager in Devon’, TDA, xliv (1912), p. 569;  E.M. Carus-Wilson, ‘An Industrial 

Revolution of the Thirteenth Century’, p. 196. 
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and other speculators, like the twenty tenants of Yarcombe who built a fulling mill in the 1440s.
136

   In 1445, 

one tenant had a close of pasture called Chapylhay.
137

   There may have been a connection, but near-

contemporary chapels do not necessarily relate to fulling mills.   Cloth taken there was often woven by people 

in their own homes, so connections with chapels would be difficult to establish where both are identified.   

However, other evidence suggests that the cloth-industry was a significant source of prosperity in Devon 

coincidentally with an increase in documented chapels.    

 We have seen that much of Lincolnshire’s wealth before 1350 derived from its wool and urban cloth 

industry.   The best wool came from Lincolnshire, where Lindsey wools had an established reputation at home 

and abroad.
138

   The wool of Devon sheep was coarse.   In 1322 it was too poor to attract major merchants,
139

 

and could not compete on the markets of Europe with the fine cloth of Flanders, or of Lincoln or Stamford.
140

   

However, because of war-time conditions and policies, the export of raw wool to Flanders was temporarily 

prohibited and the import of cloth virtually ceased.   In the late 1330s and 1340s, the English cloth industry 

developed under economic protection and captured the home market.   Urban entrepreneurs, free from 

restriction of town guilds, could produce more cheaply in rural areas.
141

   There was a gradual movement from 

the old-established towns towards a much larger number of smaller places.   The fulling mill, introduced in 

England in the late-twelfth century, strengthened the position of the existing rural industry and stimulated 

entirely new growth.   The south-west peninsular was amongst the chief developing areas.
142

   Devon was 

topographically suitable for water-driven power, and E.M. Carus-Wilson, who made a particular study of the 

cloth-industry, held that it was helped particularly by a change  

                                                 
136·Harold Fox, ‘Tenant Farming and Farmers, Devon and Cornwall’, pp. 738-40. 

137·Reference given by Dr Fox:  P.R.O. S.C. 11/172 (rental). 

138·R.H. Britnell, ‘Farming Practice and Techniques, Eastern England’, iii, p. 209. 

139·H.S.A. Fox, ‘Farming Practice and Techniques, Devon and Cornwall’, p. 321. 

140·E.M. Carus-Wilson, The Expansion of Exeter at the Close of the Middle Ages, pp. 5-7. 

141·R.E. Glasscock, ‘England circa 1334’, p. 169. 

142·R.A. Donkin, ‘Changes in the Early Middle Ages’, pp. 113-4. 
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in fashion:  expensive broadcloth was no longer so much in demand, at first in the home market.   Middle-priced 

cloth, rougher in texture and lighter in weight, became sought after and later the demand for such cloth grew all 

over Europe.   Carus-Wilson noted that in the late-fourteenth and early-fifteenth centuries a few hundred cloths 

were exported.
143

   This may be a low estimate.   R. Pearse Chope drew attention to a fall in returns after a new 

aulnager was appointed for Devon and Exeter in 1399, who confined his attention to Exeter and made no 

attempt to collect dues from the rest of the county.   Three separate commissions were appointed in 1400 and 

1401, at the peak time of recorded licences for chapels in Devon, to inquire into the concealment of certain 

sums of money due from ulnage of cloth.   Chope noted that within ten years the names of nearly 500 different 

vendors are mentioned.
144

   Profits were clearly dispersed widely.   Trade expanded further and in the 1430s and 

1440s Devon’s cloth exports rose to some 1,000 and then to 2,000 and more cloths a year.
145

      

 If the records present a fair picture, the decline in numbers of newly-documented chapels after 1450 

could be explained in part by a depression in the 1450s in Devon’s cloth trade and in England’s trade as a 

whole.   With the fall of Bordeaux and the collapse of English power in France, the French market, still 

England’s principal market for woollen cloth, vanished almost entirely.   Not until a firm and lasting peace was 

made could Devon trade resume its upward trend, and this came in 1475.   Devon’s export of cloths increased 

from some 1,000 cloths a year in the depression of the 1450s and 1460s to an average of 6,000 cloths between 

1481 and 1483, and averaged 3,000 cloths a year before 1495, nearly ten times the late-fourteenth century 

figure.   Between 1497, when the Convention of Boulogne attempted to check piracy, and 1510, Devon’s trade 

enjoyed an unprecedented boom.   After that, much of the trade in English woollen cloth went through London.   

Shipments from Exeter of tin from Devon and Cornwall also mounted steadily towards the turn of the century, 

and increased four-fold between 1490 and 1510.
146

   A corresponding  

                                                 
143·E.M. Carus-Wilson, The Expansion of Exeter at the Close of the Middle Ages, pp. 5-8. 

144·Calendars of Patent Rolls, 1216-1550 (London, 1901-1964), Henry IV, 1399-1401, pp. 348, 413, 520;  R. 

Pearse Chope, ‘The Aulnager in Devon’, pp. 581-3. 

145·E.M. Carus-Wilson, The Expansion of Exeter at the Close of the Middle Ages, pp. 5-8. 

146·E.M. Carus-Wilson, op. cit. (1963), pp. 8-10, 15, 28-9. 
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increase in the recording of new chapels might be expected between 1475 and 1497, and particulary between 

1497 and 1510, but these were few in comparison with the period before 1450.   The situation could reflect 

recording practice but it might be an indication either that saturation-point had been reached in chapels or that 

attention had turned away from chapels towards parish churches in Devon.   W.G. Hoskins drew attention to a 

resurgence of parish church rebuilding in England from the 1480s to about 1540.   By the late-fifteenth and 

early-sixteenth centuries when the cloth-merchants Lane of Cullompton and Greenway of Tiverton accumulated 

wealth, much went to their respective parish churches and almshouses (that at Tiverton having a chapel).  In 

1529 John Whiting added a ‘Whiting chapel’ to Kentisbeare church.   As at Cullompton and Tiverton, he 

embellished it with his wool-merchant marks and arms,
147

 even though his ancestors had been granted licence 

for a private chapel at Wood in Kentisbeare in 1408.
148

 

 

CHAPELS IN PRIVATE DWELLINGS 

In Devon, manorial or household chapels and oratories of the laity in the countryside comprised the most 

numerous category of chapels, about 30% of the total.   In Lincolnshire only 17% were manorial.   The peak 

period for the recording of chapels in Devon falls between 1370 and 1450.   Taking the examples of identified 

chapels of ease and domestic chapels, in the 30 years between 1300 and 1329 inclusively, 15 chapels of ease 

and 31 domestic chapels of the laity were recorded;  in ten years between 1330 and 1339 there were 

respectively 20 and 37.   Between 1340 and 1369 only six chapels of ease and four lay-domestic chapels were 

documented.   In 20 years between 1370 and 1399, 17 chapels of ease and 121 lay-domestic chapels were first-

recorded;  and between 1400 and 1450, 71 and 141 respectively.
149

   Thus documented lay-domestic chapels 

predominated in the period between 1370 and 1450.   Chapels are an indication of wealth and status.   For 

example, most of the commissioners at the above-mentioned inquiry into the concealment of dues from  

                                                 
147·Field visits. 

148·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 282. 

149·The number for chapels of ease does not include those which also had a social function related to their 

sites.  
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ulnage (the duty on cloth), and also of tin not coined or customed which had been taken to foreign parts, had at 

least one domestic chapel.
150

   Thirteen of their chapels may be identified in various parts of the county at dates 

close to 1400.    

 Not all domestic chapels were necessarily substantial buildings and the status or occupations of most of 

the licencees cannot be ascertained, but the majority of licences granted between 1370 and 1450 appear to have 

been for the gentry.   J. Clapham pointed out that the commercializing of English life had been helped by the 

absence of any rigid barrier between gentlemen and traders.   England never developed a law for noble families 

and another for burgesses, as some continental countries did.   English merchants, from early days, had bought 

manors;  great lords had sold the produce of their demesnes.
151

   Thus there was not necessarily a dividing line 

between classes of people with chapels.   Household chapels existed in towns as well as in the countryside but 

were only about 3% of the total, including lay domestic chapels in Exeter but excluding all those of the clergy.   

Private chapels and those who might have them are discussed in Chapter 3.
152

   The owners of some of them are 

brought into discussion in Chapter 6. 

 In conclusion, in comparison with Lincolnshire, the large number of recorded chapels in Devon could 

have arisen on account of a conjunction of circumstances relating in great measure to the topography of the 

land.   Firstly, Devon had fewer parishes than Lincolnshire and its relatively late main period of settlement 

meant that, because of constraints, new places of worship would be chapels rather than parish churches.   

Secondly, many of Devon’s upland parishes were large with difficult terrain, so in the course of settlement more 

places of worship were needed.   Thirdly, Devon was still relatively sparsely settled after the Black Death so 

had more potential for economic growth.   Fourthly Devon had many boroughs which created the need for more 

chapels of ease, whereas Lincolnshire had few.   Fifthly, Lincolnshire, with its many parish churches and few 

chapels was the wealthier county in the first half of the period, Devon in the second when most of its chapels 

were first recorded.   Lincolnshire owed much to wool and its urban cloth industry before  

                                                 
150·CPR, 1399-1401, pp. 348, 413, 520. 

151·J. Clapham, A Concise Economic History of Britain (Cambridge, 1949), p. 193. 

152·Those identified in Devon are indicated in the gazetteer.   
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1350, Devon to its rural cloth industry after 1350.   Wealth was an essential prerequisite for the building and 

furnishing of chapels, especially since parish churches still had to be supported.   A change in fashion to coarse 

cloth appears to have helped Devon particularly.   Numbers of newly recorded chapels declined after 1450, 

when the economic climate became unfavourable, but did not increase when it improved.   The lack of an 

increase of documented chapels in Devon after 1475 could be due to recording practice, but this is not the only 

possible explanation.   Chapels may have reached saturation point, they may have gone out of fashion 

coincidentally with a resurgence of rebuilding of parish churches, and they may have declined because of 

increasing commercialism and an element of humanism - or perhaps a conjunction of circumstances. 
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6  PATRONS, STAFF AND PEOPLE 

 
Much less is known in the context of chapels about the people to whom chapels were important than about 

chapels themselves.   Patrons are not identified in 49.8% of recorded chapels, nor staff in 79.7%, nor the people 

first licensed or known to have held the house to which a chapel was attached in 58.6%.
1
   The word ‘patron’ in 

medieval times signifies a person responsible for choosing the clergyman of a benefice or head of a religious 

house, subject to episcopal approval.   Chapels with their own clergy had similar patrons.   In Devon they 

included the king (temporarily), the bishop and other high-ranking secular clergy, heads of monasteries, the 

nobility and gentry, and colleges and corporations.   Some chapels were owned by the patrons who had rights 

over the building and property including grants of land, as did the canons of Crediton from 1217 over the chapel 

of St Martin at Creedy (Upton Hellions) with its tithes and land.
2
   Figure 6 indicates the proportions of different 

groups of identifiable patrons of chapels, though neither this figure nor the gazetteer take account of changes 

within the period.   The laity appear to have been the most numerous group of patrons, particularly after 1370.   

An increase in lay patronage is evident amongst parishioners also from the late-fourteenth century due in part to 

the foundation of parish guilds and chantries under lay patronage.   Staffing arrangements for chapels are 

unknown in the majority of cases as Figure 7 shows.   Staff of chapels could be full-time, like some household 

chaplains, parochial chaplains of chapels of ease and chantry chaplains, or occasional.   As discussed in Chapter 

3, staffing arrangements determined the character of some chapels.   Collegiate chapels, like those of Exeter 

castle and Haccombe, had a ‘college’ of a number of priests.   The varying status of chapels of ease was 

reflected in part by their staffing arrangements.   Parochial chapels had their own priest and a cure of souls;  in 

others staffing was arranged by the incumbent or monastic  

                                                 
1·More research remains to be done regarding the holding of manors and movement between them.    

2·As discussed in Chapter 1;  James Bridge Davidson, ‘On Some Further Documents Relating to Crediton 

Minster’, TDA, xiv (1882), pp. 247-271. 
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patron, and in a few by parishioners.   Attention has also been drawn in Chapter 3 to the range of people who 

were served by chapels, whether small households or local communities.   Patrons, staff and people involved 

with chapels at bridges in particular are discussed in Chapter 4.2.   The present chapter is divided into sections 

largely following the status of their patrons.   Staff, people and conflicts are drawn into the discussion where 

appropriate.   Because the sources are limited evidence is anecdotal.   However, attention must firstly be given 

to some of the laws relating to patronage.      

 Lay patronage was regulated by legislation against the control of church possessions or tithes by lay 

people at the first and second Lateran Councils (1123 and 1139).
3
   Patronage could be a matter for the king’s 

courts.   The assize of darrein presentment came into being during the reign of Henry II (1154x1189) as a 

remedy to recover ecclesiastical property and allowed royal justices to hear and decide disputes about church 

patronage.
4
   This royal claim was contested (unsuccessfully) by some Church leaders.   The Statutes of Lincoln 

diocese of about 1239 recorded such complaints about lay power, and the Council at London in 1257 put 

forward proposals for the protection of ecclesiastical liberties against royal courts.
5
   Nevertheless, lay power to 

decide patronage disputes continued.   Thus Henry IV in March 1411 imposed a prohibition on admission to the 

benefice of Langtree until Constance le Despenser’s presentation of Walter Cook was found to be good.   Cook 

was instituted in May 1412 and in October was licensed to celebrate at Stowford chapel in Langtree parish.
6
   In 

1412 the king was involved in another dispute, this time regarding the patronage of the chantry of St Mary at 

Heanton Punchardon, the outcome being that Isabella Beaumont sustained her claim against Sir William 

Esturmy.
7
   

 

                                                 
3·Norman P. Tanner, ed., Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils, 2 vols (Georgetown, 1990), i, 191-2, 199.   See 

also Chapter 1. 

4·W.S. Holdsworth, A History of English Law, 15 vols  (London, 1903-65), ii, 179-80, 321. 

5·D. Whitelock, M. Brett and C.N. L. Brooke, ed., Councils and Synods with other documents relating to the 

English Church. I: 871-1204, 2 vols (Oxford, 1981), i, 281-2, 537, 543. 

6·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 235. 

7·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 125. 
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THE KING 

Before the Reformation the king of England had a power over the Church almost equal in practice to that of the 

pope.   In the second-half of the eleventh century, a succession of reforming popes aimed to establish the 

authority of the papacy over the whole of Christendom and, amongst other things, to bring about the control of 

the Church over ecclesiastical appointments.   The issue of papal provisions created a clash of rival legal claims 

- the pope’s protégés versus the king’s.
8
   There was a gradual extension of the papal right to provide until 1351, 

when the Act of Provisors was passed with the object of bringing papal appointments to an end.
9
   No direct 

evidence has been noted of papal intervention in appointments to Devon chapels but influence could have been 

exerted indirectly.   Royal practice and legislation affected patronage in general.   The reign of Edward I (1272-

1307) was a particular watershed.
10

   His statutes De Viris Religiosis of 1279, commonly called ‘Mortmain’, in 

which the king in principle gave himself a veto over all grants or sales of land to the church, in effect extended 

the king’s control of both church and laity.
11

   Royal patronage was augmented by the seizure of alien priories 

by Edward I in 1295 and 1297 and of the lands of the Templars by Edward II in 1308.   These seizures, together 

with some of the implications of Mortmain, helped to encourage the notion of the king as patron paramount in a 

church conterminous with the realm, a concept made public by the above-mentioned statute against papal 

provisions in 1351.
12

 

 The Crown had patronage in its own right in the advowson of Crown livings, the appointment to 

masterships of certain hospitals and to royal free chapels.
13

   The monarch might  

                                                 
8·W.A. Pantin, The English Church in the Fourteenth Century (Indiana USA, 1963), pp. 93-4. 

9·J.R.H. Moorman, Church Life in England in the Fourteenth Century (Cambridge, 1945), p. 8;  Peter Heath, 

Church and Realm (London, 1988), p. 125. 

10·Peter Heath, op. cit. (1988), pp. 26, 35-6. 

11·Ibid, pp. 36-7, 39. 

12·Ibid, pp. 53, 96, 350. 

13·W.A. Pantin, op. cit., p. 31. 
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also be patron of castle and parish chapels.   There is no evidence of direct royal patronage in Devon.
14

   

Nevertheless, as Peter Heath has pointed out, royal patronage was not to be measured by counting royal livings 

- royal pressure was a more significant factor.   Indirect royal patronage existed, when a bishop or abbot was 

pressed by the king to give a living to one his protégés.
15

   Royal patronage in England in the earlier records was 

particularly associated with anchorites, as Ann Warren demonstrates.   Patronage of anchorites was not 

exercised through appointment to a benefice but in the grant of endowments, or gifts of money or in kind.   

Thus the burden of a difficult life was carried by anchorites for both themselves and their patrons in return for 

an easier eternity.
16

   However, no cases of anchorites supported by the king in Devon have been noted.    

 There is evidence of the monarch’s temporary, or ‘accidental’, patronage in Devon.   One way in which 

this might occur was during war.   The Hundred Years’ War with France (c.1337-1453) and the Great Schism of 

the papacy (1378-1417), caused England and France to be on opposite sides politically and sometimes papally.   

There were a number of English religious houses depending on monasteries in enemy territory and these were 

known as ‘alien priories’.   A statute of 1414 sanctioned the suppression of such houses.   Some, with their 

lands, were given to Henry V’s new foundations at Sheen and Syon.
17

   Even before this, the patron of St 

Pancras’ chapel at Rousdon had in 1347 been Edward III because its patrons - Lodres Priory in Dorset - were in 

the king’s hands due to the French wars.
18

   Lodres Priory was a daughter-house of Montebourg Abbey, to 

which the chapel had been presented in 1141x1155.   The chapel came under royal  

                                                 
14·At least after Anglo-Saxon times, as discussed in Chapter 3.   

15·Peter Heath, The English Parish Clergy on the Eve of the Reformation (London and Toronto, 1969), pp. 28-

9, 33-4. 

16·Ann K. Warren, Anchorites and their Patrons in Medieval England (California and London, 1985), pp. 127-

8, 134, 145, 148, 155, 164, 167. 

17·John A.F. Thomson, The Transformation of Medieval England (London and New York, 1983), p. 334. 

18·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, iii, 1356. 
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patronage again in 1407 and 1414.
19

   St Leonard’ chapel at Dona, in Axmouth parish, had been given to the 

same abbey (1185x1191), its patrons in 1396 being the prior and convent of Lodres.
20

   This was probably the 

chapel to which the abbess of Syon presented a chaplain in 1450.
21

   The ‘church’ of Otterton, with its 

dependent chapel of Lahedreland, had been appropriated to the abbey of Mont St Michel by Bishop Henry 

Marshal in 1205,
22

 and in 1415 Otterton Priory was annexed by Henry V to Syon House in Middlesex,
23

 

although its chapel was no longer mentioned.    

 There were two other means by which the Crown had accidental patronage:  firstly, the king had right 

of wardship over heirs of tenants-in-chief when, during the period of wardship, he disposed of the ward’s 

patronage, including the advowson of churches;  secondly, during the vacancy of a see the king took over the 

bishop’s right of patronage.
24

   The perpetual chantry in the chapel of St Mary at Brightleigh, near Okehampton 

provides a probable example of the former.   From at least 1344 the earls of Devon were its patrons.   Henry VI 

was patron in 1423, 1424 and 1425, the earl of Devon resuming control in 1436 and 1451.
25

   In three other 

examples the king was temporarily patron of chapels for no stated reason.   Richard II and Henry IV acted as 

patrons of the chantry in the chapel of Umberleigh, Atherington, between 1398 and 1406.
26

    Henry IV  

                                                 
19·Robert Bearman, ed., Charters of the Redvers Family and the Earldom of Devon, Devon and Cornwall 

Record Society, new series, 37 (Exeter, 1994), p. 37;  J.H. Round, ed., Calendar of Documents Preserved in 

France, vol. i,  (London, 1899), pp. 319-321;  , p. 246;  , iii, 1496;  , p. 198. 

20·Cal. Docs in France, pp. 318-9;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 11. 

21·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 91. 

22·Cal. Docs in France, p. 279. 

23·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 191;  Oliver, Monasticon Dioecesis Exoniensis with supplement (Exeter and 

London, 1846), p. 248. 

24·W.A. Pantin, op. cit., p. 31. 

25·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, iii, 1342;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Hingeston-Randolph, i, 63, 68, 80-1, 213, 361. 

26·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 143;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 216.  
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was patron of the chantry of St Salphinus in the castle at Barnstaple in 1409; and of the chantry of St Thomas by 

the bridge at Barnstaple in 1412.
27

   The dates of these examples do not fall during a vacancy of the see, so they 

must have been cases arising from war, wardships or escheats, or perhaps confiscations.    

 

THE SECULAR CLERGY 

The bishop of Exeter’s personal staff of clergy were also the staff of the cathedral.   He also had a smaller group 

of household staff who helped him to administer the diocese and held services for him in the chapel of 

whichever manor he was living in.
28

   The bishop was patron of these staff.   His residences in Devon, with 

documented chapels, included the palace in Exeter and the episcopal manors at Bishop’s Court, Bishop’s 

Nympton, Bishop’s Tawton, Bishopsteignton, Chudleigh, Crediton and Paignton.   There was probably a chapel 

in his prison in Exeter, of which he would have been patron.
29

   The bishop also held the patronage of the leper 

hospital of St Mary Magdalene in Exeter until he granted it to the city in 1244, receiving in exchange the 

patronage of St John’s Hospital in Exeter.   The chapel of the former, where the congregation were lepers, had 

its own chaplain in 1220 and a chaplain’s clerk.   St John’s Hospital with its chapel, after 1244, was supervised 

by cathedral canons, who were secular clergy.   The staff of the hospital were brothers living under the rule of 

St Augustine.   Eventually they were headed by a prior, also under that rule.   The congregation were the poor 

and sick.
30

   The bishop was also patron of the hospital chapel of St Gabriel at Bishop’s Clyst, founded by 

Bishop Stapledon with a chantry priest in 1311.
31

   The congregation here consisted of poor members of the 

clergy having serious, long-term disabilities.
32

    

                                                 
27·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 145 (both examples). 

28·Nicholas Orme, Exeter Cathedral as it was 1050-1550 (Exeter, 1986), pp. 31-2. 

29·All the above are mentioned in Chapter 3. 

30·Nicholas Orme and Margaret Webster, The English Hospital 1070-1570 (New Haven and London, 1995), 

pp. 226-31, 233-39;  see the gazetteer for dates and first references to the chapels.  

31·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 202. 

32·Nicholas Orme, ‘A Medieval Almshouse for the Clergy: Clyst Gabriel Hospital near Exeter’, The Journal of 

Ecclesiastical History, 39 (1988), pp. 1-15. 
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In 1322 Bishop Stapledon endowed a another chantry in the cathedral’s charnel chapel, and in 1323 appointed 

John de Lideford to say masses for the bishops of Exeter and the faithful departed.   After Stapledon’s death, the 

dean and chapter became patrons.
33

   Bishop Grandisson and his successors may have been patron of the 

churchyard chapel of St John the Baptist at Bishopsteignton, for which indulgence was granted in 1449.
34

   

Lysons referred to remains of a chapel in the churchyard, ‘probably the sanctuary chapel built by Bishop 

Grandisson’.
35

   Bishops might be patrons of anchorites.   Bishop Briwere founded a reclusorium in 1242 near 

the chapel of St Laurence at Crediton and there was also an anchorite connected with St John’s Hospital in 

Exeter.
36

 

 Bishops might also hold chapel patronage by lapse.   Any living falling vacant reverted to the bishop’s 

sequestrator-general who appointed administrators to ensure that services were performed and the fruits 

collected during the vacancy;  if by the end of six months the patron had failed to present a suitable candidate, 

the bishop had right of collation.
37

   This happened regularly in the diocese of Exeter and most notably during 

Bishop Grandisson’s episcopacy following the Black Death when many private patrons were dead or unable to 

find clerks to accept their benefices.  With regard to chantries in chapels, for example, collations by lapse by 

Bishop Grandisson were recorded between 1351 and 1367 for seven chantries in free-standing chapels, in three 

cases on two occasions.  His successor, Bishop Brantyngham, over a longer period (1370-1394), is recorded as 

having collated by lapse to three, in one case on two occasions.
38

   Bishops could also acquire  

                                                 
33·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, pp. 148, 374-6;  Dorothy Owen, ed., John Lydford’s Book, Devon and Cornwall 

Record Society (London, 1974), p. 106;  Nicholas Orme, ‘The Charnel Chapel of Exeter Cathedral’, 

Medieval Art and Architecture at Exeter Cathedral, British Archaeological Association (1991), pp. 162-171. 

34·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, p. 38. 

35·Lysons, ii, 493. 

36·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 5;  Nicholas Orme and Margaret Webster, op. cit., p. 238.  

37·P. Heath, op. cit. (1969), pp. 31-2. 

38
 Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, iii, 1665;  Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 942. 
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occasional rights of presentation by the exertion of pressure, perhaps upon a religious house eager for episcopal 

friendship because of the bishop’s authority in the Church or because of his influence at Court.
39

   No such cases 

are evident in Devon.   Sometimes bishops granted parish churches to the cathedral and appropriated to it the 

tithes paid by the parishioners from these churches.
40

   Dependent chapels would likewise be affected, the 

cathedral staff becoming their patrons.   Thus Bishop John the Chanter (1186-91) presented the church of 

Ashburton to the dean and chapter of Exeter who became patrons of the dependent chapels of Bickington and 

Buckland in the Moor, each of which had its own chaplain.
41

 

 The dean and chapter of Exeter Cathedral were patrons of some 35 livings.   The dean himself was 

patron of Colaton Raleigh church and the fruits, income and other goods of its dependent chapel of St Theobald 

were sequestrated to him in 1335.   It was customary that the income from chapels was guarded jealously by the 

incumbent of parish churches.   Discord arose over the tithes of St Theobald’s in 1347, when it was confirmed 

that offerings to the chapel and tithes of the coppice-wood belonged to the dean.
42

   He also held a rectorial 

manor with a chapel near the church, perhaps that of St Andrew documented in 1347.
43

   The dean was also 

patron of the church of Bishop’s Tawton with its parochial chapels of Swimbridge and Landkey, which were 

appropriated to the deanery of Exeter in 1269 and had their own chaplains.
44

   Approximately 32 chapels came 

under the patronage of both dean and chapter, in various parts of the county.    

                                                 
39·P. Heath, op. cit. (1969), pp. 31-2. 

40·Nicholas Orme, Exeter Cathedral as it was 1050-1550 , p. 33. 

41·Dom John Stéphan, ‘Some Notes on Ashburton Grammar School’, TDA, xci (1959), p. 112;  Reg. Lacy, 

Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 6-7, ii, 33-4. 

42·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 794-5, 1020-21. 

43·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 794-5, 1020-1;  Bridget Cherry and Nikolaus Pevsner, The Buildings of England: 

Devon (London, 1989), p. 273, describe the architectural remains of the chapel in the rectorial manor.   The site  

     of the chapel of St Theobald, documented in 1307 and 1335, at Sanctuary Farm was identified by Canon 

Hoskins (details sent by Mrs M. Elliot).            

44·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 28. 
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Amongst them were Coffinswell (circa 1205), Rawridge in Upottery (1271) and Spitchwick in Widecombe-in-

the-Moor (1284).
45

   Services at Coffinswell were provided by the vicar of St Marychurch.
46

   At Rawridge, the 

dean and chapter agreed in 1289 to provide a chaplain to reside there permanently and to say services every day, 

instead of three times a week as hitherto.
47

   At Spitchwick, where the dean and chapter had a grange, the 

chapel’s own chaplain was mentioned in 1312.
48

   The parochial chapels of St Sidwell and St David in Exeter, 

dependent on the church of Heavitree, were other acquisitions.
49

   A few churches and their dependent chapels 

had patrons outside the diocese.   Certain prebends and their chapels, shown in brackets, by 1244 were held by 

staff of the cathedral of Salisbury, namely Kingsteignton (Highweek, now Newton Abbot), Yealmpton 

(Revelstoke), Kenton, and West Alvington (Malborough, South Huish and South Milton).
50

   Some patrons were 

even more remote.   For example, as recorded in 1329, a canon of York Cathedral held the prebends of Warthill 

and Grendale in the church of Axminster with its chapel;
51

  and the minister of the House of the Holy Trinity, 

Hounslow, was patron of the hospital  

                                                 
45·Canon Brownlow, ‘Notes on the Early History of St Marychurch’, TDA, xviii (1886), p. 157, quoting Exeter 

Cathedral Archives, archives of the Dean and Chapter, 1406;  Nicholas Orme, ‘The Medieval Parishes of 

Devon’, The Devon Historian, 33 (October 1986), pp. 327-331;  Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, pp. xx, 359. 

46·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 338. 

47·Nicholas Orme, ‘Rawridge Chapel, Upottery’, DCNQ, xxxv (Spring 1986), p. 327. 

48·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 406. 

49·Frances Rose-Troup, Lost Chapels of Exeter (Exeter, 1923), pp. 45-6;  Nicholas Orme, ‘The Medieval 

Chapels of Heavitree’, Devon Archaeological Society Proceedings, 49 (1991), p. 123, quoting ECA D&C 

2923;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 126. 

50·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, pp. 6, 193;  O.J. Reichel, ‘The Earlier Sections of Testa Nevil’, TDA, xxxvii 

(1905), p. 428 n. 22, quoting:  Hundred Rolls, 3 Ed. I, no. 32, pp. 79, 411-2, 438.  

51·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 241. 
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chapels of St Laurence at Crediton by 1386, and at Warland in Totnes by 1401.
52

    

 Many of the 66 clergy to whom licences for domestic chapels were recorded would have carried out 

services themselves, but at least ten licences carried the condition that services should be celebrated by a 

suitable priest.   Examples include those for a canon of Crediton in 1332, the rector of Milton Damarel in 1381, 

and the rector of High Bickington in 1388.
53

   Up to 50 licences with no place mentioned were granted to clergy.   

These could have been for celebration in the rectory or elsewhere in the parish.   In a sense, some rectors and 

vicars were patrons of chapels of ease in cases where they had an obligation to appoint a priest to staff such a 

chapel.   Clergymen shared with other members of medieval society the possibility of offering anchorites 

financial support,
54

 as some did for a succession of anchorites enclosed in a cell in the cemetery of St Leonard’s 

in Exeter.
55

 

 The more obvious role of clergymen was as staff.   The various staffing arrangements in chapels have 

been mentioned earlier.   At Haccombe the college of priests assisted the archpriest in the cure of souls.   They 

were all to board and lodge under the same roof and their salary was to be two marks each yearly.
56

   Elsewhere, 

parochial chaplains were unbeneficed and were hired for a small annual salary.   A parochial chaplain might 

assist or deputize for the rector or vicar in the parish church, or serve in a parochial chapel were he would look 

after the cure of souls and say mass at appointed times.   He belonged to the unprivileged class of priest from 

which chantry  

                                                 
52·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 168-9;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 215.   After 1378 the bishops appointed the 

wardens to Warland Hospital and in 1509 Bishop Oldham transferred the advowson and property of the 

chapel of Warland (which he claimed belonged to him) to the warden and college of vicars choral (Nicholas 

Orme, ‘Warland Hospital, Totnes and the Trinitarian Friars in Devon’, DCNQ, xxxvi, part ii (1987), pp. 43, 

45). 

53·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 664;  Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 662. 

54·A. Warren, op. cit., p. 265. 

55·St Leonard’s was still called a chapel in 1453;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 178, iv, 7;  Ann Warren, 

op. cit., pp. 268-73.   

56·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 852-5;  A.W. Searley, ‘Haccombe’, TDA, liii (1921), pp. 180-7.   
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chaplains were chosen.
57

   Examples are given in Chapter 3 of the various staffing arrangements in chapels and 

Figure 7 gives numbers of the different groups in the relatively few cases where they are known.   Because 

records of staffing are sparse except for institutions to benefices, the system probably worked uneventfully in 

the majority of cases, with those which gave rise to conflict being recorded.   The staff of chapels were 

sometimes recalcitrant in their duties and mandates were issued requiring them to serve, as for example at 

Winkleigh where the vicar was required in 1384 to administer the eucharist in the chapel of Hollocombe.
58

   

Difficulties of staffing spanning several years were experienced in Revelstoke chapel, at a remote site.   In 1421 

a chaplain was compelled to serve its cure, the vicar of the mother church of Yealmpton having offered him a 

sufficient stipend.
59

   Chaplains were again compelled to serve in 1441 and 1450.   The fruits and revenues were 

sequestrated in 1450 because the vicar had left the cure unserved, though bound to do so by immemorial custom 

and by a canonical composition, and were sequestrated again in 1457.
60

   At South Huish in 1454 the 

archdeacon of Totnes and three parishioners of the chapel were required to sequestrate the fruits and revenues 

because the vicar of West Alvington had left the cure unserved.
61

   A few cases of clerical incontinency gave 

rise to disputes.   For example, the rector of Washfield and curate of the dependent chapel of Hatherland was 

convicted of incontinency with his servant.   He refused to perform the moderate penance of going on foot to 

the cathedral and thence to Crediton church, offering 6s. 8d. for the fabric of each, so he was excommunicated.   

He remained impenitent and in 1411 was inhibited from serving his churches, the parishioners being forbidden 

to hold communion with him.
62

   Two indications appear in the registers which suggest  

                                                 
57·A. Hamilton Thompson, The English Clergy and their Organization in the Later Middle Ages (Oxford, 

1947), pp. 122-5. 

58·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 523. 

59·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 55. 

60·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 247;  iii, 76, 89;  DRO, Chanter XII, Reg. Nevill, Exeter, fo. 35. 

61·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 192. 

62·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 365. 
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that the decline in the number of recorded chapels after 1450 may have been partly due to a shortage of priests.   

As early as 1437, the vicar of North Molton was licensed to celebrate twice in one day when necessary, in both 

his parish church and the chapel of St Andrew, because of the shortage of priests.   In July 1450 mention was 

made of  ‘this time of severe pestilence’, when the sub-prior and convent of Plympton granted an exceptional 

licence for the burial of parishioners at Plymstock.
63

         

 Chantry priests were amongst the staff of at least 34 Devon chapels.   Because of the Statute of 

Mortmain, royal licence was required for the endowment of chantries.
64

   In Bishop Grandisson’s register there 

is reference to a royal charter in the foundation document of 1348 for the chantry of Hugh Courtenay, earl of 

Devon, at Colcombe near Colyton, which mentions an endowment of one dwelling house, nine acres of garden 

or orchard, 57 acres of arable land, three-and-a-half acres of meadow and half an alder wood.
65

   Nicholas 

Orme’s paper, which lists chantries at their Dissolution, is discussed in particular in Chapter 2.
66

   Amongst the 

‘perpetual chantries’ which survived until the Reformation were those of Waddeton at Stoke Gabriel (1323) and 

Colcombe near Colyton (1348), for which the foundation documents are transcribed in the episcopal registers.
67

   

Many chantries were of a temporary nature.   For example, in 1415 Walter and Agatha Thoreslegh left a 

tenement for the funding of a chaplain to say mass for their souls for twenty years in the chapel of St Saviour in 

Dartmouth.
68

   Such chantries are poorly recorded but they were a popular institution and similarly gave lay 

patrons power of appointment. 

  

                                                 
63·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 272-3. 

64·The Calendars of Patent Rolls contain many records of these. 

65·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 1047. 

66·Nicholas Orme, ‘The Dissolution of the Chantries in Devon, 1546-8’, TDA, 111 (1979), pp. 75-123. 

67·Reg. Grandisoon, Exeter, iii, 1535 (inserted);  Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 1047. 

68·Edward Windeatt, ‘The Borough of Clifton-Dartmouth-Hardness and its Mayors and Mayoralities’, TDA, 

xliii (1911), p. 138. 
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Kathleen Wood-Legh described the development of British chantries.
69

   They appear to have begun to be 

important in the thirteenth-century, in connection with the increasing importance of the mass as demonstrated in 

the decree in favour of the doctrine of transubstantiation of the Lateran Council of 1215.
70

   The institution of 

the feast of Corpus Christi followed.
71

   The comparatively small endowments needed for a chantry - cash of 

£50 upwards in the thirteenth century - brought the possibility of founding one within the means of hundreds of 

people.
72

   The provision for a perpetual chantry usually involved the creation of a new benefice, since a priest 

was not normally allowed to celebrate more than one mass a day.
73

   The revenues of most chantries often failed 

to provide a living for a priest especially after the Black Death when incomes fell while wages rose.   There was 

reference to the poverty of the chantry in the churchyard chapel of Ermington in 1429, for example, although it 

survived until the Reformation.
74

 

 

THE RELIGIOUS ORDERS 

In Devon approximately equal proportions of secular clergy and the religious orders are identifiable as patrons 

of chapels.   Amongst the secular clergy about 121 cases are recorded, while the heads of religious houses were 

patrons of about 124.   The houses were mostly monasteries within the county;  four examples are selected to 

give a glimpse of the scale in time, geographical location and monastic orders.   The hermits’ land at 

Badgworthy in Brendon was granted to the Knights  

                                                 
69·K.L. Wood-Legh, Perpetual Chantries in Britain (Cambridge, 1965). 

70·Charles-Joseph Hefele, Histoire des Conciles, 10 vols (Paris, 1907-38), v, part ii, p. 1325 (in the first canon). 

71·F.M. Powicke and C.R. Cheney, ed., Councils and Synods with other documents relating to the English 

Church, II: 1205-1313, 2 vols  (Oxford, 1964), ii, 982, 1022:  it is mentioned in one version of the Statutes 

of Exeter II (1287). 

72·K. Wood-Legh, op. cit., pp. 7, 130, 303. 

73·Ibid, pp. 8, 11, 16. 

74·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 220;  Nicholas Orme, ‘The Dissolution of the Chantries in Devon, 1546-

8’, p. 106. 
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Hospitallers (1162x1184) and by 1288 Badgworthy had its own chapel.
75

   The patrons of the chapel of St Clair 

at Dartmouth, were the Premonstratensian canons of Torre Abbey (1331).
76

   The abbot and convent of 

Hartland, ‘Arrouasian’ Augustinians, were patrons of the chapel at Clifford (1400).
77

   The Cistercian abbey of 

Buckland became new patron of the chapel of St Petroc, (at Petton) near Bampton in 1445, when a chaplain was 

to be found by the abbot and convent ‘for ever’.
78

   Monastic patrons from outside the county included the prior 

and convent of Bath, the former patrons of the chapel at Petton (1107x1137) and of another at Donningstone in 

Clayhanger (in Borden Gate).
79

   This chapel was given instead to Torre Abbey by William Briwere and in 

1233x1234 three services a week were taken here by the chaplain of Clayhanger.
80

   In 1535, Bath still retained 

the free chapel of Clayhanger, and also that of Chudderleigh (Chudleigh?).
81

    

 The abbot and convent of Tavistock probably founded the leper hospital at Tavistock, in about 1244, 

where the hospital’s own chaplain was endowed in 1341 although in 1421 licence was  

                                                 
75·J.F. Chanter, ‘The Priory of Bodmescombe, Uffculme’, DCNQ, viii, i (1915), pp. 50-6, quoting the cartulary 

of Buckland Abbey and the manor rolls of Brendon;  Risdon, p. 351, noted that Bagworthy was given by the 

prior of the hospital of Jerusalem to Walter Bagworthy, who passed this land (1399) to Robert Lord 

Harrington, then lord of the manor of Brendon - in which case the chapel Knights Hospitallers would still 

have been patrons of the chapel in 1288. 

76·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 617. 

77·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 124. 

78·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 300-310. 

79·W. Hunt, ed., Two Chartularies of the Priory of St Peter at Bath, Somerset Record Society, 7 (1893), pp. 39-

40, 60-1. 

80·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 477;  Deryck Seymour, Torre Abbey (Exeter, 1977), pp. 148-9;  T.W. Whale, 

‘The Tax Roll of  “Testa de Nevill”’, TDA, xxx (1898), p. 257. 

81·John Caley, ed., Valor Ecclesiasticus Temp. Henr. VIII Auctoritate Regia Institutus, 6 vols (London, 1810-

34), i, 201. 
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granted for suitable chaplains from the community or town.
82

   The abbot and convent of Tavistock were also 

patrons of the poor hermit who received licence for services in the chapel of St John the Baptist near Tavistock 

in 1383.
83

   Plympton Priory would have had an anchorite cell if canon Richard Lyle satisfied the requirements 

of examination in 1439.
84

   There are remains of chapels with Torre Abbey connections at Alfardisworthy in 

Bradworthy and Ilsham in Torbay.
85

    

 Monastic patrons of chapels were often embroiled in disputes.   In the first of the following three 

examples a compromise was reached but the monastic patron gained ultimately over a lay claimant, in the 

second the bishop imposed control over a monastic patron, and in the third the dispute was resolved in favour of 

the lay over the monastic claimant.   Firstly, with regard to Leigh in Milton Abbot during Bishop 

Bartholomew’s episcopacy (1161x1184) a jury of three clerics and three laymen upheld the rights of the abbot 

of Tavistock, as rector of Milton Abbot, against William Legh’s claim to nominate a chaplain of his own.   A 

compromise was reached whereby the vicar of Milton was to celebrate at Leigh on four days a week.   Perhaps 

the family felt their cause was lost, because in about 1183 William Legh’s daughter and her husband gave Leigh 

chapel and its appurtenances to Tavistock Abbey.
86

   Secondly, a dispute can be inferred between the bishop and 

the prior of Pilton over presentation to Ashford since the monks had to be compelled in 1269 to present a clerk 

who should serve it regularly.
87

   Thirdly, there was discord in 1312 over the right of presentation to the chantry 

in the bridge-chapel at Barnstaple between Sir William Martyn and the  

                                                 
82·Nicholas Orme and Margaret Webster, op. cit., pp. 259-60;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 12. 

83·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 499. 

84·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 158-9. 

85·Deryck Seymour, Torre Abbey (Exeter, 1977), p. 96;  that at Alfardisworthy has a holy well and has been 

discussed in chapter 4.1, that at Ilsham was on the coast and has been mentioned in chapter 4.2. 

86·H.P.R. Finberg, ‘Some Early Tavistock Charters’, English Historical Review, lxii (1947), pp. 366, 369, 375;  

H.P.R. Finberg, Tavistock Abbey (Cambridge, 1951), pp. 22-4. 

87·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 108. 
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prior and monks of St Mary Magdalene.   It was evidently resolved in favour of the former, who was recorded 

as patron in 1319.   Martyn’s successor, Lord James Audley, was sent a warning letter by the bishop because he 

presented un enfaunt to the chantry in 1329, but he nevertheless continued as patron until at least 1375.
88

   

Significantly, the case was in the fourteenth century when the laity gained more influence as patrons. 

 

THE LAITY 

The laity appear to have been the most numerous patrons of medieval chapels in Devon (Figure 6).
89

   There 

were few nobility in medieval Devon, the earls of Devon being the main exception, so the gentry were the most 

numerous group having domestic chapels and comprised the greater proportion of lay patrons.   Some 222 

named patrons of Devon chapels nevertheless belonged to families later regarded as notable.
90

   R.N. Swanson 

suggests that the increasing foundation of private chapels by the gentry and others in late-medieval England 

made them important potential employers and thus effective patrons.   Not all owners of private chapels were 

patrons of fully-fledged benefices, but they did provide their chaplains with an entrée to a nexus of connections 

which might eventually result in a benefice.
91

    Figure 2 indicates the approximate proportion of lay domestic 

chapels, but it cannot be estimated in how many services were provided by the incumbent of the mother church.   

This question might not be clear even to those concerned in private or public chapels.   For example, Henry 

Tirel of Alfardisworthy in 1315x1350 relinquished his claim of right to three services a week which he 

considered ought to be provided by the mother church of Bradworthy; celebration was to be provided once a 

year only on the feast day of the  

                                                 
88·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 188;  Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 236;  Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 27, 42.  

89·Numbers relate to chapels not people, some of whom were patrons of more than one chapel. 

90·Thomas Westcote, Devonshire in 1630 (Exeter, 1845);  Arthur B. Prowse, ‘Index to Personal Names in 

Westcote’s “View of Devonshire in 1630”, and his Devonshire Pedigrees, edition of 1845’, TDA, xxvii 

(1895), pp. 443-485. 

91·R.N. Swanson, Church and Society in Medieval England (Oxford, 1989), pp. 67-8. 
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chapel.
92

   In 1418 Bishop Stafford intervened to resolve another dispute, this time between the vicar of 

Axmouth and the inhabitants of the hamlet of Dona, the latter claiming and the former refusing to grant 

occasional services in St Leonard’s chapel at Dona.   He nominated a chaplain to hear confessions and celebrate 

divine service for a time, at no cost or detriment to the vicar.
93

    

 The earls of Devon had many manors with private chapels of which those of the Courtenay family are 

most notable.   According to the Liber Niger Domus Regis Edwardi IV, amongst the resources of an earl was the 

right to give free chapels, or he may have been founder of some canons, monks or friars, thereby perhaps raising 

up a chapel with the help of his yeomen and household children.
94

   The earls of Devon were patrons of the 

chantry in their manorial chapel at Colcombe in Colyton at least between 1348 and 1534 with one exception in 

1463.
95

   They also had a chapel in their manor at Tiverton.   General licence for divine service was granted to 

such earls as Edward and his wife for their chapels and oratories in 1378 and to Hugh and his wife in 1408.
96

   

Altogether the earls of Devon were patrons of about twelve chapels, an indication of their power and prestige.   

These include chantries in the chapels of Brightley, Kenn, Newton Poppleford and Sticklepath.   The earls of 

Devon do not appear to have been patrons of anchorites, but Rotha Mary Clay recorded a case in about 1175 

where the earldom of Cornwall was patron of one in Devon.
97

      

 It appears that members of noble and gentle families were more frequently patrons of perpetual 

chantries and of chapels in family seats of long-standing, but patronage could change hands to another category 

of patron.   Such changes are not identified in the gazetteer, which thus gives only a general impression of 

patronage.   In the case of the chantry in the collegiate chapel at Slapton, Sir Guy de Bryan, who founded the 

chantry in 1372, was its patron in 1375 and 1381.
98

    

                                                 
92·Deryck Seymour, op. cit., p. 158. 

93·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 11. 

94·A.R. Myers, The Household of Edward IV (Manchester, 1959), p. 99. 

95·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 1047, to Exeter, DRO, Chanter XIV, Reg. Veysey, Exeter, fo. 73v. 

96·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 388;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, pp. 273-4. 

97·R.M. Clay, The Hermits and Anchorites of England (London, 1914), pp. 212-3, quoting the Pipe Roll 

Society, xxv, p. 153;  xxxvi, p. 9. 

98·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 41, 72;  H.J. Yallop, ‘Slapton College’, TDA, xci (1959), p. 138. 
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By 1400 the patron, Robert Lovel (lord of the manor by right of his wife Elizabeth, grand-daughter of Guy) had 

given the community licence to elect a rector;
99

  Elizabeth finally gave the advowson to the college in 1412 and 

thereafter the patrons were the rector and fellows of Slapton until 1545 when the college was dissolved.
100

   The 

same college of clergy were also patrons of Loddiswell church after its appropriation in 1414 and, by 

implication, of the dependent chapel of Buckland Tout Saints.
101

  

 A few families had a number of manors with a chapel.   Sir John Dynham, for example, had chapels in 

his manors at Hartland (1370, 1387), Ilsyngton (1387), Kingskerswell (1384, 1387), and Nutwell in Lympstone 

(1370, 1386, 1387).
102

   He was granted a general licence in 1371 and 1396.
103

   At least two generations were 

covered by licences since in 1387 Elianora his wife was included, in 1396 Matilda his wife, and in 1429 a 

general licence was granted to Philippa widow of a later Sir John Dynham.
104

   In some cases different branches 

of a family had chapels - or perhaps just people of the same name - and marriages between the ‘chapelled-class’ 

were common as Westcote showed.   John of Chudleigh was granted a general licence in 1332.
105

   A John 

Chudleigh had chapels at Chitterleigh in Bickleigh near Silverton (1408, 1412) and at Hingston in Halberton 

(1410, 1412, 1451), Margaret being mentioned in 1410 and 1412, and Alice in 1451.
106

   John and Margaret had 

a general licence in 1421 for all their houses in the diocese.
107

   Sir James Chudleigh and Joanna his wife had 

licences for their domestic chapel in Shirwell in 1380 and 1381, and a  

                                                 
99·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 330;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Hingeston-Randolph, i, 131. 

100·H.J. Yallop, op. cit., pp. 141, 147;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Hingeston-Randolph, i, 131;  DRO, Chanter XIV, 

Reg. Veysey, Exeter, fo. 50v. (1530);  Valor Ecclesiasticus, ii, p. 372. 

101·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, pp. 243-4;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, pp. 300-1. 

102·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 227, 504;  ii, 623, 646; 

103·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 243;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 274. 

104·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 215. 

105·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 651. 

106·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 273;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iii, 98. 

107·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 77. 
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general licence in 1386.
108

   Another James Chudleigh, perhaps a descendent, was granted licence in 1505 for 

his manors of Ashton and Broadclyst.
109

   A daughter of the Chudleigh family at Ashton married into the Coffin 

family of Portledge in Alwington, where there was allegedly a chapel.
110

      

 Merchants were also patrons of domestic chapels, one such being John Hawley, the sea-farer and 

sometime mayor of Dartmouth (1397, 1408, 1417).   Another was John Whiting, a cloth-merchant of Wood in 

Kentisbeare (1408, 1438), where the rector provided services in 1438 at least.
111

   Thomas Leigh, evidently 

another cloth-merchant, left money and timber for the building of the chantry house belonging to the Guild of 

the Trinity at South Molton.
112

   The numerous other lay persons who had domestic chapels are identified in the 

gazetteer.   Licences for domestic chapels or oratories could be granted to a single person, as in the case of John 

Frouke at Merton (1400).
113

   They could also be for a husband and wife, as at Bradfield in Uffculme (1374);
114

  

or for the family and guests, as granted to Richard of Chuseldene for his chapels at Broadclyst and Clyst Hydon 

(1328).
115

   In many cases licences are recorded at different times for people of different names which could 

indicate that the manor had changed hands, although a change of family name may have arisen through 

marriage.  

 Knights or gentlemen were founders of at least nine hospitals in Devon before the Reformation, as 

Margaret Webster found.   Examples are the hospital of St Alexius for the infirm or sick poor, founded in about 

1164 by William Fitz-Ralph, and John Gilbert’s leper house at  

                                                 
108·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 415-6, 449;  ii, 627. 

109·DRO, Chanter XIII, Reg. Oldham, Exeter, fo. 133v. 

110·Thomas Westcote, op. cit., pp. 462-3;  G.W. Copeland, ‘Presidential Address’, Transactions of the 

Plymouth Institution, xxi (1947-8 and 1948-9), p. 110;  Cherry and Pevsner, p. 690. 

111·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 276 (Hawley);  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 282;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 

80 (Whiting). 

112·Oswyn Murray, ‘Devonshire Wills’, TDA, liii (1921), p. 55. 

113·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 275. 

114·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 348. 

115·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, i, 378. 
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Newton Bushell, founded in 1538.
116

   The merchant class founded six or seven hospitals in Devon, for 

example, St John’s Exeter founded by the Long brothers in the early thirteenth-century, and Warland Hospital 

in Totnes, of which Walter le Bon was co-founder in 1271.   Others were mainly after 1400 and were typically 

almshouses,
117

 but few of these had chapels.   Corporate lay patrons of hospitals appear to have been far less 

common than individual ones.   As mentioned earlier, the patronage of St John’s Hospital in Exeter passed from 

the city to the bishop in 1244, when the city received patronage of the hospital of St Mary Magdalene in 

return.
118

   The mayor and citizens of Exeter were patrons of St Edmund’s on Exe-Bridge in Exeter, still referred 

to as a chapel in 1265;
119

  and the chapel of St George in Exeter’s guildhall belonged to the city corporation.
120

   

Where groups of people were patrons of a chapel, they tended to be members of a guild or fraternity.
121

    

 A variety of outlets linked with chapels was available to medieval women, including patronage.   One 

vocational possibility open to women in the medieval Church was enclosure as anchorites, which attracted more 

women than men.
122

   Anchorages included chapels or access to them.   Enclosure was particularly thorough in 

Exeter diocese.   When Bishop Grandisson gave permission for Beatrice of Colyford to be enclosed at the 

chapel of St Calixtus in Colyford, he directed the Abbot of Newenham to shut her up in the cell and block up 

the door.   The Exeter rite for enclosing anchorites implies the building up of the entrance, but according to the 

Use of Sarum the door was to be ‘firmly closed from the outside’.
123

   Ann Warren finds that lay anchoresses  

                                                 
116·Exeter University, Margaret Webster, ‘The Hospitals of Medieval Devon’, MPhil thesis (1992), pp. 31, 35. 

117·Ibid, p. 36. 

118·Ibid, p. 40. 

119·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 140. 

120·Nicholas Orme, ed., Unity and Variety (Exeter, 1991), p. 67. 

121·These are discussed in Chapter 3. 

122·Rotha Mary Clay, op. cit., p. 73. 

123·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 650;  Rotha Mary Clay, op. cit., pp. 141-2. 
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came from every social group, nuns from purely aristocratic backgrounds.
124

   A more popular option for well-

born single women was to enter a nunnery.   Private chapels for abbesses or prioresses and chapels of ease 

associated with nunneries are mentioned in Chapter 3.   The abbess and convent of St Katherine’s Priory at 

Polsloe near Exeter were patrons from 1201 of East Budleigh church and, by implication, of its parochial chapel 

of St John the Baptist at Withycombe Raleigh.
125

   One fifteenth-century Exeter source suggests that women 

worshipped at the western part of the church,
126

 and if so, this custom may have been observed in chapels of 

ease.   In domestic chapels at least women may have achieved a measure of equality - an invisible factor in 

creating the demand for domestic chapels?   Wives were surely not without influence either, and Peter de 

Palerna in about 1214 made his grant of 28 pence to 28 chapels in the city of Exeter with the consent of Ysabel, 

his wife.
127

 

 The name of the first person mentioned in licences for domestic chapels was most frequently male, as 

the gazetteer shows, but usually the name of his wife followed.   About twenty licences were granted to widows.   

Licences for household chapels in Devon generally gave widows precedence over sons and their wives.   For 

example, Thomasia Fytzwaryn, widow of Walter, Almeric Fitzwaryn and Margaret his wife were in 1401 

granted licence to have mass celebrated in the chapel of St Katherine at Totley in Highampton.
128

   There are 

several licences for widows alone, such as Ymeynia de Cheverestone in 1309, at Ilton in Malborough.
129

   In a 

few cases there is no indication whether or not the women were widows, but they probably were.   Elizabeth 

Credy  

                                                 
124·Ann Warren, op. cit., pp. 16-25. 

125·Ethel Lega-Weekes, ‘The Pre-Reformation History of St Katherine’s Priory, Polsloe’, TDA, lxvi

 (1934), pp. 451, 454-5, 458. 

126·Ralph Barnes, ed. Liber Pontificalis of Edmund Lacy, Bishop of Exeter, Reclusio anachoritarum,  (Exeter, 

1847), pp. 131-7 (the original is in Exeter Cathedral Archives, Archives of the Dean and Chapter);  Ann 

Warren, op. cit., p. 95. 

127·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 451. 

128·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 274. 

129·Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 299. 
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of Orleigh at Buckland Brewer, for example, who was granted a licence in 1417, is known from another source 

to have been a widow.
130

   Widows in towns might also have domestic chapels, like Isabella Bydewyll (1402) 

and Alice White (1446), both of Barnstaple, and Isota Wyllysforde of St Petroc’s parish in Exeter (1404).
131

   As 

discussed in Chapter 3, many guilds included lay-women amongst their members, and guild chapels provided 

an alternative religious outlet to the parish church for some women.   However, in the guild of St Nicholas at 

Barnstaple at least, as J.R. Chanter pointed out, five widows are entered on the lists of members in the early-

fourteenth century, but no women’s names as members in their own right.
132

   Religious outlets were provided 

for anchorites, nuns, wives and mature widows in medieval society.   A question remains regarding options 

available to other women.   Plate 14, which shows only women at a cult spring in Brittany, suggests the idea 

that they may have been drawn particularly to cult chapels. 

 Many parishioners, probably all male, were familiar with canon law, and a copy of the statutes of the 

Exeter diocesan synod of 1287 numbered amongst the books which churches and chapels of ease should 

have.
133

   Episcopal permission might be given for a burial ground where journeys were hazardous or chapels 

were separated by two miles from their mother churches, less in the case of impediment by flood, on the 

condition that the cemetery was paid for by the parishioners and that they should compensate the mother 

church.
134

   People knew how to present their petitions with regard to the law, dangers and also economic 

interests.   The parishioners of the parochial chapel of St John the Baptist at Withycombe Raleigh, who dwelt in 

Exmouth, in about 1414 petitioned the pope for a new chapel with a burial ground.   They could sometimes not 

go to St John’s without danger of death on account of floods and, because of Exmouth’s proximity to the  

                                                 
130·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 274;  W.H. Rogers, ‘Orleigh: An Ancient House’, TDA, lviii (1926), p. 191. 

131·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, pp. 272, 283;  Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 355. 

132·J.R. Chanter, ‘Vestiges of an Early Guild of St Nicholas at Barnstaple’, TDA, xi (1879), p. 202. 

133·H. Michell Whitley, ‘Visitations of Devonshire Churches’, TDA, xlii (1910), p. 450. 

134·Councils and Synods, II, ii, p. 1005. 
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sea, pirates could take the whole of it and burn it while inhabitants were attending divine offices.
135

   At 

Kingsbridge, before 1414, parishioners stated that chapel stood in a valley near the sea-shore, a long way from 

the parish church at Churchstow, which was built at the top of a high hill.   The road to it, along which funerals 

had to pass, was by a long, tedious, dangerous and difficult ascent of the said hill.   Some of the parishioners 

were sailors, shipmasters, tradesmen, merchants, artisans and mechanics, making a living by the labour of their 

hands and devoting themselves to works of public utility.
136

   The case of the fishermen and labourers of 

Revelstoke, fearsome of coastal raids whilst on funeral journeys, is mentioned in Chapter 4.2.   They also 

claimed that the general economy could not sustain such long absences from work.
137

   Economic interests could 

also instigate the change of a chapel’s festival day, as at St Giles in the Wood in 1439, when the dedication 

festival was changed to avoid interference with harvesting.
138

   The chapel at Venn Ottery, dependent on 

Harpford, probably provides another example, since the parishioners were frequently unable to hold the proper 

services on their feast of dedication ‘by reason of various hindrances’.   The bishop agreed in 1410 to the 

parishioners’ petition to change the day to 10 December.
139

   Venn Ottery is more suited to pasture than arable, 

and it is likely that parishioners were lambing in March and carrying out other pastorial duties, some perhaps 

connected with the cloth industry, until December.
140

  

At relatively few chapels of ease the parishioners were patrons who employed their own chaplain as 

well as providing funds for the building.   The examples of Chudleigh Knighton  

                                                 
135·Calendar of Entries in the Papal Registers, ed. J.A. Tremlow, vol. vi (London, 1904), pp. 487-8, 508;  

R.B.M., ‘Exmouth: Chapel of St Anne, 1415’, DCNQ, xiii (1924-5), pp. 87-9, quoting the above;  it is not 

known whether the chapel was built. 

136·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, pp. 227-9. 

137·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, iv, 314-8. 

138·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 151-2. 

139·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, pp. 101-2. 

140·There was a fulling mill at Harpford from 1299 and one at Aylesbeare by 1377 (R. Pearse Chope, ‘The 

Aulnager in Devon’, p. 569). 
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(Hennock) in 1332,
141

 Crockernwell (Cheriton Bishop) in 1390,
142

 and Salcombe (1402, 1420) are noted in 

Chapter 3.
143

   Divine service was to be celebrated there by suitable priests and at Salcombe in 1420 it was 

stated that the vicar was not to be burdened with finding the chaplain, but all was to be done with his good 

will.
144

   Where chapels were staffed by the incumbent of the parish church, chapel parishioners could play an 

important role in reporting on him at visitations and inquiries.   Usually all was well, but at a visitation in 1301 

the vicar of St Marychurch, who had charge of the chapels of Collaton, Kingskerswell and Coffinswell, was 

accused by parishioners of keeping tithes and bequests for his own use, amongst other midsdemeanours.   The 

parishioners of Collaton were allotted to either to their mother church of St Marychurch or to Kingskerswell 

because their chapel was in ruins.   They still exerted pressure, however, and refused to give up their chalice, 

which the mother church claimed together with the fund for keeping the church in repair and the timber for its 

maintenance.
145

   The parishioners of the chapel of St Peter in Buckland Tout Saints, mentioned in Chapter 3, in 

1435 acted as witnesses reporting on the services held there.
146

    

 The role of parishioners of public chapels in reporting on the clergy was useful to the bishop.   The 

Church allowed such initiative as a normal adminstrative process, but in some cases lay initiatives took on a 

confrontational nature, as three examples indicate.   The parishioners of Sherford chapel tried to gain 

independence from the parish church of Stokenham in 1380.   In a court case against the vicar they attempted to 

have the ministering of sacramental observances removed from him, but were unsuccessful.   Sherford was 

described firmly in 1412 as ‘within the  

                                                 
141·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 664. 

142·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, ii, 703. 

143·Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 324. 

144·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 6. 

145·ECA, D&C, 3673, pp. 27-8;  Reg. Stapledon, Exeter, p. 337;  H. Michell Whitley, ‘Visitations of 

Devonshire Churches’, pp. 446-473. 

146·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, i, 175-6, 300-4. 
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boundaries and limits of the parish church of Stokenham’.
147

   Parishioners of the chapel of Cofton in Dawlish 

were involved in disputes with their vicar between 1282 and 1411, with the result that first the vicar of Kenton 

and then the vicar of Mamhead provided services for them.
148

   The bishop’s attention was drawn to Templeton 

in 1439 because an unlawful priest was carrying out baptisms and burials, rites which belonged to the parish 

church of Witheridge.   At the resulting inquiry in 1440 the five witnesses, including men aged seventy-two, 

eighty and ninety, testified that five years previously John Whitefeld senior had caused a women to be buried 

without a proper priest, and had raised two or three graves there although there was but one body.   The proctor 

sent to investigate the situation found two graves, one inside the chapel and one outside, but dared not approach 

because of the fury of John Whitefeld and the other villagers.
149

 

 In the above cases the parishioners were concerned with services, but sometimes there was violence 

against clergy, which may have arisen either for personal reasons or out of anticlericalism at the time of the 

papal schism (1378-1417) which coincided with much dissatisfaction with the clergy.   A parishioner struck the 

priest of the chapel of Molland in Knowstone in 1360.
150

   The rector of Dartington in 1373 was granted licence 

to celebrate in his rectory on account of the hostility of the parishioners and in 1374 was given licence of non-

residence for a year because he dared not reside in Dartington.
151

   Sir John Strech and his wife were granted 

licence to celebrate in their manor at Pinhoe in 1378, with the condition that violence to the clergy was not 

permitted by law.   In 1379 they were allowed one or two confessors for their sins, although the bishop reserved  

                                                 
147·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 432-3, Dr Seaford in the Department of Classics at Exeter University kindly 

helped with this translation;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, p. 328.   According to Group Captain J.R. Goodman, 

Sherford church is still dependent on Stokenham. 

148·Reg. Bronescombe, Exeter, p. 323;  Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 522-3, 567; ii, 635;  Reg. Stafford, Exeter, 

pp. 80-1;  Flora Jordan, ‘Dawlish Parish Church’, TDA, xlv (1913), pp. 374-6. 

149·Reg. Lacy, Exeter, ed. Dunstan, ii, 150-1, 154-5, 174-5, 211-221.  

150·Reg. Grandisson, Exeter, ii, 1209. 

151·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 320-1, 326. 
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the right of absolution.
152

   It would be misleading, however, to end with the relatively few negative cases.   In 

concluding, the positive aspects of medieval chapels in Devon are brought into focus.

                                                 
152·Reg. Brantyngham, Exeter, i, 390, 404. 
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7  CONCLUSION 

 

The phenomenon of chapels shows a widespread desire in medieval society for places of worship other than 

those provided in the Church’s ‘official’ network of parish churches.   A need for chapels was created when 

marginal land was colonized, some towns increased in size or new boroughs were created.   Chapels and 

chantries had begun to be founded long before the Black Death of 1348 and its subsequent outbreaks, and there 

had long been a preoccupation with the fate of souls in purgatory, but the disaster heightened the awareness of 

the fragility of life, as much contemporary art and literature testifies.   The peak period for the recording of 

chapels in Devon was between 1370 and 1450.   The evidence is dependent on the source material and 

recording practice.   Nevertheless, the greatest incidence of documented chapels falls within the period of the 

Hundred Years’ War with France (1337-1453) - another stress factor.   It also coincides with the papal schism 

(1378-1417) and a time of dissatisfaction with the clergy, when people might be more likely to want to make 

their own arrangements for services.    

 The peak period of documentation of Devon chapels coincides with the beatification of many saints and 

an emphasis on lay piety.   The cult of saints was part of the variety of religious outlets and religious devotion 

was one of the prerequisites for a large number of chapels.   Sometimes it is evident from disputes that there 

was a wish for independence from the parish church.   Economic interests also had to be taken into account:  a 

chapel close to hand meant less time from labours.   That so many were built or furnished, in spite of cost 

additional to that incurred by the parish church, is an indication that some people were prospering.   Compared 

with Lincolnshire, Devon had more opportunity for economic growth after the Black Death because it was still 

relatively sparsely settled.   It is highly probable that the demand for the then fashionable Devon cloth made a 

significant contribution thereafter.   The fall in numbers of chapels newly documented after 1450 may be 

explained by recording practice, since religious devotion in Devon did not decline, as R. Whiting has shown.   If 

there was a fall in the number of new foundations, it could reflect saturation point having been reached with too 

many chapels and staff to maintain.   It is possible that a weaker economic situation contributed.   A change of 

fashion may have precluded an increase in numbers of chapels when this improved.   Instead, there was much 

rebuilding and embellishment of parish  
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churches.   Nevertheless, a few chapels are recorded for the first time right down to the 1541, the last people 

before 1550 receiving recorded licences being a male recluse at St Saviour’s chapel at Ottery St Mary in 1531, 

and Lady Dorothy Mountjoy in 1541, for a chapel in the suppressed abbey of Tavistock.
153

 

 It has been demonstrated that chapels were important to all levels of medieval society for numerous 

reasons.   Chapels were an important part of Church organization.   They enabled the Church to provide services 

for all, whilst the constraints imposed by canon law protected its own financial interests.   Chapels were useful 

to the Church as channels for publishing information.   They also provided opportunities of employment for the 

clergy.
154

    Canon law was administered from the bishop’s chapels in particular.   The majority of chapels were 

close to dwellings, where the provision of liturgical and pastoral services was of first importance.   Chapels 

were also social amenities for outlying communities, the aristocracy and the household.   Chapels of ease gave 

limited independence and saved time for economic matters.   As lay initiative and influence increased, domestic 

chapels also enabled a degree of independence from the parish church and conferred status.   Guild chapels 

were focal points of charitable works for living and departed souls and many other chapels were endowed with 

chantries.   The belief of the power of saints to bring about miracles was of great social significance.   Many 

chapels may have been built with the cult more than the community in mind.   Some saint-cults were focused in 

chapels at particular sites such as holy wells, woods or churchyards.   Chapels at some holy wells were centres 

of healing;  many in churchyards were endowed with a chantry for prayers for the dead.   Other chapels were 

associated with public services.   Those on the coast and on hills served as navigation marks;  those on bridges 

and highways were linked with the maintenance of these;  those on boundaries protected economic interests.   

Several chapels were associated with defence.   Such chapels represented the integration of individuals and the 

community in the common interest as well as giving variety of opportunities for collective and private devotion.    

  

                                                 
153·References are given in the gazetteer. 

154·R.N. Swanson, Church and Society in Late Medieval England (Oxford, 1989), pp. 51-2. 
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Many chapels ceased to have relevance after the Reformation when, in spite of his proclamations of 

1528x1530 against the heresy of Luther and others,
155

 Henry VIII issued injunctions in 1536 and 1538 

against images, relics, miracles for ‘any superstition or lucre’, pilgrimages and praying for souls,
156

 thus 

reflecting the policies of Protestant reformers in Europe.
157

   Chapels which owed their existence to a 

cult and were not also chapels of ease therefore ceased to function at the Reformation.   The abolition of 

chantries led to the demise of others.   One of the aims of the Chantry Act of 1547 had been to divert 

funds to education and almshouses.   A few chapels were eventually transformed for these purposes 

(though not by the Act).   For example, St Anne’s at Barnstaple and the chapel of Great Torrington 

castle became schools, and St Anne’s chapel in Exeter part of an almshouse.   Similarly, anchorite cells 

were doomed at the Reformation.   Guilds survived only as secular organizations.   The fraternity and 

religious observances of the Guild of Weavers, Fullers (or Tuckers) and Shearmen, for example, were 

ended at the Reformation, giving place to a largely craft guild.
158

   The guild chapel of the Assumption 

of the Blessed Virgin Mary was transferred to secular use.   Other provision was made for public 

services formerly associated with chapels.   Information was already being propagated by printing.   

Trinity House was incorporated by royal charter in 1514 and became the authority for lighthouses and 

pilotage.
159

   The making and mending of bridges and roads became a matter for  

                                                 
155·W.S. Holdsworth, A History of English Law, 15 vols (London, 1903-65), iv, 299.  

156·W.H. Frere W.McC. Kennedy, Visitation Articles and Injunctions of the Period of the Reformation 1536-

1558 (London, New York etc., 1910) pp. 5-6, 37-39. 

157·For example, Luther, in Against the Heavenly Prophets (1525), had quoted the Ten Commandments in 

respect of carved images and likenesses (Exodus 20.3,4), and had advocated the destroying of images.   Soon 

after, Erasmus, in A Pilgrimage for Religion’s Sake drew attention to the spiritual value or harm of 

pilgrimages, the false claims made for relics, and iconoclasm, and this was translated and published in 

England in 1536 or 1537 (David Englander, Diana Norman, Rosemary O'Day and W.R. Owens, Culture and 

Belief in Europe 1450-1600 (Oxford, 1990), pp. 169-171; 66-71 respectively). 

158·Joyce Youings, Tuckers Hall (booklet, n.d.). 

159·Keeper of Manuscripts, Guildhall Library, Aldermanbury, London.   
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legislation in 1531, when justices of the peace were charged to inquire about broken bridges.   In cases where no 

person was liable to repair them, taxes might be levied for this purpose by appointed collectors.   Bridge chapels 

also disappeared after the Reformation.
160

   The Reformation encouraged uniformity and strove to make people 

worship together in parish churches.   The need for variety in opportunities for worship was met, eventually, by 

Nonconformism. 

 The question remains of what survives, and indeed what should be counted as a chapel.   Of those 

included in the present study, over 15% of the estimated total of 1,300 chapels in Devon have surviving 

archaeological evidence.   Sources of the last 50 years show that, to varying extent, there are remains of 

buildings or furnishings of some 200 former medieval chapels and oratories.   These are indicated in the last two 

columns of the gazetteer.
161

   Earlier sources indicate that after the Reformation at least 40 chapels were 

transformed to other use, such as dwellings, farm buildings and schools, and about 130 were in ruins.   At least 

nine are known to have been demolished, whilst a few were rebuilt.   Some chapels of ease later achieved the 

status of parish churches, especially the ones with a font, burial ground and their own priest.   Amongst the 200 

with remains are at least 75 chapels which became parish churches, marked * in the gazetteer, and a few others 

still used for worship.   The phenomenon of chapels was not peculiar to Devon, although Devon and Cornwall 

appear to have had a high proportion of them.   Chapels were common in England and Wales.   The topic of 

chapels touches on many branches of history: archaeology;  canon law;  ecclesiastical, economic, family and 

landscape history;  and folk-lore.   It takes an important place in the wider context of national history.   The 

period and area covered are vast.   The evidence is widely dispersed and imperfect.   More research remains to 

be done, but the present study at least provides a starting point.

                                                 
160·Rotha Mary Clay, The Hermits and Anchorites of England (London, 1914), pp. 61, 63-4. 

161·With a topic of such wide scope, there may be errors of judgement in the gazetteer.   Space is also a severe 

limitation.   The last three columns in particular were set up initially for the personal reasons of drawing on 

examples, and do not provided a complete list of, say, chapels with fonts or ruined chapels.  
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Appendix: GAZETTEER OF MEDIEVAL CHAPELS IN DEVON 

 

 

 

Note: The gazetteer does not make allowances for changes within the period, except of status of 

the chapel, and can therefore give only a general impression.  It cannot be regarded as giving a 

complete list in any column. 

 

KEY TO COLUMN HEADINGS, with explanatory notes in brackets 

 

ARCH:  Evidence of building and furnishings now lost or changed 

CATG:  Category of chapel 

CHAPEL:  Medieval locational name of chapel or oratory (or modern location in brackets); those  

followed by * are now churches 

CHGE:  Change in status 

CHURCH:  Mother church if different from civil parish 

CIRC:  Circumstances of first reference 

CIVILPAR:  Modern civil parish or ward area.  (Abbreviated place-names in the first two columns  

are recognizable and are not included in the list of abbreviations, for example, Kingsteign:  

Kingsteignton; Salc.Regis: Salcombe Regis; Widecombe- -Moor: Widecombe in the Moor) 

COMMENTS:  Comments about status and significance 

1.DAT: Earliest reference (may not include dedication) 

2.DAT:  Date of changed status. (In the case of Exeter chapels where change to the status of parish 

 church is indicated (tchu), a date is not given;  most of them changed status when the  

parochial system was laid down in about  1222, but many were subsequently referred to as  

chapels because of the burial-rights of the Cathedral) 

3.DAT: Date of latest reference as a chapel 

DEDI:  Attested medieval dedication to a saint, angel or aspect of the divinity 

FPER:  First person named in first licence 
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FURN:  Examples of recorded features of building or furnishings 

LOCA:  Environment 

LPER:  First person named in last licence 

PATR:  Patron 

PRES:  Date of remains as noted in historical sources since 1945. (Centuries are abbreviated, for  

example, fifteenth century: 15c.  Dates given are approximate) 

1.REF:  Source of earliest reference (abbreviations of sources are denoted as ‘T&G’ in the ‘list of  

abbreviations’ at the beginning of the dissertation) 

SITE:  Immediate site. (Where a chapel is situated at two types of site, for example a well near the  

coast, the first two letters of each are indicated, in this case: weco)  

STAF:  Type of staffing 

 

OTHER ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMS USED IN THE GAZETTEER 

(In the four-letter columns where the designation is uncertain the last letter is exchanged for a 

question mark.  A single question mark in any column denotes uncertainty.) 

 

abbo:  with reference to an abbot (CIRC) 

acct:  accounts (CIRC) 

admi:  administrative matter (CIRC) 

aisl:  aisle (ARCH) 

alms:  almshouse chapel (CATG);  chapel used as almshouse post-Reformation (ARCH) 

alta:  stone altar (ARCH) 

anch: anchorite cell or chapel (CATG);  anchorhouse (LOCA);  anchorite (STAF) 

Anne&JnofBr:  SS. Anne and John of Bridlington 

antq:  antiquarian source (CIRC) 

appr:  appropriation (CIRC) 

arca:  arcade (FURN) 

arcd:  archdeacon (PATR), (STAF) 
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arch:  archaeological evidence (CIRC);  architectural features (ARCH) 

arms:  coat of arms (ARCH) 

arpr:  archpriest (PATR), (STAF) 

AssumptionBV:  Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary 

B&W:  staff of the cathedral of Bath and Wells (PATR) 

b>ci:  change in paronage, episcopal to civic 

bell:  bell (ARCH), (FURN) 

bish:  bishop’s chapel (CATG);  replies to bishop at primary visitation (CIRC);  bishop’s manor  

(LOCA);  bishop (PATR) 

book:  reference to medieval service book(s) (ARCH) 

boun:  boundary (SITE) 

bras:  brass (FURN) 

brid:  bridge (SITE) 

buil:  post-Reformation reference to existing building (ARCH);  building exists (FURN) 

buri:  burial (CIRC) 

cano:  canon (STAF) 

cast:  castle (LOCA) 

cave:  cave (SITE) 

cell:  cell (CATG) 

Celt:  Celtic period (6c. to about 936) (PRES) 

chal:  chalice (ARCH) 

chan:  chantry endowed (CHGE) 

chap:  change to chapel (CHGE) 

char:  charter or monastic cartulary (CIRC);  charnel house (ARCH) 

chpl:  reference to chaplain (CIRC);  chaplain (STAF) 

chpr:  chantry priest (STAF) 

chur:  churching of women (CIRC) 

chwa:  churchwarden’s records (CIRC) 

chya:  churchyard (SITE) 
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ci>b:  change in patronage, civic to episcopal (PATR) 

civi:  civic or civilian record (CIRC);  civic corporation (PATR) 

Clement&MryM:  SS. Clement and Mary Magdalene 

cler:  chapel or oratory of the clergy (CATG);  cleric (PATR) 

clge:  cleric and gentry (PATR) 

coas:  coast (SITE) 

coll:  collation (CIRC);  collegiate chapel (CATG);  staff of collegiate chapel (PATR) 

comm:  commission of inquiry (CIRC);  college of priests (STAF) 

cons:  consecration (CIRC) 

cros:  cross (ARCH) 

cryp:  crypt (FURN) 

cura:  curate (STAF) 

D&CE:  dean and chapter of Exeter Cathedral (PATR) 

DB:  Domesday Book (CIRC) 

dco:  domestic chapel or oratory (CATG) 

dean:  dean of Exeter Cathedral (PATR) 

dec:  Decorated period (1272-1349) (PRES) 

dedi:  dedication (CIRC) 

deed:  deed (CIRC) 

demo:  demolished (ARCH) 

desc:  description (ARCH) 

desi:  named priest designated (STAF) 

disp:  dispute (CIRC) 

doc:  document  

domc:  domestic chapel (CATG);  change to domestic chapel (CHGE) 

domo:  domestic oratory (CATG) 

door:  door (FURN) 

dual:  dual function of chapel as cult centre or in public service (as shown in separate tables) 

(CATG)
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dues:  dues (CIRC) 

dway:  doorway (ARCH);  (FURN) 

earl:  earl of Devon (PATR) 

ease:  chapel of ease (CATG) 

ECA:  Exeter Cathedral Archives (CIRC) 

Edmund bish:  St Edmund archbishop of Canterbury 

elec:  election (CIRC) 

Eliz:  grant of chapels to lay people in the reign of Elizabeth I 

encl:  enclosure of anchorite (CIRC) 

endo:  endowment (CIRC) 

exam:  examination (CIRC) 

excl:  exclusion (CIRC) 

exco:  excommunication (CIRC) 

expa:  extra-parochial chapel (CATG) 

fabr:  reference to medieval fabric of building (ARCH) 

farm:  chapel used as farm-building post-Reformation (ARCH);  (FURN) 

fchu:  former church (CATG);  change from church to chapel (CHGE) 

figu:  figure (FURN) 

font:  font (ARCH);  (FURN) 

ford:  ford (SITE) 

forg:  chapel used as forge post-Reformation (ARCH) 

found:  foundations (FURN) 

free:  free chapel (CATG);  change to free chapel (CHGE) 

furn:  many furnishings at medieval visitation (ARCH) 

gath:  gatehouse chapel (FURN) 

gent:  gentry (PATR) 

George&JohnB:  SS George and John the Baptist 

gild:  guild chapel (CATG);  change to use by guild (CHGE);  guild (PATR) 

Gillms:  St Gilliams (Julian?) 
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glas:  glass (ARCH);  (FURN) 

gran:  grant (CIRC) 

hag?:  hagioscope? (ARCH) 

herm:  hermit’s chapel (CATG);  hermit (STAF) 

hill:  hill (SITE) 

HolyGhost&Ka:  The Holy Ghost and St Katherine 

HolTri/ChrCh:  known as Holy Trinity or Christ Church 

hosp: hospital chapel (CATG), LOCA);  change to hospital chapel (CHGE) 

hous:  chapel used as a dwelling post-Reformation (ARCH), (FURN) 

hway:  highway (SITE) 

illu:  illustration (ARCH) 

inde:  indenture (CIRC) 

indu:  indulgence (CIRC) 

infi:  infirmary of religious order (LOCA) 

inhi:  inhibition (CIRC) 

inst:  institution (CIRC) 

inte:  interdict (CIRC) 

inve:  inventory (CIRC) 

IPM:  Inquisitions post-mortem (CIRC) 

JohnB&7Macc:  St John the Baptist and the Seven Maccabees 

JohnEvange:  St John the Evangelist 

Lady of Thorn:  Our Lady of Thorn 

lanc:  lancet window (ARCH) 

Laur:  St Laurence 

Lela:  Leland noted building c. 1540 (ARCH) 

lett:  letter (CIRC) 

licn:  licence for celebration of divine services (CIRC) 

light:  light (ARCH) 

mand:  mandate (CIRC) 
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mano:  manorial record (CIRC);  rural domestic chapel in manor or smaller country house (LOCA) 

map:  cartographical evidence (CIRC); medieval map reference (ARCH) 

marr:  marriage (CIRC) 

Mary Magd.:  St Mary Magdalene 

medi:  medieval (PRES) 

memo:  memorandum (CIRC) 

Mich (Cath?):  St Michael or perhaps St Catherine (Katherine) 

mill:  mill (SITE) 

mona:  monastic patron (or patron of monastery) (PATR);  priest supplied by monastery (STAF) 

monu:  monument (ARCH) 

mott:  motte (FURN) 

mvow:  monastic vow (CIRC) 

name:  place-name evidence (CIRC) 

new:  date of new building indicated (ARCH) 

Nich:  St Nicholas 

noble:  noble (in this case only those given a title in the sources are designated as ‘noble’) (PATR) 

Norm:  Norman period (1066-1199) (PRES) 

nucv:  nucleated village (LOCA) 

oath:  oath (CIRC) 

obit:  obit record (CIRC) 

O.L.Loretta:  Our Lady of Lorretta 

orat:  early oratory 

ordi:  ordination (CIRC) 

orga:  organ (ARCH) 

OSM:  staff of Ottery St Mary church (PATR) 

OurLdy:  Our Lady 

ownp:  own priest or chaplain (STAF) 

pain:  painting (FURN) 

paro:  parochial chapel with cure of souls (CATG);  change to parochial chapel (CHGE) 
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pera:  perambulation (CIRC) 

Perp:  Perpendicular period (1350-1539) (PRES) 

peti:  petition (CIRC) 

pisc:  piscina (ARCH), (FURN) 

plan:  plan (ARCH) 

pope:  papal involvement (CIRC) 

preb:  prebendary (PATR) 

prec:  precentor (PATR) 

prof:  profession (e.g. of hermit) (CIRC) 

proo:  priest’s room (ARCH) 

rape:  rape (CIRC) 

rebu:  rebuilt (CHGE), (ARCH), (FURN) 

rect:  rector to take services or supply suitable priest (STAF) 

relo:  chapel or oratory of religious order (CATG);  changed to use by religious order (CHGE);   

chapel or oratory in monastery or associated house (LOCA) 

rema:  remains of building (FURN) 

remo:  building or furnishings removed to another site (FURN) 

rent:  rent (CIRC) 

rere:  reredos (ARCH), (FURN) 

resi:  resignation (CIRC) 

rest:  building restored (FURN) 

revo:  revocation of licence (CIRC) 

rive:  river (SITE) 

roll:  e.g. Patent Rolls (CIRC) 

roof:  roof (FURN) 

room:  room (ARCH), (FURN) 

rucl:  house of rural clergy (vicarage, rectory, etc.) (LOCA) 

ruim:  ruin in medieval period (ARCH) 

ruin:  ruin (FURN)
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ruip:  post-Reformation ruins or remains (ranging from fragments to buildings) (ARCH) 

rura:  chapels in the country, probably in hamlets (LOCA) 

sanc:  sanctuary (CIRC) 

Saxo:  Saxon period (682-1066) 

scho:  chapel used as school post-Reformation (ARCH) 

scre:  screen (ARCH), (FURN) 

seal:  medieval seal (ARCH) 

site:  change of site (CHGE);  site remains (FURN) 

Slsb:  staff of Salisbury Cathedral (PATR) 

spl:  suitable place (usually in house) (CATG) 

spr:  suitable priest, 2spr:  two suitable priests (STAF) 

stee:  steeple (ARCH) 

ston:  stonework (ARCH), (FURN) 

stou:  stoup (ARCH) 

subu:  suburb (modern identification) (LOCA) 

surv:  survey (CIRC) 

tax:  tax (CIRC) 

tchu:  change from chapel to church (CHGE) 

test:  testament (CIRC) 

Test:  Testa de Nevil (CIRC) 

Thomas Apost:  St Thomas the Apostle 

ThomasM:  St Thomas the Martyr (Becket) 

ThomasM/Anne:  St Thomas the Martyr, also St Anne 

Thomas/Maur:  St Thomas the Martyr changed to St Maurice 

tile:  tiles (FURN) 

tocl:  house of town clergy (canons’ house, town rectory etc) (LOCA) 

toho:  town house (LOCA) 

towe:  tower (FURN) 

town:  town (LOCA) 
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trad:  tradition (ARCH) 

tree:  tree (SITE) 

Trin:  Trinity 

tym?:  tympanum? (ARCH) 

unla:  unlawful chaplain (STAF) 

unro:  un-roofed at medieval visitation (ARCH) 

vari:  various parts of buildings or furnishings (FURN) 

vest:  vestments (ARCH) 

vica:  vicar to take services or supply suitable priest 

viol:  violence (CIRC) 

visi:  visitation (CIRC) 

wall:  wall (ARCH), (FURN) 

well:  well (SITE), ARCH) 

wido:  widow (PATR) 

will:  will (CIRC) 

wind:  window (ARCH), (FURN) 

wood:  wood (SITE);  woodwork (FURN) 

writ:  writ (CIRC) 

York:  staff of York Cathedral (PATR) 

 

Approximately 175 licences were granted to named families where the place was not noted in the  

reference;  these have not been included in the Gazetteer.
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